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ABSTRACT

This dissertation analyzes the political-economy of agrarian social relations and
uneven development in La Libertad, Chontales, Nicaragua. It locates the development of
agrarian structures and municipal politics at the interstices of local level processes and
supra-local political-economic projects, i.e., an expanding world market, Nicaraguan
nation-state and class formation, and U.S. imperialism. The formation and expansion of
private property in land and the contested placement of municipal borders forms the
primary locus for this analysis of changing agrarian relations. Over the course of the
century explored in this dissertation, the uneven development of class and state power did
not foster capitalist relations of production (i.e., increasing productivity based on new
investment, development of the forces of production, proletarianization) and did not
entail the disappearance of peasant producers; rather, peasant producers proliferated.
Neither emerging from a pre-capitalist past nor forging a (classically) capitalist present,
classes and communities were shaped through constant movement (e.g., waves of
migration and population movements, upward and downward mobility) and structured by
forms of accumulation rooted in extractive economic practices and forms of dependentcommercial capitalism on the one hand, and the politics of state – including municipal –
formative dynamics on the other. The proliferation of peasant producers, both
constrained and made possible by these processes, depended upon patriarchal relations
(through which family labor was mobilized and landownership and use framed) and an
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expansive frontier (through which land pressure was relieved and farm fragmentation
mitigated), although larger ranchers and landlords depended upon and benefited from
these as well, albeit in different ways. The social relations among different classes and
strata were contradictory, entailing forms of dependence, subordination, and exploitation
as well as identification and affinity. In the context of the Sandinista revolution, these
ties created the basis for a widely shared counterrevolutionary political stance across
classes and strata while these class and strata distinctions conditioned the specificities and
experiences of opposition.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In June 1995, La Libertad’s mayor, a concejal (elected municipal council
member), two municipal office personnel, a Committee for Municipal Development
(CDM) representative, and I left town early in the morning to attend a meeting just fifteen
kilometers north in a rural district called Carquita.1 La Libertad, both town or “urban
center” and the larger municipality of the same name, is located in the department of
Chontales, Nicaragua.2 Chontales forms part of a wider region, alternatively referred to
as the south-central or southern interior region, known for its cattle ranching and in the
1980s and 1990s, its staunch anti-Sandinista political culture. La Libertad differs from
wider Chontales in that it has a relatively large Sandinista base and is a gold mining
town; in fact, in casual conversation, the two are often linked.3 Like much of Chontales,
though, La Libertad is predominantly rural; that is, about three-quarters of La Libertad’s
population of nearly ten thousand were rural residents in 1995 dispersed among
approximately twenty five comarcas (rural districts or communities). And like other
1

The CDM was first called the Committee for Communal Development (CDC) but was later
renamed to CDM, which is discussed in chapter 7.
2

Department refers to the major political-administrative division in Nicaragua, like states or
provinces. Nicaragua has fifteen departments and two autonomous regions (the Northern and
Southern Autonomous Atlantic Regions, or RAAN and RAAS) each with a departmental or
regional capital. These larger units are subdivided into 152 municipalities. Municipalities
typically consist of a casco urbano or urban center and a rural hinterland, which in turn is divided
into different comarcas or rural communities.
3

Mine workers and small miners are often assumed to be Sandinista, and many are. Small miner
refers to independent and typically small scale, self-employed gold prospectors and miners. For
detailed discussion of small mining in La Libertad, see Aiyer (2004).
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4

parts of Chontales and Nicaragua’s interior region more broadly, La Libertad’s rural
hinterland not only witnessed war in the 1980s, but was site of active contra support as
well.5
Despite its proximity and the dry weather, the trip to Carquita took about three
hours by horseback.6 Although the rains had not begun in earnest, the landscape along
the way was quite green and even to the untrained eye there was an obvious mixture of
scattered pasture, brush, and fruit and hard wood trees. But despite the barbed wire
fencing, the occasional thatch hut or wood house, and a few rather thin cows, the area we
traversed appeared desolate. About half way through our journey and answering my
unasked questions (namely: are we there yet and where is everybody?), I was told we
were almost there where I would meet many campesinos (rural residents or peasants). In
fact, this meeting “was a big deal” and some even emphasized the first of its kind, which
I later learned meant the first time town authorities ventured out to the countryside to

4

The interior regions include Estelí, Jinotega, Madriz, Matagalpa, and Nueva Segovia in the
north; Boaco, Chontales, and parts of the Northern and Southern Autonomous Regions in the
central-south; and Rio San Juan in the south.
5

Contra, short for counterrevolutionary, refers to members of the armed opposition to the
Sandinista revolution who were funded and trained – and to an important degree, organized – in
the 1980s by the U.S. (although U.S. here is shorthand for a complex interplay of private and
public strategizing, policy, and financial and logistical support for the counterrevolution). In the
1990s, many contra in Nicaragua preferred the term Resistance. However, former contras I spoke
to in/around La Libertad used the word contra spontaneously and/or thought of the terms as
interchangeable (with two men expressing to me confusion over where the word “Resistance”
came from), hence my usage of the former here.
6

Our route followed the old camino (horse/mule path) north passing Los Angeles and other
mines through the comarca Chamarro, winding around the highest peak in the municipality itself
called El Chamarro, moving up and down along the hilly and mountainous terrain past the locally
well known farm La America, crossing the Siquia River, and traveling still further north until
arriving at a clearing in which Carquita’s school and church, the site of our meeting and the
temporary end of our journey, were located. El Chamarro reaches 835 meters above sea level; the
average altitude of La Libertad is about 499 meters above sea level (INIFOM n.d.).
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conduct a meeting of this sort. At the heart of it, as the mayor and other town
representatives put it, was a dream: building the first intra-municipal camino de
penetración (penetration or feeder road), an unpaved all weather road that would link
town directly to Carquita, which with time might extend even further northeast to reach
many other outlying comarcas within the municipality.
As municipal authorities worked to make this dream come true, they faced a few
nightmares only some of which were related to this project. Border conflicts with
neighboring municipalities, for example, were particularly troubling to local officials in
the mid-1990s. About a year after the road meeting, mayors and other authorities from
Chontales met with the Minister of the Institute of Municipal Development (INIFOM) in
the capital, Managua, to discus ongoing conflicts related to “territorial organization.”
Four major disputes in south-central Nicaragua were discussed as examples of the urgent
need for swift yet fair resolutions of territorial conflicts. Among them figured the
tensions between La Libertad and its northern neighbor Camoapa (in the department of
Boaco), although La Libertad was also struggling with its other neighbors (Juigalpa, San
Pedro de Lóvago, and Santo Domingo all in Chontales) over boundary issues too. During
the meeting, state officials suggested that these conflicts were the growing pains
associated with state reorganization, modernization, and democratization in the new
(post-Sandinista) Nicaragua and assured those present that a number of inter-institutional
collaborations were in place to work out these technical kinks.
These completely different and seemingly unrelated meetings index distinct – if
initially unexpected – aspects of my research in Nicaragua. This project began with the
intention of focusing on conflicts over Sandinista agrarian reform properties (involving
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landowners whose properties were confiscated or expropriated, reform beneficiaries, and
demobilized army and contra soldiers and personnel) in the post-revolutionary context in
order to study peasant participation in revolutionary transformation, counterrevolutionary
contestation, and emerging neoliberal transition. Specific events (such as the road
meeting among others), the timing, pace, and place of agrarian reform property disputes,
and actual social relations “on the ground” pushed me along a different path. In the first
months of fieldwork, I met community leaders from Carquita at meetings and workshops
held in town, where I resided during the research. I quickly learned that Carquita was a
predominantly middle-peasant dairy and agriculture producing community that strongly
identified with or supported the contra, although few Carquiteños directly joined the
armed opposition. I was intrigued and over the course of fieldwork I visited Carquita
frequently. I also continued to attend community meetings in town and took every
opportunity to join local authorities on their trips to other comarcas in order to develop a
broader understanding of rural life and peasant politics. These trips provided ample
opportunity to hear about the concerns and problems facing municipal officials. In this
way, I learned of the contemporary boundary issues just mentioned and that they were
not at all new. I also began to see connections between these border woes and wished for
roads.
As I followed the road project, traveled with municipal authorities, and attended
local meetings a number of questions emerged. One set of questions had to do with
agrarian social relations. What factors shaped the prevalence of relatively large
landholding, spatially dispersed, peasants and cattle ranchers, and what were the
similarities and differences among them? What was the incidence of rural landlessness
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or land poverty in their midst? What were the labor and property relations shaping land
access and use? What forms and patterns of accumulation emerged from and structured
class relations, and could these explain the obvious abundance of land and telltale signs
of its underutilization as well? What were the similarities and differences between urban
and rural farm owners; was place of residence a sign of class, status, or power; and what
was the nature of urban-rural relations? Another set of questions turned on the politics of
municipal development. Why was La Libertad, despite its gold mines and abundant land,
so infrastructure poor? What was the class basis and was their “relative autonomy” of
municipal authority? How did local authorities generate and distribute resources and
what were the mechanisms of regulation and surveillance, their scope, and reach? What
prompted the choice of location for the penetration road; what sparked boundary
disputes; and how were these linked to each other – if at all – and class and municipal
authority politics? I do not claim to have answered all of these (and other) questions, but
together they called for a deeper and wider framing than I originally intended, i.e., they
required attention to longer-term regional processes.
Instead of focusing on peasant politics through the lens of contestation over
agrarian reform properties in the mid-1990s, I increasingly turned my attention to
historical analysis of the development of agrarian structures and rural political-economy.
Consequently, this dissertation traces roughly “one hundred years of development” of La
Libertad, beginning with the late-nineteenth century, and two broad periods and
trajectories are analyzed. The first refers to the protracted processes of municipal
formation. The making of La Libertad began most earnestly in conjunction with the
California gold rush, was nurtured through the nineteenth century private property
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revolution and agroexport boom, and culminated around the mid-twentieth century in the
wake of sustained economic contraction and political transition, which was marked
locally by a lengthy border conflict. Its formation was structured in class and ethnic
struggles that reorganized prior – and introduced new – land tenure relations and land use
patterns. Central features of this new regime included the formation of ladino (or
mestizo) middle and rich-peasants as the predominant landowning rural types amidst
other social classes or strata (e.g., finqueros or larger-sized producers and landlords on
the one hand, poor and dispossessed peasants on the other). Over time, the dynamics
embodied in this trajectory at once generated land pressure and propelled the movement
of people northeast (to the interior regions of the municipality) and east, who carved
farms from forest and created the comarcas that constitute the contemporary
municipality.
The second period refers to cattle expansion and conversion, which was made
possible by this earlier trajectory. It was set in motion by a second agroexport boom,
beginning in the 1950s, and was followed by a contradictory process of contraction
amidst some forms of expansion in the 1980s and 1990s that were shaped by two waves
of profound political-economic transition. Middle and rich-peasants continued to be the
most prevalent – if now predominantly cattle ranching – rural landowners. But an
intensification of older tensions, new axes of inequality, and in the 1980s, war, generated
more land pressure, drove differentiation and dispossession, and fueled the movement of
people to towns/cities and even further east (outside the boundaries of the municipality to
the new agrarian frontier). Shifting boundaries in the 1980s and again in the 1990s,
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coupled with border conflicts in the latter period, once again mark municipal formation,
although the politics prompting them were different in this second period.
This dissertation locates the development of agrarian structures and municipal
politics at the interstices of local level processes and supra-local political-economic
projects, i.e., an expanding world market, Nicaraguan nation-state and class formation,
and U.S. imperialism. The formation and expansion of private property in land and the
contested placement of municipal borders forms the primary locus for this analysis of
agrarian relations and change. I argue that over the course of the century explored in this
dissertation, the uneven development of class and state power did not foster capitalist
relations of production (i.e., increasing productivity based on new investment,
development of the forces of production, proletarianization) did not entail the
disappearance of peasant producers; rather, peasant producers proliferated. Neither
emerging from a pre-capitalist past nor forging a capitalist present, classes and
communities were shaped through constant movement (e.g., waves of migration and
population movement, upward and downward mobility) and structured by forms of
accumulation rooted in extractive economic practices and forms of dependentcommercial capitalism on the one hand, and the politics of state – including municipal –
formative dynamics on the other. Peasant proliferation, both constrained and made
possible by these processes, depended upon patriarchal relations (through which family
labor was mobilized and landownership and use framed) and an expansive frontier
(through which land pressure was relieved and farm fragmentation mitigated), although
larger ranchers and landlords depended upon and benefited from these as well, albeit in
different ways. The social relations among different classes and strata were
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contradictory, entailing forms of dependence, subordination, and exploitation as well as
identification and affinity. In the context of the Sandinista revolution, these ties created
the basis for a widely shared counterrevolutionary political stance across classes and
strata while these class and strata distinctions conditioned the specificities and
experiences of opposition.

Setting the Scene: Centrality in Marginality
Chontales is among the largest and least densely populated departments in
Nicaragua historically and today as well. Situated on the eastern shores of Lake
Nicaragua, lowland plains and rolling hills reach east toward the Atlantic while the
Amerrisque Mountains (followed by a number of east-west cordilleras) ascend in the
horizon stretching north toward the Segovias. Despite decades of urbanization and as
indicated above, Chontales is a predominantly rural department. Nationally well known
as “the place where rivers are made of milk and rocks are made of cheese,” Chontales
and cattle ranching are synonymous. This affectionate description notwithstanding,
Chontales occupies a contradictory place in the national imaginary. At times its cowboy
culture, in which hard work, independence, and traditional/Catholic family values are
extolled and celebrated, is portrayed as being the epitome of the nation; at other times, it
represents all that is backward, rustic, and fetter to national political-economic
development (Gobat 2005:192-200; Heijningen 1994:21).
The so called traditional or colonial cattle hacienda forms the back drop against
which these divergent images are conjured: campistos (a version of cowboys), free spirit,
large herds, and abundant land and water on the one hand, and feudal-like landlords in a
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sea of peasants, poverty, brutishness, primitive technology, waste or underutilization of
productive resources on the other (images that invoke and evoke distinctly racialized and
class based masculinities).7 The stasis and homogeneity implied in either version masks
the diversity of farms and ranches of various sizes and different pursuits, the relations
among them (or more accurately the people owning, working, and/or living on them), and
the wider political processes shaping what appears to be a more static form.8 This is not
to dismiss the formation of cattle haciendas under colonial rule or subsequently, nor to
downplay their significance, size, or “conservative” character.9 But if Nicaragua was a
periphery in the Spanish colonial empire, Chontales was a periphery of the periphery
despite becoming the most important cattle region in Central America in the seventeenth
century (Radell 1969:155); and patterns of centrality in marginality also mark Chontales’
nineteenth and twentieth century development. This, too, informs the contradictory

7

Gobat (2005) explains how elite Granadino (referring to residents of Granada, a department
located on the western shores of Lake Nicaragua with historic ties to Chontales) Conservatives
developed this romantic image to combat their political foes – Liberals – by using anti-capitalist
language as a basis for a critique of aspects of U.S. modernity while under U.S. imperial rule in
the early 20th century. In this discursive development, Granadino Conservatives moved from
describing Chontales and the cattle sector as backward while extolling liberalism and coffee
economies, to a radical critique of the latter by extolling (the newly discovered) virtues of the
former. In another historical context, Heijningen (1994) notes that in the 1980s, Chontales
implied or conjured an image of “Indian/peasant,” thus backward, conservative, and a drag on
revolutionary transformation.
8

Marc Edelman (1992) warns against assuming a similar form represents a timeless, unchanging
essence in his study of the politics of latifundismo in Guanacaste, Costa Rica, which is also a
cattle ranching area with historic ties to Granada and Chontales.
9

I place conservative in quotation marks to be sure we do not link its meaning here to the
Conservative Party and thereby imply that Conservatives were conservative (to mean backward
or feudal-like, traditional, or parochial) in the 19th century. As Gobat (2005) demonstrates,
Granadino Conservatives were among the most entrepreneurial and cosmopolitan of Nicaragua’s
elites, spearheaded liberal state formation, and were leaders in the coffee boom (see also Wolfe
2007).
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images just described as well as specific narratives in La Libertad encapsulating these
and related tensions that we will explore throughout this dissertation.
Chontales, due to its size and varied topography, includes at least three distinct
climatic zones – the dry, semi-humid, and tropical differentiated by amount of rain fall.
These ecological zones are to an important degree the product of social history as, over
time, dense forest was felled and the amount of land in pasture or other crops expanded
producing environmental effects. In this changing landscape, an enduring feature is that
some areas in Chontales support year round cattle grazing and others require recourse to
farms in other zones for part of the year, which shapes land tenure.10 Of course, this
“requirement” is tied to other aspects of land tenure embedded in land use, animal
husbandry practices, and labor processes, which in a nutshell we can conceptualize as
extensive: cattle are grazed extensively, using few inputs, improved pastures, or
scientific breeding techniques, and thus, require a lot of land and produce less milk or
meat per acre, or take more time to do so, than more intensive practices achieve. Indeed
this form of cattle ranching utilizes the fewest annual “man hours” per acre of all the
major crops in Nicaragua.11 To pick a time frame that captures the post-1950s cattle
expansion prior to the revolution, in the 1970s Chontales was home to seven percent of
the nation’s producers and 14 percent of its farms.12 The second largest department,

10

La Libertad boasts all three zones, but is mainly semi-humid.

11

Numerous studies support this assertion; see, for example, Cajina 1989; CIERA 1980; Edelman
1992; Howard-Borjas 1995. General figures are two or more manzanas per head of cattle and
six-man hours/hectare/year.
12

The information in the remainder of this paragraph is from CIERA (1980:70-74).
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Chontales was also second in average farm size; that is, whereas the average farm size in
Nicaragua at this time was about 66 manzanas, the average farm size in Chontales was
140 manzanas.13 Despite this large average farm size, land inequality was significant.
Twenty-one percent of the farms, for example, were very small (less than 10 manzanas in
size) and occupied less than half a percent of the area while less than half a percent of
farms (2,500 manzanas or more in size) occupied a staggering 39 percent of the farm
area. But this inequality was mediated by a sizable group in between these extremes such
that more than half the farms were 50 or more manzanas in size (occupying about 56
percent of farm area) and another 26 percent of farms ten to 50 manzanas in size (with
4.5 percent of farm area). In other words, more than three-quarters of the farms were
what are often referred to as “family” and “multi-family” farms,14 which means they were
large enough to support and absorb family labor for subsistence and commercial
production (more on this below).15

13

Manzana is the unit of surface measure in Nicaragua, although hectares are used as well if
almost exclusively in formal documents. The conversion is: 1 manzana = .7 hectares = 2.47
acres. Thus, a hectare is larger than a manzana and an acre is smaller; 140 manzanas is about 98
hectares or 242 acres.
14

These terms stem from the influential Inter-American Committee for Agricultural Development
studies conducted in the 1960s (Barraclough 1973 and compare with de Janvry 1981; see also
Roseberry 1989a:175-196, 1993: 322-325; for discussion of this work). As Baumeister (1998:87)
explains, the researchers involved in this project “operationalized a typology of farms based on
the absorption of labor” using the following designations and criteria: subfamily farms, less than
ten manzanas, one to two adult permanent laborers; family farms, ten to 50 manzanas, two to four
adult permanent laborers; medium multi-family farms, 50 to 500 manzanas, four to 12 active
adult laborers; and large multi-family farms, 500 or more manzanas, twelve or more adult
laborers.
15

Unfortunately, data on landlessness is not included in this study. The study does tell us that the
population in the 1970s was 84,124 with 68 percent rural; it also tell us that: 1) 28% of the
population was considered “economically active” (meaning 10 years or over, working, looking
for work, or unemployed), with 3.36 percent unemployment; and 2) about 75 of the economically
active population worked in agriculture. There are many problems here not least of which is that

12
It is important to remember that land tenure, labor relations and practices,
settlement patterns, and primary economic pursuits are quite diverse in Chontales, which
the romantic and essentializing discourses and broad snapshot just provided mask. Thus,
not only do average farm sizes, herd sizes and types (i.e., dairy, beef, or both), and
overall land tenure patterns vary within the department and over time, but also beans and
corn, plantains, and tubers are widely grown in Chontales and depending on location, a
variety of fruits are too. In certain areas rice and sorghum are cultivated. Cotton was
grown in different parts of the department, rubber tapping was practiced in other parts,
and sugar cane, tobacco, achiote, cacao, and at least some coffee were grown as well (and
some still are). Logging has been an important extractive enterprise and two
municipalities in Chontales, La Libertad and its neighbor Santo Domingo, were and are
important gold mining zones. This important variation notwithstanding, the scope and
significance of dairy and beef cattle production in Chontales historically, and post-1950
particularly, should not be forgotten. To return to the 1970s, Chontales was home to
about 17 percent of Nicaragua’s herd in 1974 (180,690 head of cattle), which was the
single largest herd by department in the country; by some estimates, 88 percent of the
farm area was in pasture in Chontales (696,349 manzanas were in pasture, CIERA (1980:

women are defined as economically inactive by definition; but this data is suggestive of a low
unemployment rate, but does not allow us to determine the landlessness rate (CIERA 1980:5-17).
Another study offers description of the relative weight of families by social class. It states that
less than 5 percent of families in Chontales were elite (or members of the large and medium-sized
bourgeoisie), 7 percent were rich peasants, 34.7 percent middle peasants, 42 percent poor
peasants, and 11.4 percent members of the rural proletariat (MIDINRA n.d.). This study further
suggests that rich peasants have up to 200 manzanas of land, does not specify land amounts for
middle peasants, and suggests poor peasants have up to 30 manzanas of land.

71, 158-160)).
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What this means is the land tenure patterns described above, including

the large average farm size and numerous “family” and “multi-family” farms, were
directly tied to a particular kind of extensive cattle husbandry in which even many of the
smaller farms were involved, although it also means that in addition to land inequality,
herd size and type or cattle ownership inequality must be added to the picture.
National and international political processes that shape land tenure and use and
fuel the growth of this particular form of extensive non-capital intensive ranching are also
part of the picture, which we will explore in some detail in the chapters that follow. Two
distinct patterns emerging from these dynamics are important to signal here. First, in the
1970s beef ranked third among Nicaragua’s agro-exports (after cotton and coffee) and
despite being the largest cattle department, Chontales was (and still is) considered an
economic backwater. Limited and late infrastructural development such as roads, a
nation-wide dilemma that is felt more acutely in the interior and Atlantic Coast regions, is
symptomatic of this conundrum. In 1996, for example, Nicaragua had a road network of
17,146 kilometers (and no rail network), with only 1,717 kilometers of paved roads,
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According to another source, in 1971, about 620,409 manzanas were in pasture (which would
mean about 76 percent), or about 19 percent of all pastureland in Nicaragua; together with Boaco,
this region was home to 29 percent of the country’s pasture (about 937,271 manzanas), and 27
percent of the national herd (which meant about 492,639 head of cattle in the region) at that time
with an average of 2 head of cattle per manzana (Cajina 1989). The CIERA (1980) document
claims that Chontales was 702,474 manzanas in size, but indicates the area in farms was 787,130
manzanas, which is to say greater than the size of the department, which signals the ways farms
spill across borders. CIERA figures suggest that the average head per manzana was closer to
three; however, they uphold the average of two manzanas/head and note intra-regional variation.
It should be obvious by now, though, that we have to take all of these figures with a grain of salt.
This has it parallels in state and independent based knowledge production of crops and regions in
which there is simply less statistical and survey work in Chontales, and less reliable data
generated when available, than in other regions, which in turn reflects the dearth of attention to
the centrality of cattle economies in Central America (Howard-Borjas 1995).
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7,152 kilometers unpaved all weather roads, and 8,277 kilometers unpaved dry season
only roads. Of this network, 83 percent was considered to be in poor condition (World
Bank: 1996).17 Despite active road construction and repair since the mid-1990s,18 the
large central-south region (Boaco and Chontales in this example) had a road network of
only 2,100 kilometers in 2007, most of it unpaved (RUTA 2007:13).19 The example of
roads is only one sign of the limited and uneven distribution of productive infrastructure
in Nicaragua. It was not until 1975, for example, that a milk receiving center (for Pacific
based plants) opened in the department (Cajina 1989:20, 77). 20 And, it was not until
1977 that a USDA approved slaughter and packing plant was built in Chontales.21

17

Nicaragua is about the size of New York state, which has a road network described as follows:
more than 113,000 highway miles, 16,000 bridges, and 4,600 mile rail network (NYSDOT 2008)
18

According to the ProNicaragua (The Nicaraguan Investment Promotion Agency) website,
Nicaragua’s road network is now 19,000 kilometers (ProNicaragua 2009).
19

According to CIERA (1980:162), in the 1970s, Chontales occupied 11th place out of 16
departments (the 16th refers to Zelaya, now the RAAN and RAAS) in terms of road length; it had
about 1,358 kilometers of road out of a national road network of 18,138 kilometers. Assuming
this figure is correct, it suggests a number of roads were destroyed during the war, although I
hasten to note that this study uses this network length as a 1977 figure, while it states the road
network was only 12,859 kilometers in 1975 indicating that either quite a lot of road building
occurred in that two year period or an error of some sort.
20

There were also two important receiving centers in Boaco – one in Boaco and the other in
Camoapa. Vertical integration is another problem, for example, there is little use of hides from
these cattle for leather industries. Small but important artisanal saddle making and shoe making
industries did exist in places like La Libertad earlier, but were eviscerated by the 1960s and 1970s
with no “industrial replacement” based on local production. The pasteurization plant built in La
Libertad in the 1990s was among the first in Chontales.
21

The Amerrisque processing plant located outside Juigalpa was built a full twenty years after the
first USDA approved plant was built in Managua.
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Finally, despite growth in the industrial processing of milk and expansion of “the home
market” for said products, no industrial plant was built in Chontales until the 1990s.22
Second, the absence of “modernization” notwithstanding, the beef export boom
and cattle ranching expansion fueled processes of change within Chontales. One
example of this is the way what is now referred to as the “old agrarian frontier,” running
through eastern Chontales (e.g., through the eastern portions of La Libertad, Santo
Domingo, and Santo Tomás), was consolidated and a new wave or push toward the “new
agrarian frontier” further east began (Mordt 2001; Nitlapan 1993). These processes
contributed to changes within existing municipalities and created new ones, such as Villa
Somoza. These regionally specific changes built on older processes and continue to the
present. From the mid-nineteenth century until 1935, Chontales included what became
the department of Boaco, and until 1949 what became Rio San Juan. In the 1980s,
political-administrative reorganization partially rejoined these departments to form
Region V, which included Chontales, Boaco, and Zelaya Central (or part of what are now
northern Rio San Juan and part of the Southern Atlantic Autonomous region – the
municipalities El Amendro, Nueva Guinea, Muelle de los Bueyes, and Rama). In the
1990s, Chontales was once again a separate department with eight municipalities

22

Linking the two examples, this means that only some cattle transportation is done by truck. A
large portion of cattle transportation is “on-hoof,” meaning cattle is transported on foot or by
walking them to different farms if seasonal pasture rotation is needed, to a distant road to then
travel to the final destination by truck, or to the slaughter house once they are “fattened,” which
hinders the fattening process (the cattle loose weight) and toughens the meat. Additionally, dairy
farmers typically prefer to sell fresh milk as they receive more money for less work; however, the
lack of roads “forces” many dairy producers to rely on cheese making (pointing to an additional
labor process that is typically gendered female, i.e., women tend to be responsible for making
cheese, see CIERA 1982). Moreover, the great distances to market means that owning horses –
and in this terrain, preferably mules – is required, adding another dimension to differentiation (or
obstacle to overcome) among rural dwellers.
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(Acoyapa, Comalapa, Juigalpa, La Libertad, Santo Domingo, San Pedro de Lóvago,
Santo Tomás, and Villa Sandino), although attempts were made then to formally claim El
Ayote as a comarca within Santo Domingo or municipality within the department.
Today, there are ten municipalities in Chontales – the eight just mentioned plus Cuapa
and El Coral, and El Ayote is now a municipality, but within the jurisdiction of the
Southern Atlantic Autonomous Region.
Together, these patterns speak volumes about regional elites, state initiatives, and
marginalization. Clearly, colonial legacies have enduring effects (see chapter 1 for more
discussion). However, the lack of productive and social investment and patterns of
uneven development are not simply “feudal left-over’s” or signs of stasis in an otherwise
dynamic and changing world. These patterns are produced and reproduced in distinct
political-economic contexts. Changing class relations, elite reliance on extensive and
extractive economic practices, state policies that support, encourage, and privilege elites
as they marginalize and oppress others, and political dynamics including party and
municipal politics are all factors to be considered, which are discussed throughout this
dissertation. As a broad overview, we provide here a discussion of class relations and
their designations in Chontales.

Social Classes in Chontales
Prior to the revolution, very little social scientific work was conducted in
Nicaragua and even today, regionally based studies are limited and uneven. 23

23

This section is based primarily on Baumeister (1998), CIERA (1980, 1982), MIDINRA (n.d.),
Horton (1998), Kaimowitz (1986), RUTA (2007), and Zalkin (1989). Since the 1990s, rural
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The revolution did, however, spark interest and generate much research. Some of this
was quite directly need based.24 State restructuring, agrarian reform, and confiscations
(i.e., the property belonging to Somoza and his close associates), which was the basis for
agrarian reform, unfolded rapidly in 1979 and 1980. The Ministry of Agricultural
Development and Agrarian Reform (MIDINRA), for example, was formed from a
number of pre-revolutionary state institutions.25 MIDINRA organized, administered, and
was ultimately responsible for a broad range of activities and policies. For our purposes,
one of these activities entailed developing knowledge of agrarian social relations, rural
class structure, and politics in order to plan and implement policies that would redress the
legacies of dependent capitalist development in Nicaragua in favor of “the popular
classes,” among whom figured prominently the peasantry. MIDINRA personnel
conducted workshops in various locales (in Region V, for example, in Boaco, Santo
Tomás, and Nueva Guinea) in order to generate analysis of the objective and subjective

researchers affiliated with NITLAPAN have conducted numerous studies on the interior regions
and devised methodologies and typologies for the study of social sectors or classes that capture
the specificities of interior social organization; for a recent comprehensive study of the southern
interior, see RUTA (2007).
24

In the wake of the triumph of the Sandinista Revolution in July 1979, the Area Propiedad del
Pueblo (Peoples’ Property Area, APP) was created through Decrees 3 and 38, which confiscated
more than 1.2 million manzanas nationally and 300,000 manzanas in south-central Nicaragua
(Boaco, Chontales, Nueva Guinea, and Rama). This land formed the basis of revolutionary
change in the region, which was directed first through the formation of state farms (Empresas de
Reforma Agraria, ERA) and then some cooperatives as well. The government charged regional
Agrarian Reform Institute Offices (INRA), which worked closely with organizations such as the
Association of Rural Workers (ATC, a Sandinista mass organization) and individuals in various
state institutions, with the task of conducting inventories, securing control, and organizing the
administration of these farms. Thus, very little was known about these farms or the social
relations within which they were enmeshed in those early days of the revolution.
25

MIDINRA was organized through – and contributed to the formation of – the regionally based
political-economic structures developed in the 1980s; MIDINRA maintained regional offices
throughout the country and its central operations in Managua. Chontales was part of Region V.
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class situation and the emerging political relations between classes and the revolutionary
state (MIDINRA n.d.).26 Additionally, regional diagnósticos or detailed surveys were
undertaken throughout the country.27
The limited prerevolutionary analysis posited a highly differentiated agrarian
class structure dominated by large capitalist holdings (especially in cotton and coffee)
and a large mass of semiproletarians. This model, which informed the emphasis on state
farms as the motor of social change in revolutionary Nicaragua, was labeled the
“capitalist agro-export model” by researchers who increasingly challenged it and offered
an alternative, which they called “the peasant capitalist model,” that emphasized the
significance of a broad sector of rich peasants alongside these capitalist farms. Finally,
both models were critiqued in the late 1980s for overlooking another significant
component of agrarian structure: a numerically and economically important sector of
landed poor and middle peasants.28 The regional studies mentioned above along with
other work and political circumstances informed this reappraisal. The analyses that
resulted, although not uniform, do share much in common and typically describe three
major classes for Chontales: ranching bourgeoisie, peasants, and rural proletariat.
Discussion of these class categories includes attention to differentiation or strata within
them. That is to say, the ranching bourgeoisie is often further specified as consisting of

27

The Center for the Investigation and Study of Agrarian Reform or CIERA was formed as the
research wing of MIDINRA.
28

See Zalkin (1989) for discussion of all three models. He emphasizes the importance of the
middle peasantry. See also Baumeister (1998); Deere and Marchetti (1981); Kaimowtiz (1986);
and, Marchetti (1981).
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two or more of the following strata: latifundist, large, medium, and small bourgeoisie.
Similarly, peasant strata typically include rich, middle, and poor.29 Landholding size,
labor relations, and herd type and size are typically considered the most important
variables (or sets of relations) for assigning class status.
The category “bourgeoisie” refers to individuals who own large amounts of land
and cattle and who employ permanent and seasonal labor. The latifundist owns 2,500 to
3,000 (depending on perspective) or more manzanas and 1,000 head or more of cattle, is
focused on fattening or beef production (which is the most remunerative with the least
risk), and employs at least 10 permanent workers as well as seasonal or task based
29

The specific class and strata designations (the labels) and criteria used to distinguish them vary
and this, in part, reflects the very process of generating knowledge (i.e., the use of different labels
and criteria in different documents at times represents a consensus based on new understanding).
It also reflects enormous intra-regional and even intra-municipal variation and the different
sources used to construct the region-wide set of categories. Changing criteria and categories also
reflect social change; as such, we will limit our discussion to class categories that were developed
in the 1980s and widely utilized in the 1990s, which informed this dissertation research. The
most robust typologies identify a broad range of factors to consider that include: landholding
size, number of farms owned, farm location (in terms of ecological zone and distance from
roads), herd size, herd focus (dairy, beef, or both), labor use (family only, family and seasonally
hired labor, seasonal and permanent labor), farm administration and owner residence (on farm or
urban based; if the latter, how frequently the farm is visited and how directly administered by the
owner or his sons), technology employed, and involvement in other activities (such as
commercialization and money lending on the one hand, and use of private or bank loans on the
other). Of course, it is very difficult to operationalize these criteria in part because the data is
simply not available to do so. The same study that identifies these variables, for example, offers a
summary table of social classes in Chontales that only lists the percentage of families in
Chontales in each category (not how much land or cattle is owned by class). This study further
suggests that rich peasants have up to 200 manzanas of land, does not specify land amounts for
middle peasants, and suggests poor peasants have up to 30 manzanas of land, as stated in note 15
above. Not only does this study not provide the number of farms or area owned by these families
(organized in class terms), it identifies four strata within the bourgeoisie but does not include one
of them (the small bourgeoisie) in its summary table. In other words, the range of criteria
indentified in this study, generated in part through case studies and workshops, is fundamentally
important, but as the same study implies the data is not available to quantify even a reduced
number of criteria. More recent studies are working with (and quantifying) criteria such as these,
for example, RUTA (2007). Neither study, however, identifies horse and mule ownership as a
variable (see note 22 above).
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laborers. A variant, the large bourgeoisie, owns similar amounts of land but perhaps
more cattle as he utilizes extensive grazing practices while achieving a lower head to acre
ratio, may be involved in beef and dairy production (and by extension, breeding) or what
is called double purpose ranching, and employs even more labor. Some consider this
type, and the medium-sized bourgeoisie that follows him, as incipiently to fully capitalist
(i.e., they rely on extensive land use practice but are more intensive than others, utilize
technology and inputs, hire more labor, are profit oriented and market sensitive).
The medium-size bourgeois owns 200 to 1,200 manzanas and 100 to 700 head of
cattle. He focuses on beef but might also engage in dairy production, particularly if he
owns farms in wetter areas or further from roads. He employs about five permanent
laborers and seasonal labor. Unlike the latifundist and many of the large bourgeoisie, he
is active in farm operations (a kind of administrator who also works, whereas the larger
types hire administrators) and visits daily if he lives off farm. He, like the others in this
overall category, typically own more than one farm, but in this case his adult sons tend to
be mandadores (live on farm, supervise the daily operations including contracting labor,
and undertake some kinds of work).
The designation (by which I mean the labels people in Chontales use to identify
and classify each other that hover around class status) ganadero (cattle rancher) is often
used for men of this class (i.e., the ranching bourgeoisie).30 With the exception of the
latifundist ganaderos, large productor (producer) and finquero (farmer) are terms
30

Hacendado or terrateniente are also labels used; the former implies large landowner and the
latter, land monopolizer. In my experience, these words were infrequently used. I suspect this
had to do with the recent experience of revolution and the ways these terms were deemed
negative in that context.
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frequently used for men in this class, although the latter may be reserved for people who
live on their farm or in smaller or frontier towns.31 Ganaderos are often merchants and
money-lenders, and many of them, particularly the medium-sized, are intermediaries.
Finally, the wives of ganaderos often own property, at times extensive amounts, although
their husbands and sons typically run the farm. They may, however, be active money
lenders and at least in smaller towns, often run stores.
The category “peasant” refers to individuals who live in the countryside and use
family labor. Researchers see an overlap – or find it difficult to distinguish – between
rich-peasants and the medium-sized bourgeoisie. Rich-peasants live on farm (in frontier
regions typically owning just that farm, which can be quite large), they and their family
work, they hire labor when family labor is insufficient and for seasonal or task based
work, and some argue that they also hire permanent workers.32 Land ownership for rich
peasants is debated. One study states, for example, that they own up to 200 manzanas
31

As discussed below, researches debate the distinctions between medium-sized bourgeoisie (or
finquero) and rich-peasant, and for interior regions often see them as members of the same class.
Horton summarizes this well:
This roughly defined finquero sector is referred to by a variety of terms: the
chapiollos, middle bourgeoisie (mediana burgesia), strong farmers (agricultores
fuertes), and middle cattlemen (medianos ganaderos)…The group that this study
labels finqueros also falls within Zalkin’s… classification of “upper rich peasant”
and Kaimowitz’s … “peasant capitalists” and “medium commercial producers…
Other general characteristics of this “peasant capitalist” sector are that they: (1)
participate directly in production and also hire labor; (2) are socially part of the
peasant milieu; (3) are commercial producers highly sensitive to prices and
economic incentives and seek to maximize profits; (4) emerged on the
agricultural frontier or are small merchants and professionals who have
purchased land; and (5) politically received few benefits from Somoza…Luciak
also characterizes these chapiollos as rooted in domestic culture with a “deep
emotional attachment to their land.” (Horton 1998:327, n.18, n. 19)
32

Zalkin (1989:586) finds that “upper rich peasants” employed four full time workers; Horton
notes they employ “up to several dozen colonos” (or tenants, 1998:49).
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and 100 head of cattle (MIDINRA n.d.); another suggests that owning up to 200
manzanas encompasses “the lower range” of rich-peasants and implies, thus, that they
may own much more land (Baumeister 1996). Some classify rich peasants and finqueros
together, arguing they own between 200 and 1,000 manzanas (Horton 1998; see also
Zalkin 1989).33 Rich-peasants may also be money lenders or cattle merchants. In fact,
buying younger cattle from a diverse array of producers to sell to larger producers who
engage in dairy or fattening can be lucrative and is quite competitive.
Middle-peasants live on their farm. What most distinguishes them from richpeasants is that they rarely employ labor, although they do engage in mano vuelta (or
reciprocal labor exchanges) and may occasionally sell their own labor (but the goal or
hope is to not have to sell labor).34 Depending on perspective, middle-peasants are said
to have up to 30 manzanas and only a few head of cattle on the one hand (subsistence

33

34

Horton, who studied the northern interior frontier municipality Quilalí, argues that:
…the majority of finqueros…directly oversaw their farms, often putting their
sons to work for them, and had relatively little formal education. Although the
combined landholdings of some of the wealthiest finquero families was
comparable to those of the terratenientes, finqueros were distinguished by their
strong roots in the municipality and pivotal role they played in the social and
political life of Quilali (1996:49-50).

Zalkin (1989: 596-97) argues that:
…the evidence is strong…that middle peasants sold little labour power. None
the less, approximately half had at least one working member who sold some
labour power…Once concludes that middle peasants were not isolated from rural
labour markets. The reason for their non-sale of labour power may have varied
from choice to scarce demand (on the ‘agrarian frontier’). Capitalist relations
may not have dominated all rural families directly but their reach was quite
extensive, paradoxically, even among middle peasants. The fact that capitalist
relations did not dominate a large stratum of the middle peasants in 1980 is
important…
About a third of La Libertad’s rural hinterland in 1980 could be considered the “agrarian
frontier.”
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cattle farm; MIDINRA n.d.,), or 50 to 200 manzanas on the other hand (Baumeister 1998;
Horton 1998). Herd size is not provided in the latter case, but 15 to 50 head is likely.
Whereas rich-peasants engage in double purpose ranching with an emphasis on dairy,
middle-peasants are dairy producers. Both strata grow and often sell food (e.g., corn,
beans, plantains).35
Poor-peasants own or possess little land, few cattle, grow subsistence crops (and
might commercialize some of this when possible or when forced), and sell labor. They
are variously described as controlling less than ten manzanas (Horton 1998), up to 30
manzanas (MIDINRA n.d.), or potentially ten to 50 manzanas (e.g., the low end of
“family farm” see above, and Baumeister 1998). When the term semiproletarian is used
to describe poor-peasants, however, it refers to people with less than 10 manzanas who
grow subsistence crops as the little land they have permits (and in this case, the term
minifundista or very small landowner might be used as synonymous with
semiproletarian). The designation campesinos/as, meaning most literally rural dweller, is
used for this group. Peasants, particularly rich and middle-peasants, are often referred to
as productores (producers), finqueros (farmers), or people “working in ranching” as well,
although these terms are reserved for men. When these labels are used, adjectives like
small or medium are at times attached.
The category proletarian refers to landless individuals who work for others. Some
may have access to subsistence plots through their work or residence arrangements.
Some may own cattle and have access to or rent pasture; the majority, however, do not.
35

In fact, on farm living and food production serves to distinguish the medium-sized bourgeoisie
from rich-peasants in some analyses and in everyday speech.
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Various designations are used such as: colono (tenant), mozo (farmhand, implies the
permanent worker of a particular individual, and can carry the connotation of peon or
“boy”), jornalero (task or day worker), machetero (works with machete,
weeding/clearing), trabajador (worker), mandador (farm supervisor, contracts labor,
works in some farm tasks, has higher status, may be upwardly mobile).37 In addition to
these designations, the designation campesino is also used for rural proletarians, although
here the adjectives poor or very poor are often added. These designations are gendered
masculine with the exception of colono/a and campesino/a. This does not mean that
women do not work; in ranching, they are not – to my knowledge – hired for “the outside
farm” tasks. As colonas, and as the wives or daughters of mozos or mandadores, for
example, they might work in cheese making, cooking (including gathering wood and
water), and cleaning/laundry, in addition to subsistence farming activities and off farm
work too.
Research on Chontales suggests a very large middle-peasantry. One early study
documented that less than five percent of families in Chontales were elite (or members of
the large and medium-sized bourgeoisie), seven percent were rich peasants, 34.7 percent
middle peasants, 42 percent poor peasants, and 11.4 percent members of the rural
proletariat (MIDINRA n.d.). Zalkin (1989) later argued that in Chontales 28 percent if
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The studies referred to in this section do not highlight this category for Chontales, or when they
do, suggest it was of low incidence in the early 1980s.
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As the reader might surmise, mandadores have different social statuses. Sons of wealthy
landowners, illegitimate sons of wealthy landowners, and men without close kin ties to larger
landowners may be mandadores, but these very ties to the owner differentiate among them.
Many of the latter are upwardly mobile, becoming at some point landed themselves (MIDINRA
n.d., CIERA 1982); I have not seen study or reference regarding the class mobility of illegitimate
sons.
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the rural population were middle peasants and 20 rich peasants. In either case, the
“middle groups” are quite large, but the differences in these analyses are important as
well. In addition to different data sources and theoretical emphases, it should be clear
from these numbers and the discussion that preceded them that there are two kinds of
overlap or blurred boundaries evident in the use of these categories. The first occurs in
the class analysis whereby the “upper” and “lower” peasant stratums blur or blend into
the class categories that precede or follow them. Thus, whether rich peasants and
medium-sized bourgeois ranchers are the same or different in terms of land, labor
relations, and livestock, or whether they might overlap, and if so, what that means in
class terms is subject to disagreement. Similarly, whether poor peasants and
semiproletarians are proletarians, or whether some poor peasants are peasants and others
(i.e, very poor peasants, minifundistas, or semiproletarians) are proletarians of a certain
sort is also debated. The second occurs within “cultural classifications of reality” or daily
usage. Here, too, there is overlap along the lines just delineated, however residence, i.e.,
rural versus urban, city versus smaller town, newer or frontier area versus area with
longer history, is a key criterion.
In this dissertation, I analyze a long period of time (one hundred years) and land
ownership data obtained through Property Registry records are the primary data source.
In the absence of municipal level labor or herd data, and given limitations inherent to the
land records used, I employ land owning categories as a means to begin the process of
documenting and analyzing changing class relations over the course of a century. Given
the “blurring,” disagreement, and lack of data just noted, as well as the long time spans, I
use five landholding size categories widely used in the literature on Central America
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throughout the dissertation, thereby allowing comparison across time frames within La
Libertad an with this wider literature. These categories are: minifundio (very small, 19.99 manzanas), small (10 to 49.99 manzanas), medium (50 to 199.99 manzanas), large
(200 to 499.99 manzanas), and latifundio (500 or more). I refer to the people and their
land ownership size (or amount of land owned), organized in terms of the distribution just
identified, as owners; that is, I refer to medium-sized owners, for example, as people who
own 50 to 199 manzanas of land. I do not directly attribute class (bourgeois, peasant,
proletarian) status to them based solely on landholding.
To situate the class based implications of land size categories, in La Libertad
minifundio owners are always poor (or very poor) peasants or semi-proletarians. Small
owners may also be poor-peasants, although others are better described as middlepeasants. Medium-sized owners can run the gamut from poor to rich-peasants (and even
to younger sons of the elite or ranching bourgeoisie), but are predominantly middlepeasant to rich peasant, unless urban resident (in which case, they might be part of the
elite or bourgeoisie as just indicated, or might simply be urban based but “peasant-like”
in class terms). Large-owners too run a gamut from middle and rich-peasant to one of the
“bourgeois strata.” Finally, latifundio-sized owners may include rich-peasants to the
ranching bourgeoisie. The particular time period, farm location(s), and owner residence
(e.g., urban versus rural, urban La Libertad versus another urban location) are significant
factors for specifying these relations further.
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Theoretical Framework: Peasantries and Politics of Social Change
Are peasants disappearing or persisting under contemporary forms and conditions
of global capitalist development? What is the nature of peasant politics: pre-political,
reactive, foot-draggers and every-day resisters, revolutionary? What is the relationship
between access, control, or ownership of land and these politics? What is the appropriate
arena for analyzing and the scale informing these politics – the community, municipality,
region, state, or the transnational? And for that matter, who are – and by extension are
not – peasants? Decades of research on agrarian relations and peasantries in Latin
American have documented various landholding patterns and livelihood pursuits,
explored patterns and forms of resistance and rebellion, and theorized the complex social
structures, processes, and politics giving rise to them. This includes a vast literature
debating the character of capitalist development in Latin America (e.g., Barraclough and
Domike 1970; Cardoso and Faletto 1979; de Janvry 1981; Frank 1969) and documenting
and arguing the causes of peasant persistence, its scope, and direction, i.e., processes
contributing to constitution and/or persistence amidst dissolution, expansion, or
repeasantization (e.g., Bartra 1985; Deere 2000; Edelman 1992, 1999; Gledhill 1988,
1991; Hewitt de Alcántara 1984; Kay, 2002; Mallon 1983, 1986; Nugent 1993, 2003;
Warman 1976; for the Third World, more broadly, see Bryceson, Kay and Mooij, eds.,
2000; Moyo and Yeros, eds., 2005; Rosset, Patel, and Courville, eds., 2006). Scholars as
diverse as those employing versions of modernization theory, Leninist models of agrarian
transitions to capitalism, and theories of identity, that is to say, conservative and
progressive scholars alike, periodically but persistently postulate that the disappearance
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of peasantries is imminent (e.g., Bartra 1974; Feder 1978; Hobsbawm 1994; Hoselitz
1960; Kearney 1996; Rostow 1960).
Certainly intra- and inter-generational debates, different national and regional
foci, and the use of distinct scales of analysis contribute to this recurring debate about
“the fate” of peasantries. Clearly, national and international level political-economic
transformations inform these discussions as well.38 However sets of shared assumptions,
approaches, and discursive strategies used to describe and explain agrarian relations
generally and peasantries particularly also underpin the similar conclusions drawn by
very diverse scholars. Roseberry, reflecting on a broad literature produced over several
decades and pondering Steve Stern’s statement “we are still only beginning to understand
the manifold ways whereby peasants have continuously engaged their political worlds”
(in Roseberry 1993:318), argues that the Agrarian Question in Latin America, which in
poses many questions some of which were posed at the outset of this section, was
ultimately:
…a political question that was given a primarily economic answer…What
linked the political and economic questions was class analysis, and one of
the constants in the literature across various political and theoretical
currents is the attempt to analyze the social class structure of the
countryside. (1993:336)
Or, as Walker argues for a different context:
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Addressing the very question “will peasants survive,” Edelman cogently sums up two rounds of
peasant disappearance/persistence debates and contextualizes them in terms of political-economic
change. He notes that one round took place in Mexico in the 1970’s in the wake of “…the
unprecedented penetration of the countryside by large agribusiness,” and another round began in
the 1990’s “…with the reforms to the Mexican Constitution’s Article 27, which permitted
privatization of agrarian reform lands” (1999:203,205). The Sandinista electoral loss in
Nicaragua in 1990 opened the door for similar debates in Nicaragua in the context of privatization
of state farms and cooperatives.
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…we will have to discard older essentialized images of [peasants] as
unchanging, immutable, and prepolitical and begin to think instead about
an independent line of development. To a large extent those older images
merely formed a foil for constructions of Western-based modernity, and
thus of the traditional as something that, like peasants themselves, was
destined to be displaced. Positivist political economy mechanically
replicated this view, the entire question of “agrarian transition” actually
centering on a presumed disappearance of the peasantry as part of an
assumed transition to capitalism. (1999:4)
Roseberry and Walker are not, however, arguing against class analysis or analysis of
social structure; rather, they are critiquing the particular form class analysis typically took
in this vast literature and the ways social structure, history, and politics were
conceptualized, which was ultimately elite-derived, teleological, and reductionist – in
other words, “…historically and sociologically empty” (Roseberry 1993:342).
Kearney (1996), focusing on anthropological contributions to the study of
peasants and echoing the concerns raised by Roseberry and Walker above, argues that
significant differences among scholars notwithstanding, essentialist representations and
often implicit usage of dualisms and binaries permeate this broad literature; that is,
despite differences in theory and method, shared epistemological and ontological
assumptions are pervasive in anthropological treatments of “the peasant,” whether one
argues they are disappearing or persisting. Using Eric Wolf’s early conceptualization of
peasants as a point of departure (i.e., they “are populations that are existentially involved
in and making autonomous decisions about cultivation” and have “(1) primary
involvement in agriculture, (2) “effective control of the land,” and (3) a primary
orientation toward subsistence rather than reinvestment” (Kearney 1996:2)), Kearney
finds that over the years:
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Invoking these and other criteria, numerous anthropologists reify a social
category that more often than not has no singular objective ethnographic
or class basis. For in reality, the great majority of the world’s so-called
peasants reproduce themselves within complex economic and social
relationships of which autonomous cultivation of a nonfarmer type is
relatively unimportant. (Kearney 1996:2)
Kearney, too, argues that “the central issues are structure and history” and he also rejects
simple recourse to empty typologies, narrowly construed economic essences, or timeless
tradition as “stand ins” for analysis of said structures and histories.
Like Roseberry, Kearney scrutinizes a broad literature to uncover the structure of
arguments, shared languages, and assumptions and both authors spotlight the work of
Eric Wolf. These similarities and the relatively close publication dates of these pieces
notwithstanding, Roseberry and Kearney generate different conclusions and research
programs. Whereas Roseberry turns to anthropological and social historical work
(although he is clearly focusing much more on the latter) generating detailed regional
studies of agrarian social relations, the formation of diverse social subjects including
peasants, and politics in order to suggest new questions to ask about them, Kearney
argues that peasants are an anachronism, and while “…some pockets of them might
remain…the point is…that peasants are mostly gone and global conditions do not favor
the perpetuation of those who remain” (1996: 3). As he explains:
True peasant identities have been constructed and constituted in various
historical moments, but for the most part the peasant is no longer an
identity supported by contemporary social conditions, which instead
condition the widespread emergence of identities that although having
superficial appearances of peasants are constituted in rather different
ways. We are thus faced with a situation in which there are disparities
between the constitution of such peoples and certain constructions of
them. Such a situation, in which there is a marked disparity between
construction and constitution, calls into question the identity, which lacks
identity with reality. (Kearney 1996:65)
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Thus for Kearney, the project becomes one of theorizing the new structures and processes
constituting social subjects today (e.g., processes we might gloss as globalization and
transnationalism) in tandem with exploration of the complex identities that emerge from
and shape these very processes (for which “the polybian” becomes a metaphor and tool
for analysis). In other words, in his view there appears to be something of a radical
historical break or transition occurring (which brings to light the end of the peasant and
new analytical tools/theories to explain this present, which then alters our understanding
of the pasts that inform it). In contrast, in Roseberry’s work the focus on historical work
and the possibility of exploring patterns of cyclical and secular change to explain our
present, in which exploring the ways peasants are both constituted by and contribute to
shaping these patterns, remains a central task.
Some scholars have suggested that Kearney works with a particularly narrow or
exclusive definition of peasants (Nugent 2003:170). Others have argued that while
attempting to critique and supersede the “traditional versus modern” binary that
underpins much of the analysis of peasants, Kearney actually reproduces it. Edelman, for
example, suggests that “Kearney’s argument that the “peasant” category ought to be
jettisoned rests ultimately on a “binary semiotics of identity”…which holds that an
individual cannot be both a peasant and sophisticated or modern at the same time…”
(1999:191).39 Surely, the idea that “true peasant identities” once existed but no longer
do begs a series of questions about periodization (e.g., when, and also where), how/why
39

Other authors, while sympathetic to Kearney’s overall project, have also questioned his
analysis on methodological and empirical grounds (Djurfeldt 2002; Schuren 2003).
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(i.e., explaining change), and what (i.e., what is and is not a “true peasant identity” or one
with “superficial appearance”) that, at least to the extent to which Kearney does not
undertake such an analysis, raise many concerns like those just noted. If the crux of the
matter is the complex constitution of diverse social subjects, then we might view
Kearney’s concern with the processes and structures “of constitution” as one shared by
Roseberry, Walker, and other scholars, which in turn is a central concern here.40 In this
sense, the starting point is not “peasants” as an analytical and empirical given, but rather
something to be explained. Moreover, any invocation of “the peasant” requires analysis
of complex fields of power (see, for example, Lesser in Mintz ed. 1985; Roseberry
1995a; Wolf 1981, 1982) as they are both locally and supra-locally configured, and
critique of the relations, structures, and representations of inequality must be a central
concern. Finally, to the extent that the subjects of our research call themselves or are
called “peasants” – or in Nicaragua, campesinos – then we must, at the very least,
acknowledge such labels, identify others that are used as well, and pursue the various
meanings, contexts, and implications associated with their use, i.e., their politics (see, for
example, Edelman 1999; Gledhill 1988; 1991).
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Roseberry argues that treating “the formation of peasantries as a historical problem” is a key
advance in agrarian/peasant studies, and thus, suggests that we continue to explore these
particular peasantries (and what makes them similar and different, how and why, and so forth;
1993:357). Walker also argues that the “formation of particular peasantries” is the central task; in
her words:
Identifying such particular peasants, who as part of a structural whole are apt to
bear cross-cultural and transhistorical traits in common, but are nevertheless
historically constituted, becomes a central problem of peasant
history…identifying particular peasantries must be based on an integrated
analysis of the different but not fully separable economic, political, and cultural
processes through which they are created and of how these processes intersect
and interrelate… (1999:5)
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Peasant-Farmers
Much of the literature on Latin American agrarian structures posits a leading
model of land tenure, and by extension, social relations thought to be both pervasive and
dominant. This is “the conception of landed regimes as being characterized by an
opposition between large and [very] small holdings (the “latifundia-minifundia
complex”) and an economic, social, political, and cultural relationship between landlords
and dependent tenants” (Roseberry 1993:324). In fact, it is from this model that
disappearing and persisting peasantries are often derived and peasant subsistence
production emphasized, and it is through various usages of this model that reductionist
representations of peasants and agrarian social structure more broadly proliferate.
Nonetheless, by the early 1990s a sea change in our understanding of land tenure,
production patterns, and the politics shaping them was apparent and more recent research
continues to generate new appraisals by revisiting well studied areas with new
eyes/questions and importantly, by exploring understudied and overlooked areas as well.
A central advance here is an expanding awareness of the prevalence of small and
medium-scale commercial producers throughout Latin American, both historically and
today.
Roseberry (1993, 1995), focusing mainly on research in coffee economies or
regions, suggests two important contributions. In the first instance, he points to a
growing literature exposing and exploring the diversity of large-scale coffee growing for
export. This research attends to the actual formation of larger estates in terms of timing
and location (which highlights processes associated with “shifting centers and
peripheries,” the ongoing colonization of frontier zones, and the distinct political-
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economic and cultural processes that underpin and emerge from them); the use of a wide
range of labor relations (including diverse relations with workers/peasants internal and
external to coffee estates and various modalities of access to/use of subsistence plots),
labor mobilization (recruitment, retention), and the changes over time these witness as the
conditions of work are struggled over; and the deployment of distinct – and once again
changing – strategies to compete with other coffee growers as well as differing recourse
to and/or use of the state.41 Additionally, he highlights a new awareness of the scope and
significance of “a commercially oriented peasantry” in agro-export production not
“simply” as seasonal and permanent workers who might also be actively involved in
domestic use commercial and subsistence food production (which must be emphasized is
a central research concern), but as producers of agroexport crops – in this case, coffee.
Here, too, frontier colonization as well as the mobilization of labor and kin ties,
negotiated relations with processors, merchants, and larger growers, and engagements
with various instances and forms of state power, or complex fields of power hitherto
“hidden” from view, are now apparent and the contributions of smallholders to the
formation and reproduction of modern agroexport political-economies have come into
sharper focus.42
Reflecting on the literature exploring the relationship between land inequality and
insurgency and noting the change in awareness of the scope of small-scale commercial
41

In addition to the literature that Roseberry explores see, for example, Banaji 1999; de Silva
1982; Edelman 1992; McCreery 1994; Mukhia 1981; Smith 1989; Stoler 1987; Trouillot 1984.
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In addition to the literature discussed by Roseberry, see Llambi 1989; for more recent work, see
Charlip 1995, 2003; Chomsky and Lauria-Santiago eds., 1998; Dore 2006; Gobat 2005; LauriaSantiago 1999; Wolfe 2007.
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producers discussed by Roseberry, Edelman and Seligson (1994) argue that a key
epistemological question has gone overlooked, namely the validity of the data that most
often underpins arguments about land tenure in Latin America.43 They explain that much
of the analysis of land tenure and the politics thought to emerge from or react to it utilizes
(or is viewed through conclusions drawn from) agricultural census data. Noting that all
state-based data gathering entails systematic biases and limitations and is inherently
political, they explore some of the limitations of agricultural census data and demonstrate
that the use of property registry records and cadastral surveys often paint a radically
different picture of land tenure than census data (especially alone) provides, one which
shows again the importance of smallholders “outside the pockets” and at times alongside
large or latifundio-sized estates.44 Additionally, like Roseberry, they, too, point to shifts
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These authors highlight this change as follows:
Less than a decade ago, in an overview of late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury Latin America, Arnold J. Bauer observed: “a fairly small but
economically important number of rural people were small and medium-size
farmers,” living in well known “pockets” of smallholding agriculture, such as the
Bajio in Mexico, central Costa Rica, and Antioquia in Columbia. In recent years
a growing number of scholars have pushed Bauer’s point further, moving
geographically beyond the “pockets,” arguing for the centrality of commercial
smallholder production even in zones dominated by latifundios, noting the
existence of large properties did always actually prevent peasants from gaining
access to land. Summing up this paradigmatic shift, a new appraisal by William
Roseberry suggests that, in contrast to Bauer’s “fairly small number” of marketoriented campesinos, “we may find that such peasantries were more widespread
than had been thought, once we know how and where to look for them.” (1994:
449)

Much of the more recent work on Central America and small-scale producers uses property
registry records in conjunction with other sources (e.g., Charlip 2003; Gobat 2005; LauriaSantiago 1999; Wolfe 2007). However, this is not to say that historians did not use said records
earlier; rather to the extent they did, they tended to interpret said records through models
generated by others using census data and had a hard time “seeing” smallholding peasantries who
underutilize the registry on the one hand (Edelman and Seligson 1994:451), and few actually
undertook historical work in countries like El Salvador or Nicaragua leaving quite a gap in our
knowledge on the other hand.
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in debates among historians who have studied frontier colonization in Latin America and
highlight another significant finding related to smallholders; in their words, more recent
research “…point[s] to another process that may turn out to be “more widespread than
had been thought”: landlord- and merchant-sponsored divisions of large properties that
contributed to consolidating sectors of small commercial producers” (Edelman and
Seligson 1994:450).45 Furthermore, Edelman adds to this picture yet another important
dimension of the formation and reproduction of smallholders and the complexity of
agrarian relations, namely the idea that smallholders:
…were not simply a source of “use values” or “petty commodities” that
served only to subsidize the cost of rural labor, but an indispensable
source of inputs for the large estates’ production process (and not just for
their workers’ consumption, as was common in Guanacaste and elsewhere
as well). After the mid-1930’s, small producers provided a growing
proportion of the feeder cattle required by the haciendas, animals that
previously had been imported… (1992:158)46
The issue of rural agricultural and livestock producers who engage in subsistence and
commercial production (for national and international markets) does raise, once again,
the question of “who are the peasants?” Are we really talking about peasants or, say,
farmers (on these distinctions see, for example, Kearney 1996; Llambi 1989; Wolf
1966)? Are we better suited with a concept like petty or simple commodity producers
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For shifting debates on frontier colonization in 19th and 20th century Latin America, see, for
example: Duncan Baretta 1978; Edelman 1992; Font 1990; Gallo 1983; Hennessy 1978; LeGrand
1986; Samper 1990; for Nicaragua specifically, see Mordt 2001; Nitlapan 1993.
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See also Llambi who links these last two points in a different context and notes:
Some Mexican studies have recently demonstrated (Rama 1986; Giaraca 1985)
that agribusiness prefers to contract raw materials from petty producers, who are
already capitalized and considered able to use modern technologies. On
occasion, agribusiness has gone so far as to promote such enterprises by
introducing technology or sponsoring the capitalization of former peasant
producers. (1989:771)
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(e.g, Byres 1991, 1996; Cook and Binford 1990, 1991; Friedmann 1978, 1980; Smith
1984)? In these debates, some argue the need for analytical rigor of the categories
employed and search for a precise term, say, for example, petty capitalist per Llambi
(1989). Others take a more descriptive approach and attempt to reflect the complexity
and intermediate qualities of the people/groups they are studying by using qualified or
hyphenated categories. Schryer, for example, uses the term “peasant bourgeoisie” in
order to discuss the rancheros (itself an ambiguous term with multiple meanings) of
northern Mexico in order to capture their status as landowners, employers, and workers
that is a local rural elite who are nonetheless disparaged from the point of view of other
elites and urban society more broadly (1980). A good deal of Nicaraguan agrarian
research employs “peasant-farmer” categories in an attempt to express multifaceted class
and social qualities within specific regional histories in which employing labor may be a
factor (in cattle zones with low labor demands this varies), but landed status and
ownership of, say, coffee trees or cattle herds differentiates these “producers” from
peasants in others areas that have far less land. Additionally, these “landed” peasants or
producers are often subordinated in political or economic terms to landlords or “large”
farmers or ranchers, merchants, and urban based authorities (and society more broadly,
e.g., Baumeister 1985, 1998; Kaimowitz 1986; Nitlapan 1993; Sandino Matamoros 1989;
Zalkin 1989).
Kearney’s (1996) concern with awkward “hyphenated types” (such as poorpeasant, peasant-bourgeoisie, or peasant-farmer) and the binaries and dualisms that
inhabit them especially as these invoke “traditional (or rustic) versus modern” and
“subsistence oriented versus entrepreneurial” is worth remembering here. I share
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Kearney’s rejection of these sorts of binaries and agree that use of “peasant-farmer” begs
the question: which part peasant, which part farmer. Additionally, I also concede that
attempting to answer that question ultimately generates the very economistic or
reductionist dilemmas we are trying to avoid. These concerns notwithstanding, I do find
“peasant-farmers” or “peasant-ranchers” descriptively useful, especially as a kind of
point of departure to be examined and explained. In addition to the “blurring” of class
categories discussed above, it is important to remember that many rural people in places
like Nicaragua’s interior call themselves and are called peasants and producers, farmers,
and “people working in ranching” (as opposed to ranchers or ganaderos, reserved for the
larger, wealthier, and usually urban-based producers) among other labels, and each
deserves attention. That is, I suggest that we miss an opportunity to explore the
complexity of social subjects and identities as well as their historical constitution if we
discard the hyphenated categories completely, attempt to pick and thereby emphasize one
term in the pair or string, or foreground an analytical category divorced from lived
history. There are three related issues that more fully inform this stance.
First, a rich feminist literature demonstrates that “peasant” or any other
designation for agrarian social subjects (e.g., farmer, rancher, tenant, day laborer,
seasonal worker, and so forth) is never a unitary category. In the last analysis, it is
impossible to analyze agrarian history and politics without recourse to “female-peasants”
or some similar hyphenated signifier as the long, complex, and regionally varied histories
of peasantries are, diversity notwithstanding, structured in and through gender inequality
(albeit in diverse forms and intensities) in which the all too frequent generic use of “the
peasant” as unacknowledged and unexamined masculinity poignantly indexes, and the
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very same could be said of farmers, ranchers, tenants and so forth.
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Second, neither “the

peasant” nor “the farmer” exists outside regimes of truth. A heavy dose of “the farmer”
category might seem to better represent, say, economic practices and remove some of the
stigma associated with “the peasant;” however, the farmer discourse is also power laden
and disciplines as it identifies and shapes proper rural subjects in particular contexts
(spotlighting and constructing improper ones along the way), and as a result, is a site and
source of social differentiation and strategies of containment too (c.f., Kearney 1996).
Excavating the discourses that produce peasants and farmers would surely reveal multiple
and contradictory meanings and sources for them that would lead one to conclude that the
identities so described repeatedly exceed the categories that strive to contain them. Thus
the terms peasant, farmer, and “peasant-farmer” are not given and neatly contained by
these labels, but rather they provide a starting point for discussion – a discussion that
must also bring into view other social subjects and their discourses too.
Third, in addition to important patterns of differentiation among peasants or
farmers (and so forth) such as selling or hiring of labor, the amount of land owned or
accessed, the ownership of other productive inputs (like coffee trees, or cattle), and
gender, all of which require some sort of descriptor or modifier, change over the lifecourse of individuals, households, and communities is also important. As Walker
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The importance of gender and intra-household relations and household formation, diverse
gendered labor processes including on and off farm strategies such as migration, market vending,
paid work, and gender differentiated legal and political domains structuring landownership and
access have been studied; see Beneria 2003; Beneria & Feldman 1992; Beneria & Roldan 1987;
Beneria & Sen 1981; Collins 1986, 1993, 1995, 2000; Deere 1976; 1990; Deere and Leon 2003;
Deere and Leon eds. 1987; Dore 2006; Dore ed. 1997; Dore & Molyneaux eds. 2000; Folbre
1982, 1987, 1993; Folbre and Ferguson 1981; Fowler-Salamini and Vaughan eds., 1994; Kuhn
and Wolpe eds., 1978; Lem 1999; Mallon 1986; Stolcke 1988, 1995; Tinsman 2002; Walker
1993, 1999.
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(1999:6) explains, community (despite and at times as a result of the heterogeneity just
alluded to above) is one site and source of resistance to state and class power as well as
resource for imagining and forging alternative paths. Moreover, community changes – or
is an historical product – and is thus, both contested and contingent. In this light, whether
or not “peasant-farmers” are “more part peasant or more part farmer,” while awkwardly
phrased, is an important question about the politics not only of a class or social category,
but also community formation and culture that cannot be answered a prior.48 Linking
this discussion to the earlier one about class categories in Chontales, (some) middle
peasants, rich peasants, and (some of the) medium-sized agrarian bourgeoisie fall with
what researchers in Nicaragua call “peasant-farmers” or “peasant-ranchers.”

Property
Analysis of landed peasants and the politics of social change require talking about
land, or more precisely, property relations. Brenner put this most forcibly when he
argued that the politics of particular forms of property and class relations shaped specific
and distinct developmental paths in Europe (1976). And, many Marxists have considered
the ways private property relations can become, in certain historical contexts, fetters to
agrarian capitalist development.49 Certainly, there is a long history of theorizing property
and property relations in Western liberal traditions: from Locke, Hume, Smith and
48

On peasants, community formation, and politics, see also Gledhill 1991; Gould 1990; Kincaid
1987; Mallon 1983, 1995; Tinsman 2002; for an example based in mining, see Klubock 1998.
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This a wide-ranging literature that covers topics from the “natural differences” between
agriculture and industry (e.g., example Mann 1990; Mann and Dickinson 1978); the different and
uneven paths of capitalist transition (e.g., Byres 1991, 1996; Patnaik ed., 1990); and debates
about formal and real subsumption and patterns of pauperization and proletarianization in the
countryside (e.g., Goodman and Redclift 1981; Nugent 1993).
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Ferguson, to Engels, Marx, Maine, and Morgan and through them, to a wide range of
anthropologists in the twentieth century. Property and property relations have been
described and theorized in cross-cultural perspective if western-derived property
categories have been deployed (more or less problematically) to explain cultural
difference and variation (see Hann 1998 for a useful summary). This vast literature
reminds us that private property is not the only “kind,” if implicit and explicit
assumptions about it loom large.
For the people and places that form the focus of this dissertation, private property
relations are a central concern. Despite the aforementioned attention to property, there
seems to be something of a gap between the importance of land in analyses of agrarian
social relations and structure and the study of private property relations that inform them.
The new awareness of the significance of small and medium-sized rural producers, which
is most often to say, landowners (but also includes renters) – or subjects embroiled in
engagements with private property regimes – notwithstanding, there remain many gaps in
our knowledge of said relations and regimes. To pick one example, an enormous gender
gap in knowledge of property regimes is evident, which has a twofold character: a
gender gap in formal ownership (despite liberal laws that permit female ownership of
land) and effective control over land, and a gap – meaning lack – of research on gendered
property rights and practices (Agarwal 1994; Deere and Leon 2003).50 Somewhat more
broadly, Hann (1998) argues that the importance or centrality of “property” (i.e., concepts
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Agarwal’s argument is clever and insightful (1994). As she noted, revisiting Engels’ work
inspired feminist research on women or gender and work, which documented a wide range of
types and contexts of “female labor” and theorized connections between “public” work and
emancipation. She notes, though, that little consideration was given to the ways property
ownership might too be a path to emancipation (or site of “bargaining power”), and argues this
has been overlooked by socialist governments and feminist researchers on socialist transition too.
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of property) in anthropological thought has witnessed a noteworthy decline over time in
tandem with the consolidation of distinct specializations, i.e, legal, political, and
economic anthropology. He also argues that property exists across and is “embedded” in
all these domains. It is both interesting and troubling that this decline in interest and
research, which converges with a turn away from rural and peasant studies too,
corresponds historically with a renewed and invigorated emphasis on private property
within neoliberal thinking and institutional settings, i.e., from intellectual property rights
and new patent processes to the widespread conviction that the “lack” of formal titles and
“real” private property is the explanation for poverty, economic bottlenecks,
crisis/conflict, or “delayed” development. Thus “legal lack” is the “new traditional,”
(presumed) land or tenure insecurity its leading symptom, and legalization (tenure
security) the new cure or take off point for market led economic growth in contemporary
versions of modernization theory (Ceci 2005; Deininger 2003; c.f., Bastiaensen et al.
2006, Broegaard 2005, Hetherington 2009).
The study of property relations shaping land access and use requires attention to
distinct institutional arenas and frameworks, which substantive law but goes much
beyond that as well. Through formal law and political processes including policy
making, state-based definition and recognition of rights in property, the methods for
acquiring, transferring, and disposing of them, and enforcement of particular property
regimes are set in motion. This state-based framework is not homogenous, unchanging,
or free of contradiction. States grant different kinds of land rights, for example, through
different institutions or agencies, with different conditions and implications for the
bearers of said rights. And the same could be said of the enforcement side (i.e., property
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rights and regimes are differentially enforced). Hetherington (2009) describes in detail
the coexistence of two state based private property regimes in Paraguay: the property law
and private property of large landowners and land reform titles granted to peasants, each
accessed and disseminated through different institutional channels with different
conditions and rights attached. Sawyer (2004) describes various institutional frameworks
that generate competing rights to the same land in Ecuador (i.e., surface versus subsoil
rights, and different legal statuses of person obtaining said rights – indigenous
communities, mestizo settlers, oil companies). And Nuijten (2003), exploring the
specificity of the ejido in Mexico (thus another example of a situation in which distinct
categories of property with different conditions and entitlements operates), discusses a
range of gaps between formal law and practice by state agents and ejidatarios and
examines different levels and forms of transparency, accessibility, and intelligibility in
access to and the workings of formal legal channels (e.g., offices, personnel, lawyers)
around property.
These differential rights involving diverse social subjects, distinct institutional
frameworks, and a multiplicity of settings generate multiple understandings and
meanings of property and property rights, and together these, too, are threads in the fabric
of complex fields of power structuring agrarian relations. Viewed in this light, the idea
of the “embeddedness of property” as Hann develops it is useful (1998). The on the
ground interpretation, recognition, and practice of rights are particularly important to
study (in addition to the scholars noted in the paragraph above, see Bastiaensen et al.
2006; Broegaard 2005). As one scholar working on this issue explains it:
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…in the everyday life of communities one finds a complex and ever
changing mixture of several normative orders, linked to an underlying
process of explicit or implicit negotiation over access to rights to land. In
the final analysis, it will be people’s quality of participation in local arenas
that will to a large extent define the rules that they can mobilize to
legitimate their claims or not. Their capacity to exercise claims is
therefore “closely linked to membership in social networks and
participation in both formal and informal political processes”…Or put in
other terms, it is to a large extent the entitlements and capabilities of
participation, i.e., the power and capacity to exert socio-political influence,
which will determine the entitlements to land. (Bastiaensen et al. 2006:
11)
In this regard, attention to what might loosely be called the practice of informal private
property rights (or customary law) as it intersects with formal rights is a central concern.

Politics
The rise of critical peasant studies in anthropology was tied to wider historical
events rooted in anti-colonial, national liberation, and socialist struggles in the third
world and formed part of a vibrant inter-disciplinary debate. The study of peasant
involvement in rebellion and revolution fueled anthropological and wider social scientific
theorizing on development, politics, and social change. The basis for peasant collective
action, the character of said action, and its consequences over the long haul animated
these discussions. In different ways and for distinct social and historical contexts, the
revolutionary and counterrevolutionary potential or tendencies of poor versus middle
peasants took center stage.51 Studies of agrarian social relations, however, have also
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For seminal contributions, see, for example: Alavi 1973; Brass 1991; Huang 1975; Moore
1967; Paige 1975; Popkin 1979; Scott 1976; Shanin 1972; Wickham-Crowley 1992; Wolf 1969.
For Nicaragua in relation to the dynamics of revolution and counterrevolution in the 1980s, see
Bendana 1991; Enriquez 1997; Horton 1998; Luciak 1995; Nitlapan 1994; Serra 1993.
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gone beyond the study of revolution to address issues of power and politics more broadly.
This has taken many directions including fairly sustained attempts by anthropologists to
describe, analyze, and theorize state formative processes in comparative perspective in
which Engels, Marx, and Weber as well as Bourdieu, Foucault, and Gramsci loom large.
In the past three decades, anthropologists working within a broad critical tradition
have sought to constructively engage with other social scientists in what might be seen as
four separate yet intertwined strands of scholarship on the state: the nature of the
Western capitalist state and its “relative autonomy” (Jessop 1990; Miliband 1969;
Poulantzas 1973; Skocpol 1985); historical/comparative and materialist approaches to
state-formative processes (Corrigan and Sayer 1985; Gailey 1985; Gledhill 1994;
Patterson and Gailey eds. 1987; Scott 1998); symbolic and ideological dimensions of
state power (Geertz 1980; Herzfeld 1997; Kapferer 1998; Wolf 1999); and, the “imagined
state” and discursive approaches to power and politics (Abrams 1988; Aretxaga 2003;
Gupta 1995; Nugent 2004).52 Debates on state power in the 1990s and subsequently has
taken decidedly disparate directions. One current, more or less reflecting upon the
impacts of neoliberal globalization especially as these manifest in the outcomes of
structural adjustment programs and new constraints placed on sovereignty, and
contemplating the significance of mass migration, argues that the power of the nation
state is diminishing, eroding, disappearing, or at the very least, rendering problematic
“theories that depend on the continued salience of the nation-state as key arbiter of
important social changes” (Appadurai 1996: 4; c.f., Trouillot 2001). This turn away from
52

This is an admittedly limited selection. The literature on anthropological analyses of the state is
vast and my intention here is simply to highlight what I see as salient trends. For useful overviews
of the literature see Blom Hansen and Stepputat eds. 2001; Gailey 1985; Marcus 2008.
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the state to other sources and sites of power and social change – themselves described as
highly decentered governmental practices or techniques – somewhat ironically but
insightfully led some scholars to focus on the salience of borders and boundaries in
shaping political structures, identities, and power relations (Glick-Schiller 2004; Heyman
1994; Hastings and Wilson 1994; Kearney 2004).
The new attention to boundaries and borders focuses primarily on national
borders in the making of transnational identities and politics. The insights this research
has generated are also useful for conceptualizing state formation and the making,
meaning, and contestation of internal borders. An older literature treated “the peasant
community” as bounded and internally homogenous; in these accounts municipality and
community were often synonymous and thus naturalized. The Wolfian critique of this
literature has demonstrated that peasant (and other) communities are not bounded and are
produced through political-economic processes and structures at multiple scales. The
supra-local constitution of the local (among many contributions in this vein) is a
significant advance; however, far too often the boundaries of the community – or more
broadly the municipality – remain intact in these analyses. The attention to the politics of
borders and boundaries, therefore, has also opened the door for thinking about shifting
local boundaries, the ways in which boundaries are mobilized or contested, and politics
of borders and boundaries as part and parcel of the politics of class and community
formation. To this end, Gramscian approaches to the study of hegemonic processes
viewed or explored (in part) through “languages of contention” (e.g., Roseberry 1994;
1996) can be used to conceptualize the instantiation, changing nature, and shifting
boundaries of municipal authority and power. At the same time, the concept
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“territoriality” is also useful. Radcliffe argues that “…[t]erritoriality operates in three
ways: through classifications of space, through a sense of place, and through the
enforcement of control over space (by means of surveillance and legitimization)”
(2001:125-26).53

Sources and Chapter Outline
This dissertation is a first attempt to think through and analyze a long historical
period and uses a wide range of data and sources. These in turn contain and reflect the
foibles of first experiences with data collection and analysis. But they are also reflections
of the very real dilemma that archival and state-based knowledge sources in or on
Nicaragua are very uneven, incomplete (in no small part due to physical destruction be it
through earth quake, fire, war, or pillaging of different sorts), and often difficult to find or
access. This must be further contextualized by noting the fact that there simply is not a
well developed (in the sense of temporally deep) social history or anthropology (or
related fields like folklore) of Nicaragua to pull from, although what has emerged in the
last, say, twenty-odd years is all the more exceptional as a result. What this means is that
the analysis which follows is necessarily limited in many respects, not least of which
includes the attention to “structure” or “process” that often begs the question of agency
and at times even relations among individuals and groups described in structural terms
(thus the very “structure” in these terms).
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See, for example, Blom Hansen and Stepputat 2001 eds. who bring together a collection or
articles that attempt to utilize both Foucaltian and Gramscian insights.
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Archival sources form the backbone of this dissertation. Records hand copied
from the Property Registry located in Juigalpa represent the “largest data set.” I collected
records on 1,110 properties including mine and farms, and 980 farms form the basis of
the analysis provided herein. These in turn include 801 farms in La Libertad and 179
additional farms in Chontales that owners of farms in La Libertad also owned. The latter
set (179 farms in Chontales but not in La Libertad) is likely incomplete; that is, there are
surely more owners with farms in La Libertad and elsewhere in Chontales (or more farms
owned by them in other municipalities) than I uncovered and recorded. This data does
not contain any of the farm ownership these individuals might have in other departments.
The records document property transactions from 1906 through 1996 or about 3,500
separate transactions or inscriptions as well as more than 2,500 loan records. With this
data, I generate numerical or quantitative “snap-shots” of land tenure, but I also engage in
close readings of many of these records, i.e., I treat them as other ethnographic artifacts.
Other archival sources contextualize or enrich what might be gleaned from these property
documents. These include letters and telegrams from/to local, regional, and national
authorities and court cases. These archival sources were analyzed independently, but
were ultimately interpreted through the insights gained via more “traditional”
ethnographic practice rooted in “being there,” participant-observation, and informal
interviews in La Libertad, particularly at various community meetings (although this
includes some held elsewhere, like in the countryside on the one hand, and other cities
like Juigalpa and Managua on the other), which in turn included a number of day,
overnight, and week long visits to rural communities.
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The seven chapters of the dissertation are organized chronologically and
thematically beginning with the nineteenth century and moving to the late twentieth
century. Each chapter focuses on a particular period and topic within that larger frame.
These topics – or the processes and structures shaping them – are linked. As a result,
later chapters build on patterns and processes set in motion earlier and thus delve back
into periods that precede them to explore the specific topic at hand.
Chapter two provides an overview of Nicaraguan colonial and post-colonial
history through the early 1930s. It main goal is to situate and explain patterns of uneven
development that shape and condition Nicaraguan history generally and La Libertad’s
formation specifically. Chapters three and four explore these nineteenth and earlytwentieth century “property revolution dynamics” from the vantage point of La Libertad.
Chapter two focuses on the foundation and formation of La Libertad municipality and the
agrarian social structure that emerged by the early twentieth century, which included a
highly differentiated peasantry along side a smaller “small landlord/latifundist –
merchant” class in a context of charged ethnic inequality. It argues that municipal
authority and private property relations were, in part, simultaneously instantiated through
the reworking of the meanings and uses of ejidal land and through contestation over
distinct kinds of claims to land in the same space. Chapter four analyzes agrarian class
structure in La Libertad by focusing on seemingly contradictory tendencies unfolding in
the early twentieth century in the context of U.S. imperial rule: the proliferation of an
autonomous peasantry along-side primitive accumulation and forms of peasant
dispossession. The consolidation of La Libertad’s first frontier and the making of a new
one are explored and linked to class formation.
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Chapter five turns to the important transition from “imperialism to dictatorship”
(to borrow from Wheelock 1980) and focuses on the first twenty years of Somocismo
(1936-1956). State centralization and penetration of the countryside intensified in these
years. One “local-level” manifestation of these processes was a heated and protracted
border dispute between La Libertad and its northern neighbor, Camoapa. I suggest that
the border dispute was a constitutive dynamic framing the consolidation of La Libertad’s
first frontier and the making of its second one. It also linked “local level” processes
directly to “national level” transformations, and thereby contributed to the latter’s
consolidation as the day to day instantiation of the border dispute entailed the
appointment and activities of key actors in the new and expanded rural bureaucracy
namely, the rural judges and National Guard.
Chapter six focuses on the political-economy of the cattle export boom, which
began in the early 1950s. It describes the proliferation of extensive and “traditional” land
use and animal husbandry patterns and the intensification of agrarian class inequality.
Land concentration and a dramatic expansion in cattle production (and, thus, a dramatic
expansion in the area in pasture) were the products of these changes (and so, too, was
deforestation). Although cattle and basic grains production had historically dominated
the regional landscape, through the 1950s and 1960s some farms in La Libertad also grew
sugar cane, coffee, and cacao and much of La Libertad was forested prior to the boom.
After the boom, pasture reigned supreme and cattle was king. The boom not only
transformed production patterns, it restructured agrarian class relations and developed
new forms of land (and cattle) concentration, more axes of differentiation and inequality,
and propelled the movement of populations further east the agrarian frontier. However,
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middle and rich peasants remained a significant and sizable social demographic, and a
combination of dairy production and frontier expansion were central to their success.
Chapter seven explores the dynamics of revolution and counterrevolution
(including the transition to neoliberalism) in Nicaragua from the 1980s through the mid1990s. Although the Sandinista Agrarian Reform did radically transform inequality
rooted in land ownership, access, and use, its impact was limited in La Libertad.
Simultaneously and however unintentionally, road building by the Sandinistas facilitated
local elite land acquisition in the new agrarian frontier, which I describe as a
counterrevolutionary dynamic (one not often noted in the literature). This chapter also
explores a second counterrevolutionary dynamic: rural “traditional church-based”
community organizing. These dynamics at once informed the specificities of the
neoliberal transition in La Libertad and formed one basis for building neoliberal
community organizations “from the ground up” in the 1990s.
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CHAPTER 2
THE LONG NINETEENTH CENTURY: PRIVATE PROPERTY, STATE
FORMATION, AND UNEVEN DEVELOPMENT

When debating the origins of capitalist development and modern state formation,
scholars of Nicaragua pay particular attention to the coffee revolution, which began in the
mid to late- nineteenth century and culminated in the 1920s (e.g., Barahona 1989;
Biderman 1983; Vargas 1989, 1990; Wheelock 1980; Williams 1994). A dominant
interpretation posits that the coffee revolution was led by a group of elite coffee growers,
largely associated with the Liberal party and based in the cities of Leon and Managua,
who amassed land in the coffee growing regions by expropriating indigenous communal
lands and peasant holdings. Some interpret these processes as signaling the initiation of
capitalist development and others its consolidation. Regardless, the rise of the coffee
economy is conceptualized as unfolding at the intersection of the expanding world
market, a transforming traditional oligarchy cum latifundist bourgeoisie, and an emerging
liberal state that promotes large-scale agroexport production and fosters
proletarianization. In other words, this transition is a Junker road to capitalist
development in agriculture i.e., a more or less lengthy development of capitalism “from
above” or from within the landlord class entailing land monopolization and use of servile
labor on the way to wage labor. The timing and scope of proletarianization is debated,
but the assertion in this literature of widespread dispossession in a context of expanding
landlord land monopolization points to its inevitability and suggests deep historical roots
(i.e., proletarianization is rooted in the nineteenth century as opposed to, say, the 1950s
and a “second wave” of agroexport expansion). Finally, dictatorship and revolution, or
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defining features of twentieth century Nicaragua, result from the interaction of these
nineteenth century developments in the political-economy of coffee and U.S.
imperialism.
The coffee revolution and capitalist transitions – phenomenon not unique to
Nicaragua – are described within the broad contours of Nicaraguan history. As such,
common interpretations of nineteenth century Nicaraguan history highlight and
emphasize obstacles, delays, dysfunction, and late starts: in the wake of independence,
years of internecine warfare and anarchy weakened elite unity and leadership delaying
development; three decades of Conservative party rule, while peaceful, retarded or stalled
the bourgeois revolution producing only a limited turn to coffee production and
associated liberal reforms; finally, the Liberal party took power and stimulated capitalist
development by promoting coffee cultivation, but its late start left an indelible print on
subsequent (under)development.1 Therefore, the late (in the double sense of relatively
late compared to other countries and in the later part of) nineteenth century emergence of
the coffee revolution coupled with U.S. intervention in the early twentieth century stalled
or halted the full realization and potential of this transformation (Wheelock 1980; see
also Biderman 1983). Unlike other coffee economies, in Nicaragua coffee, capitalism,

1

Traditional historiography of Nicaragua divides the nineteenth century into three periods: the
Years of Anarchy (1821-1857), the Conservative Thirty Years (1858-1893), and the Liberal
Revolution (or Zelaya presidency/dictatorship, 1893-1909). As Wolfe (2007) explains, this
periodization and the meanings associated with it are rooted in the work of Nicaragua’s first
historians, Ayon, Perez, and Gamez; see also Burns (1991).
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and modern state formation begin late and end early (i.e., are stalled and thereby remain
unfinished or incomplete).2
While presented here in simplified form, these interpretations reflect a tendency to
narrate change in economically reductionist terms (Gould 1990:14) and rest on
teleological representations of nation-state formation (Wolfe 2007). Revisionist
scholarship complicates these interpretations on many grounds. This chapter explores
some of the key findings of this new literature in order to provide contextualization and
comparative point of view for our discussions of La Libertad that are developed in the
chapters that follow. This literature is not used to rehash or contribute to the coffee
debates, but rather to situate and describe in broad strokes the politics of state and class
formation that shape regional development for a region that is not associated with coffee
cultivation. As such, this chapter lays the ground work for analyzing patterns of uneven
and combined development that condition La Libertad’s developmental trajectories.3
Preexisting and emergent social relations and their temporally and spatially varied
articulations, particularly as these are shaped by ethnic, labor, and property relations on
the one hand, and Spanish and later U.S. imperial projects on the other, are the primary
focus of the discussion that follows.

2

U.S. intervention and world economic depression are typically invoked when describing
economic development in the first half of the 20th century, which is described as a long period of
stagnation and decline that is followed by dramatic and rapid capitalist development in the 1950s
through 1970s.
3

By uneven and combined development I mean to invoke the work of Trotsky and subsequent
authors concerned with explicating patterns of development in terms of “development and
underdevelopment” or linked processes under conditions of imperialism. The “unevenness”
refers to the pace, character, and spatial basis of development, that is, it refers to the temporal and
spatial basis and variation of development.
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As the title of the chapter suggests, this is a short account of a long period.
Historians of Latin American concerned with the analysis of structures and processes and
who focus on patterns of change associated with independent nation-state formation and
capitalist transitions utilize the “the long nineteenth century” (beginning with the
Bourbon Reforms of the 1760s, spanning nineteenth century independent nation-state
formation, and culminating in 1930 with the consolidation of agroexport economies on
the eve of the crisis unleashed by the Great Depression; e.g., Dore 2000:27 n. 8) as
temporal lens. That is to say, historians working with a notion of the longue durée (or the
work of scholars associated with the Annales School) utilize this periodization in order to
elucidate structures and processes, spotlight the protracted character of their constitution,
and identify patterns of cyclical and secular change. In this chapter, I loosely follow this
periodization to focus on developments associated with the long nineteenth century,
namely: the private property revolution, modern nation-state building via liberal
ideology and reform, and changing class and ethnic relations that support expanded
agroexport production. To this end, this chapter is organized in three broad sections and
each addresses an important “moment” in this long period: colonial Nicaragua,
nineteenth century independent Nicaragua, and early-twentieth century semicolonial
Nicaragua.4 Each section outlines in broad strokes the structures and patterns

4

Walker (1999) develops the theoretical importance of “semicolonialism” in relation to analysis
of late 19th and early 20th century China. She utilizes this concept to point to a particular moment
in the development of the international state and capitalist system(s) to highlight specific forms of
power, dominance, violence, and resistance as well as to bring into sharp focus sets of relations
whereby “foreign imperialists established positions of advantage and semiautonomous operation
– but not rule – for economic exploitation” (14). There are many points of overlap – in terms of
structures, processes, and meanings – between semi-colonial China discussed by Walker and, say,
Nicaragua “under U.S. imperial rule” discussed by Gobat (2005); however, there are also
noteworthy divergences including the fact that “U.S. rule” – however theorized – entailed forms
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characterizing said period in which land, labor, and ethnic relations are described. Each
section attempts to give the reader a sense of regional variation in which a general
contrast between western and interior Nicaragua is drawn, although we focus mainly on
the western and interior regions tied to Granada as these most directly inform the making
of La Libertad.

Colonial Nicaragua
Spanish colonialism had enduring effects that structured uneven politicaleconomic change in the decades following Independence. Enslaving and forcibly moving
indigenous populations combined with diseases brought by Europeans led to a 90 percent
reduction in the indigenous population by the late sixteenth century (Newson 1982:255,
269, 284; 1987:101-106, 117-122). The social geography of this decimation meant that
colonial pacification and settlement of western Nicaragua occurred quickly, but eastern
Nicaragua was a different story. Resistance to Spanish encroachments throughout the
colonial period combined with British presence in the Atlantic Coast limited Spain’s –
and later independent Nicaragua’s – territorial and socio-political influence and control.
of direct political rule on the one hand, and ultimately did not directly – or only in very limited
arenas – control productive sectors of the economy (although as we will see below, it certainly
impacted them) on the other. Whether or not the “semicolonial” category is the most appropriate
to use will need further research to elucidate; however, I do use the term in this dissertation,
perhaps provocatively, to suggest that research is needed. What motivates this usage is not only
the overlap just noted, but also the persistence in the literature on U.S. empire and imperialism to
make recourse to U.S. exceptionalism in which the “absence of colonies” looms large (for e.g.
Smith 2004). It seems to me that we need a way to talk about Puerto Rico, Cuba, the Dominican
Republic, Nicaragua, Panama, Hawaii, Philippines, Guam and others, as well as Indian
nations/territories, in comparative terms but ones that also distinguish from patterns and processes
in “the rest” of the “U.S. sphere of influence” or empire. That is, if U.S. imperialism “operated
in” or “impacted” all of Latin America, for example, how do we differentiate between the specific
experiences of those countries just named and the rest, and what would our understanding of
imperialism look like if we undertook such a comparative analysis from the point of view of the
former?
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In between, the central interior regions were frontiers of two competing colonial empires
that while politically and (at least to some extent) culturally within the “Spanish sphere,”
developed differently than the Pacific region.

Overview of Western Nicaragua
In the colonial economy, mining pursuits and ship building, while important, were
relatively short lived (Newson 1987:106-7; Radell 1969:107-122). This left agriculture,
particularly local foods, cattle, cacao, and indigo production, as well as mercantile
activities that while constrained by the reduced labor supply, did grow and expand over
time provisioning local, regional, and international markets (Newson 1987:107-08;
Romero Vargas 1988:86-87, 246-49). This growth, though, was not linear; it entailed
cyclical expansion and contraction conditioned not only by labor relations but also wider
market relations. Emerging from these cyclical patterns was an evident diversity in
Nicaraguan commercial and subsistence agriculture but one in which extensive cattle
estates, which could absorb these fluctuations, predominated (Newson 1987:145, 260,
264-5; Radell 1969:148-75; see also Charlip 2003:18-20). Despite this relative
commercial growth, and over time population growth, Nicaragua remained very much a
backwater in the Spanish empire, one that was internally divided between two main
political-economic centers located in western Nicaragua, Leon and Granada (Radell
1969). In fact throughout the colonial period, Leon and Granada and their corresponding
hinterlands, both subject to the Guatemala viceroyalty, functioned in relation to each
other like independent city states – laying an historic basis for post-colonial political
competition between them and for distinctions drawn in the development of their
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respective “spheres of influence” (Radell 1969) or hinterlands (i.e., the northern and
southern interior).
These separate or distinct political spheres nonetheless interacted, faced similar
constraints and pressures, and developed shared strategies of rule and economic practices.
Granada, the earliest site of Spanish settlement and political and economic power, was a
significant commercial city and its merchants and merchant-landlords engaged in a
variety of trading and agricultural pursuits. Over the course of the seventeenth century,
for example, Granada became a center for the Central American livestock trade and
related industries (more on this below). This mercantile growth depended not only upon
merchants or traders, but also a labor force to provision goods and services. In the
context of an agrarian economy with relatively abundant land and significant labor
scarcity, Spanish colonialism created an “implicit social contract” (Dore 2006:34)
between the colonizers and Indian Communities such that the latter were granted
common land rights called ejidos and autonomy in local governance in exchange for
labor and tribute obligations.5 As Dore explains with reference to her research in the
pueblos of Granada, this was not an equal exchange:
Although the population of the pueblos was shrinking due to the effects of
flight, disease, and exploitation, the Crown ratcheted up Indian tribute to
supply the city and its trade route. This created a vicious cycle: as
indigenous tribute became more onerous, more Indians deserted the
pueblos, thereby intensifying the exploitation of those who remained.
(2006:35)
5

For detailed discussion of labor and tribute obligations, see Newson (1987). In this chapter, I
capitalize “Indian Community” in order to specify or signal Crown authorized legal statuses
associated with specific people, places (i.e., village), and land (the ejido belonging to the people
of this place) as distinct from Indian communities, indigenous populations, or groups that resisted
the colonial state, remained uncolonized, did not receive legal status and its formal entitlements,
or lived outside their authorized village.
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In this arrangement, indigenous leaders became mediating forces between the colonial
state and indigenous communities, thereby positioning them as both agents of state and
targets of resistance from within communities.
In this “system of divide and rule,” Dore (2006:37) argues, colonial authorities
rewarded indigenous leaders for their collaboration in extracting labor and tribute
obligations by granting them their own land (the ejido). At the same time, the colonial
state drew comuneros (Indian Community members) into the fabric of colonial society
and state by channeling their grievances, particularly against Indian leaders, through the
formal legal system. As a result, the complex dynamics of resistance and
accommodation to colonial structures of power, at least in western Nicaragua, created
internally divided indigenous communities that sought redress through the formal court
system, however “…the Spanish system of justice aggravated, more than arrested,
conflicts within the pueblos de indios” (Dore 2006:38) further weakening their internal
organization.
The meanings and practices associated with legally defined racial categories and
statuses changed in the late colonial period, and the tensions just described took new
forms. Wolfe provides useful contextualization:
A census taken in Nicaragua in 1776 claimed a total population of
103,943, of which approximately 45 percent were listed as
Indians…Spaniards…a mere 5 percent…The remaining 50 percent of the
population consisted of ladinos (two-thirds mulattoes and one-third
mestizos). For the most part, Indians lived in small rural towns or
dispersed hamlets and worked in agricultural labor (their own or forced).
Spaniards tended to live in Leon and Granada…They favored large-scale
agriculture, commercial endeavors and the professions. The ladino
population grew steadily throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, coming to labor in every sector of society, but most especially
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as artisans and petty merchants. The growing ladino population,
especially in rural areas, began to challenge indigenous communities for
local resources and power and set the stage for conflict after
independence…(2007:7, my emphasis)
By the late colonial period, therefore, new pressures on land surfaced at times leading to
outright encroachment upon or usurpation of Indian communal lands, at other times legal
purchase, but purchase mediated through the tense relations within Indian Communities
between leaders and communeros (Dore 2006:42). Population growth and movement that
included long standing patterns of Indians abandoning their villages and relocating to
other locales – including Spanish dominated urban centers – to avoid tribute obligations
or seek employment combined in the late colonial period with movement of ladino
populations to smaller towns, rural areas, and Indian villages, including the interior
regions (Newson 1987:171-73, 284-87). Not only were regions and locales increasingly
racially diverse, but the categories used to contain racial difference expanded to include
mixed categories (perhaps more accurately, mixed-mixed) like indio-ladino, or mulattoindio; at the same time, these very categories were relaxed as individuals were
increasingly able to legally alter their racial status too (Dore 2006:39-41).6 Despite these
changes and the fact that there was very little material difference between Indians and
ladinos in the smaller towns, Dore – not unlike Wolfe just quoted above – argues that the
underlying structural tension between “Indian” and “non-Indian,” defined primarily

6

The malleability and fluidity of racial categories and statuses, the ways they are mobilized in
systems of domination, and the politics of their change overtime has been studied in various
colonial contexts. The centrality of sex-gender systems, or sexual politics, to the
making/remaking of racial categories has also been explored; see, for example, Anne Stoler
(2002); for a U.S. based example, see Collins (2004).
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through land and labor regimes, continued and became a central site of conflict and state
making in nineteenth century independent Nicaragua.

Colonial Chontales
Chontales, a frontier of the Spanish and British colonial empires and a very large
and loosely defined territory, formed part of the Corregimiento de Sebaco also called
Corregimiento de Matagalpa y Chontales under colonial rule (Radell 1969:91-93, 151;
Fonseca and Mora 2006:61). Although settled later by the Spanish and ladinos and less
densely than the Pacific, as so often happens on the margins Chontales was central to the
growing Granada political-economy. Cattle were brought to Nicaragua via Panama in the
sixteenth century and by the end of that century were abundant in both Leon and
Granada’s spheres of influence. As Radell describes it:
Leon and Granada stockmen not only exploited their immediate environs
but also competed for the potential grazing lands of the Central Highlands
frontier. Taking advantage of commercial relations resulting from the
pine products trade, Leon’s cattlemen also introduced beef production to
Nueva Segovia while Granada’s cattlemen kept pace by turning their
attention to the frontiers of Chontales. (1969:149)7
Cattle grazing the eastern shores of Lake Nicaragua multiplied in large numbers and
roamed wild. Ladinos from the Pacific hunted what quickly became feral cattle and
processed tallow and hides for regional and international markets and jerky for local ones
(Radell 1969:154).

7

Granadinos – or people from Granada – also had farms and raised livestock in Granada and
Rivas.
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It is in this context that the campisto, a cowboy figure known for his prowess in
handling cattle, ruggedness, and self-reliance, first emerged and from which images of
him, including his gender and association with ladino ethnicity and relative whiteness,
were generated over time. Campistos hunted cattle but also began, however informally,
laying claim to land and cattle in the region (Radell 1969:154-55). At the same time,
wealthy families from Granada and Rivas only grazed cattle on the eastern shores of the
lake and also established large estates in southern Chontales and over time northward.
The Crown authorized 14 royal land grants in Chontales in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries totaling about two hundred caballerias of land; by the mideighteenth century, there were 83 haciendas in the area of Juigalpa, 42 more around
Boaco, and numerous labranzas or cultivated lands (report by a Father Merlot, cited in
Guerrero and Soriano de Guerrero 1969:116-118; Heijningen 1994:24).8 Some of these
haciendas were quite large and some individuals owned or controlled multiple estates
particularly in the low-lying, flat plains around the lake (Fonseca and Mora 2006:72).
Class tensions between campistos and merchant-landlord Granadinos shaped the process
of establishing claims to land and cattle:
As settlement increased during the 17th century, Chontales became
the most important cattle region in Central America. The provincial
government then began to call on the Crown to regulate land claims. As a
result, the Crown provided a permanent land registrar in Granada and
established laws to govern cattle ranching. Consequently, the original
campistos had to obtain written title to their ranches and cattle.
The new laws limited the size of land claims and only recognized
ownership of branded cattle. As a result, large amounts of land and cattle
became available for new claimants. Wealthy merchant families from
8

Two hundred caballerias would amount to about 12,800 manzanas if we us the 64 manzanas to
one caballeria conversion; however, these conversions are approximate and subject to debate.
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Granada were then able to obtain vast landholdings in Chontales by
securing royal land grants and supplementing these by the purchase of
small parcels held by campistos… (Radell 1969:155-56)9
Radell ends this discussion by emphasizing the ties between Granada’s merchant
landlords and campistos and frames their interaction as unfolding in a context with “very
few Indians left,” thereby implying harmonious cattle hacienda development. It does
seem more likely, however, that political tension, i.e., class and ethnic conflict, informed
these developments, which future research should investigate more earnestly.
Not just a site of cattle hunting cum hacienda formation, Granadino interest in
Chontales included other lucrative mercantile activities. The San Juan River, which
winds its way (more or less) east to west through southern Chontales, connected the
Atlantic Coast port San Juan del Norte or Greytown to the southeastern shore of Lake
Nicaragua and formed an important transit route linking Granada’s merchants to Atlantic
trade routes, in turn allowing Granada to become a regionally significant mercantile hub,
as discussed above. The activity on this trade route was shaped by ebbs and flows of
international commerce and politics, thus, was punctuated by the dilemmas of piracy and
inter-imperial dynamics that ended official movements along the route for long stretches
of time (Fonseca and Mora 2006:64-68). In other words, creating settlements along the
river to facilitate commerce and eventually fortifying and defending the trade route “to
protect the city [Granada] and its commerce from piracy”(Dore 2006:35) – as opposed to
populations in Chontales – were processes that unfolded over time and can be read as

9

Some authors suggest that the campistos and terratenientes in Chontales were one and the same,
descendents of Granadinos who maintained close social, economic, and political ties (Madrigal,
Espinoza and Silva 2006:187). I suspect this was more likely a socially differentiated group that
both shared affinities and negotiated points of tension.
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signs and symptoms of the contradictions inherent in colonialism. The Crown, for
example, initially refused to fund fort building along the river until 1602, and then
expansion in the number and quality of these forts appeared more as reactive measures to
raids and attacks than proactive attempts to establish control or provide effective
preventive measures (Radell 1969:139-147). Moreover, fortification was riddled with
contradiction:
…in the fortification of the Rio San Juan, rocks were thrown into the
rapids to hinder pirate navigation and…Escobedo diverted Rio San Juan
water into the right bank Brazo Colorado distributary to hinder pirate
ascent from the British controlled mouth of the San Juan. These measures
are claimed to have damaged the river’s navigation beyond repair.
Although the improved fortification of the river was successful in
denying use of the river to the filibusters, the mouth of the San Juan
remained under the control of filibusters and Miskitos and under the
protection of Great Britain. For this reason Spanish colonial commerce
through the Rio San Juan was terminated although British and Nicaraguan
contraband continued to travel the river. In 1689 a joint filibuster Miskito
ascent of the Rio San Juan was repulsed…The river was never again
successfully invaded by pirates. Once the Rio San Juan was adequately
fortified, Caribbean filibuster raids were diverted to the Escondido and
Coco Rivers leading to the interior mining and cattle raising regions of
Nueva Segovia, Matagalpa, and Chontales…(Radell 1969:143)10

These “diversions” had social and political-economic consequences not only for
Granadino merchants, but also for Indian communities (Crown recognized as well as
those which were not) and the emerging ladino settlements in this frontier region.

10

This cycle of British versus Spanish control, and their complex relations with the Miskito,
continued in the 18th century leading to the 1763 Treaty of Paris that called for the dismantling of
British forts on Atlantic Coast (Radell 1969: 144), which awaited still more battles to be realized.
Britain’s influence waned for a time, but was rekindled in the 19th century. It was not until the
end of that century that independent Nicaragua gained a more lasting control of the Atlantic coast
region. For more, see Newson (1987:33, 37, 94,147-149).
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These military outposts embodied one set of overlapping interests between the
Crown and hacendados (large estate owners) in Chontales. Since the sixteenth century,
the Crown attempted to contain and control Indians in interior regions via military force
and notwithstanding the decline in population due to disease and the slave trade, two
centuries later “pacification” was still not achieved in Chontales.11 Nevertheless, the
number of Spanish and ladino ranchers in the area was growing and they required access
to a (controllable) labor force and protection from rustlers and Indian attacks, including
those instigated by Miskitos as indicated by Radell in the paragraph above (see also
Heijningen 1994:24; Newson 1987:265, 302-03). In the interior regions, different Indian
populations or communities with distinct relations to the Crown, other communities, and
ladino settlers existed. Some communities, for example, formed a “buffer” between the
Crown, settlers, and other indigenous groups. With reference to Indian Communities in
Boaco and Camoapa, for example, Gould writes:
…their own origins in the seventeenth century were due to their voluntary
pacification and separation from Sumo groups who refused to accept
Spanish rule. Throughout the eighteenth century they had been the
victims of constant attacks by “Caribes” (Sumos) and by the ZamboMiskitos from the Atlantic Coast. Those attacks and their own valiant
defense both reinforced their own sense of “civilized” difference and their
loyalty and usefulness to the Crown. (1998:76)

He also remarks that “the Crown awarded the Boaqueños and the Camoapans generous
land grants precisely because of their military valor against the nomadic and hostile
indigenous groups to the east” (Gould 1998:98 n. 20; see also Newson 1987:168). With

11

For discussion of Spanish attempts to colonize the interior regions over time, including the role
of the Church and missionaries in these processes, see Newson (1987).
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ladino movements to the region and some population growth, Indian Communities as
well as indigenous groups not subject to the Crown faced new pressures. As Newson
explains:
During the eighteenth century the demand for land in eastern Nicaragua
increased. Owing to the relative lack of land pressure at an early date, few
Indian villages had sought legal titles to their lands; in 1740 the corregidor
of Sebaco reported that because of the general availability of land, ejidos
had never been designated, and it was impossible for Indian villages to
safeguard their rights to the land. Hence, as land pressure increased,
Indian lands were alienated more frequently and more widely. The
establishment of haciendas and ranches also created new demands for
labor, reducing that available for subsistence production. These changes
undermined the structure of Indian communities… (1987:302)
It is important to emphasize that not all of the indigenous communities in the interior
were recognized by the Crown (i.e., not all Indians were tributary Indians), and as a
result, the extension of ejidal titles was more limited in the interior regions with
implications for post-colonial developments (discussed below).
In this light, although Heijningen elides much of the complexity of the latecolonial period, his general point that in the late-eighteenth century cattle ranchers
petitioned the Crown for permission to establish and maintain Indian populations within
their farms (a form of reduccion – servile labor) at the same time that “…the hunting of
Indians” increased (1994: 24), spotlights not only the violence of this class/ethnic project,
but also its unresolved and ongoing dynamic. Thus it might be unsurprising to learn that
in Chontales, numerous Indian uprisings, attacks against settlements, and kidnappings
ensued over the course of the eighteenth century (Guerrero 1956; Guerrero and Soliano
de Guerrero 1969; Heijningen 1994:25; Wheelock 1985:63-64).
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This violence notwithstanding, forts along the river and a few villages, towns, and
small cities were built in Chontales in the colonial period albeit more slowly and with
smaller populations than in the Pacific. Newson (1987:285-86) examined the data
provided by Father Morel’s report on settlement patterns in mid-eighteenth century
Nicaragua and found the fewest number of settlements recorded were in Sebaco (or the
central interior administrative division that included Chontales). Additionally, the
average settlement size in the interior regions was about half that of western Nicaragua
(about 500 versus 1,000), far fewer houses were recorded in the interior compared to the
Pacific, and more dispersed or scattered settlement patterns were found in the interior –
all signs that the interior regions were a less developed frontier of Spanish colonial
authority and direct settlement, which also exhibited distinct cultural practices. In the
late-colonial period, an emerging “outward” tendency among the regions’ residents was
evident; that is, more and more marrying outside the village or settlement in the late
colonial period as well as more mixed marriages (83 percent in Juigalpa and 37 percent in
Boaco) were documented. In other words, there was a mobile, dispersed, and
increasingly “mixed” population in a context in which Spanish control was still in the
making and English alliances with the “Zambo-Mosquito” presented ongoing dilemmas
for the former’s realization (Newson 1987:301-308). Linked to this dynamic, of the 13
settlements in Sebaco recorded by Morel and discussed by Newson, seven pertain to what
became Chontales in the independent period, but a number of these towns/villages were
struck by the violence noted above, and burned and rebuilt or relocated as the case may
be, while still others were founded post-independence (Guerrero 1956; Guerrero and
Soriano de Guerrero 1969; Romero Arrechavala et al. 2006).
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Independence in Inter-imperialist Rivalries
In the wake of the collapse of the colonial state in the 1820s, power and authority
was exercised by regional and local caudillos and villages and towns experienced relative
autonomy from the larger cities (Wolfe 2007:1, 24, 81). In fact, in the context of a weak
and forming national state, “municipal governments took the lead in regulating the social
order. As the vanguard of emergent nation-states, they were central to the consolidation
of authority in the public sphere” (Dore 2006:54). This process of nation-state building
spanned the nineteenth century and first met violence, rebellion, and war lasting through
the late 1850s – the so called “Years of Anarchy” (1821-1857).12 In part, this reflected
intra-elite struggles between the competing regions of Leon and Granada, which involved
enlisting “the folk” within their spheres of influence to fight. In part, it reflected intense
and increasing popular resistance to the emerging political order. As Wolfe explains:
Although several popular rebellions occurred between 1821 and 1854,
none had the impact or ferocity of those that took place between 1845 and
1849. These uprisings came in response to the first serious efforts at state
making, at building institutions that went beyond the more restricted realm
of caudillo politics…The new state struck directly at local social,
economic, cultural and political structures, causing widespread rancor.
Popular rebellions erupted throughout the country, plunging elites into
terror and forcing them into closer alliance than had ever before occurred.
(2007:25)13

12

Wolfe’s (2007) important study rethinks the “anarchy narrative,” which is often posited as
dysfunction of a give system/state, exposes the teleological representations of state this embodies,
and reframes the discussion and analysis of the violence marking this period in terms of state
making or formation. In so doing, he is able to cast new light on the making of Nicaragua - its
actual territory, name, and socio-economic characteristics or “traits” that are too often posited as
“givens” as opposed to historically constituted.
13

For discussion of these rural revolts, see Burns (1991:145-59); Casanova Fuertes (1995); Dore
(2006:46-47); Kinloch Tijerino (1999:101-41).
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Central causes of this rancor were embodied in the new forms local governance was
taking.14
After independence, municipal authority was formally constituted by a mayor and
town council, and these juntas municipales (municipal councils) were ladino political
institutions and sites for (re)producing gendered ethnic-class hierarchies. Municipalities
with Indian Communities found the colonial practice of autonomy in local governance
and access to/control over communal lands increasingly eroded and subordinated to
ladino political structures while labor drafts and tribute/tax expectations continued (Dore
2006:46-52). As Dore illustrates with her study of Diriomo, Granada, male suffrage was
limited to men with “property or profession,” which did not formally exclude Indians, but
in practice did exclude them sharpening the divide between ladino and Indian spheres
within municipal politics (Dore 2006:59).15 In turn, gender relations were a key arena

14

These included imposing “…labor drafts, enclosures, state monopolies of alcohol and tobacco,
taxes, and the expanded reach of local government in the regulation of everyday life” (Dore
2006:47; see also Gobat 2005:25). Additionally, Dore argues that the devolution of political
authority to the local level after Independence coupled with the creation of “[m]unicipalities, with
their governing body, the junta municipal, [which] were superimposed on comunidades
indigenas, a prior ethnopolitical jurisdiction” was another key source of tension (2006:58). See
Wolfe (2007:45-79) for a detailed discussion of this changing regulatory framework that provides
a detailed focus on the later half of the nineteenth century and examination of the ways municipal
politics were the sites in which emerging nation-state formation and expansion was directly
experienced and instantiated.
15

As Dore explains: “…at mid-century, no man on the junta municipal claimed private
ownership of land, yet paradoxically all fulfilled the property requirement for citizenship. Like
the Indian leaders, they owned mejoras, or the products of labor” (2006:59). Although Dore
acknowledges that there were material differences in the nature of these mejoras (improvements
or products of labor) between Indians and ladinos, the crucial distinction was that municipal
power, and the attribution of citizenship to allow participation in this arena, was divided along
ethnic lines. As a result, the “…junta municipal became the motor of peasant differentiation and
ethnic assimilation” (2006:59). However, this distinction varied across municipalities; that is,
Wolfe (2007:181-184) finds noteworthy variation in the extension and exercise of Indian and
landino citizenship and, thus, access to formal power – and by extension the political workings of
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through which class and ethnic relations were instantiated, mediated, and resisted.
Diriomo’s municipal government:
…tended to regulate two codes of conduct for women of the pueblo: one
for elite ladinas, another for poor women, mostly indias. The junta
enforced an honor code for the former, which included sexual purity
before marriage and monogamy afterward. For the latter, Diriomo’s
ladino fraternity tolerated a more flexible model of sexuality. (Dore
2006:60)
Legal-moral regulation was one mechanism through which prior distinctions between
indigenous and ladino gender regimes were eroded fostering mestizaje (ethnic mixing and
assimilation). At the same time, this regulation served to distinguish and consolidate
class differences in Diriomo. As such, it was the principle mechanism through which
political power at the local level was forged, power that depended upon, reshaped, and
mobilized gendered class relations and significations; in Dore’s words: “…the town’s
patriarchs sat in judgment on morality. By regulating the intimate aspects of Diriomeñas’
everyday lives, they extended their power in the pueblo” (2006:61).16 These tensions
continued and developed new directions as changing property regimes were introduced
later in the century.
State formation, dependent upon the local power making or municipal dynamics
just described, developed not simply as an “internal” dynamic, but rather in and through
“supra-national” political processes – or the dynamics of the international state system –
as well. The consolidation of elite alliances, first initiated by their responses to the midthe municipality as motor of differentiation – throughout the (western portion of the) Granada
Prefecture.
16

For further discussion of the centrality of “the intimate” in shaping “public” politics, see Stoler
(2002).
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century uprisings, awaited a round of civil war that (at least at first) pitted elites from
Leon and the Liberal Party against Granada and the Conservative Party, which directly
connected nation-state formation to imperial projects. The 1856 arrival of the American
filibuster William Walker (by invitation from Liberals in Leon), who declared himself
president and English the national language while reinstating slavery, transformed
renewed intra-elite division into a Conservative-Liberal alliance (with much support from
other Central American governments and militaries) to oust Walker. These events
culminated in Walker’s bloody retreat burning Granada to the ground on the way, his
eventual execution in Honduras, and new grounds for elite unification and state making
(the war that emerged in this context is referred to as the National War, 1856-57).17 But
it is important to put this series of events in a broader context. As Wolfe succinctly
summarizes:
In 1849 Nicaragua began turning to the United States as a counterweight
to increased British aggression against Nicaraguan sovereignty…Jose
Guerrero’s horror at the U.S. invasion of Mexico in 1846 appeared not
forgotten but rather forgiven by 1850, when a Leonese newspaper blamed
Mexico’s “misfortunes” on its own “erroneous conduct.” As Frances
Kinloch Tijerino has noted, Nicaraguan elites heralded the United States,
like the idea of the canal, as a symbol of cosmopolitan civilization. For
much of Nicaragua’s population, William Walker initially embodied this
heroic notion of American civilization. (2007:37-38)
In other words, the Liberal party’s “invitation” to Walker should not be viewed simply as
an ill-conceived intra-elite ploy to out maneuver Conservatives gone awry, but rather as
reflecting sets of decisions and actions formed in a charged inter-imperial context in
which Nicaraguan elites of different stripes were well aware of their own/their country’s
17

For discussion of Walker and the National War, see Burns (1991:160-237); Gobat (2005:2550); Wolfe (2007:22-24, 37-43).
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vulnerability.

18

Moreover, “American civilization” held wide-spread appeal and real

efforts to emulate and forge diverse relations with (social, cultural, political, economic)
the U.S. government and its citizens were pursued. At stake, too, was the path and means
by which Nicaragua would progress and prosper – at this time and for decades to come
much hope was placed in commerce and a “canal road” to prosperity. In fact, the politics
of the “Walker affair” intersected with renewed and improved activity on the San Juan
River transit route (see above) linking the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, which was another
thread linking private expressions of U.S. based power to the Nicaraguan politicaleconomic landscape.
U.S. shipping magnate Cornelius Vanderbilt’s Transit Company forged a route
across Nicaragua along the much older San Juan River route in southern Nicaragua. By
1851, his company turned an approximately twenty day journey across Nicaragua into a
two day trip.19 This route became so popular that until closing in 1856, it boasted nearly
two thousand travelers per month many of whom were making their way from the U.S.
east coast to California as part of the gold rush. The local impact of this improved transit
route was quite contradictory. Vanderbilt’s company and it is operations, for example,
tempered elite enthusiasm for the United States because it infringed upon Nicaraguan
sovereignty (e.g., the company refused to pay annual royalties, hindered the state from
pressing peasants into military service, displaced some local businesses and monopolized
others as well as local resources such as wood for the steamships). At the same time, the
18

And at this time, British control over the Atlantic Coast and U.S. efforts to limit if not eradicate
British influence in the Americas informed elite concerns and strategies.
19

This paragraph is based on Gobat (2005:2, 6, 21-25); see also Herrera (1999:47-70) and Wolfe
(2007:32-39).
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company’s success (and the man behind it) intensified elite Nicaraguan belief in an
entrepreneurial spirit as something worthy of emulation (and lacking in Nicaragua).
Additionally and as just alluded to, the company’s presence provided respite from
military service for peasant communities along the route. It also offered some
Nicaraguan laborers secure employment and higher wages and generated a boom for
those peasants and petty merchants who provisioned travelers with food and drink,
thereby fostering a kind of popular support for this company and U.S. investment (likely
another source of elite anxiety and also admiration). And, this transit company was also
important to Walker, who at first depended on it for transporting his army, but then took
control of the company much to the ire of Vanderbilt. The latter then joined Liberals and
Conservatives (and other Central Americans) in bringing about Walker’s violent and
destructive defeat.
After the National War and as a result of it, elite unification and commitment to
securing sovereignty was filled with a new urgency20 and over the following decades the

20

This urgency reflected not only elite anxiety over sovereignty – or pressure from “without” –
but was also rooted in fears from “within.” As Wolfe reminds us, the popular uprisings noted
earlier were still fresh memories and additionally, popular opposition to Walker was tepid at best
despite elite efforts to foster such opposition out of widespread initial support. Gobat, for
example, explains this as follows:
…Walker’s popular support eroded as the National War progressed. According
to filibuster accounts, the Nicaraguan masses were not necessarily upset over
Walker’s usurping the presidency, his Protestant faith, or even his proslavery
stance – issues that Central American elites emphasized in trying to drum up
popular support. What the Nicaraguans truly dreaded, the filibusters claimed,
were the unprecedented violence and the cholera epidemic brought on by the
outsiders waging the National War. We also know that many urban dwellers
were greatly troubled by the antivagrancy and labor-contract decrees Walker
passed in September 1856 so that his regime could more easily coerce poor
Nicaraguans to work on the confiscated plantations. The rural masses, in turn,
resented the filibusters for raiding their farms for food and livestock once the war
intensified.
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nation-state grew, extended its reach, and took over new arenas of regulation. State
revenue and expenditure expanded with alcohol and tobacco, cattle slaughter, local
works, and customs the key sources of revenue or in kind tribute.21 Military and police
forces were formalized and professionalized. New forms of social control and regulation
of daily life emerged, particularly in relation to the key sources of state revenue (home
brewing, illegal cattle slaughter), military recruitment, and labor control (vagrancy laws),
and public life was secularized, i.e., the state limited the autonomy of and increasingly
took over the regulation of realms of social life once the purview of the church, notably
census taking and education. In other words, despite the association of the Walker
episode with the Liberal party, building a liberal state and cosmopolitan national identity
became the project of elites, Liberal and Conservative with the latter taking the lead, in
the decades following the National War and together they “…built an administrative
infrastructure that greatly strengthened the autonomy and power of the central state”
(Gobat 2005:49).22 But these changes did not appear overnight, in linear fashion, or
simply as an elite top down project. Restructuring the role of the (emerging) nation-state
to municipalities and indigenous communities on the one hand, and fostering commercial
and agro-export production on the other were key points of tension in this state-class
These resentments, however, did not induce Nicaraguans to joint the
Allies en masse…Nicaraguans made up only about an eighth of the Allied forces,
even thought the National War was waged exclusively on their territory. So if an
astounding 3.5 percent of Costa Rica’s population went to war, only about half a
percent of all Nicaraguans participated… (2005:39, my emphasis)
21
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This paragraph is based on Wolfe (2007:45-79).

Building a liberal state or the liberal ideology shaping this state formative project refers here to
what many call classical liberalism or commitment to and “…valorization of free trade,
immigration, secularization, land privatization, and anticorporatism” (Gobat 2005:50).
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formative dynamic. In other words, international politics conditioned elite state making
efforts (i.e., the Walker affair facilitated elite unity and commitment to liberal ideals that
in turn informed state formative processes), but so too did local level politics in which
municipal governments – or juntas municipales – continued to play a central role.

State Formation and the Private Property Revolution
Land, labor, and ethnic relations were site and source of significant politicaleconomic change in the late-nineteenth century. One important axis of change centered
on the radical reorganization of land tenure: “[i]n Nicaragua before 1870 most land was
common property; by 1920 most land was privately owned” (Dore 2006:69). Although
this shift was contested and developed unevenly,23 the fraught terrain of land
privatization was shaped in part by an evolving set of national laws that targeted and
reconfigured communal forms of land tenure, such as ejidos (or communal lands
pertaining to Indian Communities), and opened up and encouraged privatizing state lands
(also called baldios or national lands) for agricultural production.24 Earlier scholarship
emphasized that ejidal privatization dispossessed peasants of land; however, more recent
23

Dore (2006), Charlip (2003), and Wolfe (2007) agree that most land in the Pacific region was
privatized by the turn of the century and that the pace and character of privatization varied
tremendously even within this region; however, it is not at all the case the privatization was
complete in the interior regions by the 1930s. It is difficult to specify when privatization reached
a kind of completion in the interior regions because the farm area changes over time as the
“agricultural frontier” expands eastward at different points in the twentieth century. Regardless,
land privatization was incomplete by the 1930s in the interior regions in the sense that within the
general boundaries recognized in the early twentieth century (not the ongoing frontier), land was
not fully privatized.
24

Dore found that “Between 1830 and 1910 successive administrations enacted some sixty land
laws” (2006:71). Charlip (2003) discusses many of these as well as labor laws in depth.
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scholarship argues that ejidal privatization created diverse landholding statuses – from
small holders and farmers to a highly differentiated peasantry depending on perspective.25
Moreover, Charlip (2003) explains that ejidos – also referred to in the late-nineteenth and
twentieth centuries as municipal lands – continued to be created via state grants of
national lands to municipalities, whose authorities in turn distributed these lands to
individuals. That is to say, while Indian Community ejidal land was increasingly
undermined and transformed, a revised form of ejido continued to exist – or emerge – and
expand. National lands were the source of these new ejidos, but individuals too
purchased land from the nation thereby expanding private property and the area in
agricultural production.26
The pace and form of land privatization as well as conflicts over it were framed
by evolving national laws and by municipal politics. Municipal authorities were the
agents that distributed ejidal lands through donation, rental, and sale and they petitioned
the state for national land grants to constitute or increase their available ejidos. The
character of the networks municipal authorities built and access to them framed
25

Scholars agree that a sea change in land tenure did occur in Nicaragua in the 19th century;
however, as Wolfe explains “…the nature, process, and outcome of this change remain fiercely
debated” (2007:81). As he also notes, scholarship based on extensive empirical investigation has
uncovered that this transformation in land tenure resulted primarily in differentiated landed
groups. The scope and timing of proletarianization remains unclear, but as discussed below,
forced labor laws meant that small holders were not exempt from labor drafts.
26

The amount of land in each category – private, ejidal, and national lands – just prior to the
property revolution is unknown. As Charlip explains: “Alberto Lanuza, drawing on statistics
from Auguste Myonet Dupuy, a French engineer who lived in Nicaragua from 1850 to 1852,
estimates that 65 percent of the land in Nicaragua in the mid-nineteenth century constituted
terreno baldio [national land]. But no one knows how much baldio land there was because it was
not measured and marked until someone wanted to buy it. It remained vague because it was a
catchall – everything that did not specifically belong to someone else belonged to the state”
(2003:58-59).
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privatization at the local level.

27

One clear effect of this “local level dynamic” was that

land privatization was temporally and spatially varied. In Carazo, for example, most of
the ejidal parcels were minifundio (very small) plots less than ten manzanas – a pattern
consistent with western Nicaragua or at least western Granada Prefecture but not with
other regions (as we will see for La Libertad in chapter 3), and this parceling occurred
early in the coffee growing regions, whereas ejidal parceling occurred later in the cattle
and grains regions of Carazo. Additionally, earlier in this process local authorities often
opposed privatization and refused to entertain or carry it out (Dore 2006:73-77; Wolfe
2007:91-106). When and where local authorities did begin to privatize ejidal land, they
often ignored current national laws choosing instead to employ older ones; in other cases
it is clear that officials distributed parcels in sizes beyond the prescribed legal limit
(Charlip 2003:43, 45).28 Moreover, municipal authorities requested state land donations
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Gobat, building on the work of Dore (1995) and others, emphasizes this point as he explains the
unequal impact of the late-19th century agroexport boom on rural Nicaragua:
…the peasants best positioned to exploit the boom were often those with
privileged access to state resources. Especially advantageous were connections
with rural municipal councilors, who often belonged to powerful clan-based
patronage networks. These councilors not only controlled the sale and rental of
common lands but also regulated access to rights of way and water. Moreover,
they nominated local judges and police authorities, who were key actors in
disputes over material resources. Not by chance were municipal councilors and
their cliques among the rural folk who most benefited from the post-1870s boom
in commercial agriculture. (2005: 57)
28

Dore (2006) argues, for example, that richer ladino peasants and municipal authorities in
Diromo were at first skeptical about the benefits or importance of private property espoused by
regional and national leaders and the privatization process took decades. In the 1840s and 1850s
their was confusion regarding potential spatial overlap between Indigenous Community ejidal
land and the emerging ladino municipalities’ municipal lands on the one hand, and the
significance of potentially two sets of political authorities regulating two sets of land on the other
hand. By the 1860s, the privatization process had clearly begun, but the politics of differentiating
between ejidal and municipal lands and their authorities were tense, thereby conditioning and
slowing the process. Moreover, although individuals petitioned for parcels – thus, in Dore’s
words for something new (private property) – they did so through the conceptual framework and
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for ejidos apparently in quantities far in excess of local demand or ability to formally
parcel. Charlip determined, for example, that “…the state donated 11,393 manzanas to
municipalities for ejidos, and only 5,370 were distributed” (2003:65). Finally, the
decisions and actions of local authorities over land claims at times directly contradicted
those of supra-local power holders, whether prefects or elite large land owners or both,
thereby shaping the pace and character as well as conflicts over privatization at the local
level (Dore 2006:75-76).
The private property revolution not only targeted ejidal land but also “opened up”
and encouraged the privatization of national lands. The privatization of national land was
a supra-municipal process, which entailed petitioning prefect or departmental as opposed
to municipal authorities. Privatizing national lands required payment of a number of
fees, a maze of bureaucratic procedures, and quite a bit of time. Perhaps as a result, these
claims tended to involve much larger parcels and as Charlip remarks, “…privatization in
the baldios did become the realm of the wealthy” (2003:62). It was, nonetheless, a
process intimately intertwined with and embedded in local politics. While ejidal lands

practices of something older (improvements to the land not amounts of land). Finally, larger
national land claims staked by “outsiders” pushed this process forward, but it too was a lengthy
and contested one as local elites attempted but ultimately failed to retain control of the best lands.
As Wolfe explains, private landholding was not the dominant pattern until the 1880s and the shift
from common or communal forms of ownership to private property in terms of “the timing and
process of change, remains elusive” (2007:93). The available evidence points to the protracted
and contested nature of the private property revolution in the late-19th century and to the central
role played by municipal authorities – working in specific fields of power generated by the
particularities of class, ethnic, and gender relations in dynamic interaction with supra-local
political processes – in defining the meanings and boundaries of ejidal and municipal land,
national land, and, thus, private property and the different modalities of parceling or legalizing
the land. With respect to the latter, for example, Charlip (2003) notes that different laws
regarding the regulation of ejidos or municipal lands were enacted over the course of the 19th
century at times allowing for rental, sale, or donation, at times requiring sale, at still other times
requiring rental. Municipal authorities often chose, say, donation over required sale (thus, used
an earlier law to justify their actions).
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and private property were theoretically clearly demarcated from each other and from
national lands, in practice their boundaries often remained un-surveyed and regardless
were subject to the politics of contestation, revision, and appropriation (Charlip 2003:4851, 53-54; Dore 2006:69-94; Wolfe 2007:91-119). As Wolfe summarizes, “[b]y the late
1860’s, transformations by the state in juridical definitions of land tenure and efforts to
exert local control over land began to collide…individuals began to encroach upon
ejidos, frequently claiming them to be baldios” (2007:100). Gould, too, offers a glimpse
of the redefinition of communal land as national land, and thus land to be appropriated,
for one interior department as follows:
Coffee growers did appropriate some 50,000 acres of Indian territory in
Matagalpa from 1890 to 1910. Indeed, some of the area’s leading coffee
plantations sit on former communal plots sold as terreno nacional
(national land) during the Zelaya era. Yet…in 1909, the Comunidad of
Matagalpa was still functioning with 5,000 to 7,000 families possessing
more than 135,000 acres of land. (Gould 1998:43)
Nonetheless, Gould also makes clear that the process was neither as total nor as complete
as earlier scholarship suggested, i.e., in the interior, some communal land – not all of it –
was “nationalized” and privatized, although the violence perpetrated and resistance
generated in Matagalpa was particularly intense and should not be overlooked (see also
Tellez Argüello 1999).
Land privatization was the cornerstone of the property revolution, but attempts to
shape and control a labor force were central and contradictory aspects of this process too.
Whereas an older literature assumed land privatization largely in the service of a growing
coffee export economy generated wide-spread proletarianization, Charlip (2003) argues
that creating a landed workforce was the result. In her words:
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…the laws passed in the nineteenth century by both Conservative and
Liberal administrations in Nicaragua were aimed at brining farm land into
the coffee economy and providing a workforce to harvest the coffee crop.
However, it does not automatically follow that proletarian landlessness
was the logical manner to achieve these ends. In fact, the Nicaraguan state
discovered that one of the best ways to achieve both ends was to provide
land for subsistence agriculture, which would keep a stable workforce near
the growing number of coffee farms. (Charlip 2003:38-39)
The very accessibility of land was problematic from the point of view of larger planters
who needed to mobilize a sizeable, cheap, seasonal labor force. “Labor shortages” were
a constant complaint made by larger planters, and a vast corpus of shifting labor laws was
promulgated between 1834 and 1923 to provide a stable labor supply, although the
volume of legislation and shifts within it are themselves symptomatic of the contested
nature of this legislation as well as unachieved goals (e.g., Charlip 2003:147-153).
Nevertheless, in this shifting body of law an enduring thread was forced labor, which was
legalized by various means such as: juridical classifications distinguishing laborers who
were required to fulfill plantation and state based labor drafts from farmers and other
social subjects exempt from them, vagrancy laws, debt peonage, the passbook system,
and an expanding enforcement system to compel compliance (Dore 2006:110-148). As
Dore aptly explains, although private property and free wage labor are often assumed “to
go together…private property ushered in forced labor” in Nicaragua (2006:110).
Just as the privatization of ejidal and national lands developed unevenly in
temporal and spatial terms, so too did the institutionalization and enforcement of this
coerced labor system. Rural judges or magistrates emerged as key local actors in labor
enforcement.29 Within their respective jurisdictions, rural magistrates were responsible

29

The discussion in this paragraph is based on Wolfe (2007:122-148).
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for evaluating occupational status and creating lists of laborers, regulating and enforcing
work contracts, and punishing laborers who violated their obligations. Equipped with a
small police force, these magistrates were to inform and assist their counterparts in other
locales in detaining workers who fled jurisdiction. At first, the highly decentralized
enforcement network tied to local funding meant magistrates had little interest in
assisting one another. Over time, the state moved to centralize aspects of labor
enforcement by requiring that landlords submit monthly list of workers and their
infractions, providing free use of telegraph communication (the proverbial carrot), and
developing tighter oversight over rural magistrates (the proverbial stick). Contradictions
and tensions existed not only between state supported landlords and laborers, but also
between landlords and the state (e.g., over plantation labor needs versus state labor
drafts), magistrates versus planters (e.g., charges of corruption loomed large), and
magistrates and other state officials charged with their supervision. That is to say, a
“highly instable hierarchy” (Wolfe 2007) emerged.
More research is needed to adequately assess regional variation in the practice and
experience of forced labor. But the available evidenced does suggest that the system,
although violent, ultimately did achieve its state goals. The rural magistrate system and
other coercive practices notwithstanding, 80 percent of labor fugitives avoided capture
from 1897 to 1900 (Wolfe 2007:129). Charlip (2003) emphasizes the prevalence of
escaping labor and debt obligations in a context of growing small and medium-sized
proprietorship thereby suggesting labor was “freer” and wielded more power than a literal
interpretation of laws would suggest. Wolfe (2007) emphasizes variation, but argues that
what anchored this diversity was force. Dore (2006) emphasizes the formation of a
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landed peasantry that was tied to larger planters via debt peonage. Moreover, she
demonstrates that patriarchal social relations anchored the debt-peonage system such that
planters maintained access to a labor force that was shaped by gender inequality and the
ability of male peasants to send their wives and children to harvest coffee. She argues,
therefore, that in Nicaragua, unlike other regions of 19th century Latin America, debtpeonage was not harbinger of capitalist development (i.e., peasants were landed and labor
relations rested on force; see also Gould (1998) for a similar argument made from the
point of view of ethnic inequality).

Nineteenth Century Chontales
Less detailed research is available to assess the specificities of the private
property revolution and state formation as these molded and were shaped by the southern
interior region. From the sources available, we do know that for most of the nineteenth
century, Nicaragua was administratively divided into prefectures and Chontales, which
became a department in 1858, formed part of the Prefecture of Granada (Carazo,
Chontales, Granada, Managua, and Masaya). Although somewhat smaller than it was in
the colonial period, Chontales remained a large department in the nineteenth century and
included what is today Chontales, Boaco, part of Central Zelaya or the Southern
Autonomous Region, and Rio San Juan.30 Its historical and political ties to Granada
notwithstanding, Chontales appears to have experienced less of the “anarchy” prevalent
in western Nicaragua in the wake of independence (Madrigal, Espinoza and Silva 2006:
30

The division of Chontales into three plus departments is a twentieth century phenomena, which
is discussed further in subsequent chapters as it pertains to La Libertad.
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197).

31

But by the mid-nineteenth century, renewed and increased activity on the San

Juan transit route intensified the process of exploring and settling Chontales. The
political-economic dynamics of the transit route were important in shaping mid-century
Nicaraguan development particularly as these activities became entangled with the
“Walker affair” as discussed above. They also had other important consequences for
southern interior development not least of which included the establishment and growth
of La Libertad (and other locales) as a mining town; that is, Walker army deserters, gold
rushers, and others increasingly migrated to La Libertad after mid-century (Lazo 1995).
Chontales, despite its large size, dispersed settlement patterns, and relatively low
population density was not immune to the mid to late-nineteenth century tensions and
pressures around ethnic and class divides especially as these turned on the land question.
Although the overall population may have been lower and more dispersed than, say,
Granada, the rate of population growth in Chontales seems to have been higher in this
period. Chontales witnessed demographic growth in the second half of the nineteenth
century well above the national average, which was fueled by migration (which surely
included laborers fleeing jurisdiction to avoid arrest) and by relatively high
fecundity/fertility rates coupled with relatively low mortality rates (Espinoza et al.
2006:85-90).32 At the same time, the pace and intensity of land, class, and ethnic conflict
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Wheelock does mention that poor ladinos and Indians revolted against landlords in Juigalpa and
Lovago in the 1820s (1985:93).
32

These migrations included foreigners and Nicaraguans. With regard to the latter, for example,
Wolfe explains:
In the prefecture of Granada, in particular, by the end of the eighteenth century,
people began to gather in new, small communities, occupying the spaces between
the older, larger towns that had left. By the mid-nineteenth century these hamlets
(which included El Rosario, La Paz, San Marcos, and Santa Teresa) had grown
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appears to rival the northern coffee growing interior regions. Bastiaensen, for example,
argues that in non-coffee areas (of which most of nineteenth century Chontales would be
included) communal and national land enclosures:
…proceeded mainly for the benefit of extremely large estates for extensive
cattle raising…[which] needed far less initial investment in order to
appropriate the land. The only precondition seems to have been the
obligation to fence the land and with the appearance of metallic and later
barbed wire this process became relatively easy (CIERA, 1984b: 125).
Between 1883 and 1909, almost 200,000 manzanas of land, against a total
of 58,000 manzanas in Matagalpa-Jinotega, were privatized in Chontales.
Only 10% went to owners with less than 500 manzanas!...the advance of
the large cattle estates around the turn of the century can indeed not be
ignored…Coffee expanded mainly on new land [in the interior], while
cattle raising experienced a concomitant growth on the established and
new haciendas. (1991:112-113)33
Heijningen (1994:27-29) argues that although little information is available regarding
land privatization in Chontales, available sources suggest that this process was extremely
violent and rooted in a not at all veiled anti-Indian politics evident as early as the 1820s.
He provides a lengthy quote from Guerrero who describes, for example, how the
municipal council of Acoyapa (then the de facto capital of Chontales) argued that there
was no reason that Crown recognized Indian Communities should continue to possess
land granted them in the colonial period since these large areas were hardly cultivated or

into full-fledged towns, juridically independent of their surrounding
communities. This pattern of internal settlement, however, quickly reached its
capacity to absorb people. As the state expanded following the National War the
pace of migration accelerated, shifting toward the country’s frontier regions:
Nueva Segovia, Chontales, and Matagalpa. (2007:123)
33

Teplitz (1973:219-227) also argues that the private property revolution, understood to include
the passage of land and labor laws (e.g., from privatizing ejidal, cofradia, and national land, to
compulsory military service, vagrancy laws, and the passbook system) essentially resulted in the
“handing over” of vast tracts of Indian communal land to elites in Chontales.
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occupied. Moreover, this assertion was put forth despite the fact that relatively few
ejidos had been established in this very extensive interior region in the first place (see
above).34 Although we still have much to learn about these political processes, we do
know that at least some of these communal lands were privatized in favor of large, ladino
landlords over the course of the nineteenth century and as such, they mark a departure
from trends in ejidal privatization discussed above for the western portion of the Granada
Prefecture.
The research is limited on the southern interior region; however, we will explore
in more detail the privatization process in La Libertad in the following chapter. The
existing research on Nicaragua nevertheless makes it clear that the privatization of
communal holdings and national lands (re)shaped class relations and social geographies.
Recent scholarship largely agrees that the dominant trend emerging from the “property
revolution” was two-pronged expansion of the landlord class and a landed and highly
differentiated peasantry or farmer class (depending on perspective). Certainly, as we
have suggested throughout, regional variation was marked. Even just within the western
portion of the Granada prefecture this variation is evident:
…while Carazo, with its large ladino population and perfect coffeegrowing conditions, experienced a rapid rise in private smallholding and
market-oriented production, this was but one possible outcome. Granada
and Masaya both had larger indigenous populations than Carazo, but while
Granada tended toward greater concentration of land, substantial market
production, and high land prices, Masaya hewed closer to its historical
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Here we see an early example of emerging ladino discourses on “…the “Indian problem.”
From 1880 to 1920 ladino elites projected images of Indians as marginal primitives who blocked
progress through ignorance and wasteful practices on their communal property” (Gould 1990:58).
These discourses include ways of seeing, defining, and denying autonomous Indian Community
existence that were more earnestly and successfully developed from the 1880s through the 1920s
(see Gould 1998, especially chapters 1-2).
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trend of more cheaply available land and subsistence production. (Wolfe
2007:120)
And as with land tenure and cropping pattern variation, there were marked variations in
labor, ethnic, and “community-state” relations. Importantly, labor relations ranged from
debt peonage and other forms of forced labor to the use of debt or labor contracts
arrangements that might have benefited workers or reflected their relative bargaining
position. Ethic relations too varied with some communities “ladinoizing” rapidly and
others resisting this well into mid-twentieth century. Gender inequality and patriarchal
social relations had different implications and “content” depending on region, crop, class,
and ethnic relations. Coffee export production drove many of the changes noted thus far;
however, the late-nineteenth century agroexport boom was not limited to coffee, but
rather was fueled by expansion in other crops including sugar and bananas as well as
more traditional products like cacao, cattle, and corn (Gobat 2005:54-58). Research
attendant to these other important crops will surely continue to advance our
understanding of the “private property revolution” and liberal state making.

The Semicolonial Situation in Nicaragua
The state and class formative processes discussed above intensified and expanded
under the regime of Jose Santos Zelaya (1893-1909). In popular accounts Zelaya, while a
dictator, was a modernizing nationalist who fell prey to imperialism – i.e., he dared to
defy the U.S. pretensions in the region and paid the price (Black 1981:7-10). As Gobat
(2005:58-71) carefully explains, however, the picture was much more complicated as the
first decade of Zelaya’s rule was marked by intensely close political, economic, and
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cultural ties to, and affinity with, the United States. Also, the “Liberal revolution”
(referring to the reclaiming of power by the Liberal Party) associated with Zelaya’s
regime shared much more in common with the previous Conservative governments than
is often credited (e.g., Gobat 2005; Gould 1990, 1998; Wolfe 2007). The so-called
“reincorporation” of the Atlantic Coast (1894) materially and symbolically marked the
nation-state building project associated with the Liberal revolution as territorial control
through military force over the Atlantic Coast and its peoples was established. Of course,
the very language of “reincorporation” is problematic as it implies regaining a once
achieved control that did not actually exist and as such, is one example of the teleological
representations of nation-state formation underpinning dominant representations of
Nicaraguan nationalism (Wolfe 2007). Furthermore, the political-economic character of
this incorporation and the racist ideologies shaping and emerging from it had lasting
consequences.35 While “reincorporation” is often narrated as an “internal” event of great
significance, it politics were deeply enmeshed in the wider history and ongoing
developments of the international state system particularly as they turned around the
tensions between Great Britain and the United States and plans to build a canal linking
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For more on the history and anthropology of the Atlantic Coast, see Gordon 1998; Hale 1994;
Hooker 2005. The “role” or “place” of Atlantic Coast peoples – their racial/ethnic “otherness”
vis-à-vis Pacific Nicaragua – is well documented as is the “clash of cultures” that ensured during
the revolution. However, the links between this “othering” of coastal peoples and the forging of
“the myth of mestizaje” (or the idea that western Nicaragua has been ethnically homogenous
since the 19th century, Gould 1998) vis-à-vis Indians in the rest of Nicaragua – occurring
simultaneously and to some extent in various places in the interior regions spatially overlapping –
needs much more research (although here again, see Hooker 2005).
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the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. In fact, “reincorporation” was one means to further
strengthen Nicaraguan relations with the United States.36
The Spanish American War was an important turning point for the United States
in forging hegemony in the hemisphere whose dynamics impacted a number of countries
from the Caribbean basin to the Pacific. The United States directly intervened in a
number of countries under the rubric of a shared policy (e.g., gun-boat diplomacy, dollar
diplomacy); however, variation in actual policy formulation, implementation, and impact
was substantial across countries. In Nicaragua, the politics of the Zelaya dictatorship,
contradictions embedded in expanding agroexport production, and the post-1898
invigorated U.S. imperialism in the region collided, which served to rekindle intra-elite
tensions. The Zelaya dictatorship ended with Conservatives in power but a power shaped
by prolonged intervention by the United States that included occupation and military
presence (1912-25 and 1926-33), and more importantly, economic and political
intervention. U.S. rule was met with intense resistance – perhaps the most famous and
36

British control over the Atlantic Coast varied considerably in form and intensity from the
colonial period through the late nineteenth century. In the 1840’s Great Britain once again took
control of the San Juan del Norte port and declared the Atlantic Coast a British protectorate. As
Wolfe explains:
The Nicaraguan government often refused even to acknowledge the British
protectorate. The Nicaraguans claimed sovereignty over the entirety of what is
modern-day Nicaragua through the legal principle of uti possidetis juris, which
aimed to establish territorial dominion over colonial claims, even if such claims
were never fully occupied or explored. The coast was recognized by Nicaragua’s
constitutions, and in the colonial period the Spanish crown had considered the
territory and its peoples Spanish subjects. To recognize claims by the British,
then, would admit the possibility that British engagements on the coast were
anything but the illegal actions of a superior military force. (2007:35)
The establishment of the Mosquito Reserve in 1860 brought once again a formal end to British
control – but even after 1860 there were ebbs and flows in British presence/intervention.
Nicaraguan elites and government officials coveted the import taxes associated with the port and
later felt a stronger need to secure Nicaraguan sovereignty over the area particularly for the
purposes of canal building.
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well known example was the guerilla war waged by Augusto César Sandino and his
followers in the northern interior; however, criticism of and opposition to distinct aspects
of U.S. rule emerged from erstwhile supporters, admirers, and collaborators too.
The politics shaping intervention were linked in no small part to strategic
concerns, which were directly tied to canal building and control.37 Nicaragua had long
been considered a likely site for an interoceanic canal, but Panama was ultimately chosen
in 1902.38 In the wake of this decision, the Zelaya administration continued to investigate
the possibilities of a canal traversing Nicaragua and sought funding from U.S. political
rivals Great Britain, France, Germany, and Japan. In addition, he contracted large loans
from Europe for economic development and actively fostered projects for Central
American unity. It is in this context that support for the Zelaya regime in the United
States turned to aggressive opposition (Gobat 2005:68-69). Intra-elite divisions including
intra-Liberal party tensions inflamed by the dashed canal hopes and the personalism and
corruption of the Zelaya molded political-economy generated a number of revolts or
plans and rumors of the same. One, which is referred to as the 1909 revolution, involved
37

38

This discussion of U.S. imperial rule is based mainly on Gobat (2005).

The significance of the hoped for canal, the historical depth of said hopes, and the political
consequences of choosing an alternative route must be acknowledged. Gobat explains that “[a]s
early as 1788 Thomas Jefferson proclaimed his country’s interest in using the San Juan River and
Lake Nicaragua to build a canal that would link the Atlantic and Pacific oceans” (2005:1). The
hopes for a “canal road” to commerce driven progress or modernization (including realizing
Nicaraguan sovereignty, as opposed to British or Indigenous control over the Atlantic Coast)
coupled with recognition of the need for – but laced with fears of dependence upon – foreign
powers to commence canal building informed much of 19th century elite-based nation formation
(Wolfe 2007:33-36). As Gobat remarks, the “…tragic way Nicaragua’s own sense of manifest
destiny – the interoceanic canal – became entangled with U.S. expansionism” left an indelible
print on subsequent development (2005:22). The U.S. choice of Panama and preemptive efforts
to block rival powers from developing a second canal route in Nicaragua led to U.S. occupation
and three decades of U.S imperial rule. For more discussion of the canal in national development
and imaginary, see Kinloch Tijerino (1994) and (Herrera 1999).
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the Liberal governor of the Atlantic Coast, Juan Jose Estrada. This revolt provided
pretext for open U.S. threats against the Zelaya regime, which in order to avoid invasion,
led to the latter’s exile.
Zelaya left the presidency to Jose Madriz, a Liberal with widespread appeal in
Nicaragua, and the insurgents quickly dissipated but for a few recalcitrant rebels. The
U.S., convinced that all Liberals were Zelayistas, encouraged and supported these rebels
to overthrow Madriz in 1910. This was achieved and led to the signing of the Dawson
Pact (1910) that outlined U.S. rule over Nicaragua not as colony in the “traditional”
sense, but as a “financial protectorate.” As such, the United States would oversee
Nicaraguan finances and shape political institutions amenable to the former’s ambitions
until Nicaraguans were “mature” enough to do so themselves. The political order
imposed through the Dawson Pact – often referred to as oligarchic restoration (which
refers to a return to nineteenth century elite Conservative party rule) – generated heated
opposition from diverse social groups. Civil war erupted in July, 1912, which in turn
prompted U.S. invasion to support the government forces (i.e., the restored oligarchy)
from August to November. Most of the elite leadership of the armed insurrection
surrendered to U.S. forces fearing both U.S. military might and the radicalization
emerging from – as well as the anti-elite violence perpetrated by – their social base. In
the wake of this failed revolution, dollar diplomacy emerged as the new mode of U.S.
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imperial rule, albeit one that actually continued and intensified the substance of the
“financial protectorate” and Conservative party rule.39
Even with Zelaya’s resignation and the “successful” management of the 1912
revolution, the United States continued to press its strategic concerns leading to the
infamous 1916 Bryan-Chamorro Treaty, which granted exclusive canal rights to the
United States in perpetuity.40 Thus intra-elite tensions that escalated in the wake of the
loss of the expected canal project were exacerbated by intervention and civil war and
were further fueled by policies such as these.41 At the same time, the United States
portrayed these tensions as endemic characteristics of and problems associated with
Nicaraguan political and economic elites. This interpretation was used to justify the
imposition of particularly restrictive fiscal policies (discussed below) and the invocation
39

For much more detailed discussion of U.S. intervention in Nicaragua, see Gobat (2005:66-122
and 123-202); for more on 1909-1912, see Gould (1990,1998); Vargas (1989, 1990); Wheelock
(1980).
40

This agreement also granted the U.S. a 99 year renewable lease for a naval base. The U.S. gave
Nicaragua 3 million dollars in exchange for these rights, but “[s]ince the U.S. Senate determined
that the treaty’s funds would be used to cancel Nicaragua’s debt to U.S. bankers, only
US$335,000” circulated in Nicaragua (Gobat 2005:130).
41

Gobat outlines these tensions clearly as follows:
[W]ith the loss of the canal as a unifying project, elite conflicts became more
volatile. As elsewhere in Latin America, elite cleavages in Nicaragua had grown
as export-led growth and cyclical economic crises heightened existing social
tensions. In addition, elite discontent with Zelaya intensified as his regime
became more corrupt and authoritarian. Yet, until 1902 these conflicts remained
easily mediated, largely because elites knew that their country’s greater political
stability was a key reason why U.S. policymakers favored the Nicarguan canal
route over Panama’s. Their canal hopes shattered, disgruntled elites no longer
showed such restraint and enlisted other disaffected social groups, especially
urban artisans and peasants, in their political battles. At the same time, elites
became more susceptible to the divisive effects of meddling foreign business
groups and states. No force played a greater role in destabilizing Nicaragua than
the U.S. government, which actively encouraged dissident elites and neighboring
states to overthrow Zelaya. (2005:68-69)
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of contemporary versions of the Monroe Doctrine to prevent “others” (i.e., political
rivals) from taking advantage of these (presumed/construed) backward leaders.42
The unfolding of U.S. imperial rule in Nicaragua shared features with and
diverged markedly from policies implemented in neighboring countries (Gobat 2005:3,
75-77, 125-132). As elsewhere, the United States Marines were deployed and gunboats
were never far away but for most of the period 1912-1926, only a small legation of one
hundred Marines were stationed in Nicaragua. That is to say, unlike the military
governments established in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines in the wake of the
1898 Spanish-American War, military intervention was a powerful yet relatively limited
mode of control in Nicaragua for most of this period. Instead the United States ruled
through financial mechanisms and policy making in which private interests, namely
banks and Wall Street operators, played a key role. Even here, the specific forms of
financial intervention departed from wider trends occurring in the Caribbean and Latin
America. Under the rubric of “dollar diplomacy,” United States bankers assumed
management of Nicaragua’s national bank (Banco Nacional), the railway, customs
receivership, and the Mixed Claims Commission.43 Financial intervention was on the rise
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The representation of Nicaraguan elites (and Nicaraguans more generally) as backward took
different forms at different moments in US intervention, see Gobat 2005 for analysis of these
shifting discourses.
43

The significance of the Mixed Claims Commission often goes overlooked in discussions of US
financial intervention and control in Nicaragua in this period: :
Although its name varied over time – Mixed Claims Commission (1911-15),
Public Credit Commission (1917-18), and High Commission (1919-44) – the
panel always consisted of two U.S. bank representatives and a single Nicaraguan.
Initially, much of its work centered on lowering the claims that natives and
foreigners had made against the Nicaraguan government for material losses
suffered during the Zelaya dictatorship, the civil war of 1909-10, and the 1912
revolution…these claims represented about 40 percent of the country’s public
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throughout Latin America in the 1920s. U.S. direct and indirect investment, which
included a large increase in lending referred to as “the dance of the millions,” fueled the
expansion of infrastructure development to promote (elite projects of) economic growth,
but in Nicaragua no such expanded access to resources was forthcoming. On the
contrary, as Gobat states:
In most countries, dollar diplomacy entailed U.S. supervision of state
finances in exchange for an unprecedented influx of U.S. loans.
Nicaragua, however, suffered the former without benefiting from the
latter. In fact, it received less U.S. investment than nearly any other nation
in Latin America during the Wall Street – fueled frenzy of the 1920s...
(2005:126)
Gobat further explains that not only did bankers refuse loans to Nicaragua, but dollar
diplomats opposed Nicaraguan efforts to enhance the state’s role in the economy at a time
when increased state intervention characterized neighboring countries (2005:132).44 As a
result, fiscal constraint and policies focusing overwhelmingly on debt reduction
characterized these decades, and the wave of state growth and infrastructure expansion
spurred during the late nineteenth century (that is particularly associated with the Zelaya
regime) came to a grinding halt.

debt in 1913. By reducing this debt, the commission hoped to ensure
Nicaragua’s political stability. (Gobat 2005:128)
U.S. policy makers justified this by arguing that Nicaragua lacked impartial state institutions and
that a key source of the country’s “backwardness” rested in politicization of public institutions;
thus, this commission was seen as a tool for the U.S. to “teach Nicaraguans” how to properly run
its affairs. As Gobat demonstrates, the underlying assumptions were not particularly accurate and
the actual workings of the commission were highly selective and political (e.g., the commission
rejected claims for damages caused by U.S. troops, or governing elites received compensation in
amounts far exceeding their weight in claims). As such, it became an increasingly important
source of critique among supporters and opponents of U.S. rule.
44

As indicated above, these U.S. policies stemmed were rooted in perceptions of Nicaraguan
elites as “backward” and overly political. Thus, the idea behind not financially supporting the
“Nicaraguan state” was to discipline its leaders in proper fiscal management.
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In this context and perhaps at first glance paradoxically, many elite landlords –
especially coffee planters – experienced acute economic crisis. At the same time, the
ongoing elaboration if not intensification of regionally specific patterns of class
formation unfolded, patterns which trouble efforts to identify a “dominant tendency.”
We will explore three patterns here: the weakening of landlord power in Granada, the
deepening of capitalist-wage labor relations in Chinandega, and violent patterns of
primitive accumulation whose outcomes in this period were not proletarianization, but
rather peasantization, in Matagalpa and northern Chontales (specifically, Boaco and
Camoapa, which were part of Chontales at this time).

Pattern 1: Granada, Coffee, and the Expansion of Small/Medium Producers
The restrictive fiscal climate in Nicaragua coupled with expanded U.S. financing
elsewhere in the region generated contradictory and perhaps unintended socioeconomic
consequences in Nicaragua through the 1920s. As Gobat argues, dollar diplomacy
blocked modernization (by which he means comparable technification and mechanization
of agriculture and the development of infrastructure supporting this) but did not block
growth in agroexports, which included coffee, sugar, and bananas as well as cattle and
corn (2005:150-152). Moreover, while dollar diplomacy facilitated the consolidation of
elite hegemony and the concentration of landlord power in neighboring countries, in
Nicaragua coffee (and other) elites faced crisis and in many cases economic ruin while
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small and medium-scale coffee producers expanded.

As Gobat demonstrates, these

were interlinked phenomena. On the one hand:
…dollar diplomats’ refusal to modernize Nicaragua’s transport system
prevented local landlords from expanding their economic power as
forcefully as their Central American counterparts. Poor roads, for
example, hampered elite efforts to recruit laborers…higher transportation
costs…diminished the profit margins of its coffee exporters…[the]
primitive road network undermined elite power by militating against the
centralization of the coffee-processing industry. As elsewhere in Central
America, many of Nicaragua’s coffee barons sought to enhance their
profits by processing the coffee of small- and medium-scale growers. Yet
the radius serviced by processing plants depended on local transport
conditions…Thanks to the 1920s improvement of internal transport
facilities, large coffee processors throughout Central America massively
expanded their clientele…[which] promoted monopsonist market
conditions that drastically weakened the bargaining position of nonelite
growers. In Nicaragua, by contrast, poor roads perpetuated the
decentralized state of the processing industry, thus enabling small- and
medium-scale coffee growers to play off elite processors against each
other… (2005:157)

On the other hand, the very expansion in “modernization projects” elsewhere in Central
America shifted labor away from food production and generated a demand for food
imports particularly in growing urban areas. Much of this need was met with imports
from the United States, but Nicaraguan food producers exported to neighboring countries
in large quantities too – earning Nicaragua the title “granary of Central America.”
Underscoring the significance of Nicaragua’s food production, Gobat points out that “[s]o
strong were Nicaragua’s cattle and cereal economies that even during the 1920s export
boom they produced nearly three times as much revenue as the country’s coffee, banana,
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Nicaragua’s export economy was the “least dynamic” in Central America from 1912-1933;
however, the agroexport economy in Nicaragua not only expanded in this period but it also grew
“twice as fast as it did during the “golden” age of Zelaya’s Liberal dictatorship (1893-1909)”
(Gobat 2005:151; see also Bulmer-Thomas 1987:33-43).
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and sugar industries taken together” (2005:152). Once again, small and medium-scale
producers, not larger landlords or capitalist farmers, were central to this expansion in
food production and exports.
Small and medium-scale producers were able to expand because they relied
largely on kin/family labor (unpaid labor, the gendered implications of which are
important to remember) and were much more successful at managing their debt burdens
than were elites. Under conditions imposed by dollar diplomacy, public financing (e.g.,
the National Bank) was limited and interest rates were quite high, which had particularly
damaging effects on elite coffee producers who required large amounts of credit to
finance production costs, i.e., labor (even though labor costs were low, the size of the
labor force required cash advances to finance it), processing, and transportation (Gobat
2005:159-60).46 At the same time, however, private lending expanded dramatically.
Gobat found that between 1910 and 1925 in Granada “…the total value of mortgages
(adjusted for inflation) grew by 58 percent (135 percent in current dollars), while the
number of loans granted increased by 236 percent…” (2005:160). This financing came
overwhelmingly from Granada’s elite merchant and professional classes but was
increasingly directed away from other elite, large commercial farmers. In Gobat’s words:
…the tight credit policies of the Banco Nacional made it very difficult for
large-scale producers to finance their capital-intensive enterprises. At the
same time, the bank aggressively foreclosed large estates. As a result,
elite lenders feared that insolvent landlords would drag them into financial
46

Cattle farms were less affected by dollar diplomacy as they required much less labor and could
function without engaging regularly enlisting credit services (Gobat 2005:169-70); and there was
a somewhat different dynamic in the central interior coffee region as labor there was largely
forced/servile and coffee expansion was based on bringing more land into production there
whereas in Granada, expansion was based upon more intensive practices like planting more trees
per acre.
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ruin…this fate befell various elite families…With more and more
landlords unable to repay their debts, prudent lenders increasingly opted to
invest in a more secure venture: lending smaller amounts of money at
higher interests rates to nonelite producers. (2005:163)
Thus elite lenders did lend, and increasingly so, to various small and medium-sized
producers who were better able to manage their debt burdens than elites under these
political-economic conditions. At the same time, merchant/usury-directed
interdependence with peasants or small and medium-sized producers intensified,
generating patterns of accumulation and forms of exploitation that were surely threads in
the fabric of the “blocked modernization” (i.e., lack of technification or capitalization)
noted above.
The dynamic expansion in agroexports, fueled in no small part by small and
medium-sized producers without developing or modernizing the export agriculture
economy, generated changes in land tenure patterns (Gobat 2005:164-173).47 As already
suggested, large-scale producers, who were significantly weakened in the context
outlined above, had high turn over rates in land ownership (particularly but not
exclusively among coffee producers). Those few large land owners who managed to
expand their holdings did so not by appropriating peasant land, but rather by acquiring
the land of other crisis ridden large producers. Some small and medium-sized
landowners also sold their land but did so most often to other small and medium- sized
producers; at times these same sellers were able to recuperate temporarily lost land.
Moreover, small and medium-sized producers purchased most of the farms sold in
47

One outcome here is that Nicaragua produced the lowest grade of coffee in Central America at
this time; thus, production expanded but its competitive edge declined further fueling the problem
of profits for the largest producers and lending/merchant capital relations as motor of elite
accumulation.
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Granada in this period and while they “…bought, overall, fewer properties from larger
producers than vice versa (5 and 10 farms respectively), they nonetheless acquired over
twice as much land from large producers (at least 650 manzanas) than the latter did from
them (320 manzanas)” (Gobat 2005:172). This reduction in patterns of land
concentration and landlord control, which Gobat refers to as “democratization,” is
particularly noteworthy because Granada was at the turn of the twentieth century a
department with high levels of land concentration.
This democratization was, nonetheless, limited and uneven. On the one hand,
“[t]he relative decline of elite power did not reach the point where Nicaraguan peasants
could purchase profitable lands en masse from impoverished landlords. As evident in the
coffee fields of the Mombacho, the most valuable farmland remained concentrated in
elite hands” (Gobat 2005:173). On the other hand, the landlord class was differentially
impacted by these shifts such that “…even if some famous cattle estates disintegrated, the
composition of Granada’s cattle elite remained more stable under dollar diplomacy than
that of its coffee elite” (Gobat 2005:169). However, the central trend that can
summarized as nonelite expansion of landholding, including the ability of small and
medium-scale producers to withstand the credit dilemmas of dollar diplomacy, fuel
agroexport production growth, and retain farms, stands in stark contrast to other Central
American countries in which a sustained landlord assault on the peasantry was
characteristic in this time period.
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Pattern 2: Chinandega, Sugar, and the Expansion of the Capital/Wage Labor Nexus
What might be read as a relative strengthening of the peasantry or small and
medium- sized producers in Granada did not, however, characterize agrarian relations in
other parts of Nicaragua in these years. Gould’s (1990) seminal work on northwestern
Nicaragua describes a very different set of class relations and dynamics. In Chichigalpa,
Chinandega, the establishment of the San Antonio sugar processing complex in 1890 and
the subsequent expansion of sugar cane cultivation there compelled rapid and widespread
semi-proletarianization and proletarianization. As Gould describes, “[t]he territorial
expansion of San Antonio from eighty-five hundred to seventeen thousand acres between
1890 to 1910 had forced local peasants off ejidal, indigenous, and individually owned
land,” and from 1912 to 1926, the company’s sugar production increased from 4,400 to
12,750 tons while its profits grew as well (1990:26). Management employed a two tiered
labor force divided between local resident field workers, who maintained ties to a
dramatically weakened peasant economy, and skilled and semi-skilled factory workers,
who came largely from cities like Granada, Leon, and Managua, as a strategy of control
and means to extract profit (Gould 1990:27-28). San Antonio produced for export
markets (especially the United States) and for a growing domestic market in sugar and
also rum, a market it was a key actor in fostering. Its example was followed, if on a
smaller scale, in neighboring towns like Chinandega where ten sugar mills expanded the
economic power of some of the provincial elite while providing seasonal work for some
six hundred urban residents, in turn spurning the development of, as well as

differentiation within, artisan households and economic activities (Gould 1990:66).
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is important to mention that the department of Chinandega was also one primary site of
expanded commercial basic grains production and export. Thus despite difficult labor
conditions in sugar production and the company driven weakening of the peasant sector,
the boom in commercial agriculture in the 1920s helped mitigate, however temporally,
these tensions (this would change later with the decline in exports in the early 1930s, then
still later be transformed with the introduction of cotton cultivation in the mid-twentieth
century).
San Antonio was a leader in the making of emerging capitalist relations of
production, both stimulating and benefiting from the growth of the urban working and
middle classes and changing property and labor relations and consumption practices.
This case seems to contrast sharply with the intensification of peasant and small-holder
production and weakened landlord power in Granada. This important contrast
notwithstanding, it is also significant that the owners of San Antonio were among the
leading Granada based Conservative elites whose translocal and diverse economic
activities and portfolios were particularly successful, but not at all unique to them. That
is, elite Grandino’s had for decades – if not centuries – combined merchant, usury,
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As Gould explains:
During the early 1920s, because of the increase in demand for their crafts and the
seasonal nature of the sugar harvest, some artisans were able to employ
nonfamily workers during the off-season. Taking advantage of the favorable
market for their products before the revolution of 1926-27, some artisan
employers were able to acquire machinery that permitted an accumulation of
capital. For example, a young shoemaker, although using manual machines,
succeeded in building up a shoe factory employing more than twenty workers. In
the same manner, a carpenter established a furniture factory with about fifteen
permanent workers. (1990:66)
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mining, ranching, and diverse agricultural pursuits (adding coffee to their repertoire in the
nineteenth century), and they did so through strategies of acquiring and administering
land in various locales. What might be unique in this case is the process of
proletarianization and capitalization that took place within the sugar industry.
The San Antonio group, particularly the Pellas family from Italy who owned
majority control over the sugar processing facility, skillfully worked out political
differences with Liberal president Zelaya. They joined, however reluctantly, his
consortium in return for state support and protection. Later, under the U.S. backed
Conservative government this privileged access to the state continued via tariff, alcohol
monopoly, and labor legislation that buttressed their economic practices and patterns of
accumulation. These ties to the state plus regional and crop based variations in at least
some of their economic activities allowed the Pellas group to thrive at a time when many
coffee and some other elites were experiencing crisis. This highlights the uneven
development of the semicolonial situation and is a particularly illustrative case of the
ways political processes shape economic practices (Gould 1990). Of course, workers and
peasant field-workers manifested instances of intense opposition to Pellas/San Antonio at
key moments of semicolonialism (e.g., 1912, and again 1926-27) testing the limits of
elite power and shaping some of the direction class relations took there. This opposition
was expressed through the language of liberalism generally and Liberal Party affiliation
against the “sell out Conservatives” particularly, but not all subalterns forged their
political consciousness in this way – others were decidedly against the Liberal party and
active Conservative party allies (Gould 1990, 1998).
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Pattern 3: The Interior Region, Primitive Accumulation, and
Assaults on Indian Community
Although riddled with contradictions, U.S. backed Conservative Party rule gave
rise to something of a reprieve – albeit an attenuated one – on the Indigenous question.
As Gould argues, the widespread and commonsense notion that Nicaragua has been
ethnically homogenous since the late nineteenth century is a cornerstone of Nicaraguan
nationalism and “…one of the elite’s most enduring hegemonic achievements” (1998:13).
The “myth of mestizaje” or “Nicaragua mestiza” (ethnically homogenous nation) posits
that the death knell for Indigenous Communities occurred in the nineteenth century and
from that concludes Indian Communities essentially disappeared or were assimilated
overnight. Gould reminds us that between 1877 and 1923 the Nicaraguan government
attempted to abolish Indian Communities as politico-legal entities eight times (1998:18).
This not only begs the question of the timing of Indian Community demise, but its very
demise as well.
The process of assimilating Indian Communities and erasing them from historical
memory took most of the first half of the twentieth century and was only realized through
violent processes that shaped and reconstituted the discursive conditions of Indian
Community existence, framed labor relations, fostered the loss of communal land, and
compelled migration (Gould 1998). It is important to stress that this was a prolonged
struggle and one not neatly contained by “the late nineteenth century.” Again, as Gould
notes, “[f]ourteen communities were still functioning in 1942” (Gould 1998: 24 n. 41).
Moreover, Gould explains that: “…Nicaraguan Indians played such a vital economic and
political role from 1880 to 1925 that their absence from the standard historical portrait
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leaves a seriously distorted image of Nicaragua’s social and political development”
(1998:13). In the maelstrom of U.S. imperial rule, Indian Community struggles met with
and seized political openings and alliances that not only shaped the dynamics of “the
Indian Question,” but were also central to the unfolding politics of this “semicolonial
situation.”
Zelaya and his predecessors, as discussed above, carried forth policies to
privatize land, which included communal lands or ejidos. In fact, the meanings and
organizational structure of “ejido” as well as of “Indian Community” were actively being
redefined and transformed in the late-nineteenth century. Perhaps not surprisingly, both
resistance against the direction and scope of these processes and elite/state inventiveness
in dealing with it intensified in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries (Gould
1998:38). In Matagalpa, the military defeat of the 1881 Indian uprising combined with
the scorched earth campaign that followed led to many Indian deaths and the weakening
of community structures. The opening up of “national” lands for coffee in the 1890s
contributed to the ongoing and multifaceted assault on Indian Communities and the
specific strategies of rule deployed by the Jefe Politico (President appointed governor)
included forced labor and tribute, both of which were enforced through the military and
active manipulation of Indian leaders who were made responsible for fulfilling the
governor’s demands (Gould 1998:40-41). Further south, in Boaco and Camoapa, ladino
attempts to appropriate more than 150,000 acres of Indian communal land, assaults on
community authority structures, and forced labor recruitment were also prominent forces
there (Gould 1998:78-81). In these cases, Indian Communities were weakened and
increasingly transformed, but did not disappear. Moreover, they retained control of large
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tracts of land. The national government at once framed and set in motion these violent
and transformative forces and also granted important concessions. In Mataglapa, the
governor was removed. In Boaco land privatization ensued but Zelaya “…implicitly
sided with the indigenas of Boaco in its dispute with the municipality; for the regime
ordered that the 152,000 acres of the land belonging to the Comunidad Indigena of Boaco
(and not to the municipality) be the first to be surveyed and divided” (Gould 1998:81).
These and other concessions likely preempted outright autonomous rebellion if
they also contributed to ongoing tensions within Indian Communities and between them
and ladino socio-political organizations and institutions. Although Zelaya was simply
extending policies of earlier Conservative regimes,49 in the early-twentieth century
interior Indian alliances with Conservative movements gained strength: Indians in
Boaco/Chontales joined Conservative Emiliano Chamorro in his short lived 1903 armed
uprising against the regime (in which the jefe politico of Chontales was captured and
imprisoned) and in 1909 “…the Comunidades of Mataglapa and Boaco wreaked revenge
on the regime; they joined en masse the anti-Zelayista counterrevolution” (Gould
1998:43, 80).
Indian alliances with Conservatives continued in the semicolonial period. Indeed,
the U.S. backed Conservative regime – particularly the Chamorro wing of the
Conservative Party – actively cultivated this alliance. The Conservatives, for example,
rescinded previous legislation abolishing Indian Communities, thereby breathing new life
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As Gould puts it: “Zelaya’s policies toward the Indians aimed to put into practice what his
Conservative predecessors had already codified in law. From 1880 to 1910, bipartisan elite
policy had favored the formula holding that privatization of communal lands plus education
equals civilization” (1998:43).
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into communal land holdings and Indian political organization (Gould 1998:43).
Emiliano Chamorro, a nationally well known political figure from Comalapa, Chontales
who was president from 1917-1920 and 1925-1926, cultivated these ties, at least in part,
because the Conservative Party needed support bases from which to fight among
themselves and against Liberal opponents. But Indian Communities were not simply
pawns. As Gould explains:
The Indians not only supplied crucial political support for the
Conservatives but also created a space, however reduced, in which they
defended their Comunidades and defined their identity in a hostile landino
world. In 1919, the Matagalpinos spurred the land distribution process
through occupations. In turn, indigenous mobilizations in Boaco,
Jinotega, and Sutiaba received Conservative backing. (1998:45)
These are important examples that highlight the political activism of Indian Communities
in defense of the same. On the one hand, a political space was opened – via struggle –
that “restored” forms of community political decision making and autonomy even if these
were much more limited in scope and impact than the structures in place as recently as
the 1870s. On the other hand, defense, protection, or at least some support for Indian
communal lands was evident – thwarting (if from the vantage point of hindsight only
postponing) efforts by others to privatize and expropriate them. Thus political processes
once again appear determinant in shaping the nature, pace, socio-economic
characteristics, and outcomes of “the property revolution.”
The political opening on the “Indian Question” was nevertheless attenuated.
Ongoing land invasions also continued as did forced labor in Matagalpa through the
1920s. In other words, this political opening took place in a context in which assaults on
Indian Community lands and the use of forced labor and debt peonage, which had origins
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in the nineteenth century, continued in the twentieth. Gould analyzes this situation in
terms of primitive accumulation or “the separation of indigenous communities from their
land and from control over their own labor” (1998:19) on the one hand, and the cultural,
legal, and ideological processes through which regional and national elites worked to
define and redefine “true” or “real” Indians on the other. This (re)definitional process
occurred as part of a broader legal-political conceptualization of citizenship and the social
bases of specific forms of inclusion and exclusion (e.g., suffrage, criteria for labor drafts
for public works). “Civilizing” Indians was a central mission to be carried out through
education, establishing private property relations, and encouraging agricultural
production (or farming pursuits). These “traits” (e.g., education, private landholding,
agriculture) were seen as leading indicators of the former’s (e.g., civilizing) success or
progress. These “indicators,” particularly in legal domains, were increasingly understood
as proof that the individual or community in question was not Indian, not entitled to
Indian communal lands, and thereby, primitive accumulation in the form of enclosing and
privatizing communal land continued.

Conclusion
An earlier literature argued that the transition to capitalism in Nicaragua unfolded
through a Junker or landlord path that was forged through the nineteenth century coffee
export boom. A revisionist literature complicates this view. Summarizing from our
discussion above, the outcomes of the “long nineteenth century” were diverse. In the
case of Granada, we see patterns of extreme inequality in land ownership and labor
relations “loosen up” or “democratize” fostering the expansion of a landed, if
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differentiated, subsistence and commercially oriented peasantry or small-holding class
alongside an economically diverse and crisis ridden landed elite. In Chinandega, the rise
of capitalist sugar cane production and processing generated a rapid process of
proletarianization the subjects of which nonetheless maintained ties to a subsistence and
commercially oriented peasantry, mitigating the tensions generated therein somewhat
(and however temporarily). In parts of the interior such as Matagalpa, Boaco, and
Camoapa, violent processes of primitive accumulation contributed to the formation of
large coffee producers (perhaps a bourgeoisie, perhaps a landlord class) and a
differentiated and exploited, but landholding, peasantry or small and medium-scale
producers, many of whom also grew coffee. Moreover, Indians remained a significant
social group despite the assaults on their lands, communities, and identities.
Contemporary scholars seem to agree that the making of a differentiated landed
peasantry, small-holder, or farmer class alongside a differentiated landlord, elite, or
capitalist class – as opposed to earlier accounts of landlord dominance amidst widespread
dispossession and proletarianization – better characterize the private property revolution
and outcomes of the long nineteenth century.
It is in the “and-or,” differentiation, and attempts to characterize class relations
that we see ongoing debate amongst scholars of nineteenth and early-twentieth century
Nicaragua. Charlip (2003), from her vantage point in Carazo for example, argues that the
private property revolution and expansion of coffee agroexport production generated a
vibrant if differentiated commercial farmer (not peasant) social structure in which (debt
labor relations supported the growth of both elite and non-elite farmers and were often
“played” to the advantage of the latter; that is, wage labor provided the latter one means
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to acquire private property and coffee trees and the former with a harvest labor force.
Thus, she argues that in Nicaragua a kind of “farmer developmental road” was forged.50
Dore (2006), in her analysis of Diriomo, argues that a major transition or transformation
did occur but not a capitalist one. She emphasizes that the combination of debt peonage
in labor relations and peasant land ownership blocked capitalist development (i.e., labor
was not “freed” from the means of production nor was “free” wage labor present even in
disguised form).51 Regional variation, particularly with respect to ethnic relations as
these inform class processes, might explain some of these differences (Charlip 2003:219;
Dore 2006:168, 170-71) but we still have a lot to learn. Coffee may have driven change,
but as Gobat (2005) reminds us other crops fueled the expansion of agroexport
production. Thus, more attention to these crops will surely add layers and nuances to our
understanding of the nature of political-economic change in the long nineteenth century.
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Charlip is not directly utilizing Lenin’s farmer path. Rather, she is criticizing the widespread
use of “the peasant” in the literature on “third world” agrarian transitions (and, thus, Leninist,
dependency, modes of production, and articulation theorists). In her words: “The term peasant is
problematic because its use tends to evoke two images: one is the historically specific feudal serf
of Europe; the other is the more generalized and contemporary poor, dark skinned subsistence
farmer, generally found in Latin America, Africa or parts of Asia. In contrast no matter how poor
or oriented toward meeting family needs, farmers in the United states or in modern Western
Europe are rarely if ever conjured as peasants” (2003:7). Thus her book, Cultivating Coffee: The
Farmers of Carazo, Nicaragua, 1880-1930, questions this dichotomy (peasant versus farmer, first
world versus third world) and for this reason I stated her work points to a “farmer developmental
road.”
51

Similarly, Aiyer (2004) argues that the proliferation of small mining in La Libertad from the
late nineteenth century through the 1940’s was not organized within or harbinger of capitalist
social relations. He suggests that widespread control of the means of production (owning,
leasing, or directly accessing mine claims and controlling the rhythms of work and products of
labor) on the one hand, and small-miner indebtedness to merchant capital on the other, reflect
non-capitalist petty-commodity production relations and patterns of accumulation. Additionally,
he suggests that the constant labor shortages experienced by proto-capitalist and large-scale
mining companies and their lack of capitalization are additional symptoms of non-capitalist social
relations.
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Land was relatively abundant and labor relatively scarce, but over the course of
the long nineteenth century new pressures on land and new property regimes regulating
access to it radically reorganized prior tenure arrangements such that communal forms of
property – ejidos – were eliminated or under assault depending on region and a new ejido
or municipal land category proliferated. This new ejido was one vehicle through which
private property relations were established. It was also an important mechanism through
which a mestizo/ladino national identity was forged; in other words, ejidal privatization
was a leading sign and site of changing class and ethnic relations. At the same time,
national land claims “opened” up areas for new kinds of use fueling the growth of
agroexports while also intensifying older patterns of elite translocal political-economic
practices in which merchant capital and usury loomed large. Thus, class and ethnic
divides given shape in the colonial period took new forms and generated new “qualities
and intensities” (Stoler 2002) in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
The private property revolution was a national level process but municipalities –
as legal-political entities or institutions – and their authorities were key structures and
agents through which all this was negotiated, contested, and ultimately achieved albeit in
temporally and spatially uneven terms. Wolfe (2007) argues that it was through the
“backdoor” of local power that the modern nation-state took shape and was forged. As
he makes clear, land privatization, new forms of labor regulation, and charged and
changing ethnic relations formed a localized nexus of state formative processes:
In the first decades after the National War, the most common reply of
indigenous communities to the state’s new labor policies was to
acknowledge them with the following response: We have our own lands,
we are not laborers. At the same time, governments struggled with the
local officials charged with enforcing these laws. Whereas the fixity of
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land meant that a direct vertical relationship between national and local
officials could be used to manage the land privatization effort, the mobility
of labor demanded a more complex, horizontally coordinated set of
relations. By the early 1880s, the land privatization process was well
under way…To some extent this expressed the state’s success in hiding
itself behind the actions of local officials, yet it also revealed the state’s
willingness to serve as a brake on municipal power and act as a seemingly
neutral arbiter of Indian-ladino conflicts. However the social and
economic transformations discussed previously began to weaken and
undermine indigenous communities. Some indigenous communities
continued to assert their autonomy, but only at the expense of increased
oversight by the state. (2007:198)
Moreover, it was through mobilizing and policing gender and sexuality, as Dore argues
(2006), that local power was instantiated in the first place, a kind of structuring structure
through which land and labor relations, themselves class, gender and ethnically infused,
were transformed.52 The making of these structures and the effects of said links took
decades to constitute and were uneven and varied in manifestation. In specific contexts
and then more generally over time, municipal power was curbed or brought more directly
under the control of the central state. However, as we will explore in subsequent
chapters, municipalities as the localization of nation-state formation remained a central
political force.
Locally conditioned and experienced, the transformations described above were
indelibly intertwined with the dynamics of the international state system, especially with
the rise of U.S. imperialism. Not only did U.S. intervention exacerbate already rekindled
intra-elite tensions and competition, it also generated elite economic crisis, blocked
52

Dore analyzes debt peonage from a gendered-class perspective and is able to demonstrate that it
was not disguised wage-labor or a catalyst for producing free wage labor in Diriomo (2006:125,
145-46, 164-65). Similarly, Gould examines debt-peonage in the context of ethnic struggle and
violence (1998: 51). Both question or modify the work of Bauer (1979) and Knight (1988) that
posits that debt-peonage under certain conditions is a harbinger of free-wage relations (or
mechanism to build them).
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infrastructural and productive force development, and proliferated merchant and usury
capital forms of accumulation. Additionally, it exacerbated intra-class conflict as the
expansion of landed peasants or farmers occurred at the expense of others like them who
did gain or retain land (Gobat 2005:56; see also Schroeder 1996; 1998). Nevertheless,
the expansion of small and medium-sized property owners and agricultural producers,
difficulties forming and controlling a labor force, and elite economic crisis contributed to
elite anxieties rooted in these tensions and contradictions as well as in their own shifting
loyalties and political proclivities generating forms of volatility and instability that they
could not contain.53
Sandino’s anti-imperialist struggle is often taken as the leading indicator of the
contradictions embedded in the long nineteenth century even if this organized resistance
ultimately remained highly localized. It is also taken as sign of native elite inability to
rule, i.e., an example of what results when a comprador bourgeoisie relies on imperialists
to rule. But, elite Grandino Conservatives, once staunch allies of the United States,
became vocal critics of aspects of the semicolonial situation, openly supported Sandino,
and attempted to form an alliance directly with him (Gobat 2005:232-266). Their
ideological stance, however, lacked the class egalitarianism that was central to Sandino’s
vision and program; moreover, many of these same elites also became firm supporters of
Somoza and some were leading intellectual architects of authoritarianism.
Notwithstanding elite support for Somoza and dictatorship, the rise and consolidation of
dictatorial rule was not simply elite driven. As Gobat argues:
53

Here too gender and ethnic relations are central, see Gobat (2005) for discussion of elite
anxieties and intra-elite struggle around “the modern woman” and racial/ethnic origins of the
nouveaux riche (parvenu bourgeoisie or aristocrats).
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…we ought to contextualize Barrington Moore’s influential thesis that
rural authoritarianism in the modern world stems primarily from landlord
efforts to secure cheap labor through political coercion…the case of the
Somoza regime complicates [this thesis] in two ways. First, the rural base
of the region’s lengthiest dictatorship consisted of medium-scale farmers
rather than large landlords. Second, these farmers sought the support of
the Somoza regime not to satisfy their labor needs but to weaken the
power of the country’s most entrenched landed oligarchs. So even if
many analysts – as well as generations of U.S. officials – have assumed
that middling sectors inherently crusade for liberal democracy, such
groups can actually be crucial supporters of authoritarian rule. (2005:273)
In other words, just as contemporary scholarship complicates earlier interpretations of
Nicaraguan history that emphasized a Junker path to dependent capitalist development it
also complicates our understanding of the social basis of authoritarianism and
dictatorship. To further explore these and other issues, we now turn to a more detailed
account of one municipality and its historical development – La Libertad, Chontales.
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CHAPTER 3
PRECIPITATES OF UNEVEN CAPITALISM: MUNICIPAL FORMATION AND
THE PRIVATE PROPERTY REVOLUTION IN LA LIBERTAD

Just two months after I first settled in La Libertad to conduct fieldwork, the
municipality celebrated its annual patron saint festival in honor of La Virgin de La Luz in
conjunction with its centenary anniversary.1 The many festivities coincided with
publication of La Libertad native Omar J. Lazo Barberena’s book, El Mineral: Historia
de La Libertad Chontales. In Lazo’s book presentation as well as in a number of
spontaneous discussions of it by other Liberteños I met in those early months of
fieldwork, a dominant version of La Libertad’s history circulated: La Libertad’s origins
and historical development were rooted in gold mining, which was stimulated by foreign
exploration and development. This, in turn, marked a kind of tragic history full of
promise of progress but a progress unfulfilled as companies extracted local resources, left
without significant reinvestment, and generated poverty and dashed hopes. Although this
narrative does point to an important dynamic in La Libertad’s political economy, the
emphasis on foreigners and large mining companies in establishing and reproducing the
mining economy over time has been questioned by Aiyer (2004) who argues that this
emphasis silences and masks the centrality of small miners and merchants in La
Libertad’s development. This chapter argues that it also downplays the diversity and

1

La Libertad’s Patron Saint festival honoring La Virgen de La Luz is celebrated on May 10, and
the official anniversary date is March 3; however, the centenary anniversary was celebrated
during the annual Patron Saint activities.
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significance of agriculture and ranching and indexes both urban bias and dimensions of
enduring hegemonic projects rooted in what Gould (1998) calls “the myth of mestizaje.”2
The reductions, elisions, and silences embedded in this particular historical
narrative are not unique to Liberteños. That is, while rooted in and expressing the
specificities of a particular local history, La Libertad’s “origin story” is but one version of
a wider development narrative. Questioning it is, thus, not meant to shed a peculiar or
negative light on Liberteños. In this chapter we explore some of the complexity that is
glossed in these and other narratives and the social relations and patterns of development
consolidating around the late-nineteenth century in La Libertad. As such, a central task is
to situate patterns emerging in La Libertad in terms of wider regional and national
patterns, which were outlined in the previous chapter and will serve as points of
comparison and contrast below. As subsequent chapters will also show, the formative
dynamics shaping late nineteenth century development set in motion processes whose
tensions continued to be worked out over time and set the bases for trajectories of
development in the twentieth century.
Framing this chapter, as the title suggests, are some of the key insights offered by
William Roseberry (1983, 1989a, 1989b) regarding peasantries as “precipitates of
capitalism.” In contrast with an earlier anthropological literature that conceptualized
peasants as social groups with clear roots and ties to a “primitive,” “tribal,” or
precapitalist past, Roseberry explores the constitution of modern peasantries in distinct
world regions as intimately linked with global historical processes of increased
2

This refers to the commonsense notion that Nicaragua – with the exception of the Atlantic Coast
region – has been ethnically homogenous since the late-19th century.
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commercialization, uneven capitalist development, and state formation. In this view,
peasants are part and parcel of “capitalist transition” (and the many forms it takes),
modern social subjects, and conceptualized as a central “category” shaping this transition
that is expressed in diverse patterns of peasantization and proletarianization. Roseberry’s
insights are used in this chapter to analyze the mid to late-nineteenth century formation of
a differentiated landed population in La Libertad and the complexities of “uneven state
formation.” Throughout the nineteenth century and beyond, boundaries and borders and
political and administrative “units” were very much in the process of being established
and worked out in Chontales. These processes were not at all divorced from the
dynamics of the property revolution discussed in the previous chapter and again for La
Libertad below. Both emerging private property relations and municipal power/authority
– or attempts to instantiate them – were intertwined with class-ethnic projects rooted in
the making of the Nicaraguan nation as ethnically homogenous.
This chapter is organized in three large sections. The first outlines La Libertad’s
founding and early historical development at the confluence of international, national,
and local level processes from the mid to late-nineteenth century. In this section, forms
of urban and ethnic bias common in typical narratives of La Libertad’s history are
explored and unpacked in order to expose what they mask and extend our gaze beyond
town to the wider and predominantly rural municipality. The second section delves
deeper into the countryside by describing the prevalence of farms and rural population
dynamics. It debunks the idea that La Libertad was (and is) mainly about mining and
attempts to place La Libertad’s rural sector in national comparative perspective. The
third section analyzes the property revolution as it played out in La Libertad in relation to
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the privatization of Indian communal lands and the simultaneous expansion of ejidal cum
municipal lands on the one hand, and the contestation over the privatization process
sparked by national land claims on the other. It emphasizes how spatially and temporally
varied these processes were even within one municipality, while it also demonstrates that
the making of private property relations and municipal authority/power were two sides of
the same coin or dialectically intertwined.

La Libertad as Town and Countryside
As indicated at the outset of this chapter, I began fieldwork in La Libertad just
two months before La Libertad celebrated its Patron Saint and Centenary anniversary
festival and just as Omar Lazo’s book was published. The combination of my newcomer
status and the way this anniversary prompted reflection on La Libertad’s past and present
meant that many of my first conversations quite spontaneously involved local history
lessons. These discussions, Lazo’s book, and other historical commentary on La
Libertad, while diverse, share many features in common notably an emphasis on mining,
the significance of foreigners and with this Euro-descended people (whether Spanish
Granadinos, Europeans, North Americans) in the local racial-ethnic make-up, and a focus
on the town or city and its development, which ignores wider municipal formation as this
turned on the dynamics of ranching and/or farming, the private property revolution, and
class-ethnic projects linking town and countryside in complex ways. In fact, the “urban
bias” embodied in these depictions of La Libertad is reflected in typical usage of
categories of belonging; that is, although “La Libertad” is the name of both town and the
wider municipality, I learned from these and many other conversations that to be
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Liberteño means first and foremost to be from town, to talk of La Libertad means to talk
about town.3
La Libertad did emerge in the 1850s as a mining town and then later a
municipality, one thoroughly embedded in wider national and international dynamics. It
was after all the increased traffic on the San Juan River transit route – tied to the
California Gold Rush – that was a leading causal factor in La Libertad’s development.
As many Liberteños imply, this “foreign element,” which means immigrants to the area
be they Nicaraguan, Central American, European, or North American, was key to
discovering gold in the area as “prior” indigenous populations seemed to notice it but
“failed to act” on its importance. These renderings of founding history downplay,
displace, and distance indigenous-immigrant interactions. Lazo, for example, paints a
picture of a relatively pristine beginning: a Sumo (indigenous) village called El Jobo,
located nearby what became La Libertad town, once existed, but it was not recorded by
Father Morel (whose 1752 report was mentioned in chapter 2) and appears to have been
abandoned due to cholera or acute dysentery around 1730, although this date and the size
of the original community remain obscure (1995:29-30). The discursive strategy
employed here is interesting as it begins with doubt (El Jobo’s existence was not
3

This reflects a “Nicaragua-wide” naming practice that often, but not always, extends to
department names, e.g., Boaco is the name of a department whose capital is the city of Boaco,
which is located within the municipality of the same name. However, the urban based focus of
Liberteño identity is particularly strong, especially among small miners and miners, and
interestingly serves, at times, to slight the ganadero (or rancher) social component in town.
Liberteño identity is also tricky or slippery (even among miners). Many town based ganaderos or
ranchers, for example, identify themselves or are identified (or both as the case may be) as, say,
San Pedranos (from San Pedro de Lóvago). Additionally, rural people living in town (including
those who have done so for decades) may identify with town or may not; regardless, there are
moments when “townspeople” render them “Other” or from the countryside thereby denying or
questioning their “Liberteño status.”
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recorded), which is underscored by adding that since we have no records, we can only
speculate about the village. Lazo and others acknowledge the prevalence of artifacts in
the area, but suggest they are likely “ancient.” The narrative then quickly moves from
speculation to certainty: we know very few Indians remained after the epidemic, and
although some of those who survived moved to what became La Libertad town, the
majority immigrated to the Atlantic or scattered “into the mountains.” How this certainty
is established is left to the listener/reader. In other words, in a few short sentences a
relatively pristine beginning is established, one which displaces any social tensions
between natives and newcomers or places them in the distant past.
To be clear, I am by no means attacking Lazo or his important work about the
history of his hometown, a place he loves very much and a person I respect and enjoyed
the company of very much.4 He, like many others, combines memories of stories told to
him with travelers’ accounts and other published sources (such as the work of other
chroniclers like Guerrero) that seem to confirm the distancing just noted.5 Froebel, in his
1851 travels, discusses meeting several Indians in the area surrounding San Pedro de
Lóvago (in Guerrero 1956:30-35), which borders La Libertad, as well as at the

4

As he explores the history of Indigenous Communities in Boaco and Camoapa, Gould too
questions the writing of a local historian, Emilio Sobalvarro. He emphasizes, though, that his
purpose:
…is not to criticize a sensitive local historian who loves his hometown and its
people. Rather, it is to suggest, first, that the collective memory of Boaco, as
recorded by Sobalvarro, does not so much suppress the class-ethnic conflicts as
displace them chronologically and transform the meanings of such critical
moments…[that] a harmonious portrait of the contemporary history of a beloved
land” is generated. (Gould 1998:86)
5

A more recent example of this prevalent tendency can be found in Romero Arrechavala et al.
(2006).
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headwaters of the Rio Mico, located in La Libertad near lower Carquita and Pijivalle or
northwest of town. In Froebel’s words:
Some twenty five miles from Acoyapa and about as much from the little
town of Juigalpa, on the head waters of the Rio Mico, which runs down
into the Bluefields River, there are gold mines that are worked in the most
awkward manner by a native company. I passed the mountain ridge and
paid a visit to the Indians living on the high parries on the other
side…These people, though armed with formidable bows and arrows
appear to be of a mild and timid temper. I was told that there were four
hundred men fit for bearing arms living on the Rio Mico. They have their
chief, to whom they gave the title Capitan, and those I visited, at least their
old men, knew how to express themselves pretty well in Spanish. They
are not mere hunters, but cultivate little spots of ground, raising some
corn, different roots, sugar-cane, bananas, and other fruits. Some of them
are servants in the houses of their Nicaraguan neighbors, with whom they
live in the best understanding. The latter, indeed, are entirely without the
religious fanaticism of the Conquistadores, and have no objections at all to
having a servant who goes to dance with his god in person once a year…
(Squier 1858:392-93)
In addition to the “friendly relations” with their “Nicaraguan” neighbors, which serves to
highlight harmonious interaction and not too subtly posits the ethnicity of national
belonging, the mid-century date makes it easier to assume a natural process of
assimilation (especially given the harmonious interaction just noted) or to dismiss these
populations entirely by suggesting they simply moved on; and this assumption is lent
weight by other accounts:
You still see pure Indians in the Chontales mountains, but they are not
numerous, and are retiring into the solitude of the forest as fast as the
white men or the more numerous half castes approach. Twenty years ago
there are said to have been many Indian families about Libertad, but there
are now a few only... (Pim and Seemann 1869:125-26)
This form of displacement – into a spatially and socially undefined forest – allows
contemporaries to de-link urban-rural relations and indigenous-newcomer connections as
well as to ignore actual physical proximity.
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Other evidence troubles the picture this distancing paints. A number of people I
came to know who lived in “the forest” (la montaña as it is called locally, here I refer
specifically to Carquita about fifteen kilometers north of town) talked about how their
mothers were Indians (women alive in the twentieth century) and how their fathers
employed Indians in sugar cane processing as late as the 1950s.6 They lived quite near
(or in) the very area described by Belt who commented that “[t]he Carca Indians, who
live in the forest seven miles from Santo Domingo, travel every year to the great lake to
catch iguanas…” (1888:338-39). Finally, as I will discuss below, the San Pedro side of
La Libertad (south of town) is home to many contemporary poor peasants who identify
their familial origins as Indian and many of them identify their mothers, again people
alive in the twentieth century, as Indians. Thus, from these and other accounts, we know
Indians were present in the mid to late-nineteenth century but know very little of the
relationships between indigenous populations and newcomers. This leaves much to be
desired in terms of historical knowledge, especially since representations that project this
interaction into a more distant past or locale or those that simply state the last Indians
disappeared around the turn of century tie too neatly into the “myth of mestizaje”
exposed and explored by Gould (1998).7 As we will see below, there is some evidence to

6

The gendering of indigenous descent in Nicaragua, which emphasizes female descent erases
male descent, needs more research but see Hooker (2005) who links this gendered representation
to vanguardismo or one historical variant of Nicaraguan mestizo nationalism.
7

Many Liberteños repeat the phrase, “the last Taisigue lived on the edge of town around the turn
of the century.” Here we have the simple dying out of a population. Interestingly, a Taisigue,
descendant of this “last Taisigue,” did live on the outskirts of town in the 1990s but he was
simply described as poor. One thing this kind of discourse implies is a cultural transformation
from “real” Indian to “just” peasant and/or poor but does not offer a way of conceptualizing this
transformation or specifying the politics of it. That I question the “simple dying out narrative” in
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suggest that Indian “suppression” or community dissolution was swift and complete in
parts of La Libertad; however, how it occurred on the one hand, and the parts of La
Libertad where this may not have occurred as swiftly on the other, are left out of typical
narratives pointing to areas of historical research that are urgently needed.
For now, historical commentary by contemporary Liberteños emphasizes few
Indians remained in what became town. Typical accounts narrate that the first (small)
wave of settlers (who, it is most often implied but not stated, were Spanish or ladino)
arrived searching for pasture land in the late-eighteenth or early-nineteenth century and in
so doing discovered gold in the area by watching those remaining local Indians panning
for it in the rivers. Perhaps slowly at first, the mining economy grew and with it
migrations to La Libertad – migrations that included Nicaraguans and Central Americans,
as well as French, Italian, German, and other Euro-descended people some of whom
arrived as deserters of Walker’s army.8 La Libertad was just emerging as an identifiable
juridical-administrative unit when Chontales became a department in 1858. At that time
La Libertad’s official status was that of military outpost.9 But in 1859 La Libertad began

this particular case will be developed more below as it pertains to San Pedro de Lóvago ejidal
land in La Libertad.
8

See Lazo (1995) for discussion of these immigrants, particularly those who settled permanently
such as Bellanger, Crovetto, Duriez, Halleslevens, Kauffman, Lotz, Meynard, Porta, Pachiarotti,
Sanders, Schaefer among others.
9

The dates are unclear, but La Libertad was first called El Mineral and then La Trinidad. The
latter name is said to have various possible origins or meanings, for example one version suggests
the name refers to the three Conrad brothers who came to the area from Carazo in search of land
and who found three gold veins. The origin of the name La Libertad too is obscure, but one
version suggests that “in the times of Walker,” a gambler named Conrad told his friends – who
were pursued by the police – that in “El Mineral” there was “freedom” (liberty) “to drink,
gamble, and everything.” Lazo also suggests that deserters from Walker’s army, particularly
people of French origin who joined Walker in New Orleans, were among the early settlers in La
Libertad (Lazo 1995:39-40). Given that laborers regularly fled jurisdiction in the nineteenth
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to function as a municipality (i.e., with a mayor and town council) and was officially
recognized as such in 1865 (Guererro 1956:189-90; Lazo 1995:30).10
Narrating and explaining La Libertad’s early mining history is no easy task as
Aiyer (2004) has demonstrated. Although it is commonplace to argue that mining in
Nicaragua only grew with foreign investment, operated as an enclave economy, and
generated a class dynamic along the owner-worker (i.e., classically capitalist, or at least
dependent capitalist) model, Aiyer argues that La Libertad’s mining economy diverged
significantly from this representation. He does not discount the role of foreign capital
and companies nor does he ignore the exploitative relations generated therein. He does
question the assertion that all mining was of an enclave character in Nicaragua and
importantly, he points to the significant role of small miners and with them a minermerchant nexus in the development of La Libertad’s gold mining economy. Aiyer
documents some four hundred mine claims from mid to late-nineteenth century La
Libertad of which close to three hundred were claims made by Nicaraguans.11 He also
emphasizes the “small mining” character of most of these claims; that is, these were not
multiple claims made by one person or company, but rather multiple claims made by
numerous individuals who typically worked with family labor or in small groups. In turn,
century to avoid arrest, it is likely at least some of this migrants – perhaps even the Conrad’s –
arrived fleeing forced labor (on labor flight, see Wolfe 2007).
10

This refers to receiving the Presidential decree or stamp of approval on municipal government
raising the interesting question of how and why it began to function as such before legal status
was conferred, which in turn is suggestive of the ways local processes pushed “national level”
changes.
11

He finds 290 claims registered to Nicaraguans (54 of which were foreign born settlers), 71
claims by foreigners, and 22 claims made jointly by Nicaraguans and foreigners (Aiyer 2004:46).
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he sheds light on the complex ties small miners forged with local, regional, and national
merchant-money lenders to sustain their livelihoods and process, transport, and sell the
products of their labor (Aiyer 2004:12-19, 46). With the heightened activity linked to
mining and the dominance as well as preponderance of small miners in that activity, La
Libertad grew demographically as well as politically and administratively over the course
of the second half of the nineteenth century.
This growth notwithstanding, Liberteños emphasize, often with great lament, that
the pueblo (or town) only achieved “city status” in 1895,12 a date contemporaries use to
signal the municipality’s anniversary. In the nineteenth century juridical status was a
function of population size; distinctions were drawn among villages, towns, and cities
each implying a minimum population size and a specific “…relationship to the state and
the communities around it,” which included the imposition and use of taxes and labor
management (Wolfe 2007:72; 126). State donations of national lands to form or expand
existing ejidos were also allocations based on population size (Charlip 2003:41).13 The
lament voiced by Liberteños encapsulates a sense that this state based classificatory
schema tied to population sized misrecognized La Libertad’s real worth, value, or
potential. This lament, however, is not one that speaks to the undervalued or overlooked
connections between town/city and countryside; in fact, it barely contemplates the
countryside. More research is needed on this aspect of nineteenth century state formation

12

Even though La Libertad “achieved” city status, locals and people from the countryside still
call it “el pueblo” or town while they refer to Juigalpa or Managua as cities.
13

Charlip notes that “[l]and was allocated to communities based on population size, dividing
towns into those of less than three thousand, three to seven thousand, seven to twelve thousand,
and those above twelve thousand people” (2003:40-41).
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(meaning attribution and the implications of juridical status and its ties to municipal
formation, and we could add, contemporary understandings of it and its legacies). But it
is clear that even with city status La Libertad’s municipal borders and administrative
reach were still in a lengthy process of becoming. That is to say, at the turn of the
century La Libertad included what later became the separate municipality Santo
Domingo. It was also negotiating borders with neighboring San Pedro de Lóvago at this
time (see below) and gearing up to dispute its western border with Juigalpa (see chapter
4). What is important to remember at this point is that in the late-nineteenth century the
town was growing, mining and merchant activities were developing and expanding, and
they were doing so in the context of a being made hinterland and municipality that had
numerous gold mines and also numerous farms.

Rural La Libertad – a Snapshot of Farms and Ranches
As discussed in the introductory chapter, I used the modern Property Registry
(specifically, the Juigalpa office), founded in 1906, to collect data on La Libertad’s
registered farms. The Registry data can also be used to extract information about farms
prior to 1906. To this end, I group property records by the earliest date of transaction
mentioned within each record, not by registration date, and analyze the set of records that
refer to land transactions prior to 1906. The data can be analyzed in this way because
many twentieth century farm registration records, particularly those with registrations
dating to earlier in the century, offer details regarding pre-1906 transactions of the
property in question including: private ownership and transactions of property that
directly reference the pre-modern registry; property transactions before notaries or
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lawyers that may not have been registered until much later; national land claim, claim
14

survey (medida), or approval of claim dates;15 and references to a series of land
transactions without specifying use of the Registry or legal support but that do include
dates (i.e., a kind of narrative reconstruction of possession or ownership). These records
include reference to 56 farms dating from the late 1870s through 1905. Mine claims and
most (but not all) ejidal or municipal land in La Libertad is excluded;16 even so, the
records included herein encompass 9,263 manzanas of land.17
The farms in this sample were fairly large with more than two thirds of farms
measuring 50 or more manzanas (see Table 3.1). The relatively large size of farms
indexes land laws and extensive land use typical of cattle husbandry (e.g., Charlip
14

I say “may not” because I did not examine the older registry and thus, cannot verify whether or
not reference to lawyer or notary services in these transactions always means that only those
services were used.
15

The information provided in 20th century property registration records for 19th century national
land claims is quite varied. Property number 3490 (Registro de Propiedad Juigalpa – henceforth
RPPJ – T16 F164), for example, provides information on when the survey of the claim was
conducted (October 15, 1896) and when the property was registered (December 23, 1915) but
does not state when the claim was first submitted or approved, whereas property number 5226
(RPPJ T79 F264) does provide the claim date (which was January 4, 1897) as well as dates for
survey, approval of survey, and registration.
16

Ejidal land is discussed separately below but the farms described in this section do include at
least a portion of San Pedro de Lóvago’s ejidal land falling within what became La Libertad’s
borders or approximately 2,020 manzanas. For a detailed discussion of mine claims, see Aiyer
(2004). Many claims include or assume a certain amount of land but analysis of this is not
undertaken here. The farms examined appeared in the modern registry records for the first time in
the twentieth century between 1901 and 1961: twenty four of these farms utilized the registry to
record some form of transaction (i.e., sale or inheritance) by 1909; seven between 1911-15; seven
between 1920-29; seven between 1931-39; three in 1948; six between 1954-57, and two in 1961.
17

To give the reader some comparative sense of land area, Charlip found 11,940 manzanas of
registered ejidal land and 24,660 manzanas of registered coffee farms in the entire department of
Carazo from 1880-1930 (2003:45, 72). If we add the ejidal land not included in this discussion,
then La Libertad’s farm area deduced through Property Registry documents would be 15,377
manzanas and this still does not include mine claims many of which also included land surface
and only includes records through 1905, not through 1930.
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2003:44), although there was clearly a range of land use practices beyond cattle.
Although fairly large in size, we do not see a predominance of latifundio-sized farms as
typical representations of Chontales would suggest existed (see chapter 1). Moreover, the
latifundio-sized farms documented here were small compared to some of the “great
estates” elsewhere in Chontales and, thus, stereotypical representations conflate parts of
Chontales with all of it and very extensive large-scale ranching with all ranching. Of
course, it is entirely possible that this data underplays the number and significance of
larger estates or latifundio-sized properties in late-nineteenth century La Libertad. Some
documents examined here, for example, clearly represent partitions of once larger
properties (e.g., estates that were divided among heirs with portions then sold) but simply
do not contain the original size and appear potentially incomplete, thereby not allowing
us to do anything other than note this. On the other hand, there is reason to believe that at
least some of these larger estates were only vaguely defined in terms of size and likely
intermingled with open grazing areas, ejidal, cofradia, and national lands. Perhaps
supporting this, Lazo mentions that many of the early ranchers in this area bought land
from people who had “staked claims of an indeterminate size” (1995:37). But even
though more research is needed, it is important to point out that the available data clearly
show that many farms, although relatively large, were not latifundio-sized estates.
These same records can be grouped by property owner to determine how much
land a particular individual owned at a given point in time.18 The 56 farms discussed

18

I am using the word owner loosely here. I am not making an argument about private property
and legal ownership at this moment, but simply using data in post-1905 records to paint a picture
of farming/ranching in 19th century La Libertad. Some of these “owners” may not have actually
legally owned the land in the 19th century. But clearly, they did possess and use it in some
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here were owned by 53 individuals (see Table 3.2). Nine individuals owned more than
one farm and four farms were jointly owned by two or more people. Medium-sized
owners were the most prevalent. As can be deduced, some individuals owned more than
one farm; that is, there was less area owned by medium- and large-sized owners than area
registered in medium- and large-sized farms, meaning, for example, that latifundio-sized
ownership rested upon multiple farm ownership. However, multiple farm ownership was
not only the domain of latifundio-sized owners, although it was a common practice
among them. While land may have been relatively abundant, it is clear from the tables
that inequality in land ownership was too. As demonstrated in Table 3.1., very few
latifundio-sized farms occupied a lot of space as did large farms, while many more
medium farms occupied less space. More than two-thirds of owners were small and
medium, but they owned only about 25 percent of the land. Latifundio owners were less
than ten percent of owners, but held 44 percent of the land (see Table 3.2). Nevertheless,
the salience and significance of the differentiated small, medium, and large-sized owner
groups should not be overlooked.
Land ownership was clearly stratified by size and it was also stratified by gender.
Table 3.2 shows that the overwhelming majority of land owners from this sample of
farms were men. Six of the farms analyzed here (one large, two medium, and three
small) were acquired through inheritance and account for all the female owners. Another
eight women appeared as sellers in 12 transactions (for one minifundio, six small, four
medium, and one latifundio-sized farms) who were most likely “disposing” of their

fashion, some clearly had full legal title at that time, and all in this sample eventually registered
this land as well.
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inheritance.

19

Dore (2006) argues that the emerging liberal order had a contradictory

impact on gender and property ownership.20 Land privatization opened a space for
independent female land ownership among Indian women as former corporate or
communal tenure regimes that structured rights to land through males were abolished.
She found in Diriomo that 14 percent of private landholdings were independently owned
by women (with another 19 percent jointly owned with husbands). These holdings were
concentrated among small parcels, suggesting an important class and gender intersection,
but this direct female ownership also represented a sea change in the gender dynamics of
land tenure there. At the same time, though, laws that once guaranteed Spanish/ladina
women an equal share of marital and parental property were reformed so as to, in some
instances, constrain or limit female property rights in the new tenure regime (Dore
2006:97-103).21 Similarly, Charlip found far fewer female than male owners in Carazo,

19

At least one of the sellers, Eloisa Lotz de Usaga, who sold a latifundio-sized farm and two
medium ones, was an heir of Miguel Lotz. She had three siblings, Miguel, Federico and
Mercedes (Lazo 1995:42). The records used herein do not include his full estate or will.
However, these records show that the estate did include both farms and mines, and likely urban
houses/plots. The available records show that the farms were all “sold” by Eloisa. I use
quotation marks here because the largest farm was sold to her brother, and while it is entirely
possible that money changed hands, it is also likely that she was simply dividing up the family
estate.
20

Dore’s use of the word liberal here reflects liberal doctrine – not the Liberal party – as
conceptualized and practiced throughout Latin America by members of different political parties
in which “…land privatization, the uneven extension of male citizenship and political rights, the
rollback of inheritance guarantees, and the dismantling of colonial regulations on trade” were
central features (2006:98).
21

As Dore explains, the key reforms occurred in 1904 and they “…established testamentary
freedom, thereby allowing people to bequeath property and wealth as they saw fit, and ended the
enforced joint marital property system” (2006: 102). She found the consequences of these
reforms varied in the following ways: “…(1) for the majority at the base of society land
privatization broke the male monopoly on land rights and ushered in female landholding; (2)
among Diriomo’s local elite, the liberal revolution seems to have restricted women’s control over
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but she argues that the women who appeared in the Registry records were active
participants in capital and land markets (provisioning and receiving loans, selling and
buying land) and that new opportunities were emerging for women albeit in a context of
ongoing gender inequality (Charlip 2003:182).
Women appear in the data for La Libertad, representing 15 percent of owners by
1905 (although there were only eight of them), but it seems that the practice of female
ownership of farms in La Libertad – as reflected in Registry entries – was directly tied to
male kin. That is to say, familial inheritance and marital relations structured female
ownership in La Libertad and there is no indication of any independent female
participation in land markets. The available data do not allow us to discern whether or
not women were losing parental or marital rights to property, although these cases
suggest they were not. What seems clear is that those who did receive (and record) land
were transferring it to men.22 Whether or not this expresses some of the specificity of
ranching over coffee economies, the particularities of La Libertad’s land tenure dynamic,
or regionally based variation in political-economic change remains unclear and needs
future research to clarify.
Although the data are limited and many questions remain, it is tempting to argue
that the pattern consolidating around the turn of the century, as reflected in Tables 3.1
and 3.2 just discussed, formed a foundation for and enduring pattern in the municipality

property; however, (3) among the large planters of the district there was a tendency to concentrate
landholdings, and a few widows became coffee planters of some significance” (Dore 2006:104).
22

We will discuss this further in subsequent chapters and I simply note now that the sea change in
gendered property relations Dore analyzes were related, at least in part, to 1904 laws and both
Dore and Charlip are analyzing changes through the 1920s. In this chapter, analysis of Property
Registry data is limited to records through 1905 making comparison awkward.
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lasting throughout the twentieth century in which the predominance of medium-sized
farms and medium-sized male owners – with a healthy dose of both small and large – was
(and remained) a central dynamic. Striking is the lack of very small (minifundio-sized)
registered farms. Over time, farm fragmentation resulting from inheritance was limited
or mitigated in La Libertad by the ways gender relations were mobilized via marriage
relations and the disposition of inheritance on the one hand, and through other factors
such as frontier development on the other (discussed more in chapter 4 and
subsequently). Moreover, ejidal privatization did not generate minifundio-sized holdings
either. The lack of registered minifundio-sized farms is a striking departure from the
findings of Charlip (2003), Dore (2006), and Wolfe (2007) for Granada, Carazo, and
Masaya. Charlip (2003:72) found that 63 percent of registered coffee farms in Carazo
from 1880 to 1930 were minifundio (less than ten manzanas) sized farms; Dore (2006:
88) found that 37 percent of households in coffee producing Diriomo had farms four to
six manzanas in size around 1900;23 and Wolfe (2007: 99-100, 114, 123) found that the

23

Dore (2006) uses different size categories than Charlip (2003), although both analyze coffee
zones. Dore groups farms as follows: less than four manzanas (as not able to provide
subsistence), four to six manzanas (poor peasantry), seven to 15 (middle peasantry), 16 to 49 (rich
peasantry), and 50 to 99 (commercial planters). Charlip uses the same size categories used in this
dissertation (i.e., 1-9.9, 10-49.9, 50-199.9, 200-499.9, and 500 or more). Dore finds an additional
39 percent of households with farms in the seven to 15 manzana range. Given that her middle
peasant category overlaps with Charlip’s minifundio category, it is likely that an even larger
number of “minifundio” sized farms in Charlip’s usage appear in Dore’s analysis; what is not
clear is how many of these were registered farms as Dore combines data from the Property
Registry with other sources. There were a number of minifundio-sized plots attached to mine
claims (or on the surface of them) that were also farmed in La Libertad. It is important to note,
however, that small miners who farmed their claim were at times subject to legal disputes in
which they were accused of forfeiting their claim due to improper utilization (see Aiyer 2004);
thus a registered claim did not confer the same legal rights a minifundio plot or farm would.
More research is needed to determine the scale and scope of unregistered minifundio-sized farms
in and outside the mining area to better specify whether or not there was less registration (which
is clear) or less prevalence (which is unclear) of very small farms in La Libertad. For now, the
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largest number of registered farms in the Granada Prefecture (excluding Chontales but
including all of Granada, Carazo, and Masaya and thus, coffee, cattle, grains, and other
crops) from 1868-1897 were minifundio-sized farms (less than 10 manzanas). The data
for La Libertad (for these and subsequent years) show very few registered minifundiosized properties. This dearth of minifundio-sized farm registration may be another
indicator of the cattle dynamic at work. However, La Libertad was not fully or only a
cattle ranching region at this time, thus, this is only a partial explanation. This
registration pattern may also signal regional variation in state reach and political-legal
“culture” manifested in this case in Property Registry records (how it is organized, who
uses it, when, why) and locally based social organization and customary rights to land
access, ownership, and use, although we will need future research to clarify this further.
These 56 and 53 owners that appear in the Property Registry may seem to be a
small number when compared to the four hundred odd mine claims described by Aiyer
(2004), suggesting there may have been less farming activity than mining. But the
Registry records also provide a window for another interpretation. To be clear, the extent
or significance of mining in La Libertad is not in dispute, nor is the wealth or the
relatively high value of properties in the area it seemed to generate.24 Although the
records vary in terms of detail provided, scrutiny of them reveals, however, that far more
pattern that emerges from Registry documents for La Libertad appears to be quite different from
the rest of Granada Prefecture where minifundio-sized owners registered land and loans.
24

Niederlein’s compilation of national statistics near the end of the 19th century includes a chapter
on “national wealth” or the value of urban and rural properties. According to him, La Libertad
had the second highest urban property values and highest rural property values (and this too by a
landslide) in Chontales at this time (1898:61-63). Given that land itself was not expensive, this
must refer to mine claims and/or improvements to land related to gold mining.
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people owned or effectively controlled, possessed, or worked lands than reflected in the
data discussed above. I constructed a list of all the names referred to in these records as
colindantes (neighbors), meaning individuals identified as possessing in some way the
land bordering a registered property. Excluding the names of the 53 registered owners,
the list of neighbors included more than one hundred unique names. Given that the
number of mine claims discussed by Aiyer was cumulative and not all of these claims
were in operation at one time, the more than one hundred and fifty owners or possessors
of recognized farms suggests that agricultural endeavors and acquiring farms were
actively pursued in La Libertad too. Furthermore, based on field-work, there is much
anecdotal evidence suggesting a synergy between farming and mining.25 Moreover,
Gobat’s (2005:54) observation that the late-nineteenth century agroexport boom in
Nicaragua may have been driven by coffee, but was fueled by a number of crops
including “traditional ones” like cattle and corn suggests that it is also entirely possible
that at least some immigrants to La Libertad were pursuing agricultural opportunities in
and of themselves.
The potential significance of this farming sector in the municipal landscape can
also be appreciated by looking at population statistics. La Libertad’s population in the
1890s was 3,162 with 741 people or 23 percent of the population residing in town
(Niederlein 1898:30-41; see Table 3.3).26 Niederlein’s data puts La Libertad’s total

25

There are many examples of this synergy, for example, some landlord-merchants were active
players in the mining economy, many small miners farmed on their mine claim, and some
descendents of foreign born miner/landowners left mining and moved permanently into the
countryside and pursued agricultural endeavors.
26

Unfortunately, the property data analyzed does not allow owner residence to be determined
with precision (i.e., we cannot distinguish town from rural or farm based residence). As
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population at about eight percent of the population of Chontales, the fourth most
populous jurisdiction out of about thirteen he lists.27 If we look carefully at this data, he
documents 788 people residing in the caserios28 just north and northeast of the mining
areas (Carca and Carquita) and west and south of town heading toward Juigalpa (El
Zapote, Cosmatillo, Cana de Castilla).29 This would suggest that in the immediate
vicinity of La Libertad town, the rural to urban population was only slightly more rural.
However, it is worth noting that 404 people remain unaccounted for in his list of valleys
and caserios pertaining to La Libertad. Some of these people may have lived in the
mining zones north of town and still others in the comarcas just south of town in the
direction of San Pedro de Lóvago (in Rio Mico and Quinuma, which are not included in
his data for either La Libertad or San Pedro). If this is an accurate assumption, then
about 38 percent of the population was urban and 62 rural (741 versus 1,192 people) in
the vicinity of town. Additionally, Niederlein ascribes the “Betulia Valley” to Juigalpa
indicated, these records refer to properties registered in the twentieth century so municipal
residence data for the owners, when provided, cannot easily be projected back in time either.
Thirty nine farms indicate general or municipal residence of the owner: 29 records indicate
owners lived in La Libertad municipality, seven in Juigalpa, two in San Pedro de Lóvago, and
one in Granada.
27

Neiderlein’s statistics must be taken with a grain of salt. As Gould explains, “Neiderlein copied
his statistics directly from reports of vital statistics complied by the Ministerio de Gobernacion. I
have studied the births and deaths recorded in Boaco and Camoapa for those years and if
anything, Neiderlein and Gobernancion underestimate the indigenous population” (1998:24, n.
37). Based on the discrepancy found by Gould, there is not reason to assume Neiderlein’s
statistics are more accurate for La Libertad.

28

This term loosely means hamlet; rural divisions are now called comarcas, and caserio today
implies a constellation of closely situated houses in a comarca.
29

Today, La Libertad has two “El Zapotes,” east and west, so it is not clear whether Niederlein is
referencing one or both of these, but seems likely that it is western Zapote with the east linked – if
considered at all – to the valley of Santo Domingo.
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(disputed later by La Libertad), which would make the rural population 1,700 or 2,104
depending on whether or not one included the missing people just noted (or 70 to 74
percent rural).30
In this regard, a letter from President Zelaya dated December 7, 1897 and
addressed to Dr. Simeon Pereira y Castellon is of particular note. As it states:
It is said that in Betulia, near La Libertad, through predication and
example a few places inhabited by indigenous people have been civilized
a little, and there people have formed a settlement in this place called
Betulia, near La Libertad, and it seems that the efforts of Priest Prado have
had result because the population reaches about 2,000 souls and you can
see in it a progressive development that without doubt in little time will
give Betulia the character of a truly civilized pueblo. All of the neighbors
are very satisfied with Priest Prado and wish that he remain as priest
because they believe that only he is able to maintain unity among them,
that with other luck the pueblo will disappear and they will return to their
old lives of savages. Leave him as priest.
Jose Santos Zelaya.31
Not only does this letter state twice that Betulia is close to La Libertad, thus part of its
rural hinterland, it doubles the rural population there compared to Niederlein’s data. Also
and coming full circle, it points to a large indigenous community – alive and close by – at
the turn of the century. And as I have been suggesting, urban based narratives of the
municipality’s development often obscure or ignore both La Libertad’s predominantly
rural character and the continuation of indigenous settlements at the turn of the century.
Clearly, as well, the municipality itself was still actively being formed, its borders and
boundaries being set, contested, and redefined. At this time Betulia was near La Libertad

30

This discussion does not include Santo Domingo at all, which had 229 persons in what became
a town and 1,000 in the caserio Fruta del Pan.
31

Jeffrey Gould shared this letter with Ananth Aiyer, who shared it with me. I thank both of
them.
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town, but it seems to have fallen under the jurisdiction of Juigalpa as per Niederlein.
This would be contested in the twentieth century. Santo Domingo pertained to La
Libertad, but not for much longer. And finally, while not evident in Niederlein’s data,
the border between La Libertad and San Pedro de Lóvago was being defined at this time.

Privatization of Property and Municipal Formation:
Ejidos and Baldíos in La Libertad
What can these records tell us about the nineteenth century private property
revolution in La Libertad and what might that have to do with “municipal formation?”
With the records available to us it is clear that land tenure relations were quite diverse in
La Libertad but an emerging emphasis on private property relations in land coupled with
a much longer term recognition of property in the products of labor (including
improvements to land or mejoras) was increasingly evident.32 The Property Registry
records suggest that there were multiple forms of tenure and use – from legally owning
land, to effectively controlling and working the land, to un-worked/cultivated,
unoccupied, and/or abandoned land and of course, copious mention of dense forests. The
following terms, for example, were used in these documents: rastrojos or cleared field or
pasture stubble, huerta or garden, trabajos or cultivations, cercas or fences, encierro or
enclosure, predio or arable land or farm, finca or farm, and terreno denunciado (or dicen
ser denunciado) or national land claim. In each case belonging or use was implied, i.e.,
“rastrojos de” or clearings pertaining to a particular person or family. There was also
32

For the significance of rights based in use and the products of labor versus emerging notions of
private property in land in the 19th century, see Dore (2006). For discussion of the distinction
between labor/improvements and more abstract and contractual understandings of ownership that
inform property rights in contemporary Paraguay, see Hetherington (2009).
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simple reference to a person’s name and to a named sitio (or large grazing area, e.g. Sitio
San Francisco del Gamalote). And, there was reference to monte inculta or uncultivated
land/forest, terreno baldío (or tierra nacional) or national land, and terreno municipal and
ejidos or municipal land.
Wolfe, in analyzing terms like these, which were widely used in Registry records
in Granada, Masaya, and Carazo, argues that they reflect regionally based distinctions
made of farms by size and degree of market orientation (2007:113-114). A similar
pattern emerges for La Libertad. The first two strings of descriptions range from just a
person’s name and kinds of use patterns (implying possession, emphasizing one’s use and
labor, and suggesting small scale, e.g., huerta and trabajos) to kinds of enclosures and
forms of private property in land (i.e., from enclosures and fences, to farms and national
land claims that reflect the privatization of property in nineteenth century usage, to sitios
which imply large holdings especially large grazing areas that may have been communal
at one point but later became sites of large scale privatization). In these records, forest or
monte inculta, baldío, and municipal land used in the final string suggest open grazing,
unutilized (for farming), not yet privatized, and unparceled or unrented municipal land.
Together, these different designations point to ways land was increasingly conceptualized
through legal and social relations of private property in a context where other kinds of
access/social relations still existed.
The cultural logics and politics shaping the meanings, practices, and contests over
these diverse categories and tenure practices, particularly as they interacted with
emerging private property relations, remains sketchy. Nonetheless, the records provide a
glimpse of the earlier diversity and given that these terms become more and more
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homogenous over time (i.e., the twentieth century farm registrations increasingly refer
over time only to fincas or farms, terreno de or land belonging to a person, ejidal land
belonging to a particular individual, or national land claims) the earlier descriptions point
to an extended moment before private property in land was universal.33 At the same
time, these documents likewise allow us to glimpse land privatization in late nineteenth
and early twentieth century La Libertad to the extent that they record ejidal sales and
national land claims. It is here that the relationship between land privatization and
municipal formation becomes clear. That is to say, land privatization and municipal
formation can be viewed as related processes by considering the reorganization,
privatization, or constitution of ejidal lands on the one hand, and the interaction of these
with national land claims on the other, because they were part and parcel of making La
Libertad municipality, not changes happening within a “given” political-juridical unit.
Attention to ejidal land privatization in La Libertad highlights the spatial basis,
limits, and contradictions in municipal authority as these turned on territorial control and
regulation by exposing the way “territory” and “jurisdiction over it” were actively being
constructed. It also sheds light on the unevenness of the property revolution and state
formation discussed in chapter 2. In the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries, La
Libertad municipality – viewed from the perspective of present-day borders – included
ejidal land in what later became Santo Domingo municipality, did not officially include a
significant part of its western border, the Betulia area and nearby ejidal land, which
33

Certainly, this shift from more diverse designations and descriptions to less diverse ones might
simply reflect the process of record-keeping becoming more standardized. However, that very
process shapes (i.e., is productive of) ways of seeing or conceptualizing land and legal categories
framing access to it too. Additionally, many scholars of Nicaragua persuasively argue that land
privatization was a new but protracted process beginning in the 1860s; these records reflect that
process of change in La Libertad.
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belonged to Juigalpa, and was fixing its borders with San Pedro de Lóvago, a process that
involved ejidal land belonging to the latter. Therefore, its borders and boundaries were
made over time and the power of local government to effectively exercise administrative
authority was at once limited and uneven within this changing territory and was
instantiated, at least in part, by attempts to exercise that authority.
Like many municipalities throughout the country, La Libertad petitioned the state
for national land donations in the late nineteenth century to form ejidos, a process
described by Charlip (2003) and discussed in chapter 2. Unlike Juigalpa or San Pedro de
Lóvago, La Libertad did not have a colonial history as a distinguishable politicaladministrative unit or municipality (i.e., no pre-capitalist/pre-modern past) and thus
constituted its ejidos for the first time in the late-nineteenth century. It received thirty
caballerias (or about 1,920 manzanas), which was not surveyed or registered until the
twentieth century.34 Nonetheless, as described in Guerrero and the Property Registry
records, the purpose of this national land donation was “sale by auction to the population
at one peso per manzana, with a limit of 20 manzanas, to make improvements” (Guerrero
and Soriano de Guerrero 1969: 190-91). In other words, the municipality was meant to
fund public works from the sale of this land. This land was divided into three noncontiguous plots: a small plot was located near El Mojon or Santa Elena (which would
be north of town in the epicenter of today’s main mining area); a larger plot was located
in Southern Carquita (further north and possibly slightly west of the first plot situated just
34

Guerrero and Soriano de Guerrero (1969) state that La Libertad received a donation of 30
caballerías of national land via an 1883 law, which they note without explanation, was rescinded;
however in March 1889, through another decree, La Libertad again received 30 caballerías of
land.
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near the southeast border of Juigalpa’s municipal land in La Libertad); and the third and
largest plot was in the vicinity of Cerro Banadi or near the comarca Fruta del Pan, that is
located in what became the municipality of Santo Domingo.35
Juigalpa and San Pedro de Lóvago’s ejidos included those established under
Spanish colonial rule, and hence, tied to Indigenous Communities, and those constituted
through late-nineteenth century processes involving the expansion of ejidal lands in
municipalities throughout the country. The ejidal land located in La Libertad included a
national land donation to Juigalpa and Crown-granted land to San Pedro de Lóvago.36 In
the first instance, Juigalpa received three national land donations in the nineteenth
century: 60 caballerías in 1865, 15 more in 1883, and 1,500 hectares under the Zelaya
administration (Guerrero and Soriano de Guerrero 1969:128-29). These same authors
state that the 1883 donation was intended to “establish poblados indigenas o de indios
selvaticos [indigenous settlements or for wild Indians] in the jurisdictions of Juigalpa,
Camoapa, and La Libertad” (1969:128). Property Registry records indicate that it is
more likely that the 1883 and Zelaya donations were combined.37 According to these
records, the Zelaya administration’s donation to Juigalpa consisted of not one 1,500
hectare plot, but rather two contiguous plots totaling 2,936 hectares. More specifically,

35

These plots measured about 245, 779, and 909 manzanas respectively. See RPPJ 3507-09
T14F221-223 and RPPJ LN Leopoldo Tablada (September 8, 1906).
36

More accurately, this refers to Crown-granted land to an Indian Community in what later
became San Pedro municipality.
37

The authors in Romero Arrechevala et al. (2006:91) repeat the Guerreros’ assumption that these
were separate donations of separate parcels, which is likely incorrect.
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these records indicate that Juigalpa received: 1,500 hectares (or 2,142 manzanas) in
order to build a market from the revenue generated by the administration of the land, and
1,436 hectares (or 2,051 manzanas) in order to invest the proceeds in the construction or
purchase of buildings.38 This donation stemmed from the legislative decrees of March 3,
1895 and October 3, 1897, and was further supported by an April 23, 1913 decree. This
land was situated in “the mountains of Betulia,” the site of a large indigenous population
“near La Libertad” noted above, now specified as located “in or around” the jurisdictions
of Juigalpa, Camoapa, and La Libertad. Like La Libertad, Juigalpa did not survey or
partition this land until well into the twentieth century.39
In the second instance, San Pedro de Lóvago, which borders La Libertad to the
south, possessed a Spanish Crown-granted ejido of unknown size. The colonial ejido
belonged to an Indigenous Community, referred to as the Común Indígena de la Región
del Río Mico or Antiguo Poblado de la Ermita de Esquipulas, made up of members of the
“Tasne tribe” (Guerrero and Soriano de Guerrero 1969:200). The Guerreros recount that
this land was surveyed in the nineteenth century, but provide no date or size, and simply
state: “the survey measurement reached up to the existing plaza of La Libertad and
therefore was sold later [to La Libertad] with congressional authorization” (Guerrero and

38

39

See RPPJ 3788 T16F30.

This land was surveyed in 1915, and perhaps for that reason is referred to in Registry
documents as Municipal Land of Juigalpa known as “El Chayote” (a place name) or “1915.” It
was not registered until 1919, and with a somewhat uneven paper trail, seems to have been
parceled and rented through the 1950s when these plots were then sold (see chapter four and
five).
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Soriano de Guerrero 1969:200).

This would mean that most of what is today La

Libertad town was carved from or built upon Crown-granted indigenous land that was
later sold by San Pedro de Lóvago’s ladino elite to its predominantly ladino and foreign
migrant populated urban neighbor.
The Property Registry records indicate that San Pedro de Lóvago municipality
sold more than two thousand manzanas from this ejido to at least sixteen individuals.
This land was located in the comarcas situated between La Libertad town and what
became, through these sales, its southern border with San Pedro de Lóvago (this would
included the comarcas Quinuma, Rio Mico, and part of San Buenaventura/San Ramon
area). However, these parcels represent only part of the ejido. In one Property Registry
record, a farm located in Cosmatillo, a comarca situated southwest of town toward the
border with Juigalpa, includes a survey report that at one point states: “…[near] the hills
called Buen Retiro and not distant from a large mojon [property marker], which
according to what they [the witnesses of the survey] told me belongs to the land that La
Libertad municipality purchased from San Pedro de Lóvago.” 41 Additionally, a public
announcement for a land survey states clearly the land to be surveyed was part of San
Pedro’s ejidal land in La Libertad and this parcel was also located southwest of town but

40

This seems to be in keeping with a point made in chapter 2 that officials in Chontales, early in
the Independence period, were already advocating ejidal dissolution through an ethnic-racially
charged language of underutilization.
41

Here, Jeronimo Sandoval Perez gained titulo supletorio (supplementary title) for 212
manzanas, which he registered in 1940. The documents claim he held continuous possession for
more than twenty years and that the previous possessors had surveyed the land but lost (as in
misplaced) the title; as such, the establishment and possession of this farm dates to at least the late
nineteen-teens and likely much earlier; see RPPJ 3600 T66F55.
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closer than the first example, bordering a latifundio-sized farm called La Italia.

42

Moreover, a number of properties along La Libertad’s southern border with San Pedro
stretching west toward Juigalpa identify farm borders as “terreno municipal” or
municipal land thereby implying the ejidal land we are discussing. Finally, Caña de
Castilla, a comarca in La Libertad located on the southwestern border with San Pedro de
Lóvago and Juigalpa, was the site of a sale of 448 manzanas by the Catholic Church in
189643 and the eastern border of this property was “terreno municipal de San Pedro de
Lóvago.” In other words, if these examples are all referring to the same Crown-granted
ejido, then it was quite large and included all of the land south of La Libertad town
toward the border with San Pedro. The southern border stretched west toward the border
42

This is from La Gaceta (September 11, 1956, Year LX, Number 2008, page 2248). The
notification states: “To the neighbors of the ejidal lands claimed/denounced by Roberto
Barberena in La Libertad’s jurisdiction and that pertain to San Pedro de Lóvago in the department
of Chontales, situated between the Hacienda Italia belonging to the estate of Armengol Porta and
the Quinuma stream…” The Quinuma stream, at least on contemporary maps, lies southwest of
town and of the Hacienda Italia and both the farm and the stream are located to the west of the
ejidal plots sold by San Pedro that are recorded in Registry documents. Of course, this means
that La Italia, likely the largest farm in the area, was probably carved from this ejido too.
43

This land was sold to “hacendado” (implying large landowner) Carlos Borge of Juigalpa and
the record states “…this and other land belonged to the cofradia of the [Catholic] Church of
Juigalpa…” (RPPJ 1694 T6F11). Cofradias (landholding religious confraternities or lay religious
brotherhoods) date to the colonial period and refer to Catholic Church based social institutions
that were one site of Christianizing and creating a colonial labor force. Scholars have discussed
differences in colonial landino and Indigenous cofraternities and their transformations under the
emerging nineteenth century liberal order; see, for example, McCreery 1994; Newson 1987;
Romero Vargas 1988. In late-nineteenth century Granada, the privatization of ejidal land served
to undermine Indian community identity. As Wolfe points out, in this context “[s]ome have
proposed that in many areas cofradias filled this void. The cofradias took in yearly contributions
from members and usually invested them in cattle haciendas. From the profits of these ventures
they maintained the local church and put on the events of local religious festivals” (2007: 94).
Unfortunately, we have little data on these nineteenth century cofradias and their transformation
in the Granada Prefecture and some of the data we do have suggests it may not have served the
purpose just identified (Wolfe 2007:95); see also Charlip (2003:54-58) for a discussion of
cofradias in Carazo.
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with Juigalpa and its northern border stretched from the “plaza in La Libertad town” west
toward the Juigalpa border. This would include all the land just north of today’s road to
Juigalpa from town to that western border, and then all the land between this northern and
southern border.
Another way to think about this is that 20 of the 56 farms discussed above were
parcels from this ejido as per explicit reference in the Property Registry records. From
what we just described, however, at least another seventeen farms in this data were also
part of this ejido. The original ejido, therefore, was much larger than 2,000 manzanas
and was site of most of the earliest farm formation in La Libertad, which included all of
the early large estates, the three latifundio-sized farms in La Libertad for which we have
records, as well as two large, nine medium, and three small-sized farms. Focusing on the
much smaller area just south of town in/around Rio Mico and Quinuma for which we
have explicit records, the Property Registry indicates that San Pedro municipality sold at
least twenty parcels from this ejido ranging in size from eight manzanas to 179 manzanas
(see Table 3.4). Although there are two larger plots identified in Table 3.4, the original
sale by San Pedro it not provided; instead what is provided is evidence of sales by
individuals who earlier acquired plots from the ejido selling to other individuals. As is
evident in Table 3.4, some individuals acquired more than one plot, for example, Lotz
acquired two, Siles four, and Sobalvarro three plots. This suggests that those larger plots
sold by individuals likely represent the cobbling together of more than one original ejidal
parcel. Regardless, a clear pattern of concentration of landownership within this ejido is
evident in terms of multiple plot ownership by individuals and the amount of land they
amassed. This pattern is further underscored by the fact that the Argüellos purchased the
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400 manzana parcel owned by Crovetto in Table 3.4, which bordered the formers’
latifundio-sized farm (itself likely part of this ejido). Additionally, Enrique Halleslevens
was a wealthy farmer/landowner;44 Trinidad Sobalvarro was one of the founding
Sobalvarro’s in town/the municipality and of an elite landowing family; Lotz owned the
other latifundio-sized farm referred to in this paragraph and like Camilo Argüello and
Domingo Crovetto, was active in the mining economy as well.45 Finally, with one
exception, the other names speak to local ladino propertied families.
A burning question pertains directly to the “Común Indígena,” its internal
organization, and relationship to ladino municipal authorities in San Pedro de Lóvago and
La Libertad. Guerrero and Soriano de Guerrero state that the contemporary site of San
Pedro de Lóvago town (and then by extension, the municipality) was established only in
the 1860s when ladino residents of a settlement called Lovagüisca (now Santo Tomás
near Acoyapa) moved to this new location. They further narrate that the vecinos or
citizens of Lóvago held a plebiscite to vote on this new location and to solicit permission
from the Prefect to settle permanently there, permission that was approved by the
President of Nicaragua in 1864. Finally, they conclude this brief narrative by stating:
“[t]his is how the settlement of San Pedro de Lóvago appeared in the political life of the
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Lazo, citing Roberts (Los Alemanes in Nicaragua), refers to Halleslevens as a German farmer
“fortune five-hundred dollars” (1995: 58). We could add here that the Sanders brothers, of
German descent, were certainly among the local elite, owned a number of urban and rural
properties, and intermarried with other foreign immigrants as well as local/regional elites such as
the Sobalvarros.
45

It is also worth noting that Domingo Crovetto was mayor in 1904 and then again in 1925;
Isidoro Sobalvarro, brother of Trinidad Sobalvarro, was mayor in 1910 (Lazo 1995: 199-200),
and Camilo Argüello was mayor of San Pedro in the 1920s.
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Republic and with it the juridical disappearance of the secular and long suffering
indigenous community of Lóvago” (1969:204-05). Whether or not this “juridical
disappearance” was contested, why or why not, and if yes, for how long must await
future research.46 What is clear now is that the politics redefining and parceling this ejido
not only likely transformed the social organization of this Indian Community, but also
served to define La Libertad’s and San Pedro de Lóvago’s shared border. In this case,
therefore, ejidal privatization was also a mechanism for establishing municipal
jurisdiction and the territory within or over which municipal authority would be
exercised.
The other two ejidos or plots of municipal lands, in some ways quite different
from the case just explored, point to still other dimensions of these processes that alert us
to their ongoing and incomplete nature, thereby underscoring that municipal formation

46

It also begs the question of how and when the ejidal survey was conducted and at whose
expense, as well as when and with what local response congressional authority was granted to sell
at least some of the land surveyed, how many indigenous people (or what percentage of the
Community) purchased or acquired plots in this ejido, what sizes and where specifically, and
what happened regarding their possible possession/ownership over time. If is possible that at
least some of the 404 rural people missing in Niederlein’s statistics resided in this area. As noted
earlier, many, but by no means all, poor peasants residing in this area in the 1990s identified
themselves as descendents of Indians, typically doing so by noting how their mother’s or
grandmother’s were Indian (in other words, no one said “I am Indian,” but rather descended from
Indians). This includes some of the poor peasants in areas that would fall within the “wider
borders” of this ejido. With the evidence available, this example might be in line with the “death
knell” interpretations referred to earlier and seems to support Bastiaensen (1991) and Heijningen
(1994) who emphasize the intensity of anti-Indian politics and the terrateniente (or large
landlord/latifundist) bias in land privatization in Chontales noted in chapter 2. As such, this
example resembles in terms of swiftness and thoroughness the case of Diriomo explored by Dore
(2006) in which “ladinoization” occurred in an indigenous municipality very rapidly in the 1850s,
although it diverges in so far as in that case it occurred “from within.” At the same time, Gould’s
(1998) work on La Libertad’s neighbor to the north, Camoapa, should be remembered here as a
cautionary tale; in his example, a lengthy and multifaceted contestation over assimilation and
Indian Community transformation – including importantly control over land – ensued and was
not realized (i.e., breaking community and assimilation) until the 1950s; see also chapter 5.
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and land privatization were lengthy processes unfolding over time. The delays in
surveying and partitioning La Libertad’s and Juigalpa’s municipal land speak to a
tendency identified by Charlip (2003:65), namely that more ejidos were created than
partitioned or officially distributed. Certainly, a relative lack of demand for land, as she
suggests, may be one reason for this gap between municipal requests for national land
donations and actual parceling of this land by municipalities. Charlip also mentions the
difficulties associated with hiring and scheduling surveyors and if surveying and other
bureaucratic procedures were cumbersome in western Nicaragua, they would be even
more so in Chontales. However, we should also consider these requests for national land
donations as attempts to instantiate municipal authority i.e., the junta municipal derives
its authority from an array of symbolic gestures and material practices. In this sense, just
as municipal authorities exercised power via surveillance and regulation of gender and
sexuality as discussed by Dore (2006; see chapter 2), so too was power exercised through
the rituals and practices associated with ejidal transformation and the constitution of
municipal lands. Thus, asking for and receiving land symbolized local authority; at the
same time, failing to survey and register it, not to mention actually parcel it, points to the
limits of that authority.
The location of these ejidos is interesting as it further points to the formation and
limits of territorially based authority. That La Libertad’s ejidal/municipal land was
divided into three non-contiguous plots raises the simple question, why? Existing
settlement and land use patterns should be considered. Officials identified ejidal parcels
or their locations in a context of already existing land use and population patterns. A
large area around the northern edges of town was already in use and legal claims for
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mining, to the south and perhaps west of town was San Pedro’s ejido that was being
privatized, and to the far northwest Juigalpa’s ejidal land. Part of La Libertad’s
municipal land (about half) ended up in two plots just north of the mining district but not
too far west (not reaching to the Betulia area, where Juigalpa had some jurisdictional
claims and ejidal land). These plots also served to mark La Libertad’s somewhat vaguely
defined northern border. At the same time, the rest of this ejido (or about the other half)
was located near or in Fruta del Pan, which in the late-nineteenth century was site of a
large caserio (as per Niederlein 1898, see above) that also represented La Libertad’s
eastern frontier. Similarly, while Betulia may have been considered within Juigalpa’s
jurisdiction, it certainly represented a northern frontier for Juigalpa and the receipt of
national land donation for municipal land formation there points to another case of
boundary marking. In both cases, we see that these lands were not surveyed or parceled
until much later suggesting a lack of effective demand for land may have been at play
i.e., the people there were already using the land, but attempts to establish administrative
authority or reach and define jurisdiction and borders were likely central aspects of these
political processes too.
Both La Libertad and Juigalpa received donations that were rescinded then
reauthorized and redefined. Not acting (or arranging surveys) within a certain time frame
surely prompted the need for reauthorization, which is another example of the limits of
municipal authority and the unevenness of nation-state formation. But reauthorizations
were granted over time and the language used in these reauthorizations changed, thereby
indexing political change. Not only did Juigalpa’s land in Betulia and La Libertad’s land
in Fruta del Pan serve to mark the northern or eastern frontier of each municipality
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respectively, but these same locations were places with relatively large populations that
were most likely indigenous (in Betulia we know this to be true and it is most likely the
case for Fruta del Pan). The original intent articulated for Juigalpa’s ejido was to
establish Indian settlements in or around the jurisdictions of Juigalpa, Camoapa, and La
Libertad. But this vanished at a later point and was replaced with a new purpose:
financing the construction of a market and buildings (most likely in Juigalpa town). The
move from Indian community or “settling wild Indians” to building a market (or public
works) is telling as it marks a discursive suppression of Indian communities, which was a
central dynamic in the processes of assimilation and the construction of commonsensical
understandings of the Nicaraguan nation as ladino, thus, ethnically homogenous (Gould
1998).
The three cases of ejidal land in La Libertad suggest distinct dimensions of the
relationship between land privatization and municipal formation. However, there is still
more to consider here. As suggested earlier, national land claims enter into this fray as
well. National Land claims will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4, but it is
pertinent to indicate now that setting boundaries and borders was not limited to the
examples just discussed. Conflicts over competing kinds of claims also shaped the nature
of the private property revolution and municipal formation, i.e., the boundaries between
national land, municipal land, and already established private property were not obvious
and were contested. In 1906, while La Libertad’s municipal authorities were busy
meeting with lawyer Leopoldo Tablada to pursue legalization of the land that the state
donated to form its ejidos, another man, Rosalio Sequeira Mora, was also busy pursuing a

national land claim in the same area.
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The somewhat tangled and incomplete Property

Registry entry recording Sequeira’s large national land claim tied to mining interests,48
notes that objections were raised by La Libertad’s municipal authorities, which invoked
ejidal or municipal land generally and two of its three plots mentioned above particularly,
thereby signaling tensions over competing claims to land.
The survey for Sequeira’s claim, which encompassed 4,795 manzanas (far above
the legal limit for land claims at this time which was 1,000 hectares, although it appears
he was also seeking a mining concession), began on December 19, 1906.49 The piece of
the survey report that is available outlines the conflict. Surveyor Joaquin Barberena Diaz
begins the report by documenting the preliminary inspection, noting that none of the
colindantes appeared or proffered their titles, and adding that they would be informed a
second time of said survey. The report then continues with a brief description of the first
day’s work, conducted on December 20, followed by a fairly lengthy description of the
complaint brought by the mayor to Barberenas. The complaint questions the legality of
Sequeira’s claim and voices opposition to the survey in a two-fold manner. First, the
mayor claimed that the 1889 state donation of national land to La Libertad was located
within the area Sequeira was attempting to claim and therefore, La Libertad had a prior
47

See Aiyer (2004:147-158) for a discussion of this mine claim.
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See RPPJ 1632 T6 F44. The records relating to this property span a number of tomes and
years. Record five begins as an “amplification” or addendum to the first entry and provides the
details for the dispute I discuss here. It is curious to note, however, that this addendum, while
lengthy, appears to end mid-sentence and in addition to “missing information” it also lacks a
registration date as a result. This record, of course, follows record 4, which is dated January 20,
1951, that documents the dissolution of a mining company, thus, this amplification is curiously
placed, raising questions regarding why this information needed to be added fifty years later,
questions that only future research will be able to investigate.
49

See RPPJ 1632 T6F44.
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claim to the disputed land (thereby vacating Sequeira’s). The mayor then moved to his
second point noting that according to current agrarian law, municipalities and indigenous
communities had one and two years respectively to survey and mark their lands (meaning
ejidos or municipal lands). Tacitly acknowledging that they had not done so, he then
noted that current agrarian law also provided for populations (towns) that lacked ejidos
and in such cases, national land claims could not be staked within six kilometers of said
populations or settlements. Sequeira’s claim began just 200 meters outside town, fell
squarely within six kilometers of the population, and therefore, was not legally viable.
Barberena Diaz’s report contains no further mention of opposition to his survey.
However, additional points of tension are also revealed as the survey report also states:
“in addition to the colindancias (neighbors/borders) contained within the claim
document, there are other baldias and private property…whose possession will be
indicated in the final report.” As just indicated, none of the neighbors appeared for the
survey suggesting their opposition by refusing to participate. Clearly, thus, Sequeira’s
attempt to stake a claim induced competing claims – municipal and private – over land in
the same space. The Sequeira claim was registered on October 31, 1907 giving it some
legal weight. La Libertad, as noted above, surveyed and marked its ejidal lands in June,
1907. The very brief survey report for these municipal lands in the Registry entry
provides no mention of Sequeira. This entry states that the survey was approved by the
sub-delegate of hacienda in Chontales in March 1914 and La Libertad registered the three
plots in that year. Meanwhile, Sequeira registered the sale of most of his large claim to
Oroya Mining Company in February, 1912; but on September 11, 1914 changes to this
claim were recorded in which it was stated that the company and the government agreed
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in 1913 (before La Libertad registered its plots) to reduce the “earlier known zone to
1,000 hectares as is the law” and conducted a survey, which determined that there were
973 hectares.50
National land claims entailed the petitioning and approval of “supra-local”
authorities, such as departmental and national authorities, and tensions over different
claims to the same land at times pitted local authorities against regional and national
ones. In this case, at least for a time, Sequeira successfully exploited that divide and
received approval from non-local authorities.51 However, in the end, the claim size was
reduced and La Libertad surveyed, marked, and registered two portions of its municipal
lands in the area this large claim encroached upon. This underscores the point raised
earlier that identifying and establishing territorial and administrative control as well as
defining the terms that would give shape to it (i.e., ejido or municipal land, national land
claim, mining zone or claim, and their borders) were still unfolding in La Libertad in
1914 (and we will see in subsequent chapters that this process continues). The process of
establishing control in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries entailed the
redefinition of ejidal land from Indian Community land to municipal land, the expansion
of the later through state donations of national land, and the privatization of different
categories of land in the same space. Contestation over these claims, boundaries, and
borders shaped the pace and character of the private property revolution, simultaneously
paving distinct paths to its eventual achievement and the character and power of
municipal authority.
50

At this time, the identified boundaries did not mention municipal lands; rather all the
boundaries referenced or referred to known mines.
51

In this case, this includes President Zelaya (see Aiyer 2004; also note 49 above).
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Conclusion
La Libertad, town and wider municipality, emerged in the maelstrom of nationstate formation, the private property revolution, a growing world capitalist market, and
the rise of the United States as the imperialist hegemon in the region. Waves of
migration and new economic practices rooted in gold mining and farming transformed
the social landscape and built environment. Emerging municipal power structures and
class relations – both of which were shaped by gender and ethnicity – formed the crucible
for these local transformations and revolved around the interdependent interactions of a
few small-scale latifundists, most of whom were landlord-merchants, a large and
differentiated miner/small miner group with urban and rural ties, and a much larger,
stratified, and ethnically diverse group of land owners and possessors of land, some of
whom were urban based but many more of whom lived in the countryside.
Relations of exploitation, dependency, and inequality structured these
interdependent interactions. Landlords and merchants utilized a labor force both on farm
(and in the few large stores) and domestically, and domestic “help” deployed through and
beyond kin ties must have dotted the urban landscape across social classes. National
labor laws formed a basis for landowners to recruit and discipline workers and for
municipal authorities to draft labor for public works (e.g., path or road clearing and
maintenance, building construction), and these types of “forced” mobilization
undoubtedly occurred in La Libertad as well.52 The various forms of wage and coerced

52

See Charlip (2003:146-169) and Wolfe (2007:122-148).
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labor notwithstanding, the fact remains that in La Libertad petty commodity production
rooted in independent control of the means of production formed the pervasive feature of
the local political economy. In mining and farming independent, self-employed, kinbased labor, and small-scale proprietorship was the norm.53
In many ways, La Libertad’s formation resembles patterns of nineteenth century
frontier colonization in various parts of Latin America. Roseberry’s work on highland
Venezuela, for example, which spotlights a coffee producing region and thus is perhaps
more directly comparable with Nicaragua’s western highlands and northern interior,
nonetheless resonates with the situation in La Libertad. 54 In his words:
Táchira…was created by migrants from the llanos who established
small- and middle-sized farms and, until the beginning of the twentieth
century, depended primarily on family labor…Boconó, Trujillo, was built
in part on colonial foundations and in part on the migration of pioneers
into previously unsettled territory. The result in both areas was similar, in
that an independent peasantry was created. In Boconó, however, it was
formed from disparate elements: Indians on disintegrating resguardos,
white descendents of original settlers on colonial properties, which were in
the process of dissolution, and migrants from the llanos…If the coffee
economy in both Táchira and Trujillo circumvented the latifundia
structure of the rest of Venezuela and established a relatively independent
peasantry, it also facilitated the rise of a merchant class that tied local
producers to German commercial houses in Maracaibo. Like the new
peasantry, this merchant class was formed partly by the descendents of
53

Many of the small miners or their families undertook subsistence production in agriculture as
well. Some miner/processors, and occasionally small miners, hired workers at various times, but
for many wage work was a means or strategy to stay in or return to independent small mining.
Attempts to establish large-scale mining operations and to create a mining labor force only
occurred in fits and starts and were usually unsuccessful. Furthermore, the heyday of large-scale
mining and the establishment of a large workforce did not occur until the early 1940s and it, too,
was short lived (Aiyer 2004). Beyond mining, the numerous small and medium-sized farms
complicated and deepened the development of independent, family-based labor engaged in both
subsistence and commercial pursuits at low levels of productivity as a central tendency in the
municipality.
54

The case of La Libertad also resembles closely that of the rancheros of northern Mexico
described by Schryer (1980).
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colonial settlers and partly by the immigration of new settlers…
(Roseberry 1989b: 112)
La Libertad encapsulates well the patterns delineated by Roseberry. It also demonstrates
certain particularities. Merchant-landlords, for example, some of whom were Spanish
descendents (although most recently from Granada, such as the Argüello family) and
others who were foreign born (such as the Porta family), had clear ties to mining and
linked La Libertad to Granada via social/kin ties, trade networks, and mercantile activity.
At the same time, alongside the many small and medium-sized farms relatively smallscale latifundios and some large holdings dotted the landscape. At least in part, these
tenure arrangements were born from transformations worked upon Indian Communities
and the colonial institution of communal land or ejidos. It remains unclear what
happened to this indigenous community (i.e., the “San Pedro community”) and it is
possible that an internal peasantry (e.g., via forms of tenancy) was formed on some of the
larger estates in this transformed ejido. It is clear, however, that alongside the larger
properties, an independent peasantry was formed; and what is indisputable is that based
on ownership or possession, and fueled by national and local social change and
immigration, that peasantry expanded over time. Indeed the development of a large
number of registered small- and medium-sized farms – amidst many more unregistered
ones – is striking and resembles the process whereby peasants became “precipitates of
capitalism” as outlined by Roseberry.
Analyzing the question of the formation of La Libertad’s peasantry – broadly
defined – requires attention not only to the conditions of landed status but also the
politics shaping and giving meaning to that status. Thus, following Roseberry’s
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argument further, we need to situate the making of places like La Libertad and the social
subjects who forged that making in the context of the linked but not reducible
developments of global capitalism and nation-state formation. As chapter 2 argued, state
formation depended upon, was carried out, and ultimately achieved through local power
structures or what I am calling “municipal formation.” Municipal authority, embedded in
and shaping local class relations, encountered and conditioned the private property
revolution and new state-based regulatory practices that generated the regional
specificities outlined in chapters 2 and 3. Over time the meanings, identities, and
practices associated with ejidal land and Indian Community were transformed through
processes that were informed by municipal formation as increasingly class stratified but
ladino inflected sites of authority and power. During the nineteenth century two or three
distinct designations were used to describe potentially different forms of communal land
holdings in Nicaragua: ejidos, tierras comunales, terreno municipal – or ejidal land,
communal land, and municipal land (e.g., Burns 1991:132; Charlip 2003:118; Romero
Vargas 1988:92-93; Wolfe 2007:91-93). But by the end of the century distinctions
between/among them had eroded.55 What emerged instead was the singular idea that
communal land was municipal land, which not only was owned by the municipality (and
its ladino power structure) but also constituted private property with transferable rights of
access and improvements. This deepening of the privatization of land ownership
provided one of the crucial avenues through which Indian communities were transformed
and in many areas ultimately suppressed (Charlip 2003:51-54; Dore 2006; Wolfe
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Scholars are still exploring exactly when and how this occurred (Wolfe 2007:91-93).
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2007:91-106).

56

It was the uneven and in many areas contested unfolding of these

processes at the local level that in fact made “national level” changes.
La Libertad’s developmental path highlights at once convergences and
divergences with other locales and regions. Although land tenure and the social relations
shaping it continued to change within the western departments of the Granada Prefecture
in the first three decades of the twentieth century, land privatization was largely achieved
there by the turn of that century. The material examined for La Libertad points to
ongoing and unfinished dynamics as not all land was privatized by the early-twentieth
century, municipal authority over its ejidal or municipal lands was not evident, and ejidal
partition was only formally and thoroughly carried out in one of the ejidal plots, the San
Pedro ejido. Furthermore, in La Libertad ejidal land privatization (here again referencing
the specific case of the San Pedro ejido) was clearly a key site of landlord/latifundist
control and therefore, differs from ejidal privatization in western Nicaragua that became
the domain of minfundio, small, and medium-scale ownership, which in turn was
encouraged by local authorities and large landowners there who were actively seeking to
form a low paid local seasonal work force. Additionally, there were no signs in La
Libertad that land privatization fomented independent female land ownership as it did in
those coffee zones. As suggested above, these are likely tell-tale signs of a cattle
dynamic at work; as Charlip (2005:44) notes, ejidal land privatization in cattle zones in
Carazo was characterized by extensive landholdings.
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I intentionally use the lower case in community here to signal changes experienced by Indian
communities with and without prior colonial legal recognition. The changing meanings and
practices associated with forms of communal land were linked to other institutions and sources of
identity too; for example, as Gould remarks from his study of Boaco and Camaopa “…linguistic
and political confusion among the terms “citizen,” “municipality,” and “indigenous community”
became particularly salient in the inter-ethnic conflicts of the 1890s and early 1900s” (1998:77).
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The partitioning and sales of ejidal land, the concentration of ownership
evidenced in one of them that was privatized and explored in this chapter (i.e., the San
Pedro ejido), and contestation over different kinds of claims to the same land (i.e., the
national land-mine claim) contributed, materially and symbolically, to the remapping of
municipal and social boundaries. As elsewhere, this process was as much about ejido and
indigenous community transformation as it was about defining the new ladino
municipality, its territory, and administrative reach. However, unlike western Nicaragua
where municipal and departmental boundaries were more or less set by the early
twentieth century, La Libertad’s borders shifted over time and at various moments in the
twentieth century were sites of prolonged conflict.57 This stemmed not only from the
ways even relatively short distances were actually quite far within La Libertad (due to the
lack of roads and the mountainous and forested terrain), but also from dynamics rooted in
the social networks of land owners. Like most municipalities in Nicaragua, La Libertad
was built around an “urban center” and rural hinterland in which many urban residents
57

To summarize from our discussion above, in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries La
Libertad’s eastern border reached well past Santo Domingo town to the rural district Fruta del
Pan, in or near which one of La Libertad’s ejidal parcels was located. However, in 1913 Santo
Domingo became a municipality and lacking a paper trail, it is unclear whether La Libertad
municipality attempted to administer this land after the new border was drawn. Nonetheless, La
Libertad’s eastern border moved much closer to town – located about mid-way between La
Libertad and Santo Domingo towns. On the other side, La Libertad’s western border with
Juigalpa was somewhat vague. The rural district Betulia was, at least in some documents,
identified as within the jurisdiction of Juigalpa (although this would change later) and the latter
obtained ejidal land in the comarcas north of it – or what was or would become La Libertad’s
northwestern comarcas. In this case, Juigalpa continued to administer this land well after the
border was established (in fact, into the 1960s) even though it ended up clearly within La
Libertad. La Libertad’s southern border was more or less set in the late nineteenth century
(although border issues between these two municipalities flared momentarily in the 1990s), but
this entailed sale and redefinition of the San Pedro ejido upon which La Libertad town itself was
(already or pre-sale) constructed. Finally, its northern border was vaguely defined; as just
indicated, Juigalpa had municipal lands in the northwestern areas and as we will see in the next
chapter, La Libertad’s administrative reach seemed to extend to the Carquita region but not
beyond (e.g., not further north or northeast).
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also owned and worked farms and some farm owners resided in larger towns or cities.
Thus, the “strength” of these town “centers” was mitigated by certain outward forces that
were magnified in the case of La Libertad. Like elsewhere, some individuals with
primary residence outside the municipality (say in Juigalpa or Granada) owned farms in
La Libertad. But in La Libertad, some owners who lived on their farms had closer ties to
other towns and cities than to La Libertad. La Libertad’s western border region, for
example, developed (and to this day demonstrates) much closer social ties to Juigalpa
than to La Libertad as many large and latifundio-sized landowners with farms in this zone
live in Juigalpa on the one hand, and many rural residents traveled (and today still travel)
directly to Juigalpa to use notaries or lawyers, conduct business, mobilize patronage ties,
and so forth in lieu of doing so in La Libertad town (which, due to a lack of
infrastructure, is further away). Moreover, many of the landowners with farms directly
south of town maintained closer ties to San Pedro municipality than La Libertad (in fact,
one of the largest owners was mayor of San Pedro in the 1920s). And, as we will see in
chapter 5, La Libertad’s northern border, shaped through disputes with Camoapa, became
a zone where many of the landowners and rural residents there maintained closer ties to
Camoapa town than La Libertad. That is, to the extent that municipalities have been –
however erroneously – thought of as a kind of social container, the developmental
trajectory of La Libertad has always called this into question, at times to the great dismay
of municipal authorities there.
It was, then, within this matrix of shifting boundaries and municipal authority that
in the latter half of the nineteenth century the privatization of landholding in La Libertad
began and gained momentum. That “revolution” in property relations enabled small
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groups of latifundists and some large owners with properties in different areas within the
municipality to consolidate their landholdings and local power. In significant cases their
economic, political, and cultural ties lay closer to the urban centers of Juigalpa or San
Pedro than to La Libertad, which at once complicated and served to underpin the ongoing
contestations over municipal boundaries and authority, processes we will explore in more
depth in the following two chapters. But alongside these developments of larger landed
property and municipal influence, the specificities of the land privatization process in La
Libertad formed the terrain for another prominent trend: the concomitant consolidation
of an independent and relatively autonomous landowning or land possessing peasantry.
In the decades that followed, that peasantry, with holdings of varying size, not only
carried out subsistence production on the land, but increasingly drove commercial growth
as well.
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Table 3.1.

Number of Farms and Farm Area in La Libertad by Size, 1905
Number
Farms

Percent
Farms

Number
Manzanas

Percent
Manzanas

Minifundio (1-9.99)

3

5

21

0

Small (10-49.99)

13

23

403

4

Medium (50-199.99)

25

45

2534

27

Large (200-499.99)

12

21

3130

34

Latifundio (500+)

3

5

3175

34

Total

56

100

9263

100

Table 3.2.

Number of Farm Owners and Area Owned in La Libertad by Size, 1905
Number
Owners

Male

Female

Percent
Owners

Number
Farms

Number
Manzanas

Percent
Manzanas

Mini (1-9.99)
Small (10-49.99)
Medium (50-199.99)
Large (200-499.99)
Latifundia (500+)

1
9
25
12
6

1
7
20
11
6

0
2
5
1
0

2
17
47
23
11

1
7
22
18
8

9
229
2080
2831
4113

0
3
22
31
44

Total

53

45

8

100

56

9,262

100
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Table 3.3.

Selected Population Statistics and Administrative Divisions for Chontales, 1898
Population
Urban

National
Chontales

Rural

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

175,734

42

247,465

58

423,199

6,337

16

34,050

84

40,387

Political-Adminstrative Divisions and Population
Urban

Valles

Caserios

Total Pop.

Cities
Boaco

2,796

Juigalpa

2,000

4

6

5,364

Acoyapa

800

2

12

2,380

La Libertad

741

1

7

3,162

18

14,000

Villas/Towns
Camoapa

580

12

2,129

Comalapa

440

9

2,732

Villages/Pueblos
El Castillo

211

San Carlos

459

3

739

San Jose

500

13

1,939

San Lorenzo

370

18

3,312

San Miguelito

390

2

595

San Pedro de Lovago

327

16

1,824

Santo Tomas

125

7

2,000

7

1

La Libertad
Town/city

La Libertad

741

Valley

Sto. Domingo

229

Principal Caserios

Fruta del Pan

1000

Other Caserios

Caña de Castilla

218

Carca

140

Carquita

111

Cosmatillo

120

El Zapote

199

Valley attributed to Juigalpa

Betulia

912

Caserio attributed to Juigalpa

San Marcos

461

Source: Niederlein (1898: 30-41)
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Table 3.4.

San Pedro de Lóvago Ejidal Land Sales in La Libertad, by Recipient*
Recipient

Year

Sold by

Size

Alvarado, Valentin
Arguello, Camilo, Fernando, and
Jose Candelario

1902

Durietz

30

1923

San Pedro Municipality

160

Crovetto, Domingo

1911

Jose Maria Mairena

400

Fonseca, Irenea

1910

Fonseca and Arostegui

200

Galves, Dolores

1904

San Pedro Municipality

100

San Pedro Municipality

129

Halleslevns, Enrique
Leiva, Vicente

1888

San Pedro Municipality

8

Lotz, Jose Miguel

1880

San Pedro Municipality

64

Lotz, Jose Miguel

1888

San Pedro Municipality

64

Mena, Marcelino

1891

San Pedro Municipality

16

Prado, Ramon

1905

San Pedro Municipality

117

Sanders, Alberto Teodoro

1908

San Pedro Municipality

179

Sanders, Guillermo

54

Siles, Jose Leon

140

Siles, Jose Leon

13

Siles, Jose Leon

140

Siles, Jose Leon

1937

San Pedro Municipality

32

Sobalvarro, Trinidad

1905

San Pedro Municipality

86

Sobalvarro, Trinidad

1905

San Pedro Municipality

56

San Pedro Municipality

32

Sobalvarro, Trinidad
Total
Source: compiled from RPPJ
* blank records indicate data unavailable

2020
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CHAPTER 4
THE SEMICOLONIAL SITUATION: LAND PRIVATIZATION, RURAL CLASS
FORMATION, AND PRIMITIVE ACCUMULATION IN LA LIBERTAD

U.S. imperial rule (narrowly construed from 1912 to 1933) and the semicolonial
political economy it structured blocked infrastructure and productive force development,
intensified merchant capital and usury relations,1 and reoriented Nicaraguan trade to the
United States; it also weakened (some) landlord power, fostered the expansion of a
landed peasantry and small and medium-sized proprietorship, and influenced political
processes that led to the formal abolition of forced labor regimes (e.g., Aiyer 2004,
Charlip 2004, Dore 2006, Gobat 2005, Wolfe 2007). Contrary to older interpretations
that argued economic stagnation was the hallmark of U.S. intervention, local commercial
and agroepxort production in coffee and other crops expanded through the 1920s,
outpacing the export-led growth associated with the heyday of the Liberal revolution in
the late-nineteenth century (Gobat 2005; see also Bulmer-Thomas 1987). Although
emerging capitalist relations of production were evident amidst this growing commercial
agricultural production, the dominant trend was a deepening of non-capitalist forms of
production in which the preeminence of merchant capitalist forms of accumulation
intersected with landlord power (i.e., those who withstood the dilemmas of “dollar
diplomacy,” see chapter 2), the legacy of forced and debt-bonded labor, the continued
prevalence of patriarchal social and labor relations, and ongoing attempts to transform

1

These are economic practices particularly associated with elite trader/lenders many of whom
were also landowners, although there is ample evidence of merchant and money lending practices
across classes.
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and assimilate Indian Communities (Aiyer 2004; Dore 2006; Gould 1998). Political and
economic conditions that allowed peasants and small and medium-sized owners to
expand at a time when their counterparts in neighboring countries were on the defensive,
thus, generated “non-elite” dynamism but within limits (Gobat 2005). Indeed, clear signs
of class and intra-class struggle at all levels were evident.
These processes crystallized in locally and regionally specific fields of power and
developed unevenly in spatial and temporal terms. In La Libertad semicolonialism
conditioned the dramatic and interdependent expansion of small mining and merchantusurer’s capital.2 This two-pronged proliferation occurred alongside short-lived attempts
to secure large mining concessions (and, thus, build a large mining enterprise) through
speculating on and monopolizing mine claims on the one hand, and fostering some
proletarianization on the other. The reproduction of small mining under conditions of
increasing indebtedness (in which lenders did not seek to take over production directly)
and impoverishment contributed to the uneven and incomplete patterns of
proletarianization and to a “lack” of productive investment. Small miners and merchantlenders were, over time, increasingly differentiated social groups (with ample evidence of
upward and downward mobility in their ranks). But even as mine claims were
monopolized, small miners retained control over the means of production and the
production process. Small mining, thus, remained the dominant trend and Aiyer (2004)
argues it is best understood as a case of involution. As he summarizes:
By [involution], I do not mean a retreat to pre-modern relationships nor
just a simple holding on to what existed…The involution refers to the
proliferation, expansion, and deepening of mercantile and credit/usury
2

This paragraph is based on Aiyer (2004:78-187).
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relationships, in terms of what Goldenweiser called “elaboration” and
“ornateness” (Geertz 1963:81-82). It had no particular developmentalist
path, not stagnation to be sure, but neither was it headed in any particular
direction despite the presence of capitalist tendencies. It indicates instead
the continued articulation of non-capitalist forms of production with a
“backward” national capitalism and a global capitalist economy. The
situation did not continue forever, but [in this period] allowed small
mining to reproduce itself. (2004:145-46)
In other words, the proliferation of small mining and expansion of merchant/usury
relations and forms of accumulation developed through the intensification of preexisting
social relations shaping within a social space without transforming the social relations or
forces of production operating in that space.
The development of agrarian social relations in La Libertad manifested
contradictory trends. In this period, land privatization (set in motion earlier) continued
and gained momentum. Small and medium-sized holdings expanded in absolute and
relative terms. At the same time, primitive accumulation and dispossession through
national land claim staking was evident. Following wider trends, class and intra-class
struggles were notable dynamics. However, unlike departments in western Nicaragua,
such as Granada, where a noteworthy “democratization” of land tenure (Gobat 2005)
occurred within a socio-physical space that was already extensively privatized and
without an expansive frontier (or the possibility of bringing new land into farming), in La
Libertad land privatization was incomplete and its frontier was large. The dynamic
expansion of private property relations in the semicolonial period at once fostered the
proliferation of a relatively autonomous landed peasantry and new concentrations of
power (i.e., national land claimants) and axes of differentiation (such as between
possessors and registered owners of land). This contradiction pushed populations to clear
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land for settlement and farming in the vast forested interior or frontier regions of this and
neighboring municipalities, although these populations remained outside the boundaries
of (systematic) state surveillance and reach in this period (i.e., they were not counted in
the census, they did not register their land in the Property Registry). Nevertheless,
municipal border disputes that erupted later in this period and the increased utilization of
the Property Registry (both of which developed within the social space identified as La
Libertad’s first frontier, see chapter 3 and below) were signs that local and supra-local
modalities of state reach and regulation were also expanding and municipal formation
remained an ongoing project throughout the semicolonial period.
As with small mining, then, the development of agrarian social relations in this
period reflected an intensification of patterns set in motion earlier, generated
contradictions, and evidenced no salient “developmental direction,” i.e., the rural
economy did not stagnate nor did it “transition to capitalism.” But unlike small mining,
the intensification of land privatization and the reproduction and expansion of a landed
peasantry rested on a simultaneous “elaboration and ornateness” of social relations within
one social space and a movement into new socio-physical spaces. To explore these
developments, this chapter is organized in three broad sections. In the first section,
border disputes and municipal authority efforts to consolidate control and reach over La
Libertad’s western border, the Betulia region, are detailed. In this section rural
population and settlement patterns are explored through the examination of two state
based knowledges – the census and Property Registry records. Building on this
contextualization, the second section analyzes patterns of land tenure and paths to land
legalization. This section spotlights the expansion of small and medium-sized land
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owners. It also describes patterns of inequality rooted in land ownership and the ways
distinct kinds of ownership or access, i.e., the differences between full legal owners and
possessors of land, adds another layer to processes of social differentiation. The final
section examines a countervailing tend, larger farm and owner formation, through
analysis of the process and implications of staking national land claims and privatizing or
closing transit routes. Following Gould (1998), national land claims are conceptualized
as a form of primitive accumulation as are processes shaping the privatization of transit
routes.

Setting the Scene: People, Place, and Control over Space
If land privatization and municipal formation were processes still in their
formative stages at the beginning of the semicolonial period, then by the end of this
period what I call La Libertad’s first frontier was more thoroughly (if still not fully)
consolidated and the making (or settling) of a new frontier was already set in motion.
The processes conditioning the consolidation of this first frontier began in the nineteenth
century and intensified under semicolonialism. In this section, patterns reflecting a more
thorough consolidation of this first frontier are discussed by examining municipal
boundary disputes, population patterns, and farm registration.
La Libertad’s southern border with San Pedro de Lóvago, as discussed in chapter
3, was defined in the late-nineteenth century via privatization and sale of ejidal land. Its
eastern border was located past Santo Domingo town around the caserío Fruta del Pan;
but in 1913 Santo Domingo received municipal status and La Libertad’s eastern border
was relocated much closer to town (drawn about midway between La Libertad and Santo
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Domingo towns, meaning to the east of the former and west of the latter). Census and
Property Registry documents indicate that Carquita formed La Libertad’s northern
boundary through the 1930s as defined through population counting and farm
registration. Juigalpa’s ejidal land in La Libertad, also discussed in chapter 3, was
located to the west of Carquita but stretched further north and it is unclear via
examination of census place names if the people living there were counted and if so, to
which municipality the population was attributed.3 However, there is no doubt this area
was populated and was site of important local and intra-regional transit routes (see
below). While there must have been populations living in areas northwest, north, and
northeast of Carquita that both these state knowledge sources miss,4 it is clear that in
terms of regulatory reach and practice, Carquita – perhaps broadly defined – constituted
the northern boundary of municipal authority, and the western to northwestern boundary,
precisely in the area of the ejidal land just mentioned, was site of inter-municipal conflict.

3

This ejidal land was located near Betulia, and Betulia and surrounding comarcas are at times
referred to as “in the mountains of Murra” or simply Murra. The 1920 National Census indicates
that Betuleo (sic) was a caserio belonging to Juigalpa and a caserio named Murra appears for both
Juigalpa and Camoapa in this census, although population per caserio is not provided (Nicaragua:
Dirección General de Estadística 1920:93, 97).
4

In this period and subsequently, populations moved south from Camoapa and north from La
Libertad towns (meaning the vicinity of town) on the one hand, and east or northeast of these
areas on the other (for discussion of population movements in Camoapa, see Gould 1998). This
means that at least some of the area in between these towns would be inhabited in the 1920s like
Amores del Sol, Parlamento, and Quisuara. The census does mention the caserio Murra as
belonging to Camoapa – and that might cover some of this area just mentioned (see note 3
above). The lack of registered farms in this area coupled with the lacunae in census data make it
difficult with current evidence to establish the timing of the settlement of the frontier or border
area (i.e., comarcas like Amores del Sol, Quisaura, and others) between Camoapa and La
Libertad.
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Border Disputes: Demarcating Space
In the 1920s, Camoapa, Comalapa, Juigalpa, and La Libertad struggled over their
borders. In August 1928, Dr. Manuel Sierra, a prominent lawyer representing Camoapa,
wrote to the jefe politico (highest departmental authority) of Chontales requesting an
arbitration hearing to settle disagreements over jurisdictional boundaries between
Camoapa and its southern neighbor Comalapa. Comalapa initially refused but eventually
submitted to the arbitration process, which in turn was a lengthy one. It was not until
January 21, 1931 that the final decisions of the arbitration hearing were rendered
requiring among other things that a third arbitrator be named to break the impasse of the
first two. Shortly thereafter, the various municipal and departmental authorities were
informed of the decision that, perhaps ironically, favored Comalapa and by March 1931
the municipal authorities of Camoapa were busy protesting the results of the very process
they set in motion. These protests resulted in at least two Supreme Court cases (July 5,
1933 and March 23, 1934) that maintained the status quo thereby (temporarily at least,
see chapter 5) thwarting Camoapa’s attempts to simultaneously expand and consolidate
its jurisdiction via the adjudicated demarcation of boundary lines.5
At about the same time, La Libertad also engaged the arbitration process and
appeared before the Supreme Court, in this case initiating and winning a legal dispute
rooted in contested borders with its southern and western neighbor, Juigalpa. The area in
question was Betulia. The 1920 census included Betuleo (sic) as a caserío belonging to
Juigalpa (as did Niederlein’s 1898 summary of national statistics, see chapter 3) and a
5

See Boletín Judicial de la Gaceta, Corte Suprema de Justicia, vol. 494, July 31, 1933, page
8296 and vol. 503, March 31, 1934 page 8551.
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number of farms located in “the mountains of Betulia” with registrations dating to this
time claim their jurisdiction to be Juigalpa, not La Libertad. While this highlights that
Betulia was considered by at least some state officials and property owners to fall within
Juigalpa’s jurisdiction, it is also clear that other municipal officials and property owners –
namely those in La Libertad – contested this. Thus by 1934, La Libertad requested
arbitration to fix the placement of the boundary line.
As in the case with Camoapa versus Comalapa, the arbitrators appointed by
Juigalpa and La Libertad disagreed; as a result, a third arbitrator was named to break the
impasse and the results sent to the jefe politico to be approved and enforced.6 The results
of this arbitration favored La Libertad’s jurisdictional claims and the jefe politico of
Chontales agreed and approved this decision. Depending on perspective, Betulia was
given or returned to La Libertad.7 The authorities in Juigalpa subsequently contested the
decision via the local district court system requesting and winning an injunction (on April
12, 1934) against the jefe politico that revoked his authority to administer decisions
related to the municipal boundary dispute. However, it appears that the jefe politico
6

See Boletín Judicial de la Gaceta, Corte Suprema de Justicia, vol. 499, July 3, 1934, page 8689;
Archivo Nacional de Nicaragua (hereafter AN): fondo presidencial, secretaria privada, alcaldias
de Chontales, caja 259, June 8, 1934, “extraordinary session #9, june 7 1934’; and caja 271 (no
trabajados), telegram from President Sacasa to J.M. Estrada, mayor La Libertad, October 30,
1934, and letter from J.M. Estrada to President Sacasa, October 19, 1934.
7

It seems both sides wanted Betulia “returned.” In a document listing the resolutions of
Juigalpa’s junta local (municipal council) in “the extradorinary session #9, in the city of Juigalpa,
June 7, 1934,” it was agreed that the mayor (Sr. Villanueva) and the sindico (municipal trustee,
Sr. Figueroa) would advocate before the executive branch that the jurisdictional limits between
Juigalpa and La Libertad stay as they were before La Libertad began these legal proceedings.
And in a letter to President Sacasa dated October 19, 1934, the mayor of La Libertad, J.M.
Estrada wrote that the final Supreme Court rulings came down in favor of La Libertad, thereby
“returning the caserío of Betulia and its lands” to la Libertad (emphasis added); see, AN: fondo
presidencial, secretaria privada, alcaldias de Chontales, caja 259 and 271 (also cited in note 6
above).
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ignored this ruling and by May 11 was still acting in his full capacities and supporting La
Libertad’s claim. Caught in an impasse, the district judge in Juigalpa sent the matter to
the Supreme Court to be resolved and reflecting just how serious this matter was to
Juigalpa’s authorities, the municipal council decided to petition the executive branch
directly for redress on this issue. In the meantime, La Libertad’s municipal council hired
Dr. Manuel Sierra to defend its case before the Supreme Court. Sierra did so by making
a legal argument in support of the jefe politico and the administrative powers invested in
his position and the court ruled in La Libertad’s favor on July 3, 1934.
The authorities in Juigalpa were, not surprisingly, unhappy with this decision.
During the same meeting in which the municipal council decided to petition the executive
directly to seek redress for what they perceived to be unfair rulings over the comarca
Betulia, it was also agreed that the municipality should seek permission from the
president to sell some of its municipal lands. Specifically, the municipal council agreed
to request permission to sell 1,200 hectares of land from a 2,946 hectare plot called “El
Chayote” or “1915” in order to pay back an overdue loan that the municipality had
incurred to build a market and for which this property served as collateral. These
municipal lands were the very same lands located north of Betulia (alternatively referred
to in different documents as in the mountains of Betulia or Murra), which were obtained
via state donation of national lands in the nineteenth century, i.e., they were the more
than four thousand manzanas of municipal lands pertaining to Juigalpa now very clearly
located in La Libertad. Juigalpa did not sell plots from this ejido until much later, but
continued to administer this land through rental agreements for many decades (for more
on these rentals and subsequent sales, see chapter 6). Whether or not tensions simmered
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between these two municipalities over the rental fees from that land, which were paid in
Juigalpa, is unknown at this time.
These border disputes are symptomatic of a culmination of processes related to
municipal formation. In the nineteenth century distinctions were drawn among villages,
towns, and cities and the juridical statuses attributed to these entities defined different
relationships to the state and surrounding communities, which shaped the administration
of taxes, labor management and mobilization, and national lands (Wolfe 2007:72, 126;
Charlip 2003: 41, see also chapter 3). As settlements grew in Chontales, the juridical
status of locales changed; as already indicated, for example, Santo Domingo belonged to
La Libertad until 1913 at which point it became a separate municipality with implications
for setting borders and administering territories. In other words, by the late semicolonial
period population growth led to the formation of “cities” with their respective
hinterlands, thus municipalities, from prior villages within other municipalities thereby
reconfiguring the municipal landscape on the one hand, and what were once vaguely
defined borders or jurisdictions came into sharper focus on the other.
It remains unclear what specifically motivated these disputes (or stated another
way, why there were disputes), but it seems likely that tensions and competition related to
access and control over populations for the purposes of elections and taxes (e.g., to fund –
among other things – municipal salaries, to organize labor mobilizations for public
works) were among the causes. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, for example,
municipal elections were highly competitive. As Gobat explains:
…elections represented the primary means through which rival patronclient networks vied for access to state power and control over an array of
public resources. This was particularly the case for municipal elections in
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the countryside, as such elections determined the distribution of political
offices key to rural wealth and power. (2005:208)
At this time, suffrage was extended to all men 21 and older, or 18 and older if married.
In the case of La Libertad, extending or consolidating jurisdiction over the (relatively
speaking) densely populated Betulia area for the purposes of fostering electoral support
was important. In a department highly associated with the Conservative party at a time
when the Liberals had returned to power nationally, La Libertad town showed a Liberal
majority;8 in fact, the mayor of La Libertad wrote to President Sacasa in October 1934,
just after the boundary dispute was resolved, excitedly noting that:
Betulia provides 600 electoral votes and even though it was earlier of a
Conservative majority, with a benevolent and attractive politics we have
been Liberalizing her [the area]. We have opened mixed schools paid by
the parents and we have been thinking about developing more rapid
communications with them by building a phone line, which would also
serve as another means for closer political ties.9
8

A letter from the jefe politico of Chontales to the President’s secretary in 1933 notes that the
Liberal Party won the last elections in La Libertad and that the local Conservatives had not
protested “Liberal behavior” in the municipality. Thus, even though there was a Liberal majority,
there was clearly a noteworthy Conservative presence too; see AN: fondo presidencial, jefatura
politica, caja 274 (1933-74), letter from Luciano Astorga to Vicente Navas, November 20, 1933.
This “lack of protest” is telling as a politics of “reigning in” Conservative caudillos and
subverting their power, particularly in rural areas, had been occurring since 1927 (Gobat 2005:
205-221). In La Libertad, it appears an investigation was carried out in August 1993 regarding
incidents beginning in 1927 and continuing through the summer of 1933. The scope of the
investigation is unclear, but the available documents suggest that the investigation had to do with
Conservative affiliated armed forces led by a local landlord, Trinidad Sobalvarro. It appears there
were concerns regarding a Conservative conspiracy to overthrow the Liberals (brewing as late as
the summer of 1933) as well as attempts to discover where the two hundred odd firearms that the
Conservative forces carried in 1927 were currently located; see AN: fondo presidencial, jefatura
politica, caja 274 (1933-1974), declarations recorded by Luciano Astoga, August 23-24, 1933.
Lazo (1995) mentions the case of General Sobalvarro noting that he was killed in 1931 by Pedro
Altamirano (one of the men fighting with Sandino) because the former had received money from
the latter for arms that were not forthcoming. For more on the men and women who fought with
Sandino and the social conditions shaping this struggle, see Schroeder (1996, 1998).
9

AN: fondo presidencial, alcaldias de Chontales (no trabajados, 1925-1944), caja 271.
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Even before the resolution of the border dispute with Juigalpa, La Libertad’s authorities
were organizing “public works” in this area. The jefe politico of Chontales, in a monthly
departmental update in 1933, summarized the following public works projects
accomplished in La Libertad: a seven kilometer abra (path) from Murra passing by
Betulia in the direction of La Libertad; a ten kilometer abra leaving Betulia toward Rio
Frio; and a 5 kilometer abra in the mountainous region intersecting with the one that
passes by Betulia (all abras were 8 meters wide).10 La Libertad’s town based authorities
clearly had an interest and a stake in the Betulia area. With the court victory and the
boundaries of La Libertad’s first frontier now more fully consolidated (if, as just
indicated, still somewhat porous in the sense that Juigalpa administered and generated
revenue form land within La Libertad), municipal authorities in La Libertad directed
attention to “problems” associated with the populations in their jurisdiction, to which we
turn as well.

Population Patterns: Controlling Space
A letter written to the President of Nicaragua by La Libertad’s mayor (just as the
border dispute was resolved) nicely reflects nation-wide dilemmas associated with U.S.
intervention while infusing them with a local or regional focus. This letter also provides
a window into elite concerns related to “controlling space” and the “problems” attributed
to the populations constructing and inhabiting this space:
11 October 1935 to Juan B. Sacasa:

10

AN: fondo presidencial, jefatura political, caja 274 (1933-73).
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As a work of progress, national good, and benefit of these distant
regions that are nonetheless among the principal ones of this country, I
politely suggest the following to you.
Interested as always in the improvement and maintenance of the
road from Puerto Diaz to this city, La Libertad, which is in bad condition
and in need of immediate repair, and in order to make these repairs, I
suggest the following idea:
In Juigalpa, there are around one hundred prisoners who give little
and are a drain on the nation, which is losing the opportunity to use this
labor force in the improvement of the road; and in order to utilize them in
an efficient way, it would be useful for you to order the national
workshops to build a portable iron jail in which 30 or more prisoners
could be lodged, then place it (the portable jail) along the highway and as
the work of repair goes on the jail is moved forward, always under the
vigilance of guards/or soldiers.
As a crushing machine and leveler would be needed, because
without them the work would be deficient, a dynamo for illuminating the
jail could be attached to the motor, which would give greater security to
the prisoners, and to avoid more expenses, rock crushing could be done at
night to obtain the force (energy) for lighting the jail. With this small
expense, the monthly rent that the government gives, and the small
amount that is collected in the road tax, a permanent crew could be
maintained, one that could also facilitate the transport of materials that are
used by the mine companies and could stimulate agriculture and cattle
ranching.
There is another positive outcome that I suggest to you: in this
locality, there are more than 150,000 hectares of national lands not
privately owned in which there exist hundreds of farms; and in the
majority farmers (finqueros) cultivate only to eat, and whenever they need
kerosene, salt or other things of great necessity, they husk some corn and
bring it to sell to the population (town). Their bank is the store of corn or
beans, and much of the time they spend without anything to do, dedicating
themselves to party where they get drunk and murder; these people live
only to live and don’t give any utility to nation or the patria, an obligation
of every good citizen. And the way to get them to produce and work is by
making a change: instead of an inspector of hacienda that does not give
any results, name an inspector of agronomy to two or three young people
that graduate from the school of agriculture. These inspectors could carry
out a work and farm census, organize and plan what the workers or
farmers should plant, give them the seeds and teach them to cultivate
these, and require that every neighborhood have mixed schools paid by
parents, each paying about 25 or 40 cents monthly.
By naming this inspector, we would achieve literacy and put in
activity a region that produces little, but one that is capable not only of
filling the markets of these populations, but also those of Central America,
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and this would give us products for train rides and customs duties, export
and import…
By suggesting this project to you, I can very well imagine a great
locomotive with many cars watering these fertile mountains in smoke…
Jose Maria Estrada.11
This letter indexes elite anxiety regarding land and labor, the dilemmas of blocked
infrastructural development (and hopes for is improvement), and the current limitations
(but potential for progress) embodied in a key local industry: agriculture.
If we read behind the lines of the mayor’s letter, it is clear that he was thinking
and perhaps anxious about a number of key issues: relative scarcity and difficulty in
securing and controlling labor; sources and uses of taxation; use and ownership of land,
productive patterns, and the links between these and formal education,
civilization/progress, and proper citizenship. His depiction of national lands as a problem
characterized by the hundreds of farmers who are “on them” but improperly using or
underutilizing them is noteworthy, as is the reference to subsistence-oriented, drunk and
murderous farmers. With these words we see a class inflected racialization of the
countryside clearly developed. While the area in national lands mentioned by the mayor
is much larger than La Libertad, it is quite accurate that large portions of its territory
remained outside the bounds of full private ownership in this period. However, the
decades preceding this letter were also ones in which land privatization with all the legal
trappings along with informal forms of private use and control were actively expanding
(neither acknowledged nor distinguished in this letter) as were forms of state reach and
regulation (i.e., defining borders as just described, and the expanded use of the Property
11

AN: fondo presidencial, secretaria privada, alacaldia municipal Chontales, caja 259.
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Registry discussed below). Let us take a closer look at social situation informing Mayor
Estrada’s letter.
Within La Libertad’s first frontier, demographic growth was noteworthy if not
obvious by a first glance at census data. As discussed in chapter 3, La Libertad’s
population was 3,162 in the 1890s and the 1920 census indicates that its population was
3,595, therefore suggesting it grew only slightly. However, 1,229 individuals in the
1890s resided in what became Santo Domingo and were therefore not included in 1920 as
residents of La Libertad. Viewed in this light, the population nearly doubled.12 The 1920
census indicates that La Libertad’s caseríos or rural districts were: Babilonia, Cosmatillo,
La Carquita, Rio Mico, Zapote Occidental, and Zapote de Oriente. These were and are
key rural zones (or comarcas) surrounding La Libertad town, but since this census
predates the adjudicated boundary settlement just described, Betulia is still excluded from
this list. The 1890s data put Betulia’s population near 1,000 (although other evidence
presented in the previous chapter doubled this number) and, as just noted above, Betulia
had 600 (adult male) voters in the early 1930s confirming that its population was at least
1,000 and likely much more. By 1920, therefore, the population in La Libertad more
than doubled.
It is important to remember that the census data is likely limited and the
categories used in the census to describe or group the population are of even more
concern. As Gould explains:

12

Santo Domingo’s 1890s population, which included the “valley of Santo Domingo” (or town)
and the caserio Fruta del Pan, was calculated at 1,229 and by 1920 was 3,670 with eleven caserios
(Nicaragua. Dirección General de Estadística 1920: 109-110).
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The 1920 Nicaraguan census, for example, showed that the indigenous
population had dropped precipitously from 30-40 percent to under 4
percent between 1906 and 1920. These statistics are profoundly
misleading, however, for the census recorded no Indians (listed as
cobrizos, or “copper-colored”) in the semiurban communities of Sutiaba
and Masaya, which had highly visible indigenous populations. This
miscount did not stop there: not a single cobrizo is listed in eleven out of
the remaining thirteen Comunidades Indigenas. Finally, by omission, the
census assumed that some 30,000 to 40,000 indios bravos had become
ladinoized overnight. (1998:17)
In other words, it is entirely likely that the population was larger and the demographic
distribution more diverse or varied as well as dispersed over a wider area than captured in
the census. With these concerns and the significant population growth just described in
mind, the 1920 census suggests La Libertad was remarkably urban with 46 percent of the
population so classified, a dramatic departure from neighboring municipalities (including
Santo Domingo, which was also a mining town; see Tables 4.1-4.3). This period, as
indicated above, witnessed expansion in small mining as well as a short lived attempt to
establish a large mining company (Aiyer 2004; Lazo 1995)13 that surely contributed to
the urban numbers directly and indirectly. This urban to rural ratio would change
substantially, however, if the people residing in Betulia and Juigalpa’s ejidal land to the
north were counted as part of La Libertad’s population. The uncounted rural population
notwithstanding, La Libertad’s urban population was significant, in fact, it was nearly as
large as Juigalpa’s, the departmental capital. Additionally, the census identifies 55
“professions” or categories of primary economic activity in Chontales. Juigalpa, the
largest city in the department perhaps not surprisingly also had the largest number of

13

Los Angeles – owned by German immigrant Federico Kauffman, was said to have around 500
employees (Lazo 1995:59).
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different professions, 37 in all. La Libertad and Boaco tied for second place each with 33
professions.14 Given this economic diversity and differentiation as well as the relatively
large urban population, we cannot dismiss the level of urbanization in La Libertad.15
The economic or professional diversity documented in the census is less
remarkable when we consider that the single largest profession was oficios domesticos
(literally domestic pursuits or work, which conveys the sense of housewife, here
including 1,375 women), followed by day laborers (501), farmers (or agriculturalists,
191), and miners (145). Day laborers undoubtedly worked in the mining sector for
miner-processors, in moments for larger companies, and occasionally for small miners
and might therefore, tilt the male occupational balance decidedly in favor of mining.16
However, we cannot assume that day laborers did not work on farms too (see below).17

14

In third place was Camoapa with 23 categories identified, which was followed by Comalapa
with 17.
15

While 53 percent of the population was female and 47 percent male, 57 percent of the male
population was rural (or slightly higher than the 54 percent overall average rural population). The
three largest male categories for professions – day laborer, farmer, and miner – when
disaggregated by residence, have higher rural numbers with only the miner category reflecting the
overall rural to urban population ratio (17 percent of farmers and 34 percent of day laborers were
urban residents, both under the 46 percent urban population average; miners were about 47
percent urban). Not only were more than half of the miners documented as rural but also
“mechanic,” a profession highly associated with mining, had 12 rural residents and only 5 urban.
It seems that a good part of the mining sector, then, was conceptualized, at least in state
knowledge constructed spatial terms, as located outside town in the countryside.
16

To what extent day laborers, the unemployed, and possibly others were also mobilized for
municipal labor drafts (such as path clearing), the local criteria used to require this work, and how
this was achieved or enforced requires future research to establish.
17

The census indicates that the second largest “profession” after oficios domesticos was
“unemployed” totaling 1,083 people (30 percent of the total population), which at first glance
would suggest wide-spread proletarianization combined with joblessness. However, if we
assume that the 1,375 people classified under oficios domesticos were so classified as adult
women, then that leaves 540 females who were most likely girls (or 28 percent of the female
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After day laborers, farmer was the largest category for male professions pointing to the
significance of agricultural pursuits in the municipal economy. Additionally, given the
level of urbanization and the significance of “farmers” in these statistics, we can not
dismiss the possibility that there were important links between the farming and mining
economies; that is, despite Mayor Estrada’s lament regarding the limited productivity of
subsistence oriented producers, this urban dynamic was likely a stimulus for local
agricultural production (whether organized and distributed through commercial relations,
subsistence production and kin ties between small miners and “farmers,” or both).
Property Registry records indicate that there were 98 registered farm owners in
1920 with 85 farms, or nearly one hundred fewer farmers than the 191 documented in the
census; these numbers would grow to 162 registered farms and 160 owners by 1935 but
still fewer than the 1920 census indicates. These records clearly demonstrate a growing
body of registered farms (within the boundaries described above) and owners over time,
yet they also indicate that there were many more farms or cultivated lands (i.e., land in
agricultural use) that were not registered. That is, the census (despite its limitations)
directly indicates that there were more farmers than the Property Registry documents
indicate directly, but these same Registry documents indirectly but vividly suggest this
too. These records describe neighbors bordering the registered farms in question and

population); using that same percentage for boys would mean that they were about 470 in number
leaving 1,210 adult males. Since it appears that the entire population was classified into
professions – not disaggregated by age – then it seems safe to assume that about 1,010
unemployed people were children, meaning most of that category leaving only 73 unemployed
adults (or two percent of the entire population and three percent of the estimated adults). In other
words, the unemployed were likely few, yet it is important to consider what unemployment meant
in a context of a growing mining and agricultural economy (and “retired” was not an available
census category).
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thereby document many people on, working, possessing, owning, or claiming farms
whose names do not appear in the Registry records as owners in this period, and in many
cases do not appear subsequently either. These records, thus, highlight a feature of La
Libertad’s rural social landscape, which is the significant gap between formal and
informal ownership of land, which seems to have been a source of dismay for Mayor
Estrada. I suggest below that this “gap” constituted one tension point and axis of
differentiation among people controlling and working land.
The gap between formal and informal ownership diminishes but does not
disappear completely over the course of the twentieth century. Its prominence in this
period is tied to the relative “newness” or the incipient character of (formal) land
privatization in this region and the distinct avenues through which individuals/families
pursued land ownership. With the exception of San Pedro’s ejidal land, all of the land in
La Libertad was (legally or formally) national land. Two important “sources” of land
ownership (or strategies to acquire title) were the ejidal/municipal land parcels (that were
state donations of national lands) distributed to individuals by municipalities and national
land claims. But Nicaraguan land laws also recognized or provided for “possession,” and
allowed possessors to register, thus, legalize their ownership if they could demonstrate
ten or 25 years of continuous possession and use (marking two categories of possession
for purposes of registration called ordinary and extraordinary prescription). Titles
awarded by judges based on prescription were not “perfect titles of dominion” (Escobar
Fornos 1979), thus, theoretically did not carry the same legal weight as other titles, but
they appear to have been prevalent in La Libertad.
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The prevalence of unregistered “owners” in this period reflects temporal
dimensions of land ownership in this region; that is, we would expect that when land
privatization is in its earlier stages, fewer possessors would have accrued the ten to 25
years required to register farms. In this sense, the increased registration over time simply
reflects a “timing issue.” But the prevalence of unregistered owners also points to a
complex legal culture in which forms of “customary law” clearly regulate land access and
use too. In such a context, increased but incomplete registration of farms within the same
socio-physical space suggests new pressures on land were brewing or that strategies for
pursuing land access and state recognition of ownership (i.e., registration) were more
actively pursued (or both), which begs the question of the class relations shaping these
pressures and strategies as well as the kinds of tensions this generated (more on this
below).18 Estrada not only fails to mention that increased legalization ensued in the years
prior to his letter, but also fails to distinguish among kinds of owners (or between
possessors and owners) by lamenting that they were all just farmers underutilizing their
land, partying, and murdering. But different paths to landownership and differentiation
among “owners” were marked in these years.

Land Tenure in La Libertad, 1915 to 1935

18

To the extent that labor drafts were tied to the value of one’s property through 1923,
registration might also be indicative of attempts to avoid forced labor.
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The number of registered farms in La Libertad more than doubled from 1915 to
1935, the number of manzanas registered increased by 33 percent, and the number of
registered owners rose by 43 percent (see Tables 4.4-4.8).19 Some farms were jointly
owned by two or more people. Some individuals owned multiple farms and some of
these farms were located outside of La Libertad (but in Chontales). It is important,
however, to signal from the outset of this discussion that most of the farms and manzanas
analyzed in the remainder of this chapter were located within La Libertad (compare
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 with 4.7 and 4.8). Moreover, all of the farms in La Libertad were
located within the boundaries described above, not the comarcas (established or forming)
that were overlooked by the 1920 census takers. These farm registrations, therefore, are
evidence of growing pressures or desires to register land within the socio-physical
boundaries of La Libertad’s first frontier.
The growth in farm numbers was led by an expansion in the registration of small
and medium-sized farms in La Libertad, and the growth in farm area by the registration
of small, medium, and large farms. In terms of farm numbers, for example, nearly four
times more small farms were registered by 1935 and two times more medium than in
1915 (see table 4.4). In terms of farm area, there was more than a twofold increase in the
area in small farms (small farms grew in area by 1,155 manzanas), nearly a twofold
increase in the area in medium farms (medium farms grew in area by 3,017 manzanas),
and a decline in the area occupied by latifundio sized farms (see Table 4.5). At the same
19

This discussion does not include the municipal lands registered to Juigalpa. There is but a
scant Registry paper trail documenting how and when La Libertad partitioned its municipal lands;
if they are included herein, the records did not indicate the land in question was municipal land.
Juigalpa only slowly began recording its distribution of ejidal land in the Property Registry in the
period under review here. These ejidal lands are discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
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time, there was a noteworthy increase in the area in large farms (area in large farms grew
by 3,981 manzanas or 43 percent), an increase greater than the decline in area of
latifundio sized farms and greater than the absolute increase in area registered in medium
farms. Throughout this period, large farm area as a percentage of all registered manzanas
was greater than any other category.
In other words, the number of registered farms, the area registered, and number of
owners registering properties each increase throughout this period and small, medium,
and large farms were significant sources of that growth. We will focus on small and
medium farm and owner expansion in this section, and discuss large farms and owners
below. Before continuing, it is important to note that some land fragmentation fuels the
patterns of growth just indicated, a subject we address in the following chapter. But this
fragmentation diverged from patterns associated with the “latifundio-minifundio”
complex (in which small holdings get increasingly smaller as a few larger holdings
expand and monopolize land). Moreover, we must also emphasize that this brief
discussion of farm (as opposed to owner) registration is meant to underscore the spatial
and temporal dimensions of farm registration in La Libertad and to remind the reader that
this significant expansion in registration was, nonetheless, incomplete. Even by 1935,
there were unregistered farms within La Libertad’s first frontier. Based on subsequent
patterns of farm registration in this part of the municipality, it seems that many of the
unregistered farms conformed to the distribution of registered farms by size, which
suggests there was simply “more of the same.” However, as indicated in the previous
chapter, the noteworthy lack of minifundio-sized farms cautions against drawing
conclusions at this time regarding the number and sizes of unregistered farms.
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Land Tenure: Small and Medium Proprietorship
Looking at the distribution of owners by size (or the total amount of land
individuals have registered at one time, whether in one or multiple farms), medium-sized
owners were the most numerous followed by small, and small owners increased in
number over the course of the semicolonial period more than any other group, followed
by medium-sized owners, and then large (see Table 4.6).20 Underscoring the relative
weight of small and medium-sized owners, large owners, despite some growth in
numbers, declined as a proportion of all registered owners in this period as did latifundiosized owners. Clearly, however, owner size categories reflect an unequal distribution of
area registered/owned. Taking their already larger farms together with multiple farm
ownership (see Table 4.7),21 by the end of 1935 nearly thirty percent of owners (i.e., large
and latifundio owners) owned just over seventy percent of the land, whereas more than
20

To be clear, I remind the reader that in moving from farms to owners, we also increase the data
set; that is, the “farm information” covers only farms registered in the municipality while the
“owner information” includes farms outside La Libertad owned by individuals who
simultaneously own land within La Libertad.
21

Multiple farm ownership was evident in all owner sizes except minifundio, but it was most
prevalent among the latifundio and large-sized owners. By comparing Tables 4.5 and 4.8, we see
consistently less area registered by small and medium owners than in small and medium farms
(and less growth in the area owned by small and medium owners when compared to growth in
farm numbers), and more area registered by large and latifundio owners than in large and
latifundio sized-farms (as well as more growth in their total registered manzanas). That is, while
4,132 more manzanas were registered in small and medium farms, small and medium owners
expanded their holdings by only 3,356 manzanas. Likewise, 2,735 more manzanas were
registered in large and latifundio-sized farms (representing expansion in area in large farms and
contraction in area in latifundio sized farms), but large and latifundio-sized owners registered
5,167 more manzanas over the course of this period. Finally, five farms were latifundio-sized in
1935 but latifundio-sized owners registered 21 farms; similarly there were 30 large farms, but
large owners owned 45 farms (see Tables 4.4 and 4.7). Owners with multiple farms rarely owned
contiguous plots in this period.
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two-thirds of the owners (i.e., small and medium) owned only about thirty percent of the
registered land (see Tables 4.6 and 4.8). This is not to suggest that large and latifundio
owners on the one hand, and small and medium on the other must (always) be paired or
that they represent strata within two distinct classes (see chapter 1 and below); rather it is
simply to highlight that both large and latifundio-sized owners registered more land than
their weight in numbers (e.g., large owners represented 24 percent of owners with 43
percent of the land, and latifundio owners 11 percent of owners with 27 percent of the
land in 1935), just as small and medium owners registered less land than their weight in
numbers (e.g., 27 and 35 percent of owners respectively with 6 and 23 percent of the
land). Minfundio-sized owners grew in number, but were only seven owners by 1935.
This inequality in registered area was significant. At the same time, so too was
the expansion in the number of small and medium-sized registered owners as well as
another less dramatic but noteworthy trend: the combined area of large and latifundiosized owners’ land as a percentage of registered land decreased relatively (and the area
owned by latifundio owners fairly dramatically) at the same time that the area registered
by small and medium owners expanded (i.e., large and latifundio sized owners registered
70 percent of the land in 1935, down from 77 in 1915, while small and medium owners
registered 29 percent by period end, up from 23 percent, see Table 4.8). Underscoring
this trend, small owners registered more farms than any other group pointing to a certain
“surge” in small-scale registration in this period that should not go overlooked (see
Tables 4.6-4.7).
Gobat (2005) found a weakening of landlord power and “democratization” of land
tenure relations in Granada through the 1920s (as discussed in chapter 2) and the surge in
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small-scale ownership in La Libertad shares similarities with the situation in Granada.
When Gobat analyzes land tenure relations and change, he employs different size
categories depending on land use. That is, he uses different size distributions depending
on crop as follows:
…medium-scale producers cultivated fifty to five hundred manzanas in basic
grains; fifteen to sixty-five in coffee; fifty to two hundred in sugar; or two
hundred to one thousand in livestock. Small-scale producers grew less than the
amount corresponding to medium-scale ones, and large-scale producers more.
(2005:166)
Building on the work of scholars of Central America such as Baumeister (1998), Paige
(1997), and Samper (1994), Gobat reminds us that combining land size and crop type in
analysis of land tenure “…is critical if we use land to differentiate the class position of
agricultural producers, for one manzana (1.7 acres) of a lucrative cash crop, such as
coffee, generates far more income than a manzana of a basic foodstuff like corn”
(2005:166) and land use and cropping patterns shape labor needs as well (e.g., the labor
needs for cattle are far less than for coffee, the labor needs of the latter vary seasonally,
and so forth).22 Unfortunately, such a well rounded set of data (land size, crop, and labor)
is not always available. Gobat was able to combine annual hacienda surveys (data
collection for taxes) and Granada’s Property Registry to explore the uneven changes to
land tenure by size of property and crop in Granada. I did not uncover data from
hacienda surveys, only 50 farm registration records offered details regarding land use,
and these were often vague or specified potential, not actual, use. As a result, it is
impossible based on these records to determine what and how much these farms in La
22

For detailed discussion of labor needs and costs for coffee, sugar cane, cacao, bananas, and
corn in Carazo, see Charlip (2003:100-08).
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Libertad produced or to sort the land data by size and crop to compare change over time
more directly with Gobat’s findings. Nevertheless, these records do suggest a range of
use patterns from coffee, cacao, and sugar cane, to corn, plantains, beans, fruit trees, and
planted and wild pasture (with many, many references to forests), and conversations with
locals confirm this. Of those records with descriptions, 80 percent pointed to diverse
agricultural pursuits while only 18 percent appeared to be farms that were cattle ranching
exclusive (or only mentioned pasture in the farm description). Finally, those records with
farm descriptions included small, medium, large, and latifundio-sized farms (per the size
categories I used above), although all of the latifundio farms contained some farm
description.
Land use was quite diverse in this time period, however, it is a useful exercise to
analyze the Registry data from the point of view of the “cattle” and “cereal” categories
employed by Gobat (i.e., from the size distribution he uses for cattle farms, and corn or
basic foodstuff producing farms). Chontales, as discussed in chapters 1 and 2, was and is
associated with cattle ranching and the comarcas located south, southwest, and west of
town – while hilly and in places mountainous, also have large plains, valleys, and gentle
slopes that are quite ideal for ranching. It is likely that when Gobat refers to “the glowing
reports” (2005:153) regarding the relative prosperity of the cattle economy in the 1920s
central plains of Chontales, production from this very region informed – at least in part –
said reports. Moreover, simply from conversations with rural dwellers in this area (in
comarcas such as Llano Largo, Cosmatillo, Quinuma, San Francisco del Gamalote, and
Betulia), it appears that cattle has always been significant and many even indicated that

farms in these zones were always and only dedicated to cattle.
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At the same time, there

is and likely was a great deal of basic grains production. In addition to Mayor Estrada’s
reference to the many farmers whose “bank is their store of corn and beans” (see above),
Liberteños (urban residents) spoke in animated ways about the “tons of corn, beans,
plantains and other items” that used to come to town from the outlying “mountains” (e.g.,
they would say, “they came down all the way from Comalapa, Camoapa, and all of these
mountains here with their goods”).24 While their emphasis typically drifted to the 1940s
mining boom, many indicated that an abundance of food had once came from nearby
(whereas in the 1990s, most food came to stores in town via Managua from other
locations including abroad). We briefly explore these important crops, cattle and basic
grains, in order to gain a comparative sense of La Libertad’s land tenure and rural
economy via comparison with Gobat’s findings for Granada.
Treating all of the registered farms/owners as dedicated to cattle, the dominance
and also significant expansion of the small rancher category is evident (see Tables 4.94.11). Small owners registered they registered more farms than the other groups and
increasingly so over the course of this period. They registered less land overall than
medium or large owners (for example, by 1935 they registered only 29 percent of the
23

It is, however, probably more accurate to say predominantly dedicated to cattle as there is
historical evidence pointing to agricultural farms in this area, including at least two large coffee
farms, and basic grains production and plantain patches were evident in the 1990s with no reason
to believe this was a new trend. In chapter 6 I argue there was a conversion to cattle in the more
interior/northern regions of the municipality (although basic grains and food production
continued), but the evidence suggests for this “lower region” of La Libertad that cattle (mixed
with some agriculture) was the key “crop” since the late-nineteenth century.
24

Aiyer provides similar descriptions, although his examples go beyond food and local
production to include handicrafts, tools, clothes and imported luxury items such as cashmere and
cigars from Granada and abroad (2004:101-103).
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land while representing 71 percent of owners), but they did register categorically more
new land area than either group in this period too (3,398 manzanas versus about 2,654 for
medium and 2,523 for large). This expansion – or surge – in farms and area registered by
small ranchers is obvious and significant. If we also consider the medium-sized group,
then we see that they declined as a proportion of all owners, farms owned, and area
owned relative to other groups yet at the same time, remained a significant presence and
did expand their numbers and area registered somewhat. Taking these two together, La
Libertad would appear to be nearly completely a small and medium-sized ranching area.
Moreover, of the few large owners, three jointly owned their farm and lived in Granada
in 1915 (one of whom came to own the entire farm in the early 1920s upon the death of
the other two) and the remaining four large owners were father and sons (one of whom,
after inheriting with his brothers, acquired more land but in Santo Domingo not La
Libertad); thus, even the limited expansion in area of large farms/farmer ownership does
not point to an expansion within that strata or class.
Using Gobat’s categories for cereals/basic grains, the predominance of small and
medium-scale owners is evident (see Tables 4.12-4.14), but in this case small owners
grow slightly more than others (and expand in percentage of owners while the others
drop) while medium owners gain numbers and by far expand the most in area registered
(7,454 more manzanas are registered by medium owners, while there is little change in
latifundio registered area and only 1,036 manzanas are added to small owners’ registered
area). Small owners do expand the number and relative weight of their farms, but
medium owners register more farms with much more area. In other words, the possibility
of a significant expansion in small-scale ranching or significant expansion in medium-
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sized basic grains production become evident through this exercise; the land tenure
pattern would be one in which small and medium-scale landowner-producers
predominate and grow in numbers and area owned under semicolonialism. However,
with grains the comparison with Gobat’s analysis is most “stretched” as no latifundiosized registered owner was mainly a grains producer and at least some of the medium and
small producers used their land for grains and other crops too.
Cattle and grains production have different labor needs, but both require far less
labor than crops like coffee. This means that small and medium-scale ranchers could
easily meet their labor needs with family labor as cold small-scale grain producers.
Medium-size grain producers would likely vary in their ability to meet labor needs with
family labor. There is the presence of other crops, however, that entail more intensive
use of a labor force that complicates the picture painted here. Unfortunately, our access
to data on these crops is quite limited. While there is some reference to coffee, few
Registry records clarify how many farms actually planted coffee trees (i.e., many of the
records with reference to coffee say “appropriate for” coffee) or the number of trees
planted or manzanas dedicated to coffee were not specified. I found only one reference
to a 386 manzana farm planted with 15,000 coffee trees in 1913. Liberteños remember a
farm nearer town than the one just mentioned that was a coffee and cattle farm until the
1960s (at which time it converted to cattle only), although I do not know how many trees
were planted or manzanas in coffee production.25 Similarly, there are copious references
to sugar cane, but little to no mention of how many manzanas were planted in cane. With
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This, though, is the farm La Italia that was likely the largest farm in La Libertad at this time.
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respect to sugar cane, people in town talked about how “dulce” (unrefined sugar or
molasses rich blocks of sugar) was a staple coming from “the mountains” during the
mining boom years of the late 1930s and 1940s. Similarly, rural residents in Carquita
and Pijivalle talk about how “in the old days” there was “lots of sugar” and many
combined a small cattle herd or pig raising with basic grains and sugar cane production
before leaving sugar behind and switching more fully to cattle in the 1950s and 1960s.
Signs of the wealth cane production generated are still there in the few larger houses that
dot the landscape in Carquita and vague memories regarding the use of an “outside” labor
force, described as Indian/Sumo or made up of migrants “coming down from Camoapa,”
linger. It is worth noting that these impressive houses and the labor force their owners
mobilized took place on (by my usage) medium-sized farms, thereby exemplifying the
difficulty associated with efforts to deduce class relations from land tenure without crop
and labor data.
Both crops (coffee and sugar) have demanding but seasonally varied labor needs
and it is likely that some of the 501 day laborers noted in the census, among others,
worked in these crops. In La Libertad and neighboring municipalities, coffee and sugar
cane merit more attention but must await future research. But, the discussion thus far
suggests that regardless of the size categories employed, small and medium farms and
owners expanded in this period, in fact “surged.”26 As we just learned, the link between

26

There are still other landowner size comparisons to be made. As discussed in chapter 1, Horton
(1998), who studied Quilalí, a cattle and coffee producing municipality in the northern interior,
uses the following categories: poor peasants (0 to 9 manzanas), middle peasants (10 to 199),
finqueros or a combination of rich peasants and small landlords or a medium sized-bourgeoisie
(200 to 999), and large owners or terratenientes (1,000 or more). Based on registered ownership
and using Horton’s categories, La Libertad would have been predominantly middle peasant
representing 67 percent of owners, with 26 percent finqueros, 4 percent poor peasants, and 3
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landowning size and class status is not direct; that is, some medium-sized owners were
wealthy and mobilized a non-kin based labor force while others worked only with family
labor. However, it is likely that the latter was more widespread than the former – labor
scarcity invoked in the literature is symptomatic of this, the prevalence of so many small
and medium-farms, often sites of “subsistence” production, likely the source. In fact the
surge in small-scale ownership, the sizeable medium-sized owner group, and a context
dominated by cattle and basic grains production, surely informed Mayor Estrada’s
concerns but not on his terms, i.e., because farmers are, as he implied, lazy. Rather, this
expanding group of registered small and medium-sized owners likely troubled efforts by
larger owners, landlords, and municipal authorities to “capture” a labor force as many
were already successfully occupied. At the same time, large owners registered more area
than other owners in this period (discussed below) on the one hand, and there were many
unregistered “owners” on the other. It is also likely, therefore, that this expansion in
registered ownership was symptomatic of both class and intra-class struggles (discussed
more below).

Paths to Land Privatization and Legalization
The overwhelming majority of registered land owners in La Libertad in this
period were men, although male ownership dropped from 91 percent of owners in 1915
to 79 percent in 1935 (see table 4.15). We do, however, have to take this seeming change

percent terratenientes; but finqueros registered 54 percent of the land, middle peasants 29 percent,
and terratenientes 17 percent.
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with a grain of salt. At least one small, seven medium, and one large or nine female
owners registered ownership jointly with other family members (representing more than
twenty-five percent of the largest number of female owners for this period).
Furthermore, most of these female owners appear for the first time in this data as heirs of
property or as buyers of property clearly purchased from family members. In fact, these
“intra-family” sales to women are most likely examples of pre-inheritance, heirs dividing
an estate, or male family members shifting property to female members to avoid debt
problems than examples of women active in a land market as such.27 If we look at all
farm transactions (since many of these farms change hands overtime, break-up, or join
together), there were 244 males and 54 females acquiring land (82 versus 12 percent);
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For examples of registry records that record shifts in ownership due to inheritance for two of
the four years explored in this paragraph, see RPPJ: 167 T1 F224 (eight heirs, four female), 228
T2 F66 (one female heir), 280 T73 F296 (three heirs, one female), 2703 T0 F79 and 3666 T17
F101 (one and the same female heir for both), 3384 T12 F11 (six heirs, three receive this
property, one is female), 3516 T14 F231 (two female heirs); 3548 T18 F154 (one female heir),
4078 T22 F75 (one female heir, but note male sibling also inherits but separately in 407 T22
F77), 4110 T22 F129 (on female heir), 4188 T22 F269 (one female heir). For examples of “intrafamily” sales that may be a kind of pre-inheritance or heirs dividing an estate, see RPPJ: 16 T1
F260 and 17 T1 F262 where Trinidad Sobalvarro sells to Felipa Fonseca de Sobalvarro; 3479 T14
F191 where Florencio Jiron sells pieces of his farm separately to Pedro Jiron, Leonara Jiron,
Ermelina Jiron de Caliston, Encarnacion Jiron de Lazo, David Jiron, Francisco Jiron, and Juan
Eusebia Jiron de Miranda registered between 1925 and 1935; 2290 8 F156; 3479 T14 F191 where
Isidoro Sobalvarro sells to Berta Arostegui de Sobalvarro; 2023 where Adrian Gomez Tablada
donates to Maria Antonia Mejia de Gomez; 2653 where Domingo Crovetto donates to Berta
Blandino Crovetto and her four brothers. Finally for sales to women including debt related
transfers of ownership see RPPJ: 372 T2 F229 where Leopoldo Castrillo sells to Eleonara
Fernandez de Montiel 212 manzanas; 3619 T17 F25 Edmundo Morales sells 429 manzanas to
Natalia Solis de Cruz (although it must be mentioned that Morales purchased this in a “forced
sale” from Solis de Cruz’s husband); and 5241 T34 F284 where Rodolfo Fichner sells 15
manzanas to Manuela Gutierrez just months after facing debt issues, and she in turn sells it to
Maria Molinares de Fichner. Thus even with these three sales, at least two suggest a strong
“intra-family” dynamic at play.
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and there were 264 males and 96 females disposing of land (73 versus 27 percent).

28

Clearly, women were present in La Libertad’s property dynamic and many were enjoying
rights in parental property, but they were also disposing of – or relinquishing their legal
ties to – the land as well. In La Libertad, the overwhelming conclusion to be drawn is
that in this period, as earlier, female ownership was tied to kinship and inheritance,
property ownership was gendered masculine, and the relative decline in male ownership
is a reflection of inter-generational dynamics (timing of death) and not one of shifting
gender dynamics in direct ownership or participation in land markets.
Whereas women seemed to only appear in these Registry records via inheritance
and men appear to be independent actors in the land market, it is important to point out
that men, too, inherited and this was clearly a very important source of land acquisition
for them. About seventeen percent of all transactions explicitly involved inheritance
involving at least forty farms. There are three patterns worth noting. In the first instance,
unlike the women who inherited but sold or transferred their property rights to other men,
often family members, the men tended to keep the land. Secondly, tracking inheritance
presents clear tensions between keeping land intact and pressure to divide equally among
heirs. Registry documents show that in many cases siblings who co-inherit also remain
co-owners of a farm (or farms) for many years, sometimes decades; in other cases, they
each receive a separate share of the property (i.e., specific number of manzanas) and
register them in their own name, at times selling pieces (although this often means to
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Both sets – acquiring and disposing of land – included males, females and “other,” which refer
to businesses or corporate entities as well as estates lacking details on the members of the same
(which in turn would likely include women).
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other siblings) at times retaining ownership for many years; and in still other cases they
remain joint owners for a few years, then individual ownership of one or more pieces of
the property is registered.29
Thirdly, inheritance can be a source of tension and conflict, especially in those
cases where “legitimate” and “illegitimate” children inherit. When this is documented
we see stark differences between the two in terms of what is bequeathed. One case, for
example, documents an estate of nearly 2,000 manzanas and describes not only the land,
but also livestock, equipment, houses, and so forth. The six legitimate children received
the lion’s share of this estate, while the six illegitimate children were bequeathed ten
cows, a bull, ox carts, and a little cash.30 According to the 1920 census, 12 percent of the
population was married and four percent widowed, the remaining 84 percent was single
(although this includes children too), and 44 percent of La Libertad’s population was
illegitimate. Thus, many children were considered “illegitimate,” although within this
designation there were and are different “kinds” of illegitimacy with different social
implications (e.g., unmarried parents who raise their children together, single-mothers, or
second or third “families” of a married man). We can imagine based on the estate
example just described, however, what this might mean for the “illegitimate” children of
those with much less land, cattle, or equipment. Nonetheless, illegitimacy informs
naming practices, i.e., in many cases “illegitimate” children assume mother’s last name
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The point, though, is that these ownership and registration practices do not tell us directly how
the property is used in kin terms (e.g., just because the property remains jointly owned does not
necessarily mean, say, that brothers work as a team, and just because a property is divided in the
registry does not mean it is in practice).
30

See RPPJ 183 T102 F16.
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and this means that there may be many intra-family sales or transfers between related
men recorded in the Registry that are not obvious due to these naming practices. This
suggests that an even deeper or wider kin connection among men shapes land acquisition
over time than is obvious from Registry records.
Some land fragmentation, only part of which was related to estate divisions in this
period, did occur in La Libertad throughout the first half of the twentieth century, which
we will discuss in the following chapter. However, the lack of significant land
fragmentation over time strongly suggests that the tensions inherent in estate divisions
were mitigated by other forces or strategies. One entailed ongoing farm formation
through frontier development, discussed more in chapters 5 and 6. Another returns us to
women. Exploring the data we have for female owners indicates they acquired and
disposed of land through inheritance and intra-family sales, but looking closely at these
records also indicates that class specific gender relations also mitigated widespread land
fragmentation. Elite women were those most likely to inherit and retain farms; they
therefore contributed to marital property via the parental property they brought to or
received while married and helped build an estate for their own children. Although this
may have contributed to farm fragmentation – even downward mobility – in some
families, elites typically intermarried thereby (re)establishing or maintaining the landed
basis of their class. “Middling sector women,” from families with smaller land bases,
most often “sold” their shares to male siblings (or close male relatives) reflecting the
ways gender inequality may serve to mitigate the class inequality that partitions would
generate over time. Thus, ownership size, gender, and kin relations informed paths to
landownership and formed important axes of differentiation among registered land
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owners. However, another axis of differentiation revolved around registration itself (i.e.,
registered versus unregistered “owners”) to which we now turn.
There were various paths to land ownership and legalization, as noted above, such
as ejidal land privatization, staking national land claims, establishing rights of possession,
and registering inheritance. Analyzing first entries for farms registered in this period
shows three broad patterns: transacting private property, using the legal system to obtain
the necessary documentation to register properties, and pursuing national land claims.
About forty-four percent of first time entries fell into the first category, which represents
already existing and legalized farms.31 The second category, about 28 percent of first
time farm registrations, points to already existing farms in a process of legalization based
on rights of possession; achieving the ability to register possession, as explained above,
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“Transactions of private property” is a kind of catch-all category that can be subdivided into
three groups. The first includes properties that provide no detail regarding prior registration or
any reference to the legal system or legal documentation. These examples simply record property
transactions (sale, inheritance) from one person to another and provide very little detail and do
not allow us to speculate on how the farm was acquired, when, or on what kind of land (ejidal,
national) privatization was realized. The second subgroup, like the first, makes no reference to
prior registration, but unlike the first provides detail on the properties that appear to be copied
from land titles or even other registry entries. Many of these examples actually combine various
rural (and sometimes urban) properties under one number, as if summarizing a number of
different titles or registry entries. The third includes farms that have some kind of registry
antecedent – they were clearly fully legalized private property and reference this in the records I
am exploring here. These in turn include two major variations in my data: a) transactions of
property (i.e., sales, inheritance) in which the property’s previous registry history is noted as one
established in the pre-modern registry (with the year of the book noted); and b) transactions of
property previously registered under a different property number in the modern registry (that I did
not obtain), or the transaction in question is the first that I recorded under a given property
number but not the first record under that number (meaning I simply did not find the first or
second registry entry but said records refer to its existence). In other words, the second and third
cases clearly represent farms with a legal history of some sort; the first subset is murky but
clearly the Registrar treated the farms as ones with legal title.
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required ten or 25 years of demonstrable possession.

32

The third group, national land

claims, also represents a process of farm legalization albeit via different legal channels
than the former and at times clearly involving land already worked by others. When the
first entry records inheritance, the entry reflects securing rights of possession; inheritance
recorded after establishing a first registry entry is a private property transaction. More
small and medium farms were registered via securing rights of possession and more large
farms through staking national land claims in this period (and transactions of private
property included all sizes). Similarly, Registry entries documenting inheritance of larger
estates were “private transactions” (or not the first entry), whereas registered inheritance
for small and medium-sized farms were most often first entries.
Staking a national land claim, as Charlip (2003) explains, was cumbersome and as
a result claim making tended to involve larger properties and individuals who had or were
able to harness the means (economic and political resources) to engage this process. This
32

In these examples, use of the legal system was expressed in the following ways: a) referencing
documents before a named lawyer or notary drawn up on some date prior to registration; b) using
the court system to collect unpaid debts or unfulfilled promissory notes, called “forced sales,”
which required that a judge declare that sale of property to fulfill these obligations and said ruling
allowed the possessor to “open” a registry entry for the property; c) using the court system to
declare heirs of a property that was not registered, and with said ruling open a registry entry; and
finally, d) using the court system to acquire titulo supletorio or supplementary title awarded by
judges that can then be used to register property transactions. Supplementary titles were based in
the legal categories ordinary and extraordinary prescription requiring proof of 10 or 25 years of
“peaceful and uninterrupted possession” to establish firmer private property rights in said land,
i.e., to gain the ability to register said property; I suspect the other categories (i.e., forced sales
and so forth) did as well although “prescription” was not made explicit in these entries.
Regardless, some of the registry records in this sample are dated clearly at the tenth or 25th year;
that is, the entry might begin with “on a particular date before a particular notary” with the date
preceding by ten or 25 years the date of registration. Others, seem to register far later and a few
seem to register before the tenth or 25th year (raising interesting questions about the politics of
registration). Many of the first time entries noted in the paragraph above (private property
transactions) may have used one of these methods to establish ownership too (or a national land
claim) and the major difference in this set is that these legal steps are noted or referred to in some
manner.
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might explain, in part, why relatively few people pursued claims in this period. Securing
rights of possession in order to register properties required recourse to a notary, layer, or
judge and entailed some fees and travel (especially for rural residents). Although less
onerous than national land claims, these requirements surely conditioned the still limited
recourse to formal legalization among many rural “landowners” in this period. This does
underscore, however, the significance of those who did register, and as suggested earlier,
points to new pressures and desires to register and as well as to sources of class and intraclass struggle.
In La Libertad, Property Registry records indicate that 32 claims encompassing
8,750 manzanas were registered by 1935 (and seven more were registered later) and most
were large farms.33 The records detailing these claims vary considerably in terms of the
kind and amount of information provided, but include some combination of the
following: original claim date, size of original claim, date of claim approval for
subsequent procedures (like survey) or provisional title, fees paid, name of claimant’s
financial sponsor, date surveyor appointed or survey conducted, date survey report
approved, verbatim details from or summaries of the survey report, or the kind of
improvements made on the land. The very existence of this range of detail alerts us to the
various steps and procedures claim making entailed and points to the lengthy nature of
this process.
Claim making, as discussed in chapters 2 and 3, could be an extremely time
consuming and bureaucratic procedure with multiple expected and unexpected delays and
33

Of all the claims, 20 were large farms, 13 were medium (and here, nine were over one hundred
manzanas in size), three were latifundio sized, and three were small (see table 4.13 and the
section on primitive accumulation below).
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obstacles. The cases of La Libertad and Juigalpa municipalities, which were both granted
donations of national lands in the 1880s, were discussed in chapter 3. Neither
municipality acted upon these donations, i.e., they only pursued the claim open to them,
until much later, during the first two decades of the twentieth century. Leaving aside
unexplained delays in beginning the process of fully legalizing a claim, once in pursuit
delays occurred as well. In the case of La Libertad the process began at least as early as
1906, the land was surveyed in 1907, but due to unfinished legal disputes with at least
one other claimant in the area, the survey was not approved and the property was not
registered until 1914. Similarly, Juigalpa’s municipal lands in La Libertad were not
surveyed until 1915 (although it remains unclear when the survey was first requested)
and then not registered until 1919. Individuals pursuing claims also faced a lengthy
process too; in fact, it appears fairly typical that this process took seven or more years
and it is worth noting that Charlip (2003:61-62), who found claim staking in Carazo to be
a lengthy process, suggested that a case that took four years was unusually long, meaning
the process was even lengthier in La Libertad. From one record we learn that a claim
made by Daniel Lopez and Fulgencio Rivas, for example, was surveyed in 1919, the
survey was approved in 1923 and submitted to the Jefe Politico of Chontales, and
provisional title was granted in 1926; thus, just part of this process took seven years.34
In addition to the typical length of this process, untimely delays could make the
process last even longer. Some delays resulted from a claimant’s inability to meet all of
the requirements as the process unfolded or from ceding claim rights to another. A claim
34

This example is from RPPJ 5341 T36 F1; see also RPPJ 5256 T35 F31, 5578 T38 F67, and
5579 T38 F72.
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initiated in 1918 by Ignacio Martinez received authorization to proceed in 1919 and was
surveyed in 1923. Then, the rights he established were ceded/sold to another man in
1927. This man received title in 1929 and registered the property in 1930.35 In this
example, the claim process took about twelve years from start to finish.36 Again, as
Charlip (2003) found, the transfer of rights lengthened the process as this transfer entailed
more paperwork and approvals, but the time frame in La Libertad was much longer than
in western Nicaragua. Of course, failing to conduct the survey when scheduled also
slowed the process, as was the case for Domingo Alvarez Jaime. His claim, begun in
1920, was scheduled for survey in 1925 but this was canceled and as a result, the property
was not surveyed until 1928.37 Finally, disputes slowed the process as well, at times
clearly leading to delays in surveying just mentioned and extending the over length of
this process.38
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See RPPJ 5993 T43 F215.
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I do not know how frequently claimants ceded rights to national land claims before completion,
nor do I know what kind of “market” in claims may have existed, but future research should
attempt to investigate this more thoroughly. It is likely that Ignacio Martinez is the same man
who registers ownership of 75 mnz in 1914 in an area near the western border with Juigalpa. If it
is the same man, he died sometime prior to 1929; his wife and underage children were declared
heirs and sold this property claim in February 1929 (see RPPJ 3415 T12 F49).
37

38

RPPJ 7247 T47F252.

The claim in question borders one or two properties registered to Adolfo Cruz and Natalia Solis
de Cruz respectively, who were married. Cruz’s property was a national land claim for 441
manzanas made around the same time as Alvarez’s, but unfortunately no survey report is
provided. Solis de Cruz’s property was the result of a “forced sale” of 429 manzanas from her
husband to a third party, who in turn sold to Solis de Cruz. As noted in the Alvarez claim
records, opposition to his claim borders was made in writing at some point by the Cruz’s,
although at the time of the 1928 survey it was noted that they had desisted. Present at the 1928
survey were General Arturo Cruz (Adolfo’s brother) and Dionisio and Manuel Morales (who I
suspect are Morales Cruz, relatives of the disputants and large landowners based in Juigalpa)
suggesting the claim boundary issues were serious business; see RPPJ 5111 T33 F122 and 3619
T17 F25.
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These national land claim records clearly indicate that in La Libertad many claims
were filed and in some phase of documented activity but never reached the stage of
registration in the Property Registry (at least not as a specified national land claim); that
is, many records contain reference to claimants that only appear in these records as
neighbors to other registered claimants or landowners. This is not unique to claims; with
other properties one can document many more neighbors of farms than registered farm
owners (as discussed in chapter 3 and above) and this continues with the records analyzed
through 1935 and beyond. The very act of registering a property added another layer of
differentiation among owners as power relations establishing distinct rights in, definitions
of, and access to land in the same space shaped hierarchies among land owner-users. We
shall explore this in more detail below.

Enclosures: National Land Claims and Primitive Accumulation
In addition to the expansion of small and medium sized-owners, processes
associated with primitive accumulation achieved through national land claim staking
were also at play in La Libertad in this period. The available documents do not allow us
the ascertain the level of overt violence this provoked (see Gould 1998 for other interior
regions), but what transpired in La Libertad did entail legally sanctioned expropriation
and dispossession that therefore reflects structural violence. National land claims fueled
the ongoing private property revolution in La Libertad, contributed to large owner
formation amidst dispossession, generated intra-class tensions among various strata of
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possessors of land and landowners, and hastened the movement of individuals and
communities to the new frontier (what the literature refers to as the old agrarian frontier).
The category “national land” can be conceptualized as a regime of truth, one that
simultaneously enables “seeing” land as unutilized, underutilized, or improperly utilized
and fosters behavior such as claiming/titling for agricultural (often agroexport) pursuits to
rectify this (i.e., to discipline; see, for example, Sawyer 2004: 41). The interchangeable
use of the terms “national lands” and terreno baldío (or tierra baldía) in Registry
documents and every day speech invokes a range of meanings from simply untitled land
to uncultivated, unappropriated, or wasted land (and baldío can also be used to mean idle,
lazy, or to suggest vagrancy) that in turn facilitates particular ways of conceptualizing
and acting on the land, i.e., possessors are conceptualized as a kind of improper or underutilizer of land, whereas claimants are conceptualized as proper subjects who will fully
harness the productive potential of the land, thus they are more entitled to the land. It is
telling that Mayor Estrada’s letter suggests dismay over the lack of formal ownership of
national lands at the same time that claim numbers were increasing in La Libertad.
Like elsewhere in Nicaragua, claims in La Libertad were made in complicated
social geographies in which various kinds of claims and rights to resources spatially
overlapped. The difficulties entailed in distinguishing national lands from ejidal or
municipal land on one hand, and then distinguishing the boundaries between national
land claims as well as between these and already existing private property on the other
hand, were numerous and commonplace in Nicaragua from the inception of the private
property revolution in the nineteenth century and continued apace in the twentieth
century in places like La Libertad. We are already familiar with one case, discussed in
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chapter 3, in which Sequeira Mora’s land and mine claim unsettled La Libertad’s
municipal authorities leading them to formulate arguments to contest said claim by
invoking extant laws regarding ejidos. Furthermore, as discussed above, delays in the
claim process occurred at times precisely because individuals were competing over
contiguous and at times overlapping spaces (see Alvarez and Cruz claims in note 38
above). Claims made in the vicinity of other claims, thus, provoked disputes over the
boundaries of each and signaled a politics of privatization with various tension points
between and among: claimants, claimants and already titled owners, claimants and
possessors, municipal authorities and departmental authorities, and the latter in relation to
owners, claimants, and possessors. In other words, this difficulty in distinguishing
private property from municipal and national lands (and in La Libertad we must add mine
claims as well) was not simply a mapping issue, or technical, bureaucratic or procedural
issue, but reflected tensions and contradictions embodied in changing class and property
relations.

National Land Claims: Kicking People Out
Most claims (20 of 39) were for large farms and national land claims were a
significant source of large farm and large owner formation in La Libertad (see table 4.16
for this discussion of national land claims). Thirteen claims were for medium sized
farms, but eight of these were above average in size for this group, thus, “larger” medium
sized farms. There were three latifundio sized claims, but two were relatively small; that
is, they were each 500 manzanas in size or small for that category (in fact on the dividing
line with large farms and more like large claims as a result), one of which was claimed

jointly by two people.
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Thus, these latifundio claims and eight of the 13 medium sized

claims were more similar to large farms thereby contributing to and further highlighting
the leading dynamic suggested here: national land claims were a key source of large
farm formation.
Although all of the national land claimants were men, social differentiation
among them was evident. The amount of land claimed by individuals varied as did
claimants’ overall property ownership and success with the claim and other properties.
Most claimants only appear in Registry records as owners of one farm – the national land
claim they were staking; that is, most of the claimants only registered this claim and did
not appear to have additional farms. However, a few claimants did register more than
one farm and by cobbling together the evidence from Registry records, it is clear that
latifundio sized-owners engaged the claim making process too. Additionally, a few of
the medium and large owner claimants were a bit “larger” in terms of total area owned
than the size of their claim alone suggests.40 Looking at claimants’ total registered
ownership, there were three small, 12 medium, 23 large, and eight latifundio-sized
owners. Those claimants with multiple farms clearly could not live on all of them at one
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RPPJ 5341 T36 F1 and 5579 T38 F72.

Adolfo Cruz, a regional elite and latifundio-sized owner, received a large claim (441
manzanas) in process from 1912-1925 and owned (at least) four additional small and medium
sized properties totally 128 manzanas in Juigalpa and La Libertad in this same time period. Large
owner-claimant Juan Marcos García owned at least three other farms, two small and one medium
farm in Juigalpa and Comalapa. Medium owner-claimants Julian Sequeira and Ricardo Lazo also
owned at least one other small farm in Juigalpa and San Pedro de Lóvago respectively. Some
claimants owned multiple farms in La Libertad: Pedro Rivas Otero, who pursued a medium sized
national land claim, earlier jointly claimed or purchased four hundred manzanas with Domingo
Crovetto to whom he later sold his share. Juan Mairena Sobalvarro, in addition to his large
national land claim, owned three medium and two small farms in La Libertad.
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time, thus, an absentee dynamic is obvious, which given the population growth described
earlier, adds a layer to the land pressures brewing in this first frontier in this period.
Moreover, at least twenty-one of the 46 claimants were not residents of La Libertad when
they registered their claims. In other words, some owners moved seasonally among
farms, others were urban based whether owner of one or multiple farms (thus always
“visiting” their farms), and still others lived on their claim. This, together with our
discussion of the claim process as a realm of the relatively wealthy above, means that
claimants appear to represent or hail from (primarily) regional and local elite, urban
based, families on the one hand, and rich peasant or small landlord rural families on the
other. The following examples explore claim making further especially the making of
large farms/owners at the expense of others; that is, this acquisition was organized around
“kicking people out.”
Claims were made in social geographies already inhabited and worked by people.
The Registry records for these claims, as previously indicated, varied substantially in the
detail provided. As also indicated, one required step in the claim process included
documenting improvements to the land, such as the construction of dwellings, corrals,
and fences, or cleared or planted fields, planted pasture, and other agricultural works.
And it is worth remembering, before we proceed, that much of the area in this first
frontier was densely forested at this time, meaning that felling forest was needed to clear
or create fields. Thirteen cases provided details from original claim or the survey report
that make it very clear that the land in question was not simply “virgin” or unutilized
land. Some records indicate that the claimant himself was working the land for some
time, creating farm land or pastures out of forest. More often, however, the work of non-
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claimants was mentioned. Ignacio Martinez’s claim, for example, states that “this land
was worked by Felicito Pérez about ten years ago”41 and Fernando López’s claim states
that “for more than twelve years there have been agricultural works here, in the present
those of Mr. Benjamin García.”42 And while there are examples of non-claimants and
claimants working within the same area, such as Felipe Lumbi’s case that mentions “in
said land there are works and a house of Pablo Gomez, Fernando Lopez, Benjamin
García, and the claimant,” 43 what these records show is that the land being claimed was
in many cases already inhabited and worked by non-claimants. Moreover, these records
reveals this dynamic most clearly for the claims unfolding from 1918 through the 1920s
(or the heyday of semicolonialism), most of which were claims made near Betulia or the
western and northwestern comarcas, i.e., the site of the border dispute (discussed above),
near Juigalpa’s ejidal land, and a (relatively) densely populated rural area in La Libertad.
The limited literature on Chontales and the agricultural frontier in Nicaragua
posits that farming was carved out of “mountain” or forest and propertied and relatively
well off “farmers” achieved their position by using “peasants” to fell forest, plant basic
grains for a few years, and repeat (i.e., either making them shift to a new area and fell
more forest and plant new land or by “simply” taking advantage of the dynamics of
swidden agriculture). Thus these “farmers” used “peasant” labor and their own relative
social power to claim this land – and receive title and register it – ultimately for their own
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RPPJ 5993 T43 F214, which becomes Leonardo Zeledón’s claim by the time the process is
completed.
42

RPPJ 5578 T38F67.

43

RPPJ 5579 T38F72.
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private patterns of production and accumulation. What this means in the case of La
Libertad is that claimants used the “land improvements” (at times taking several years to
accomplish) made by peasants possessing or working land to fulfill a key requirement
for receiving the claim and thereby establishing private property rights in a particular
farm. Three examples from property records illustrate this pattern. Eulogio Gudiel’s
claim states that “within these borders Misters Gregorio Gaitan, Sotero Calero, Fermin
Amador, and Calixto Pérez possess [and have] some little patches of plantain, houses
made from paja (straw), some cereals,” and it is further noted that they are named in the
public announcement of the claim in case they want to oppose.44 In Daniel López and
Fulgencio Rivas’ claim we see “there are current possessors Hilario Avilés, Cipriano
Sequeira, Juan Pablo Fernandez, and Estanislao Obregon all of whom have agricultural
works and a small straw ranchito (hut),” and later in the survey report it states that the
land is “covered with sugar cane, coffee, plantains, planted pasture, corn, beans, tubers,
fruit trees, rastrojos, and forest.”45 Finally, Zenon Amador’s claim simply says (in an
ominous and patronizing way) “there are no works, labors, or cultivations of any kind,
only a Sr. Mairena whose first name he (the claimant) cannot remember who has a little
straw hut and a few plantain plants.”46 In all three cases (and others as well), the
“possessors” appear as brief asides in the establishment of private property rights by
claimants, i.e. the latter trumps the former in rights making, but it was the labor of the

44

RPPJ 5516 T37 F184; there is no evidence that they or other possessors named in these
documents protested; there is evidence of disputes among claimants.
45

RPPJ 5341 T36 F1.

46

RPPJ 5199 T34 F121.
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possessors (i.e., in contributing to the establishment of improvements) that enabled the
claim to go forward.
It is not clear from these records what actually happened to the “possessors.” To
the extent that claims were granted, fees paid, title extended, and the property registered,
they lost any rights of possession they could harness to contest privatization or to assert
their own attempts to privatize that same land for themselves. It is entirely possible that
at least some possessors remained on that land but dispossessed of property rights were
“reduced” to a kind of internal peasantry (e.g., paid workers of some sort or tenants). It is
likely that some moved on to clear or work other land (again for others) in a sense
responding to or “benefiting” from – as the case may be – claimants’ needs for clearings
and agricultural works to establish and maintain their claims while allowing the
“workers” to provide for themselves in some form. Still others became registered
landowners. This process, therefore, points to emerging and contradictory tendencies
toward proletarianization, peasantization, and finquero (farmer or small landlord)
formation. In places like La Libertad, tensions this might generate were “worked out” to
an important degree by or through the migration to the agrarian frontier that allowed for
ongoing “peasantization” to develop, but it was the dispossession embedded in national
land claim staking that fueled, at least in part, movements to that frontier.
Possessors were a diverse group who had to navigate the pressures emanating not
only from national land claimants, but each other as well. Adela Durietz widow of
Laguna, for example, took Jorge Usaga Lotz to court accusing him of entering her
property, removing fence posts that existed for more than twenty years, and erecting
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fencing in other parts of her farm.

Usaga Lotz argued that the fence was within his

property, which was more than ten years old counting the “possession” of his
predecessor.48 Both parties left something of a paper trail. In 1933, Durietz widow of
Laguna, clearly attempted to establish or solidify legal control over this land. The first
Registry entry for this farm records a sale (whose paperwork was done in Managua in
1933 before a lawyer), in which Angel Caligaris sold 60 manzanas to Eugenio Laguna in
fulfillment of a “promesa de venta” (promissory note) with no indication of how
Caligaris established rights in this land in the first place.49 It is then described that later
that same year before a local judge in La Libertad, Durietz widow of Laguna and her
eight adult children were declared heirs of Eugenio Laguna. Finally, this inheritance was
registered in 1937.50 Also in 1933, Usaga Lotz registered purchase of 107 manzanas just
north of Laguna’s property, which he purchased from Ignacio Rivas who received
47

See Boletín Judicial de La Gaceta, Corte Suprema de Justicia, vol. 519, 1937, July-Sept., pp.
9819-9822. This case serves to underscore the diversity of possessors as the family names here
represent the complexity of the “middling sector” with ties to mining, urban based families, and
foreign descendents in La Libertad that here combines upwardly and downwardly mobile
dynamics in on example.
48

This case also highlights the difficulties faces by possessors making recourse to ordinary and
extraordinary prescription or the 10 and 25 year proof of possession requirements. It is worth
noting that neither party in this case could be construed as, say, a poor peasant, which signals two
things: class differentiation among possessors and the different constraints and obstacles
possessors of different classes or strata confront.
49

The promissory note registered in the loan section of the Registry indicates that Laguna paid
4,000 in 1913 and another 4,000 in 1914, a debt that was registered in 1918. The lack of
congruence between loan registration dates and farm registration dates was fairly common but
was one method of establishing a Registry record and gaining or expanding legal rights to land.
Caligaris was a large, Managua-based merchant who, with his brother, was active in La
Libertad’s mining sector (see Aiyer 2004) and in the land market (in the sense of obviously
involved in a number of loan embroiled sales that may also have also been registration or land
rights establishing strategies).
50

RPPJ 4096 T19 F232.
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supplementary title (a title based on established possession) for this property in 1922.
Attached to Usaga Lotz’s purchase was a note saying: these are national lands, they have
been registered in favor of Usaga Lotz who has the obligation of renewing registration in
the first three months of each year.51 The court ruled in favor of Usaga Lotz; however,
Durietz widow of Laguna appealed and the Supreme Court ruled in her favor overturning
the lower court decision. The Supreme Court viewed both parties as kinds of possessors,
but expressed that Usaga Lotz had financial obligations for his lands that he had not paid,
thus the court ruled in favor of Durietz. It was only after this ruling that the property was
registered in the Property Registry.52 But again, the larger point here is that possessors
not only had to contend with those who had securer rights in land than they, but also with
other possessors as well.

Road Privatization: Fencing People In
This dynamic process of constituting forms of private property amidst varied
forms of dispossession, i.e. forms of “kicking people out,” is just one side of the coin of
competing and contradictory rights explored here. The other half of this same coin
entails a different kind of enclosure: transit route enclosures. The very act of fencing,
and the tensions it generated, as just discussed, draws attention to the significance of
borders and boundaries of enclosed land. Casual conversation with Liberteños, rural and
urban, is replete with stories of the annual moving of fences to get a little faja (slice or
piece of land) here and another there. But, issues of fencing go beyond the very
51

52

RPPJ 4821 T30 F207.

The judge granted her full control of the 20 manzanas in question and then Durietz v Laguna
purchased Usaga Lotz’s farm, see RPPJ 4096 T19F232.
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important privatization and accumulation of land to also include the barring of access to
other resources, notably water and roads or transit routes. 53 Transit routes, critical for the
movement of people, were and are also critical for the seasonal movement of cattle herds.
From a cursory glimpse at published Supreme Court verdicts it is clear that placing
fences in ways that prevented mobility were hot button issues in this period and serve to
highlight the contentious nature of private property particularly as individual rights were
pitted against (other individuals) and collective concerns.54 By way of illustration, three
brief examples are provided.
In the first instance, a regionally well known and powerful figure, Arcenio Cruz
(brother of a national land claimant mentioned above), was required by the Supreme
Court to move a fence and restore access to a transit route across part of his property.55
Cruz received permission in 1914 from the Jefe Politico of Chontales, Adan Canton, to
build fences and gates to close an area; surely, the “need” for permission suggests this
was controversial, which is further underscored by the fact that this permission was
reauthorized in an undated municipal resolution and again by the courts in 1925 as the
blockage of the road was then being disputed. Later, in 1929, Jose Castro, Francisco and
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For an example of private property rights versus collective rights (or public utility) in which
water access was invoked in Chontales, see Boletín Judicial de La Gaceta, Corte Suprema de
Justicia, vol. 351, June 30, 1924, pp. 4301-4303. In this case, the “public” retained access to a
water source and the owner of a farm, Jose Benicio Pena, was ordered to remove fences and fence
gates that blocked said access and pay a small fine. See also Gould (1998: 79) for reference to
Indian protests over ladino privatization of water holes, and Dore (2006: 75) for right of way (or
transit route) enclosures in the 19th century.
54

55

Gould (1998) makes a similar observation.

Cruz was a general, a Jefe Politico, and a landowner. His brother was also a landowner as
indicated above.
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Macario Oporta, Jose Angel Bermudez and unnamed others filed a complaint with the
local police regarding the four fence gates in the farm Santa Fe that Arsenio Cruz had
installed. The police inspected and with the police report a local judge concurred that this
represented the closure of a public road that was an indispensable route to leave the
valleys of Llano Grande, San Antonio, and Los Horcones to go to Betulia, La Libertad,
and other locations. The judge stated that the gates inhibited the free passage of cattle
that crossed this path on their way to summer pastures and as a result, the cattle would get
stuck at the gates and die of thirst or wander away. In this case, the Supreme Court found
that the police may shut roads and divert transit for the public good, but not for an
individual (or private/particular interest) and to the court, it did not matter how long the
route had already been shut as the question of public utility remained.56
In another case, we see an important landowning family from Boaco also
embroiled in “enclosure issues.” Emilio Duarte, owner of a medium sized farm, which
he had owned for more than ten years, was ordered by the mayor of Boaco to remove
fences and a gate that were considered an obstacle to free transit along a route linking Las
Mercedes and El Bejuco. The mayor, referring to this route, stated that this is not a case
of establishing a new road; rather, this route had been a “unique and indispensable artery”
for many years that also serves to connect Boaco (town) to the floreciente comarcas
(flowering rural areas); in other words, he was conjuring a picture of an historically
important route as well as important route for/toward the future. The mayor also

56

The authorities who found against Cruz, thus, revoked the original permission (although there
was dissenting views in the court); see Boletín Judicial de La Gaceta, Corte Suprema de Justicia,
vol. 452, January 31, 1930, pp. 7275 -7277.
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suggested that the Duartes, at an opportune moment, decided to close (or privatize) the
road and impose a tribute on the travelers. When the municipality received a complaint
from a Mr. Sotelo, it decided to act within its legally prescribed functions. The Supreme
Court agreed that this was a case of a public road being closed by the Duartes, but the
court argued that Sotelo should have gone to the police with his complaint, not the
mayor, thereby suggesting that the municipal authorities acted outside the bounds of their
authority. The court, thus, found for Duarte; in other words, he won his case on a
technicality.57
The final case points to tensions between private landowners manifested in terms
of defining kinds of roads and reasonable and not-reasonable transit routes/needs. In this
instance, Cresencio Torres Usaga complained to the local authorities in Camoapa that
Mariana Henriquez widow of Díaz had closed off a camino real (a term that implies a
major public transit route, though not a paved road) that went from Camoapa to La
Libertad.58 He also stated that the area she enclosed included part of his property and a
water source. If not egregious enough, he added that this offense also blocked his travel
to another farm he owned, called Los Mangos. Mrs. Díaz claimed that all she had done
was repair the (implied already existing) fence gate, which had been there for more than
sixteen years. The local judge found in her favor but Torres appealed to the Junta Local
of Camoapa (i.e., the municipal council) and reminded them of older instances dating to
1921 against Martin Díaz, who was the owner of Mrs. Díaz’ property, although the
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See Boletín Judicial de La Gaceta, Corte Suprema de Justicia, vol. 459, August 31, 1930, pp.
7492-7494.
58

See Boletín Judicial de La Gaceta, Corte Suprema de Justicia, vol. 522, May 6, 1938, pp.
10153-10156.
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details of earlier round were not provided. This complaint made its way to the Jefe
Politico of Boaco who revoked the earlier sentence demanding that Diaz remove the
gates. Díaz then appealed to the Supreme Court arguing that the police had conducted a
thorough inspection and found that there were two roads that go from the Torres’ house
to La Libertad; furthermore, she argued that there was no “camino real” from Camoapa to
La Libertad, rather what existed, she claimed, were (minor) roads or paths that go
through or link populations and the real or only “camino real” went from Camoapa south
to Comalapa, from there to Cuapa, then further south to Juigalpa, and only from there
back north to la Libertad. Finally, she claimed that Torres was really complaining about
a “callejon” (pathway through a farm, implied for private use) that he used to travel to his
farms (in other words, she seems to be suggesting that she was, until then at least, kindly
letting him pass through her farm to his second farm). The Supreme Court declared that
the witnesses on behalf of Díaz were more valid and that the road closure Torres was
contesting was really a path for his personal use, not of public use/value.
With these and other similar cases we see an often lengthy process of contesting
fence and fence gate blockages of transit routes unfolding in context in which national
land claim staking and ongoing land privatization (with and without the full legal
trappings or de facto and de jure privatization) not only pit private interests against
collective ones, but also individual landowners against each other as well. The state did
not always support the private interest of landed elites over collective concerns, as
evidenced by the Cruz case. But, this case also illustrates that Cruz did prevail for many
years before he was required to open the gate. Together, these cases indicate that intra-
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regional transit was increasingly constrained and redirected as land privatization
expanded.

Conclusion
Small and medium-sized farm registration expanded under semicolonialism.
Furthermore, there were clear signs that even more small and medium proprietorship
existed than was recorded in Registry documents. It is highly likely that these rural
producers engaged in a combination of household subsistence production and commercial
production for local and regional (including Central American) markets, especially
during those boom years of the 1920s (e.g., see Gobat 2005). The expansion in small and
medium-sized owners in La Libertad occurred at the same time that it did elsewhere, such
as in Granada; it is, thus, reminiscent of the “democratization” of land under conditions
of semicolonialism analyzed by Gobat. Alongside this small and medium owner
expansion, however, the process of national land claim staking fueled large farm/farmer
expansion in La Libertad too (i.e., 20 of the 39 documented claims commenced under
semicolonialism, 13 of them began between 1919 and 1929, and 11 of these were large
claims), which to no small degree depended upon the work of prior possessors and
generated dispossession. The timing of these land claims highlights the very unfinished
character of the “private property revolution” in interior regions like La Libertad (as
compared to western Nicaragua) and the contradictions shaping its particular
development.
There was much more national land in La Libertad than that which appeared
directly claimed (and indirectly in some stage of the claim process) in Registry
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documents; and it seems this troubled Mayor Estrada who suggested a link between the
lack of proper privatization and unproductive farming. Claim staking was a very time
consuming process in La Libertad that met with many obstacles, delays, rounds of
paperwork, and fees. It was mainly the domain of large and latifundio-sized owners.59
Many more landowners pursued formal legalization by others means; that is, by
establishing rights of possession that culminated in some form of judge adjudicated title
and registration (such as a supplementary title or declaration of inheritance), which
overwhelming in this period was a strategy deployed by small and medium-sized owners.
There were still many more rural dwellers, however, than registered farm owners, which
was magnified by the fact that many of the registered owners did not live in the
countryside. Thus in addition to the ways owner size is one widow into class
differentiation, movements toward legalization and registration suggest another axis of
differentiation and tension point among farm “users” (i.e., de facto owners, possessors).
A combination of pressures stirred by claim making and other forms of enclosures
(fencing, transit route enclosures), increased registration, and population growth fueled or
intensified the privatization processes only partially captured by the Property Registry
records. This not only framed the kinds of class struggles shaping large farmer formation
through dispossession but also intra-class struggles as well (e.g., struggles among
possessors of similar “sizes” over control of their farms as in Durietz versus Usaga

Most of the latifundio-sized owners acquired/inherited farms dating to the 19th century, which
were almost entirely located within San Pedro’s ejido in La Libertad. What is noteworthy is that
large farm/farmer formation was a significant dynamic in these semicolonial years and latifundio
expansion was not, in fact in terms of number of farms, owners, and area owned, the latifundio
category contracted in these years.
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above; or between well-off landowners over enclosed land as with Henriquez window of
Díaz versus Torres above; see also Gobat 2005; Schroeder 1996, 1998).
Most of the claims discussed above were located in western zones or comarcas of
La Libertad. As such, the farms were carved from an area with a number of already
existing farms and “works” located near Juigalpa’s and some of La Libertad’s municipal
land or ejidos. This is the “greater Betulia area,” which at least in part was site of border
conflicts between La Libertad and Juigalpa, efforts by La Libertad’s municipal authorities
to “Liberalize” Conservative party sympathizers, and active path clearing. What is
completely “hidden from these transcripts” is that this was an area with significant-sized
Indian communities in the late-nineteenth century as well. Gould’s (1998) analysis of
primitive accumulation in Boaco and Camoapa is important in this context. The division
and privatization of Indian lands amidst growing ladino presence transformed Indian
communities there. As we know from Zelaya’s letter presented in chapter 3, Betulia was
home to at least 2,000 “Indian souls” in the late 1890s who like their counterparts in
Camoapa confronted the pressures that increased settlement or colonization and
privatization unleashed, although they did so without a Crown granted ejido as basis for
struggle. The semicolonial period generated conditions for an extended and important
moment in Indian Community resistance in Nicaragua as described by Gould (1998),
however, the silence regarding Indian communities in Estrada’s letter (as well as the
census, Property Registry records, and Supreme Court cases examined herein) and his
comfortable (as in commonsensical) racialization of the countryside indexes as it silences
and erases these class and ethnic tensions.
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National land claimants and possessors were socially differentiated groups.
However, the dynamic set in motion by the overall intensification of land privatization
not only deepened these processes of differentiation, but also expanded the reach of the
state. Establishing rights of possession, registering farms, setting municipal borders,
closing and contesting road closures, and building paths extended – albeit quite unevenly
– the reach of the state through the workings of notaries, lawyers, judges, municipal
officials, surveyors, and the Property Registry. To the extent that La Libertad “won”
control of its western border, a kind of administrative consolidation or control of its first
frontier was more firmly established; however, to the extent that Juigalpa continued to
administer its ejidal land within that border, we also see the lingering effects of
nineteenth century processes shaping and constraining municipal formation in the
twentieth century.
Other older processes collided with new developments to shape and constrain
municipal formation in La Libertad in these years. Land privatization and erecting fences
not only served to further enclose previously communal forms of property relations, but
also redirected the movement of people and herds through the privatization of transit
routes as well. Tensions emerging from transit route enclosures, like land enclosures,
generated expanded state reach if at times also tensions among local, regional, and
national authorities (e.g., when decisions were made by the “wrong” authority as in the
case of Boaco’s decision to open a privatized road that the Supreme Court overturned).
The outcomes of cases varied and the desire on the part of at least some landed elites to
privatize roads did not always prevail. Nonetheless clear signs that the private interests
of elite ladino property owners held a definitive advantage (e.g., as when Cruz managed
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to close a road, despite protests, for more than fifteen years before the Court ruled against
him) were evident. Moreover, ajor inter-municipal crossing points or transit routes (e.g.,
to get to or from parts of Camoapa and to points in La Libertad or La Libertad and
Juigalpa) were also subject to new constraints, being redirected, or abruptly closed, once
again in ways serving the private interests of larger or wealthier landowners if also
causing some of them grief. This has implications for cattle ranching and the seasonal
movement of herds, which would impact people differently depending on their relative
class position, productive patterns, farm locations, and social networks, but was surely an
additional source of class and intra-conflict (e.g., tribute was imposed on some of these
routes pitting non-elites against elites; elite landowners fought with each other over
access across farms to other farms).60 Finally, road closures combined with increased
landownership in La Libertad by people living in other municipalities served to intensify
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It is also important to center the ethnic politics, the processes contributing to assimilation and
suppression of Indian communities, and the prolonged character of land privatization and
enclosures. Referring to ladino-Indian relations in Boaco/Camoapa, for example, Gould explains
that:
Although Indians were integrated into the local and national markets through the
sale of their goods and labor, their economic activities differed significantly from
those of ladinos of all classes. Indigenous families combined slash-and-burn
agriculture, hunting, the manufacture of sombreros, wage labor, and cattle
raising on open, natural pasture. Most distinctively, 200 indigenous women
earned themselves a national reputation for their sombreros de pita (a type of
palm leaf). To local ladino eyes, equally unique was the collective and festive
nature of the cattle drive, know as el rodeo. The communal cattle drive depended
on unfenced pastures and thus would be a constant source of friction with
ladino ranchers. One elderly man of indigenous origins, recall the 1910 to 1930
period, noted that “when I was a kid, the land had no owner…Back then, each
person would graze their cattle wherever. All the animals would move together
and everyone recognized their own cattle.” (1998:71)
Clearly, then, enclosing farms and paths for movement had both class and ethnic dimensions and
consequences.
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a pattern identified in last chapter, which is the tension between attempts to locally
centralize authority and class relations that generated certain “outward” tendencies
The tenuous politico-administrative control over La Libertad’s first frontier was
(albeit incompletely) achieved just as processes of social change already exceeded the
boundaries so described. One outcome of the intensification of privatization in Chontales
was the movement of people montaña adentro or further “into the forest,” which is to say
toward the (now old in the literature) agricultural frontier or east within Camoapa and La
Libertad (in the latter, this means both north and northeast).61 Individual, not collective,
property relations shaped this movement and colonization of new lands. Meanwhile,
landowners from La Libertad, Juigalpa, and other urban locales were moving
“northward” too, in fact using Indian and ladino labor, i.e., the work of possessors in
areas like Betulia to build their farms and legalize them. This was complicated by and
intertwined with creating a labor force that likely manifested a range of relations from
low pay, to relations shaped by peonage, patronage, and kin based dynamics; however,
the tensions characteristic of labor relations simultaneously generated a push/desire
among various “kinds of workers” to be landed. As a result, claim making, predicated as
it was on forms of dispossession, together with an overall expansion of private farm
formation set in motion and fueled the movement toward the interior or frontier, which in
61

Again, as Gould describes it with reference to Boaco:
In 1923, a Leonés newspaper reported the land concentration in Boaco was
driving large numbers of Indians to migrate toward the Atlantic Coast. Between
1897 and 1920, the population of the indigenous villages declined from some
14,000 to approximately 10,000. Between 1920 and 1940 that rate of population
decline would continue as the total municipal population dropped by one-third,
with the large bulk of the decline among the indigenous population…Oral
testimony, newspaper reports, and the myriad of lost land cases strongly suggest
that the population decline reflected the migration of Indians following land
evictions or as a result of political conflict. (1998:92)
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La Libertad would mean the comarcas running northwest to northeast of town “above”
Carquita that remained thus far outside the bounds of the census takers or property
records. The seeming absence of collective struggles over land and land rights and the
making of the new frontier were surely linked. But this frontier was not without conflict;
in fact, this northern border/frontier area would quickly become site of a protracted intermunicipal dispute, a subject we discuss at length in the following chapter.
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Table 4.1.

Population Data for Select Municipalities
Population

Percent

Urban

Rural

Male

Female

Nicaragua

638,119

100

Chontales

77641

12

La Libertad

3,595

5

1636

1959

1680

1915

Camoapa
Sto
Domingo

5,688

7

532

2566

2842

2846

3,670

5

661

3009

1775

1895

San Pedro

2,301

3

207

2476

1382

1301

Juigalpa

12,113

16

1941

10172

6008

6105

Urban

1,636

46

726

910

Rural

1,959

54

954

1005

Total

3,595

100

1680

1915

La Libertad

Source: Nicaragua: Dirección General de Estadística, Censo General de La
Republica, 1920

Table 4.2.

La Libertad’s Population by Ascribed Racial Categories
White

Black

Wheat

Copper

Urban

517

63

1056

0

Rural

272

26

1562

99

Total

789

89

2618

99

Source: Nicaragua: Dirección General de Estadística,
Censo General de La Republica, 1920

Table 4.3.

La Libertad’s Population by Primary Economic Activity

Farmer

Day
Laborer

Housewife

Merchant

Miner

Carpinter

Shoe
Maker

Unemployed

All

Urban
Rural

32
159

171
330

645
730

58
3

68
77

38
0

34
6

462
621

1636
1959

Total

191

501

1375

61

145

38

40

1083

3595

Source: Nicaragua: Dirección General de Estadística, Censo General de La Republica, 1920
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Table 4.4.

Number of La Libertad Farms by Farm Size, 1915-1935
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

3

4

14

19

31

43

18

25

6

8

72

1920

7

8

18

21

36

42

18

21

6

7

85

1925

5

4

35

30

49

42

24

21

4

3

117

1930

7

5

49

34

56

39

26

18

6

4

144

1935

8

5

55

34

64

40

30

19

5

3

162

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 4.5.

Registered Area (Manzanas) in La Libertad Farms by Farm Size, 1915-35
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

15

0

437

3

3504

25

5182

36

5081

36

14219

1920

39

0

603

4

4034

27

5351

36

4843

33

14870

1925

30

0

1007

6

4916

29

7591

44

3522

21

17066

1930

44

0

1468

7

6080

30

8303

41

4379

22

20275

1935

51

0

1592

8

6521

31

9163

43

3835

18

21163

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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Table 4.6.

Number of Farm Owners by Owner Size, 1915-35
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

1

1

18

20

35

39

25

28

11

11

90

1920

4

4

23

23

39

40

24

24

8

8

98

1925

4

3

29

24

52

43

28

23

8

7

121

1930

6

4

39

27

54

37

36

25

10

7

145

1935

7

4

49

31

58

36

37

23

9

6

160

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 4.7.

Number of Farms Registered to Owners by Owner Size, 1915-3
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

1

1

15

18

31

38

22

27

13

16

82

1920

4

4

21

21

37

36

23

22

17

17

102

1925

4

3

29

21

51

37

33

24

20

15

137

1930

6

4

40

24

58

35

41

25

20

12

165

1935

7

4

51

27

66

35

45

24

21

11

190

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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Table 4.8.

Area Registered by Owner Size, 1915-1935
Minifundio
(1 – 9.99)

Number

Percent

Small
(10 - 49.99)
Number

Percent

Medium
(50 - 199.99)
Number

Percent

Large
(200 - 499.99)
Number

Percent

Latifundio
(500+)
Number

Percent

Total
Number

1915

9

0

472

3

2999

20

5107

34

6386

43

14973

1920

28

0

640

4

3327

21

5129

32

6982

43

16107

1925

28

0

869

5

4182

22

7833

41

6131

32

19043

1930

44

0

1210

5

4735

21

9738

44

6455

29

22182

1935

51

0

1466

6

5361

23

10199

43

6461

27

23538

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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Table 4.9.

Number of Farm Owners by Owner Size Categories for Cattle, 1915-35

Small
(1 - 199.99)
Number
Percent
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935

55
66
85
99
114

61
67
70
68
71

Medium
(200-999.99)
Number
Percent
32
29
32
42
42

36
30
27
29
26

Large
(1000+)
Number
Percent
3
3
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3

Total
Number
90
98
121
145
160

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 4.10.

Number of Farms Registered to Owners by Owner Size for Cattle, 1915-1935
Small
(1 - 199.99)

Medium
(200-999.99)

Large
(1000+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

47

57

34

42

1

1

82

1920

62

61

37

36

3

3

102

1925

84

61

48

35

5

4

137

1930

104

63

56

34

5

3

165

1935

124

65

59

31

7

4

190

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 4.11.

Area Registered by Owner Size Categories for Cattle, 1915-35

Small
(1 - 199.99)
Number
Percent
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935

3480
3996
5079
5989
6878

23
25
27
27
29

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Medium
(200-999.99)
Number
Percent
10059
9735
10792
13021
12713

67
60
57
59
54

Large
(1000+)
Number
Percent
1434
2376
3172
3172
3957

10
15
17
14
17

Total
Number
14973
16107
19043
22182
23538
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Table 4.12.

Number of Farm Owners by Owner Size for Cereals, 1915-1935
Small
(1 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 499.99)

Large
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

19

21

60

67

11

12

90

1920

27

28

63

64

8

8

98

1925

33

27

80

66

8

7

121

1930

45

31

90

62

10

7

145

1935

56

35

95

59

9

6

160

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 4.13.

Number of Farms Registered to Owners by Owner Size for Cereals, 1915-35
Small
(1 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 499.99)

Large
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

16

19

53

65

13

16

82

1920

25

24

60

59

17

17

102

1925

33

24

84

61

20

15

137

1930

46

28

99

60

20

12

165

1935

58

31

111

58

21

11

190

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 4.14.

Area Registered by Owner Size Categories for Cereals, 1915-35
Small
(1 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 499.99)

Large
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1915

481

3

8106

54

6386

43

14973

1920

668

4

8457

53

6982

43

16107

1925

897

5

12015

63

6131

32

19043

1930

1254

6

14473

65

6455

29

22182

1935

1517

6

15560

66

6461

27

23538

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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4.15.

Number of Registered Owners by Owner Size and Gender

Minifundio (19.99)
Male
Female
1915
1920
1925
1930
1935

1
3
3
4
4

Small (10-49.9)
Male
Female

0
1
1
2
3

Source: compiled from RPPJ

17
21
21
28
34

1
2
8
11
15

Medium (50199.99)
Male
Female
30
30
42
45
48

5
9
10
9
10

Large (200499.99)
Male
Female
24
22
26
31
31

1
2
2
5
6

Latifundio
(500+)
Male
Female
10
8
8
10
9

1
0
0
0
0

Male
82
84
100
118
126

Total
Female
8
14
21
27
34
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Table 4.16.

National Land Claims in La Libertad by Earliest Date in the Record

First
Date in
Record

Registration
Date

Size

Claimant

Claimant
Residence

Farm Locale

Potential Use
Noted

1895

1905

1433.66

P. Aguirre, S. Jimenez, and A. Soto

Granada

west/northwest

coffee

south/southwest

cattle

1896

1948

22.75

Veancio Suarez

La Libertad

1896

1915

171.43

Aparicio Centeno

La Libertad

1896

1912

200.00

Marcelino Mena

1897

1948

200.00

Jose Luis Romero

1897

1929

1897

113.89

Julian Sequeira

214.67

Juan Aguilar, Manuel Gutierrez

Possessor
Noted

by town
northcentral

coffee

La Libertad

northcentral

coffee

Juigalpa

west/northwest
west

agriculture
coffee

1903

1939

200.00

Juan Manuel Miranda

Juigalpa

west/northwest

1904

1955

285.71

Nicolas Tablada, jr

La Libertad

northcentral

coffee

1904

1922

66.83

Ignacio Benitez

Juigalpa

west/northwest

1906

1906

60.00

Ricardo Lazo

La Libertad

south/southwest

1907

1907

250.00

Juan Mairena Sobalvarro

La Libertad

by town

agriculture

1907

1907

181.00

Marcos Soza

La Libertad

northcentral

agriculture

La Libertad

northcentral

agriculture

1907

1907

144.17

Pedro Garcia

1908

1908

139.79

Eduardo Jose Moncada

1908

1908

308.44

Juan Marcos Garcia

Juigalpa

by town

1911

1914

156.10

Pablo Aguilar

La Libertad

by town

west/northwest

1911

1945

478.57

Trasito and Benigno Balladares

1912

1925

441.00

Adolfo Cruz

Juigalpa

west/northwest

1912

1912

245.18

Francisco Henriquez Gonzalez, Jesus Reyes

La Libertad

by town

1912

1928

136.00

Sotero Martinez

Juigalpa

west/northwest

agriculture

yes

1912

1937

270.60

Jorge Granadaos

Juigalpa

west/northwest

agriculture

yes

west/northwest
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Table 4.16.

continued

First
Date in
Record
1913

Registration
Date
1915

32.27

Jose Maria Salgado

1914

1919

124.83

Francisco Gomez Franco, Benedicto Ocon

Juigalpa

1918

1930

41.43

Leonardo Zeledon

Juigalpa

1919

1926

220.00

Francisco Colonge

Juigalpa

1919

1928

500.00

Felipe Lumbi

Juigalpa

1919

1926

500.00

Daniel Lopez, Fulgencio Rivas

Juigalpa

1919

1928

491.43

Fernando Lopez

Juigalpa

Size

Claimant

Claimant
Residence

Farm Locale

Potential Use
Noted

Possessor
Noted

west/northwest
west/northwest

coffee

west/northwest

agriculture/cattle

west/northwest

agriculture/cattle

west/northwest

agriculture/cattle

yes

west/northwest

agriculture/cattle

yes

west/northwest

yes

west/northwest

agriculture/cattle
agriculture

yes

west/northwest

agriculture

yes

agriculture

yes

1920

1931

202.66

Domingo Alvarez Jaime

Juigalpa

1920

1927

305.86

Eulogio Gudiel

Juigalpa

1921

1925

374.00

Jose Antonio Ortega

Comalapa

west/northwest

1924

1948

268.00

Carlos Marin Urbina

Juigalpa

west/northwest

Juigalpa

west/northwest

agriculture

yes

1924

1929

358.00

Crecencio Gomez Perez

1924

1924

499.00

Antonio Jesus Amador

northcentral

agriculture

1925

1925

71.43

Zenon Amador

La Libertad

northcentral

agriculture

yes

1926

1926

329.48

Maximo Aviles

Juigalpa

west/northwest

194.65

Jose Dolores Suarez Cruz

Juigalpa

west/northwest

agriculture

yes

66.06

Cesar Mairena Cordoncillo

La Libertad

west/northwest

agriculture/cattle

fight

1927
1953

1956

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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CHAPTER 5
UNEVEN STATE FORMATION: MUNICIPAL CENTRALIZATION,
EXPANSION OF THE RURAL BUREACRACY, AND BORDER
DISPUTES IN LA LIBERTAD

In May 1956 the jefes políticos (appointed governors) from Chontales and Boaco
met with the Minister of Government (Gobernación) in an effort to put to rest the border
dispute between these two departments. For two decades, the placement of the boundary
line separating Chontales from Boaco, and hence, demarcating the northern edges of
three municipalities, Comalapa, Juigalpa, and La Libertad from Camoapa caused much
disagreement. Tensions over municipal boundaries predate the division of Chontales as
can be gleaned from our discussion in the previous chapter; however, the 1935 decree
creating Boaco as a separate department served to exacerbate preexisting tensions and
foster new ones. The jefes políticos of Chontales and Boaco, located in the cities of
Juigalpa and Boaco respectively, and the urban based mayors from each of the
municipalities in question were vocal in these disputes and were in regular
communication with each other and with the Minister of Government in Managua, to
whom they directed their inquiries and expressed their discontent, justified their actions,
and requested intervention for a swift resolution of the border issue. In addition, the
National Guard, jueces de mesta (rural judges),1 and inhabitants of the countryside
residing in the border regions were also central actors in this dispute.

1

Dashti translates this term alternatively as rural judges, local rural sheriffs, justices of the peace,
and posse comiatus (1994:152-153); Dunkerely translates this as “provincial magistrates and
executive officers” (1988:233) and Gobat as rural justices of the peace or rural sheriffs (1998:
392, 393). I will call them rural judges and their significance to Somocismo and the boundary
dispute will be discussed below.
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The timing of this dispute coincided with a watershed in Nicaraguan politicaleconomic history: the rise and consolidation of the Somoza dictatorship. Emerging from
two decades of semicolonialism, intense intra-elite conflict, and armed peasant rebellion
led by Sandino, the Somoza regime served to unify the elite, forged alliances with the
“popular classes” by skillfully wielding the double-edged sword of consent and coercion,
and constructed a political framework that would shape Nicaragua’s developmental
trajectory for decades to come. However, the politics shaping these changes were
constrained by, built upon, and transformed previous patterns of governance that included
a diverse and “messy” mix of social actors including those identified in the opening
paragraph. Scholarship on this important transition has focused on institutional
development and state expansion, economic crisis and recovery, and political alliances at
the “national level” (Booth 1985; Bulmer-Thomas 1987; Dunkerley 1988; Millet 1977;
Walter 1993), but less attention has been paid to the analysis of these transformations,
especially in the early Somoza period, from the “ground-up,” and little work on regional
variation and municipal level politics for this period exists (for exceptions, see Gould
1990, 1998; Dashti 1994).
This chapter explores this transition from the point of view of municipal
formation. I argue that older patterns and ongoing processes associated with the
consolidation of La Libertad’s first frontier collide with, thus condition, new dynamics
informing the making of its second frontier. The contradictions generated by class and
intra-class struggles characteristic semicolonialsm intensify in this period. Small and
medium-owner expansion, in some cases through larger owner contraction or at the
expense of other small or medium holders, continued through the early 1940s. Signs of
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land concentration and absentee ownership among larger owners later in this period
combined with farm registration within the La Libertad’s first frontier generated land
pressure. Ongoing land privatization in this first frontier fueled population movements to
the interior (a process that clearly began earlier, see chapter 4) such that by 1950, all of
the comarcas associated with contemporary La Libertad were clearly inhabited, although
state reach and regulation of these zones was quite uneven. These “local level processes”
intersected with “national level” dynamics tied to “reigning in” rural caudillos, forging
the pillars of the regime (or hegemonic blocs), building a repressive apparatus, and
centralizing state power. One result was the heated and protracted border dispute
mentioned at the outset of this chapter. I suggest that the border dispute was a
constitutive dynamic framing the consolidation of La Libertad’s first frontier and the
making of its second one. It also linked “local level” processes directly to “national
level” transformations thereby contributing to the latter’s consolidation as the day to day
instantiation of the border dispute entailed the appointment and activities of key actors in
the new and expanded rural bureaucracy namely, the rural judges and National Guard.
The chapter begins by describing the Somocista political project by focusing on
the “pillars” of the regime (e.g., the National Guard and Liberal Party) and state
formative and centralizing processes, particularly municipal centralization and expansion
of the rural bureaucracy. In the second section, the uneven development of La Libertad’s
first and second frontiers is analyzed. Together, these first two sections provide the
political-economic and social contextualization needed to describe and explain the border
dispute, which is examined in detail in the remaining two sections. The third section
focuses on the ways rural judge appointments generated anxiety and contestation and the
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fourth section focuses on the role of National Guard patrols in flaming the dispute. In the
conclusion, these events are placed these in wider context and considered from the point
of view of hegemonic process, the consolidation of historic blocs, and agrarian class
structure.

Somocismo: Pillars of Authoritarian Populism and State Formation
Semicolonialism stimulated and exacerbated intra-elite political struggles. It also
fostered what Gobat (2005) identified as a paradox in Nicaraguan political-culture: the
most cosmopolitan and Americanized elites, Conservative Granadinos, became very antiAmerican and parochial. The sources of this turn were multiple and multifaceted,
however, the “democratization” of land tenure in Granada (discussed in chapter 2 and 4)
was one important source of elite anxiety; the “democratization” through militarization
campaign beginning in 1927, which undermined rural Conservative caudillo power, was
another (see Gobat 2005). Despite belonging to the party directly backed and supported
by the United States from 1912 to 1926, many elite Conservatives so thoroughly came to
oppose specific aspects of U.S. rule that they turned their support to the “last Liberal
General to lay down his arms against the U.S. occupiers,” Augusto César Sandino. This
alliance was never fully consolidated and Sandino’s social base and guerrilla army never
gained ground beyond the northern interior region (although it generated a national and
international reputation and sympathy as well as enduring legacy), but Sandino’s radical
critique of the status quo was (however partially) embraced by numerous elites, some of
whom (again notably including Conservative Granadinos) became intellectual authors for
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what at least in hindsight is clearly the making of authoritarian populism and the
formation of dictatorial rule.
The man who became the undisputed leader forging and consolidating this path
toward authoritarian populism was Anastacio Somoza García. Central to his rise to
power was the U.S. formed, trained, and armed National Guard, which quickly emerged
as the “…strongest and best organized institution in the country” (Gobat 2005:271) and
for which Somoza was the first Nicaraguan leader, a position he maintained until his
death. After years of political polarization and warfare, Somoza, a Liberal, was also a
newcomer on the national political scene and as such, skillfully cultivated his outsider
status by positioning himself as an acceptable alternative to what was becoming a
political impasse. But Somoza’s political message, as Walter (1993:44-46) argues, was
much more than just another elite discourse among those contending for power and, in
fact, can be seen as similar to Roosevelt’s moderate state socialism that valorized the
common laborer and promised hope through support of cooperatives, land distribution,
and the promotion and protection of artisanal forms of production.2 As scholars of
Nicaragua have persuasively argued, these populist overtures were embraced and pushed
forward by working class and subaltern constituencies in different regions of Nicaragua
(Chamorro: 1983; Gobat: 2005; Gould 1990). Indeed many Nicaraguans enthusiastically
supported Somoza’s redefinition of the role of the state as guarantor of order and progress
through reconciliation and reconstruction (Walter 1993:46-47, 65) despite class and
regionally based social differences.

2

Another apt comparison would be to Mussolini as noted by Gramsci in the 1930s (Ahmad
2000:129-166), one that Somoza, as Walter notes, also drew (1993:45-46).
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Somoza ruled Nicaragua until his assassination in 1956. The “revamping of the
state” (Walter 1993) and the political system he consolidated, however, would far outlive
him. Many argue that the most enduring legacy of Somocismo (or the political project
associated with Somoza) was the emergence and consolidation of the modern state in
Nicaragua (e.g., Dunkerely 1988; Walter 1993). As Walter summarizes:
In the first place, it neutralized or co-opted the old caudillo leadership
based on regional interest groups and replaced it with a broad coalition of
agricultural entrepreneurs, government bureaucrats, and party and labor
organizations favorable to the regime. In the second place, it strengthened
and specialized the state’s institutional framework as a result of the
growing complexity of Nicaraguan society and the need to resolve the
issues (social, financial, and legal) that accompanied export-oriented
growth. And finally, it used coercion in moments of political crisis during
which the basic contradictions and tensions within the state became
evident, although the regime did aspire to a level of legitimacy that would
allow it to function without constantly having to bring its coercive power
to play. (1993:xvii)
The salient aspects of these points will be described in brief in order to contextualize our
discussion of the patterns unfolding in La Libertad discussed below. Before doing so, it
is important to remember, as Weeks remarks, that Somoza rose to political prominence
from “petty bourgeois obscurity” (1987:55). This represents a culmination of trends
identified by Wolfe (2007) in his careful study of nineteenth century nation-state
formation in which the centrality of the rural petit bourgeoisie in shaping the nature of the
state is one of his key contributions. It is also important to remember the anti-landlord
and anti-elite discourses widely circulating in the late semicolonial period (even among
elites) and Gobat’s (2005) rethinking of Barrington Moore’s thesis to suggest a “middle
sector” basis for rural authoritarianism (see chapter 2). In other words, contrary to older
interpretations that argued Somoza was “installed” in power by the United States,
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scholars of Nicaragua since the 1980s have questioned this simplistic view and explored
the hegemonic processes shaping widespread “internal” support for and the populist
character of the early Somoza regime (see especially Chamorro 1983; Gould 1990)

Somocismo and the Pillars of Populist Authoritarianism
The Somocista coalition is often described as consisting of “pillars” in which the
Guardia Nacional (National Guard, or GN) and the Liberal Party (PLN) were
unquestionably of central importance. Some suggest that the power sharing conceded to
the Conservative Party constituted another pillar (the “loyal opposition,” e.g., Walter
1993). And Somocista labor unions and working class support more broadly constituted
a fourth and crucially important pillar (Gould 1990; Walter 1993:100-105). It is often
assumed that the Somoza regime ruled by force, but as Gobat concisely explains:
The Guardia-based dictatorship of the Somozas of course culminated in a
brutal regime divorced from civil society. In its first decades, however,
the dictatorship enjoyed much popular support, largely because the
Guardia carried out a populist project that promoted peasant interests at
the expense of anti-Somoza landlords. This project originated during the
U.S. occupation when the Guardia gradually displaced caudillos as the
main powerbrokers in the all-important countryside. And because the
U.S. democratization campaign3 gravely weekend competition among
rival patron-client networks, the rural populace became even more
beholden to the Guardia. Finally, at a time when new, populist parties
were emerging throughout Latin America, their rise was hampered in
Nicaragua by the de facto U.S. prescription against third parties. In fact,
the proscription only increased the political space for the Guardia to
function as a channel for popular demands and aspirations. As a result,
the Guardia became the most effective instrument through which the

3

Gobat (1998, 2005) is referring to U.S. oversight of the 1927 and 1932 elections, ironically
framed as a democratization campaign resulting from a coup that itself was conditioned, at least
in part, by U.S. occupation. This campaign also militarized the country, particularly the
countryside. The origins of the GN date to 1927.
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Nicaraguan state could not just repress popular demands but also mobilize
and control them politically. (2005:271)
Guardia loyalty was developed through various personalistic gestures and institutional
structures, such as: relatively decent salaries accompanied by periodic gifts; unofficial
encouragement of graft to supplement salaries; making personal visits to officers and
soldiers experiencing family or other serious problems; frequently moving officers and
soldiers to new locales to maintain a social separation between the guardsmen and local
communities (Dunkerely 1988:103-104, 232-33; Millet: 1977; Walter 1993:81-82, 21415). Although demonstrating populist impulses and practices, the political structure of
the GN incubated the seeds of widespread corruption and violence.
The Guardia constituted the central pillar of the Somoza political project and was
the most important institution in this “revamped state,” but Somoza maintained control of
and expanded the size of the Liberal Party (PLN) too making it the “party of Somoza”
(Walter 1993:94-98).4 Patronage politics manifested in various ways such as
preferentially allocating social services to party members or levying a five percent wage
tax on public sector employees that went directly to party coffers, which Somoza
controlled and used for electoral propaganda as well as personalistic gestures (e.g.,
purchasing a coffin for a loyal Liberal family in need). Somoza used the “carrot” of
Liberal party membership as an important prerequisite for public sector employment,
thereby expanding both the party membership and the number of civil servants loyal to
the regime. As we will discuss below, this consolidation of the Liberal cum Somoza

4

The Liberal Party was a key pillar of the regime, but it is important to remember just how much
of Conservative Party ideology informed Somoza’s authoritarianism; for more, see Gobat (2005).
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party also included the expansion of the rural bureaucracy. In addition to the GN and
PLN as bases of power, Somoza ended – or at least significantly mediated and
transformed the nature of – the historic division between Liberals and Conservatives by
turning the Conservative party into a “loyal opposition” through a number of pactos or
power sharing agreements, perhaps the most famous being the 1950 Pact of the
Generals.5 Finally, Somoza “assisted” the fledgling labor movement in Nicaragua by
supporting the creation of numerous labor unions that while certainly a vehicle for
cooptation, garnered genuine support for many years (Gould 1990; Walter 1993:100105).
Strengthening and specialization of the state institutional framework was shaped
by the political consensus just outlined but it in turn provided the basis for that consensus
to be forged.6 Somoza spearheaded several important state initiatives and government
policies that laid the basis for a post-depression expansion of the Nicaraguan economy.
Economic policy such as monetary and fiscal policies, banking reform, and state
investment in infrastructure that increased the competitiveness of exports and lowered
labor costs, was clearly designed to assist coffee growers and to an important degree
import merchants as well. The state sector expanded in railways, ports, and
5

The Pact of the Generals refers to an agreement reached between Somoza and Conservative
General Emiliano Chamorro essentially declaring end to Conservative party attempts to
overthrow Somoza. Chamorro had lived many years in exile and on several occasions attempted
to foment armed activity against the dictatorship, particularly among people from Granada, Rivas,
Chontales, and Boaco. The pact outlined a power sharing agreement that allowed Liberals to win
all the elections in Nicaragua but protected the legality of the Conservative Party, assured its
members seats in the National Assembly, and promised them appointments to state institutions
like the National Bank, diplomatic posts, and so forth (Walter 1993:174-79).
6

This paragraph is based on Walter (1993:66-117).
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communications (telegraph, postal services, and telephone) and therefore, so did public
sector employment in these realms.7 Underpinning this state expansion were attempts to
increase tax revenues.8 Stamp and liquor taxes, user fees for railroads and gasoline,
alcohol, tobacco, and sugar taxes were all expanded and the numerous tax collection
agencies were streamlined and consolidated. The poor were squeezed by the regressive
nature of the tax system, but urban working classes were given hope through social
security legislation, labor legislation that included industrial safety provisions and days
off, and some price controls on basic goods; additionally the promise of land reform was
an oft repeated goal (although not even initiated until Alliance for Progress reforms
spread in the 1960s). The liberal or market oriented nature of these and other economic
policies notwithstanding, the patronage system noted above was what anchored it.
Access to public sector jobs, for example, required a letter from Liberal Party officers
testifying to the character of the applicant. Bank loans, so important for commercial
agriculture, were guaranteed to the person who carried a personal letter of
recommendation from Somoza.
Somoza set about revamping the state and in so doing set in motion processes that
expanded the infrastructure (literally and in class terms) that laid the basis for expanded

7

Those financial and economic arenas directly controlled by the United States under
semicolonialism were at different paces “renationalized” and placed under Nicaraguan state
control.
8

As Walter (1993:74) explains, property (at .5 percent of assessed value) and inheritance taxes
were created for the first time in 1939, but these were not collected until 1944 and even once
collection commenced, they were often avoided. Walter also explains that direct taxes on coffee
exports were actually reduced at this time. The practice of property tax collection together with
the coffee subsidy and regressive nature of consumption taxes, are clear evidence of state support
of the agrarian elite.
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agroexport production beginning in the 1950s. But from the Great Depression through
the 1940s, economic crisis and contraction were central concerns in Nicaragua as
elsewhere. That is to say, the political transformations associated with Somocismo
occurred in a context of economic contraction and crisis on a world-scale. But in
Nicaragua there were additional dilemmas, namely: the enormous expansion of
Somoza’s personal wealth that included amassing 51 cattle ranches and 47 coffee farms
by the end of his eighth year in office on the one hand, and the particular legacies of
“dollar diplomacy” coupled with regional responses to economic crisis on the other. As
Gobat (2005) argues, for example, dollar diplomacy generated crisis among elite coffee
growers, maintained the decentralized and small-scale coffee processing infrastructure,
and expanded small and medium-scale coffee producers. This, however, was
accompanied by a “lack” of technification, which meant among other things that the
quality of coffee bean grown in Nicaragua was the lowest in Central America, thereby
limiting profits in the good years and adding to the economic crisis that unfolded in the
1930s.
Throughout Central America, protective tariffs were erected to mitigate the
economic crisis, which had particularly deleterious effects on Nicaraguan cattle and grain
producers. As the reader will recall, small and medium-scale cattle and grain production
and export expanded in the 1920s, but as Gobat explains:
Nicaragua’s ranchers and cereal producers relied so heavily on the export
market that theirs was the only traditional agricultural sector in Central
American that contracted during the Great Depression. Nicaraguan food
exporters primarily suffered from the declining purchasing power of the
neighboring agroexport producers. Yet they were also victimized by the
protective tariffs Central American governments imposed on Nicaraguan
foodstuffs after the 1929 stock market crash. Numerous U.S. officers
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observed how the sudden downturn in international market conditions hurt
small- and medium-scale producers throughout Nicaragua. In 1930, a
U.S. Army captain reported from Chontales that “money is very scarce
and the owners of the ranchers are land poor. They raise about 40,000
head of cattle annually, but there is no market. Formerly the cattle were
driven to Costa Rica for market but now there is no market there.”
(2005:154)
Edelman (1992:115-16, 154-67) explains this process from the point of view of
Guanacaste, Costa Rica, a cattle ranching region like Chontales with historic ties to
Granada. Essentially, the Costa Rican government shut its border to cattle imports from
Nicaragua, i.e., from where live cattle had historically been exported. This, of course, hit
Nicaraguan ranchers hard while it stimulated a pattern of development in Costa Rica in
which small and medium-scale peasant producers raised calves, processed milk products,
and sold the young adults to larger landowners who increasingly specialized in
fattening/steer or beef production. It is entirely possible that a similar synergy developed
over time between smaller and larger producers in places like La Libertad too, perhaps
providing one motor for the ongoing expansion of small and medium-sized land owners
that is discussed below. Although the problems associated with the reduction in exports
may have been mitigated by changes on the ground along the lines identified by Edelman
for Costa Rica, it is important to note that Chontales, like Guanacaste, did not
“modernize” its milk processing industries – they remained, in local parlance, quite rustic
unlike milk industries in countries like Chile that was converting to mechanized milking
and pasteurization at this same time (e.g., Tinsman 2002). Thus although early
Somocismo garnered wide-spread support, his regime laid the ground work for the
personal enrichment of a few, state support of the elite, and increased social inequality.
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Consolidating this framework in the context of economic crisis was the “stuff” of early
Somocismo and centralizing state power was a motor for forging this framework.

Somocismo and Municipal Centralization
Over the course of two decades, Somoza and his allies established themselves as a
new and powerful faction of the Nicaraguan elite (e.g., Chamorro 1983; Dunkerely 1988;
Walter 1993; Wheelock 1980; Vilas 1986). Clientalist networks emanating from and
leading directly to Somoza himself, through which loyalty and material and symbolic
rewards flowed, shaped the fabric of these institutional arrangements. Municipal and
departmental authorities became important links in these clientalist chains, a direct result
of Somoza’s attempts to “revamp” (Walter 1993) the administrative and bureaucratic
structures of the Nicaraguan political and legal system. In fact, during Somoza’s first
year in office a wave of municipal reorganization began in earnest as a number of
presidential decrees were issued providing for direct executive control of local
governments, a radical departure from the relatively competitive local electoral practices
that previously existed even in the semicolonial period (Gobat 2005:206-231).9 As a
result, locally elected officials were replaced, ostensibly pending constitutional reforms,
by ones appointed by the central government (Walter 1993:82-83).
Instead of reforming the local electoral process, however, the 1939 constitutional
reforms eliminated local elections and thus, served to consolidate direct presidential
appointment of municipal councils (Walter 1993:93). Therefore, municipal autonomy –
9

Municipal centralization marked a definitive departure from late nineteenth century nation-state
formative projects that grew the “central state” behind the scenes through municipal structures
and authorities (Wolfe 2007, see chapter 2).
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understood to include local elections and local decision making in development and
implementation of budgets, entering contracts, incurring debts, and the like – was
severely curtailed and municipal councils were directly constituted and regulated by the
Ministry of Government and the Executive (Walter 1993:83; see also Dashti 1994:156).
These newly constituted municipal councils were but one facet of a larger politicaleconomic transformation that included state expansion at all levels. That is, the
municipal reforms were developed as part of the “state modernization” and “bureaucratic
rationalization” discussed by Walter.
Municipal governments “…were divided into three categories according to their
monthly income, which also determined the number and function of their members”
(Walter 1993:83).10 In general, the councils were composed of a mayor, secretary, and
treasurer as well as councilmen (regidores) and a sindico (trustee or “receiver” in case of
bankruptcy) who were appointed every two years.11 In addition to the municipal
councils, local government included an appointed judge who adjudicated civil court
matters at the municipal level and forwarded criminal proceedings to the district courts
located in the department seats (or capitals, Juigalpa in the case of Chontales (Dashti
10

Walter does not provide the income distributions upon which this classification was built and it
is not clear what La Libertad’s municipal income was in the late l930s. Despite La Libertad’s
relatively small population, its important position as a gold mining center makes it possible that
municipal income was relatively high. However, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that local
authorities were unable to regularly collect taxes on mining activities. Additionally, by the mid to
late-1940s, the mining industry had collapsed.
11

Omar Lazo (1995) documents regular turn-over of mayors in La Libertad until the 1950s.
Dashti (1994) found in Mojarra, Rio San Juan (part of Chontales until 1947), that the two
councilmen and sindico there were part time, unpaid positions, but they “…carried with them
some prestige and served as an entree into the local political arena” (152). He also notes that the
mayor became a full time position (but does not comment on the level of remuneration) and
implies that the secretary and treasurer were full time positions as well.
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1994:151-154)). A predetermined and uniform formula for municipal spending was
instituted such that, “…35 percent [was earmarked for] administration, 40 percent to
improvements and public services, 10 percent to health and hygiene, and 5 percent each
to debt payments, unforeseen expenses, and paper and office supplies” (Walter 1993:83).
Additionally, common accounting procedures were introduced, local taxation revised,
and expanding the role of municipal governments in public works was encouraged. In
other words, municipal councils were to expand, modernize, and “do more for the
community and thus strengthen the role of government within society” (Walter
1993:284).
Keeping in mind that Nicaragua in the 1930s was predominantly rural, it should
come as no surprise that building Somocista political alliances as well as fostering state
expansion and centralization rested upon transforming rural social relations. As Dashti
argues, “…to strengthen its grip over rural areas the Somoza regime had to organize a
more hierarchical political infrastructure. The base line of this initial political
project…revolved around the reorganization of rural order and the expansion of the rural
bureaucracy” (1994:151). In the nineteenth century, “rural order” was maintained, in
part, by the work of rural magistrates who identified laborers and enforced work and debt
contracts (Wolfe 2007; see chapter 2). The system of rural magistrates was dismantled
during the U.S. led democratization (through militarization) campaign beginning in 1927
and the power of rural caudillos was severely undermined as a result (Gobat 2005). This
campaign (and the role of the newly formed GN in it) was one source of popular support
for the both the GN and (slightly later) Somoza. Building on past practices and adding a
new twist, however, the Somoza regime (re)created a system of rural magistrates or
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judges. Instead of one judge per municipality, however, the new system would place two
rural judges in each comarca, thereby dramatically expanding the reach of the state.12
Rural judges, the “face” of Somocismo in the countryside, pertained
administratively to the “policia del orden” (police), which fell under the purview of the
Ministry of Government, and in practice served as an extension of the mayor’s and local
(meaning town based or urban) judicial offices in the countryside (Dashti 1994:151-163).
As arbiters of disputes vested with judicial authority, the rural judges resolved local
conflicts brought to them by residents in their jurisdiction and ensured compliance with
court decisions emanating from town. As men appointed by the jefe políticos and
mayors, and with close but not always harmonious ties to the GN (National Guard), they
were also agents for building support for the Somoza led Liberal party in the
countryside.13 As such, “[t]heir job was to mobilize people to vote during elections and
to police local parties, celebrations, and weddings and report any sort of anomaly,

12

Rural judges are often associated with the GN, dictatorial violence, and repression of the
countryside. It is important, however, to avoid conflating the role of rural judges in the 1960s and
1970s with earlier periods. In the post-Sandinista triumph literature, these judges are strongly
associated with the heightened repression of the last Somoza, the espionage conducted on rural
anti-Somoza organizing, and the near universal unpopularity of the rural judges among peasants
(e.g., Black 1981; Cabezas 1982; Chamorro 1983; Dunkerely 1988). Others suggest that in these
earlier years, however, they were part of the fabric of undermining Conservative party affiliated
rural caudillos much to the appreciation of peasants, thus like the GN, demonstrated populist
impulses (see Gobat 2005; Gould 1990). At the same time, their “early” role in expanding the
reach and regulatory power of the state should not be overlooked either.
13

It appears that each department’s governor would name jueces de mesta for the various
comarcas under his jurisdiction, and each mayor would similarly name judges – called jueces de
canton or cañada to those same comarcas within his municipality. This is based on evidence
from a 1940 telegram sent to the Minister of Government upon which he or a member of his staff
wrote: “jueces de la mesta are appointed by the jefes politicos, jueces del canton by the
respective mayor…governors and mayors can not appoint said judges outside their jurisdiction”
(AN: fondo gobernacion, jefatura politica, alcaldias, 4.2, 4.3 1937-74, caja 15/23).
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ranging from brawls to political activism, to the local judge or the National Guard”
(Dashti 1994:153). Taking the range of their activities together, the rural judges were key
actors in the “reorganization of rural order and expansion of the rural bureaucracy” as per
Dashti above.
In the absence of detailed studies on rural judges, particularly during the early
Somocista period, we are left with more questions than answers regarding their social
origins and the complex fields of power through which their authority was constituted,
and by extension, the likely varied nature of that authority spatially and temporally. We
do know they were chosen from among the residents of a given comarca, but little else
about them is clear in the literature as reflected in the following vague description: rural
judges were “…individuals with very little schooling; most likely, they were campesinos
who were well connected to the Liberal party or the Guardia Nacional” (Walter
1993:113, my emphasis). The use of the word “campesino” is not helpful since it
designates a heterogeneous group of people – i.e., all people who live in the countryside,
specifically poor people (living in the countryside or just outside town), and/or urban
residents of “rural extraction” or who display “rural behavior.” The qualifier that these
campesinos were not well schooled is not particularly helpful either for at this time the
vast majority of rural residents were neither schooled nor literate.14 Dashti does not come
to any strong conclusions about the social class or strata of rural judges in Rio San Juan

14

According to the 1950 census, for example, 85.5 percent of rural Chontaleños and 88.4 percent
of rural Liberteños did not read or write. Given patterns of land ownership and residence
discussed in chapter 4, this means that many relatively well off and landed people were not “well
schooled” or did not read or write. For most of the 20th century, schools in rural areas were rare if
non-existent, although I did meet some campesinos who received private, home-based tutoring in
the 1940s and 1950s.
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but he does nonetheless state that: “[t]he mayor of the municipality (Mojarra) appointed
the jueces and their supplants from among people who were well-known for being very
serious, responsible, and formal” (1994:471 n. 43). These designations, particularly
when strung together, convey the image of respectable masculinity: someone with status,
authority, and who can get things done, attributes not easily separated from (relative)
economic power.
Even if we can reasonably assume the relative class position and gender of these
judges, other questions remain. The extent to which judges actively sought out
appointment, whether and how appointments were used for political and economic
advancement, and what kinds of tensions such appointments provoked within socially
and economically differentiated comarcas remain open research questions. Dashti’s
statement that “[e]ven though these positions were supposed to be voluntary, the
appointees could hardly decline unless they could pay an exorbitant fine” (1994:471)
should alert us to the possibility that at least some particularly well off campesinos may
have declined to be judges (and thus, paid fines). It also suggests that some became
judges without wanting to be (those who could not pay fines or wanted to avoid the kind
of political scrutiny refusal might arouse). In addition to raising the possibility of
economic differentiation among appointees if not actual judges, political party affiliation
is also worth considering; Dashti’s work in Rio San Juan suggests that refusal to be a
rural judge varied by municipality and he adds that affiliation with the Conservative party
was a strong factor in deciding to refuse judge appointment (Dashti 1994:471 n. 44).
The range of possibilities that the literature thus far reveals and questions it raises
suggests that we must view Somocista clientalist networks and the structure of political
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power and forms of governance embodied in them as uneven processes in construction,
not as given or uniform in content or effect. This applies not only when considering
those who refused or reluctantly accepted appointment, but also when considering those
judges who may have actively sought out or happily agreed to be appointed. Returning to
the rest of Walter’s description, rural judges were (believed to be) individuals “well
connected” to the Liberal party or GN. Chontales, through its social ties to Granada, was
strongly associated with the Conservative party (particularly in the rural hinterland).
Somocismo, and the expansion of the PLN in conjunction with opportunistic alliances
with some Conservatives, certainly weakened the strength of Conservative Party in the
countryside. However, we cannot assume that this “Liberal penetration” and the new
political networks it fostered emerged overnight. La Libertad town, for example,
evidenced a Liberal majority in the early 1930s, but there was a Conservative presence
not only in town, but in the countryside as well (see chapter 4).
The reorganization of municipal government and reconfiguration and expansion
of the rural bureaucracy developed unevenly and was not without tensions or
contradictions. Municipal centralization and judge appointments rested on the
assumption that municipalities were politico-administrative entities that had clearly
demarcated jurisdictions; that is, that they were territorially bounded units. At least in
south-central Nicaragua, this assumption proved incorrect in the 1930s. The 1934
resolution of the boundary dispute between Comalapa and Camoapa (discussed in chapter
4), for example, was reignited in July 1935 when the legislative decree establishing
Boaco as a separate department was issued. Comalapa’s authorities claimed said decree
ignored and, thus, essentially overturned, the arbitration process and court rulings that
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had been issued earlier, replacing them with boundaries much more clearly in favor of
Camoapa’s claims. Additionally, the placement of the boundary line between La
Libertad and Camoapa was contested for the next 20 years. The day to day unfolding of
the protracted boundary dispute between La Libertad and Camoapa was driven by
overlapping but competing spatial claims that crystallized in the appointments of rural
judges (jueces de mesta and canton), which is described in detail below. Before turning
to a discussion of this dispute, the social context through which it unfolded is described.

La Libertad: Frontiers, Population Movements, and Land Tenure
By the end of 1935 – the eve of Somoza’s political campaign for the executive
office in 1936, there were 162 farms registered in La Libertad, and by 1955 – the eve of
his assassination in 1956, there were 310 farms registered (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
These farms were registered to 288 individuals (up from 145 in 1935) and encompassed
more than 30,000 manzanas (compared to approximately 21,000 in 1935). From 1935
through 1955 seven farms were newly registered each year on average in La Libertad.
However, from 1935 to 1950 the average annual number of newly registered farms was
only four while it was 16 from 1951 through 1955; that is, beginning in the 1950s there
was a dramatic expansion of farm registration that continued until the mid-1970s.15 None
of the farms registered through 1950 were actually “new” farms (i.e., newly made from
converting forest to farm or newly claimed national land), rather they were older farms

15

In fact, compared to the semicolonial period preceding this period and the agroexport boom that
follows, there was a “lull” in new or first time farm registration from 1935 to 1950 in La Libertad.

newly registered in these years.
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But all of these farms, with very few exceptions, were

located within La Libertad’s first frontier.17 This section chapter focuses on the pre-surge
years and I consider this period as marking a transition to more intense registration
associated with a culmination of trends explored herein and national level changes,
notably the agro-export boom, which is the subject of chapter 6. These years, then,
represent a process of consolidating a developmental path that makes possible that
transition.
Farm registration continued in La Libertad’s first frontier, but populations and
settlements extended throughout its second one. The 1950 census indicates that La
Libertad’s population more than doubled from 1920, reaching 7,791 people, which is
particularly noteworthy given the gold mining “bust” and out-migration of the mid-1940s
(see Aiyer 2004; Guerrero 1956). Unlike the 1920 census, the 1950 census shows La
Libertad’s population to be 75 percent rural and only 25 percent urban. And whereas the
16

Looking only at properties newly registered in this period and their first entry, there were 32
two first time entries in this period, which included: transactions of private property, remedidas or
“re-measurements of land,” judge adjudicated titles, national land claims, and San Pedro de
Lóvago ejidal land sales in La Libertad. The privatization and sale of this ejidal land occurred in
the late-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. All of the national land claims, with perhaps
one exception, began and in most cases were completed before 1935. The transactions of private
property included two farms that were first registered in the pre-modern registry (which is to say,
the nineteenth century), three farms with modern registry antecedents that I did not record, and
three with no detail regarding prior registration. The adjudicated titles require ten to 25 years of
prior possession, thus, are also “older” farms.
17

Eleven farms were registered by 1950 in the comarca Amores del Sol, located northwest of
town (and north of Betulia), which was also one site of the border dispute discussed below, and
another 2 farms were registered by 1950 in the northern contested comarcas – or the second
frontier. More farms were registered in Carquita (north-central zone, or the northern border of La
Libertad’s first frontier) and in contiguous comarcas, like Pijivalle and Parlamento; the latter
could arguably be considered the “beginning” of the second frontier, which had two registered
farms by 1950. I have included Parlamento in the north-central zone simply because there are
other comarcas located still north of it within La Libertad (i.e., it does not form the border area
with Camoapa and was not part of the border dispute).
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1920 census divided La Libertad’s rural zones into only six comarcas, the 1950 census
identified (and counted) populations in far more rural districts or comarcas, 20 in fact
(see Table 5.3). This entailed recognizing or naming seven more comarcas within the
first frontier (Betulia, Caña de Castilla, El Chamarro, Gamalote Occidente, Llano Largo,
Pijivalle, and San Buenaventura) and seven comarcas in the northern interior or second
frontier (Amores del Sol, El Castillo, Parlamento, Pedernal y Tagua, Quisuara, San
Antonio, and Tipiluca). There were 49 caserios (or sites of closely situated houses) and
912 rural houses (versus 404 urban houses) counted in these comarcas. La Libertad was
the second most populated municipality in Chontales (second only to Juigalpa) and tied
for second in number of rural districts (tied with Villa Somoza, behind Juigalpa), but only
fifth out of eight municipalities in terms of population density.18 In other words, La
Libertad was extensive – in terms of size and population settlement patterns.
There were 229 farms registered to (coincidentally) the same number of owners in
La Libertad, but many of these owners did not reside in the countryside. In fact, the
mining “bust” precipitated an urban real estate crash (or dramatic drop in the value of
urban properties), which in turn attracted a number of rural landed families (small
landlords and rich peasants) who bought houses and moved to town.19 Only 39 percent

18

The average population per comarca was 291. Ten comarcas had populations smaller than this
average and ten above the average; however, a quick glance at Table 5.3 shows that population
size per comarca varied enormously and since the area or size of comarcas is not specified and we
know they were not uniform in size, it is impossible to calculate population density per comarca.
On average, rural households had six people (versus about 5 for urban households), but we should
assume great variation in household size as well.
19

Some of these families were part of the local elite in the 1990s, many of whom were originally
from rural San Pedro. They emphasized that their move to town was also motivated by the desire
for the children to go to school.
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of those records with residence information, however, identified the landowner’s primary
residence as La Libertad (and some of these owners, as just noted, lived in town), and
another 24 percent resided in Juigalpa, eight percent in other municipalities in Chontales,
and the remaining four percent lived outside Chontales (in Granada, Managua, Masaya,
Blueflieds, Costa Rica, and the United States).20 In other words, there were simply far
more people living in rural La Libertad than there were registered farm owners (and this
despite the increase in registration). This reflects, in part, all of the unregistered
“owners” in the second frontier (see Table 5.4). It also suggests that absenteeism and
pressures on land and labor were on the rise.21 The tensions this generated were shaped
by contradictory and changing trends in land tenure.
The number of registered owners, as indicated above, increased in this period (see
Tables 5.5-5.7).22 Nearly forty percent of registered owners (on average over the course
of these years) were medium-sized, followed by small (31 percent). Large and
latifundio-sized owners represented only 26 percent of owners on average, but they
registered about thirty-six and thirty-two percent of the land respectively (or together, 68

20

Twenty-four percent of the records did not contain residence information. Within Chontales
four percent of the records identified residence in San Pedro de Lóvago, three percent in
Comalapa, one percent in Santo Domingo, and one percent in Acoyapa.
21

The census disaggregates the data by age grouping people 14 and over to discuss the
economically active population. There were 3,159 rural residents 14 and older (1,616 male and
1,543 female) and 1,175 urban residents (450 male and 725 female), or about 54 percent of the
rural population and about 57 percent of the urban. Even if we (incorrectly) assume all farm
owners were male and assume that half the male population 14 and older were still quite young to
independently own/work a farm, there were still at least 1,000 men (urban and rural) but only 229
registered owners (some of whom owned more than one farm, lived in other municipalities, or
were women).
22

As in chapter 4, the ownership data includes farms outside La Libertad but in Chontales;
compare Tables 5.1 and 5.2 with 5.6 and 5.7.
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percent). Increased concentration of land ownership among the latifundio-sized owners
clearly emerges toward the end of this period, foreshadowing changes to come. In the
1930s and 1940s, though, some large and latifundio-sized owners experienced
(contraction); indeed some lost their land to others.
A significant amount of farm dismemberment or parceling occurred from 1935 to
1950, a process that began earlier and intensifies in these years. The growth in the
overall number of registered farms, particularly small and medium-sized farms, did not
emerge nor result from a consolidation of larger farms and fragmentation of smaller ones
(one frequently noted trend in the literature). New farm growth was fueled, in part, by
registering previously unregistered properties; however, in this period the growth in farm
numbers was also clearly fueled by the break-up of larger farms thereby creating a
number of smaller ones. It is important to analyze this farm fragmentation to more
thoroughly explore land tenure in this period.
Looking at the farms with first-time registration entries from 1935 through 1950,
there were 32 “new” farms registering nearly 5,600 manzanas as follows: six small, 13
medium, 12 large, and one latifundio-sized farm. Large farms registered more “new”
area than any other size category in this period or 3,385 manzanas. This amount of land
is far greater than the 1,036 manzanas apparent in Table 5.2. This discrepancy results
from the fact that large farms also lost more farm land than any other size category, about
2,064 manzanas, most of which was parceled into farms within the medium-size category
(about 1,904 manzanas). And while not as dramatic, latifundio-sized farms were subject
to some parceling too.
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From 1935 through 1950, 28 farms were parceled creating 73 separate farms or 45
“new” farms from older ones.23 All farm categories except minifundio evidenced
parceling and large and medium farms each divided 11 farms; but the largest area
parceled and number of farms created resulted from dividing large farms, which were
broken almost entirely into medium and small ones. These included some (but not all) of
the national land claims discussed in chapter 4. Taking large and latifundio-sized farms
together, 13 farms were divided into 44 “new” farms representing 60 percent of the
parceling in this period. Additionally, 11 medium-sized farms were divided into 11
smaller medium-sized farms and ten small farms, representing an additional 30 percent of
the parceling.
Parceling from larger farms to make smaller ones did not begin in this period. In
fact, the trends just discussed build directly upon patterns generated in the semicolonial
period (see Tables 5.8-5.11 for parceling from 1915 through 1950).24 Nearly the same
number of “new” farms were created from older ones via parceling in both periods (25
prior to 1935, and 28 after), which provides evidence of a continuation of trends and
indicates an intensification of them as this second period is shorter by five years than the
first. Since landowners, particularly larger ones, might own more than one farm, it is
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Sixty-seven “new” farms were registered in this period 32 of which were first time
registrations, leaving 35 “new” farms from parceling. However, I was able to trace the creation
of 45 parcels from larger farms (which then makes 73 farms – as we will see, 28 farms were
parceled creating 45 new farms or pieces plus the remaining parts of the original 28) at first
glance suggesting I have 10 more farms here than reflected in the text. However, some farms
were joined together (reducing the overall number of farms).
24

From 1915 to 1935, 25 farms were parceled creating 69 separate farms or 44 “new” farms out
of existing ones (see table 5.9).
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imperative to ask, who was parceling to whom? Two patterns are evident: medium
followed by small-sized owners acquired land from large and latifundio-sized owners on
the one hand, and small and medium-sized owners acquired land from other owners in
their same size on the other hand (see Table 5.7 through 5.x).25 But what caused the
parceling? A kind of Chayonvian dynamic, specifically demographic differentiation
manifested in the registration of inheritance, was one factor.26 Another cause was rooted
in debt dilemmas.27
Twenty-one farms recorded a lean on the property or debt-related transaction, in
fact, some farms registered more than one. Five of 25 parceled farms through 1934 and
11 of 28 farms from 1935 through 1950 were parceled with at least part of the original
farm sold in order to satisfy debt demands. That is to say, at least 30 percent of the
parceling was directly tied to debts. As with parceling, debt relations were also apparent
in the semicolonial period and similarly appear to intensify after 1934. They do so in
terms of private loans and they do so via the introduction of a new lending stream, the
25

These two patterns obtain in the semicolonial period too, however, at that time, latifundio
owners obtained land from each other as well. Ramon Mongrio, a large-merchant and moneylender, for example, became a latifundio-sized owner by acquiring all of the properties owned by
another man who lost his farms due to debts (see RPPJ 2645 T10F2, 5371 T44F152, 6044
T44F154, and 7305 T48F133).
26

Twenty-one parcels, or 30 percent of the parcels through 1934, were formed and registered as
inheritance and an additional 13 transactions registered were clearly “intra-family” sales of land;
thus nearly 50 percent of the registered parceling transactions were related to family dynamics in
the semicolonial years. Demographic differentiation did not cease subsequently, but in the 15
year period we are analyzing here, it was less pronounced than earlier. Only eight parcels, for
example, were registered as inheritance or just 11 percent of parceled transactions; an additional
17 sales appear to be intra-family sales, meaning “family dynamics” generated only 34 percent of
the parceling from 1935 through 1950.
27

See RPPJ 3340 T60F83 for an example of inheritance/demographic differentiation and debt
playing out together.
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National Bank. In fact, a significant factor conditioning the increased registration of
loans after 193428 was the entrance of the National Bank, an institution that was one site
of U.S. imperial rule, which under Somoza was (re)nationalized, revamped, and
enormously expanded.29 Eighty-five loans were registered by 62 debtors and
approximately 59 lenders (lenders often cede or sell debts owed them increasing the
number of lenders on the same loan).
Large merchants or money-lenders (that is, private elite lenders) were important
source for loans, but they now conducted their business alongside a growing state based
lending stream. In this period as earlier, more than half of these loans ended with
property transfer; in 24 cases the debtor “sold” the property to the lender and in another

28

Prior to 1935, 42 individuals recorded debt including 11 small, 11 medium, ten large, and nine
latifundio-sized owners. Some registered loans jointly with others and some registered multiple
loans. From 1912 (the first recorded loan in semi-colonial period) through 1934, 44 loan records
were registered. Twenty-two loans were recorded in the loan section for registered properties
(seccion de hipotecas, or mortgage section, the right side of the page) and the remaining 22 were
recorded in the “inscription section” (as anotaciones preventivas), documenting a range of debt
forms from “resale agreements” (pacto de retroventa), sales based on promissory notes (promesa
de venta – although, there are also cases of promissory notes recorded in the loan section as well),
or as leans against the property.28 Unfortunately, very little detail is provided in these records but
it is clear that some loans were the amount owed on a property purchase or intended to finance a
property purchase, while for others the purpose remains unknown but farms (or rural properties)
were used as collateral for said loans. Nevertheless, in 27 cases (out of 44 loans), the debtor
ended up loosing or disposing of the property in question to resolve the debt, these included: 56
percent of latifundio-sized owner-debtors, 80 percent of large owner-debtors, 57 percent medium
owner-debtors, and 100 percent of the small owner-debtors.
29

Recourse to the bank adds a new dimension to lending in this period, but it alone does not alone
account for all of the increase in registered loans (33 bank loans and 52 non-bank loans or 8 more
registered non-bank loans were recorded, and 41 more loans than the previous, longer period).
Bank and personal loans were recorded in the loan section of the Registry; in inscription section,
no resale agreements were recorded in these years, five promissory notations were recorded, five
leans, and five forced sales ostensibly due to debt. No resale agreements were recorded and
“promissory notes” were only recorded in the inscription, not the loAN: section, indexing
changes in debt streams and registration practices.
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twenty cases to a third party. In other words, more than half the loans resulted in
property transfer, but compared to trends in the semicolonial period, there was a decline
in debt-related property transfer (about 52 percent in this period compared to about 61
percent earlier). Moreover, relatively more of the loans registered to medium owners
ended in transfer and relatively fewer ended in transfer for large and latifundio owners.
In both periods, however, small owner-debtors lost property. Finally, small and medium
owners together continued to receive the greatest proportion of loans although not the
greatest amount/proportion of money.30
Taking the patterns in parceling generally and debt-driven divisions particularly,
we see two interlocking patterns. In the first instance, intra-class transfers of property
and thus, forms of intra-class struggle, were evident. In the semicolonial and early
Somoza periods, small and medium-owners “held their own” against larger owners, in
fact, large and latifundio-ownership contracted. These processes closely resemble
aspects of the “democratization” of land tenure discussed by Gobat (2005), which we
explored in the previous chapter and thus, adds another dimension to that discussion of
small and medium-sized owner expansion that continues in La Libertad through 1950. In
the second instance, to the extent that most lenders were economic elites, small and
medium-scale owners were increasingly unable to manage their debt burdens after 1940,
30

From 1935 to 1950, 12 small, 27 medium, 13 large, and 7 latifundio-sized owners registered
debt (plus 3 non-owners who held debt jointly with registered owners). More people registered
multiple loans than previously and Bank loans were significant in that regard. Debt-related
property transfers occurred among owners from small to latifundio-sized, but were concentrated
among the small and medium in this period such that 83 percent of loans registered to small, 60
percent of those registered to medium, 33 percent registered to large owners, and 27 percent of
those registered to latifundio-sized owner-debtors resulted in property transfers. This seems to
mark a shift from earlier with respect to a notable increase in debt-related transfers of property
recorded by medium-sized owners and a decrease in property transfers for large and latifundiosize owners.
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and signs of land concentration among larger owners emerged, patterns of accumulation
and concentration of wealth and power conditioned class struggles to the disadvantage of
smaller holders. Finally, recalling that all of the parceling occurred within La Libertad’s
first frontier, analysis of parceling adds another dimension to the class and intra-class
tensions indicated in the previous chapter (i.e., between registered and unregistered
“owners”), tensions that continue in this period and further fueled the movement of
populations to the second frontier. Although the reach of some state institutions only
extended through the first frontier in this period (e.g., the Property Registry, the National
Bank), others (e.g., the new rural bureaucracy, municipal and departmental authorities,
the GN), however unevenly, were deeply penetrating the second one. The border dispute
between La Libertad and Camaopa illustrates this uneven state formation well.

Territorial Violations and Administrative Disorder
The border dispute was instantiated by the appointment of jueces de mesta and
canton (or rural judges). Since jurisdictional boundaries between Boaco and Chontales
were either unclear, contested, or both,31 rural judge appointments in many border
comarcas served as both a mechanism and a site for territorializing municipal and
departmental administrative authority and, therefore, embodied the contradictions and
tensions these processes generated. Complaints lodged by La Libertad’s mayors
highlight the contestation over competing spatial claims that rural judge appointments

31

It is unclear whether the boundary line was clearly demarcated but hotly contested or whether
the demarcation itself was vague and lent itself to multiple interpretations and contestation. As of
now, there is evidence to support that it was a mixture of the two.
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unleashed. Mayor Gonzalo Mena began a letter he wrote to the Minister of Government
in 1937 by stating that “the Camoapinos remain in tension (mantienen una tirantez) with
this city because they want to take part of a jurisdiction that does not belong to them.
With this motive, they name jueces de mesta in comarcas that belong to this city, and
those judges disturb and persecute the ones from here.”32 Mayor Fernando Porta began
his 1940 letter to Minister of Government as follows: “it hasn’t been possible to stop the
Camoapans’ disturbances in Amores del Sol and Kisauara where, with out any rights,
they want to rule and appoint jueces de mesta and canton.”33 Just a year earlier, Porta
sent a telegram to the governor of Chontales that began with the outcry “it is incredible
(literally “impossible” as in impossible to believe) that individuals from Camoapa want to
believe that Amores del Sol is theirs…” and he then narrated how Camoapa was using
judge appointments to stake territorial claims.34 In addition to highlighting their
territorial anxieties, the mayors’ complaints also suggest the hierarchy of power through
which they attempted to exercise their own authority; that is, they both needed their
subordinates, the rural judges, to function smoothly and they appealed to their (political)
superiors to affirm their own administrative reach.
The governors of Chontales and Boaco also appealed to their superior, the
Minister of Government, for a solution to what was rapidly becoming an intractable
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AN: fondo gobernacion, jefatura politica, alcadias 4.2,4.3 1937-74, caja 15/23, May 14, 1937.
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AN: fondo gobernacion, jefatura politica: alcadias 4.2,4.3 1937-74, caja 15/23, July 11, 1940

34

AN: fondo gobernacion, jefatura politica, caja 67/10, April 11, 1939 (letter to the Minister of
Government from Jefe Politico Chontales in which Porta’s original complaint to the latter was
included).
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problem. At first, the Minister of Government made it clear that he was happy to help,
but stated that it was within the purview of the governors to rectify any jurisdictional
transgressions on the part of judges, a response that either failed to grasp or displaced the
fact that it was precisely the jurisdictional boundaries that were at issue.35 Later, the
Minister alternatively encouraged then ordered the governors to come to a mutual
understanding. This too left the issue unresolved: the governor of Chontales pointed out
that he simply could not accept the placement of the boundary line demanded by his
counterpart in Boaco just as the latter could not acquiesce to the former.36 Still later, as
the boundary dispute continued to provoke animosity and frustration, the Minister of
Government’s bureaucratic response cast doubt on the veracity of claims to a boundary
dispute; that is, he referred the jefe políticos to the text of the 1935 separation and
challenged them to demonstrate exactly where the lack of clarity in the legal demarcation
35

See the Minister of Government’s response to Jefe Politico Chontales (AN: fondo gobernación,
jefatura politico, caja 274, March 16, 1938) and to Mayor Gonzalo Mena (AN: fondo
gobernación, jefatura politica, alcaldias 4.2, 4.3, caja 15/23, May 19, 1937).
36

There are numerous examples that illustrate the intractability of the issue. See AN: fondo
gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 274, March 16, 1938, letter to Minister of Government from
Jefe Politico Chontales in which the latter refers to the former’s “advice” that he should settle this
with his counterpart in Boaco, but complains how useless this is because each side persists in
placing their demands with no resolution to the issue; AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica,
caja 67/10, march 22, 1938, telegram to Jefe Politico Chontales from Jefe Politico Boaco in
which the latter agrees to the former’s suggestion that a higher authority come and demarcate the
boundary while simultaneously reiterating his claim to the “comarca murra,” a large area made up
of a number of comarcas that were sites of the border conflict; AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura
politica, caja 67/10, April 14, 1939, telegram to the Minister of the Government from Jefe
Politico Chontales explaining that in Chontales, the meaning or interpretation of what constitutes
the “Murra Mountains” is not the same as Boaco’s interpretation, and that Boaco’s claim to
“Murra” should not include the northern part of Juigalpa (Cuapa area) or La Libertad; AN: fondo
gobernación, jefatura politica, alcaldias 4.2, 4.3, caja 15/23, April 20, 1940, telegram to the
Minister of the Government from Jefe Politico Boaco, particularly the hand written response on
the back which says: “to Jefe Politico Boaco, immediately procure an understanding with the Jefe
Politico Chontales regarding the subject of boundaries between La Libertad and Camoapa…”
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resided. If, as the Minister thought more likely, these problems were really just about
“mutual interferences” on the part of police authorities (i.e., upstart lower ranking
officials like rural judges), then there was already an administrative and legal framework
in place to deal with this, which, he stressed, was incumbent upon the governors to
enforce.37 A wonderful example of the hierarchy of power, high ranking bureaucrats in
Managua refused to act but placed blame on the inability of regional and departmental
officials to enforce “clearly established procedures” while also reinforcing deeply
entrenched prejudices about rural people by assuming and asserting that the real culprits
were likely the rural judges. However, since punishing the culprits would entail
establishing who was legitimately a rural judge, which in turn entailed determining where
(or in which municipality) – that is, it required clear jurisdictional boundaries within
which naming and punishing judges (when necessary) could occur – lower level officials
were forced to turn again and again to higher level officials to create or sanction
alternative solutions. In so doing, the centralization of power emerged even though the
power structure did not seem to be working (e.g., appeared dysfunctional) or perhaps
more accurately, precisely because it was not working.
While the Minister questioned whether or not there was really a boundary dispute
at all, municipal authorities in Chontales were busy describing in vivid detail all the
problems this dispute engendered. Authorities from La Libertad argued, particularly in
37

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 67/10, September 28, 1942, letter to the jefes
politicos of Juigalpa and Boaco from the Minister of the Government, which states: “ send the
July 19 and Jyly 20, 1935 decrees to them so that they can clearly point out where the obscurity in
the boundaries lies…or whether this really is, as it seems, a problem of reciprocal intrusions from
police authorities, which should be resolved as per Article 23 of the police code that deals with
delinquents…”
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the first years of the boundary dispute, that a number of Camoapa’s judge appointments
constituted nothing short of an “invasion” or “violation” of their municipal integrity. In
1939, Fernando Porta, in a letter to the jefe político of Chontales, said “I beg you to bring
us justice and see to it that that authority (Camoapa) does not continue to invade our
jurisdiction” (my emphasis).38 The local judge of La Libertad, Pablo Cano, explained to
the governor that “the Camoapa appointed judges invade our jurisdiction all the way up
to Kisaura without the right to do so” (my emphasis).39 A year later, Porta appealed to
the Minister of Government and begged him to use his authority to assure that La
Libertad’s jurisdiction would not be “invaded or violated” (my emphasis).40 The
language used is noteworthy, as “violate” also means rape in Spanish. Together, the use
of “invasion” and “violation” conjured up threats to a deeply masculine code of honor
and protection expressed in the need for territorial control, a language reminiscent of

38

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 67/10, Abril 11, 1939. The first reference to
jurisdictional invasions appeared in the letter written to the Minister of the Government by Mayor
Gonzalo Mena (AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, alcaldias 4.2, 4.3, May 14, 1937),
which he concluded as follows: “I supplicate that you also see to it that the Camoapans do not
invade this jurisdiction.” The Minister of Government replied that he was directing the jefes
politicos of Boaco and Juigalpa to “order the judges to not invade jurisdictions that do not
correspond to them” (AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, alcaldias 4.2, 4.3, caja 15/23, May
19, 1937).
39

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 67/10, May 26, 1939, letter to Minister of
the Government from the Jefe Politico of Chontales in which Pablo Cano’s remarks were
included.
40

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, alcaldias 4.2, 4.3, caja 15/23, April 8, 1940,
telegram to the Minister of Government from Fernando Porta.
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efforts to exercise control over women and marginal others (Brown 1995:167; Stoler
2002).41
Governors and mayors in Chontales argued that these invasions and violations of
jurisdiction caused “administrative disorder.” In this cattle ranching region, cattle brands,
bills of sale (carta de venta), and head taxes must be obtained and registered in the
mayor’s office to legally own and sell cattle. Tax and fee evasion caused (and causes)
much administrative anxiety and dismay. The border dispute exacerbated these concerns
by giving rise to accusations that those (perhaps few) taxes and fees paid were
nevertheless paid in the wrong jurisdiction, thus filling the wrong municipal coffers. The
jefe político of Chontales noted twice in one letter to the Minister of Government that
cattle were being transported out of Chontales without proper authorization (and, we can
deduce, payment of related fees) from officials there.42 And later, in a letter directed to
President Somoza, the jefe político of Chontales complained that “Camoapa, more
ambitious every day, names rural judges approximately one league [5 kilometers] from
Comalapa [meaning the town of Comalapa], and summons individuals who occupy
Comalapa’s ejidal lands, where they have always paid their taxes, to go and pay them in
the other municipality [meaning Camoapa].”43 Thus, the instantiation of the border
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These “marginal others” certainly included indigenous communities. As Gould (1998)
demonstrated, Indian communities experienced intense overt and structural violence ultimately
culminating in the complete transformation of their communities by the early 1950s. Importantly,
Camoapa was a key site of such struggles.
42

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 274, March 16, 1938, letter to Minister of
Government from Marcelino Morales, Jefe Politico.
43

See AN: fondo presidencial, jefatura politica, caja 281, March, 3 1943, letter to President
Somoza from Jose Manuel Arostegui Fonseca, Jefe Político Chontales.
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dispute through contested judge appointments added salt to the wound of municipal
resource generation, i.e. tax collection.44 Thus, the problem of much coveted but difficult
to enforce cattle taxes and land fees that authorities in Chontales believed to have been
erroneously paid in Camoapa by individuals living in the border comarcas was attributed
to the contested territorialization of administrative power embodied by rural judge
appointments, which these urban authorities decried as examples of administrative
disorder.
The “administrative disorder” discourse encompassed the difficulties faced by
rural judges. Several communications refer to constant friction between judges in the
border comarcas and to judges being injured.45 But even more “disorderly” was the way
the authority of individual judges was actually subverted. In 1939, for example, Vicente
Paz, rural judge for Betulia (interesting not a site of dispute at this time but in located in
the vicinity) embargoed cattle, corn, and beans belonging to two men, Jesus López and
Froilan Pérez. This action was ordered by the local judge in La Libertad, Pablo Cano,
who settled a dispute in favor of a third party. The two men, presumably in an attempt to
challenge or overturn this ruling, went to Camoapa and complained stating that they were
Camoapinos and the victims of “usurpation of authority” by individuals from La
Libertad.46 While the outcome of this case is not known, the possibility that court rulings
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This may have particularly upset officials in La Libertad who were also facing numerous
difficulties collecting taxes from mine owners and operators before the crash. After the mining
collapse, cattle would have been the major “game” in town (on mining, see Aiyer 2004).
45

46

In addition to documents already cited, see Lazo (1995: 27).

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 67/10, March 24 1939, telegram to Jefe
Politico Chontales from G. Ramirez Brown, May 26, 1939, letter to the Minister of Government
from Jefe Politico with statements from Fernando Porta and Pablo Cano. It is, of course, possible
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could be overturned or nullified simply by “crossing a border” not only undermined the
authority of the rural judge who imposed the sentence, but also directly called into
question the power of La Libertad’s urban authorities and potentially the law in general
as well.
Accusations of usurpation of authority prompted the arrest of rural judges. The
jefe político of Chontales complained in 1938, for example, that various rural judges
appointed by Chontaleños (himself, and the mayors of La Libertad and Juigalpa) had
been taken prisoner on orders of the governor of Boaco and Director of Police there; in
1939, the governor of Boaco similarly complained that rural judges from his jurisdiction
had been taken prisoner by National Guard (GN) commanded from Chontales; and in
1940, La Libertad’s mayor was busy seeking permission to send the GN to arrest Boaco
appointed judges in Kisaura.47 This “disorder” prompted judges to resign from their
posts and to seek refuge in town. In 1942, for example, the Camoapa appointed judges
from the disputed area of Arenas and Amores del Sol resigned stating that they were
that these men were originally from Camoapa or that while working or owning land in Betulia
also owned/worked land in Camoapa. But the point here is that the dispute in question, according
to La Libertad’s authorities, took place in Betulia, squarely within La Libertad’s jurisdiction, and
the accused used ongoing border disputes to resist local authorities.
47

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 274, March 16, 1938, letter to Minister of
Government from Marcelino Morales, Jefe Politico; AN: fondo gobernacion, seccion justicia,
correspondencia official por dept, caja 158/16, September 13, 1939, telegram to Supreme court
from J.M. Espinoza, Jefe Politico Boaco, forwarded to Jefe Politico Chontales; and AN: fondo
gobernación, jefatura politica, alcaldias, 4.2, 4.3, caja 15/23, April 8, 1940, telegram to the
Minister of Government from Fernando Porta, April 20, 1940, telegram to the Minister of
Government from Fernando Porta, July 11, 1940, letter to the Minister of Government from
Fernando Porta, July 12, 1940, telegram to the Minister of Government from Fernando Porta, July
16, 1940, letter to mayor of La Libertad from J.M. Espinosa, Jefe Politico Boaco. Boaco’s 1939
complaint is particularly interesting as it mentions a Paulino Pérez; Gould (1998) identifies
Paulino Pérez as a leader of the comunidad indígena of Salinas, Camoapa, thereby suggesting ties
between the border dispute and ongoing ethnic struggles.
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continuously threatened with arrest by authorities from La Libertad.

48

Administrative

disorder was, thus, quite disorderly. It became even more disorderly when National
Guard patrols became entangled with the border dispute.

The National Guard and Disorderly State Agents
If rural judges represented the lower echelons of the judiciary-police and party
(PLN), the U.S. established and trained National Guard (GN) represented the military
arm of the Somocista project. The arrests of rural judges, outlined above, were carried
out by the GN. The GN received a significant portion of government budgetary
expenditures throughout Somoza’s twenty year period in (or nearby) the Executive office
and increasingly so after 1945 (Walter 1993:87-89, 182-183).49 GN troop size did not
notably increase in this period, but its role and reach in everyday life expanded. In its
capacity as quintessential defender of the regime, the GN operated as both an army and
police force. As Dunkerley explains:
Since the great majority of the Guard’s 3,000 men were employed as
policemen, and only the elite EEBI (Escuela de Entrenimiento Básico de
Infantería) and BECAT (Brigadas Especiales Contra Actos del
Terrorismo) given full military training, the force was less an army than a
paramilitary body, best suited to enforcing local control, overseeing graft
and undertaking surveillance. (1988:232)
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There are other examples, including the 1949-50 case of La Libertad appointed judge to
Amores del Sol, Mauro Gonzalez, see below.
49

Based upon Walter’s calculations (1993:87, 183), between fiscal years 1935-36 and 1944-45,
the GN and Ministry of the Government received on average 26.1 percent of all government
budgetary expenditures (with a low of 19 percent in 1943-44, and a high of 37 percent in 193536); and between fiscal years 1945-46 and 1955-56, the GN/Ministry of Government received on
average 30.1 percent. As such, the GN/Ministry of Government received, depending upon the
year, the largest or second largest proportion of all governmental spending.
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It was precisely in this capacity as a policing force that GN most commonly came into
contact with the citizenry and local governance structures. Movement of GN personnel
was frequent and used as a tool to foster loyalty to the regime as opposed to a particular
caudillo, commander, landowner or other locally based social subject (Walter 1993), and
ample opportunity to line one’s pockets was the reward for loyalty and the sacrifice of
mobility. That the GN functioned as the “coercive apparatus” is undeniable, but it is also
important to note that its physical presence was uneven throughout the country and as
noted earlier, was a populist presence, at least in the early Somoza years.
A spatial reflection of the concentration and centralization of power characteristic
of Somocismo, almost half of the GN troops were stationed in or near Managua in 1947;
by 1955 more than sixty percent were stationed there (Walter 1993:216).50 The GN was
a national institution hierarchically organized in regional commands and local companies.
The Fourth Battalion, based in Juigalpa, was responsible for the Chontales-Boaco area.
From this regional command base, GN officers and enlisted men were deployed on
specific missions and sent to staff local command posts (companies) in the municipal
seats. There is ample evidence, however, to suggest that GN operations were actually
organized and carried out in and through the jurisdictional divisions based upon
departments and municipalities. It was this contradictory mapping of authority – a
national institution organized into supra-departmental or regional commands on the one
hand, and municipal and departmental operations on the other – that was fodder that
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Despite the association of Chontales with Conservative party sympathy and the famous
caudillo, Emiliano Chamorro, who attempted to overthrow Somoza, the Fourth Battalion
stationed in Juigalpa was the smallest battalion (around four percent of the entire GN) in the
country (Walter 1993:216).
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fueled the boundary dispute. In response to the accusations of usurpation of authority
lodged by Jesus López and Froilan Pérez against La Libertad’s rural judge in Betulia
noted above, for example, the jefe político of Chontales wrote a detailed letter of
clarification and complaint to the Minister of Government, which included the following:
A few hours ago, I received a letter from the jefe político of Boaco who
was complaining that the GN from Comalapa [Chontales] was invading
Camoapa’s [Boaco] jurisdiction. Immediately I consulted with the
departmental command, that is, the command for the southern area, and he
said that the departments of Chontales and Boaco are under his
jurisdiction, and therefore, the governor from Boaco has no reason to
complain.
In this part of the letter, the governor from Chontales appealed to the idea of a regional
command structure, calling it the southern-command, to strengthen his case that
Camoapa, and more broadly the department of Boaco, had no reason to complain about
GN jurisdictional violations in the Boaco-Chontales region as there could be none since
they were operating within the region under their command. Yet, this very appeal points
to the spatial basis of contradictions in authority; that is, the very appeal to a regional, i.e.
multi-departmental command structure, was deployed in defense of departmental and
municipal authority, in this case, the authority of Comalapa, Chontales to send troops on
missions. Moreover, the very complaint made by the jefe político of Boaco as well as the
appeal made by the jefe político of Chontales illustrate that in practice, GN deployment
was understood to work through existing (albeit in this case contested) departmental and
municipal frameworks, not regional ones.51
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Given the broader content of the letter, in which Chontales appointed rural judges were being
defended against accusations of usurpation of authority, it should be pointed out that the Jefe
Politico of Chontales was deploying a departmental-municipal structure of authority framework
in this letter while simultaneously, and in this case conveniently, emphasizing the regional
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This recourse to departmental and municipal boundaries as framework for GN
deployment had a practical dimension to it. Guardsmen were physically stationed in
municipal seats of power, towns and cities, and were deployed to the surrounding
countryside to pursue alleged criminals on judicial and mayoral requests. Of course, this
could be tricky as, for example, travel to many of the rural areas in, say, Santo Domino,
was easier from La Libertad town, just as reaching some rural areas in La Libertad was
easier from Santo Domingo due to the lack of roads, limited paths, and the privatization
of some of them noted in chapter 4. Nonetheless, the GN maintained local order via the
threat of force that their presence symbolized, which included regular patrols of the
countryside. On these patrols, the GN cited various offenses including: manufacturing
clandestine alcoholic beverages (cususa and chicha) and soap, possessing fire arms
without license, unauthorized peddlers/petty merchants and leather tanners, failure to
clear public paths, unpaid debts, and stolen animals.52 These patrols likely buttressed
efforts to enforce state monopolies and served to connect rural judges and GN personnel
as the latter relied upon the former to assist them in the countryside. Thus, each
municipality had its own local GN command post that while subservient to the regional
command, together with the mayor’s office, local judge, and rural judges constituted the
authority structures to argue that it was Camoapa/Boaco that was at fault for invading jurisdiction
and usurping authority.
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Unless otherwise indicated, the remainder of this section is based on the following:
“Expediente de consejo de guerra a miembros de GN por abuso de autoridad y hurto, Chontales,
1949-50,” Instituto Nicaragüense de Historia, Colecciones Somoza, ASG 129 (henceforth INH:
ASG 129), which contains a lengthy but incomplete set of documents belonging to a court martial
case. I thank Dr. Margarita Vannini for bringing this case to my attention. It remains unclear
whether or not the GN was actually permitted to impose and collect these fines as there is
evidence suggesting that the payment/collection of fines was a judicial, not a GN, matter but there
is clear evidence that the GN regularly engaged in this activity as well.
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local government structure, linking national state institutions and the Somocista Liberal
Party to local ones (Dashti 1994).
Just as we know so little about the rural judges, we are left with more questions
than answers regarding the social origins, actual activities, and fields of power within
which the GN operated. Nevertheless, and again like the rural judges, the GN in Boaco
and Chontales were clearly implicated in the instantiation of the border dispute and its
attendant “administrative disorder.” It is precisely through an analysis of the GN’s role
in “enforcing local control, and overseeing graft” (e.g., Dunkerely 1988) that this
becomes clear. In what follows, a court martial case involving GN members stationed in
La Libertad in 1949 is explored.
Between July and November 1949, La Libertad based GN patrols were deployed
on at least three missions to contested regions of the La Libertad-Camoapa countryside:
in July to Pijivalle, Parlamento, Amores del Sol, San Antonio, and Sabalar (the latter
three contested comarcas); in September to Tapalguas, Cerro Chato, Los Chiles,53 and
Tagua (the latter a contested comarca); and in November to Arenas, Amores del Sol, and
other unspecified locations (the named sites were contested comarcas). The local GN
commander, Lieutenant Pallais, sent Corporal Celestino Jiron accompanied by an enlisted
man and two civilians on each of these missions. Once in the countryside, the patrols
were at times accompanied by rural judges and rested or spent nights in the homes of
rural judges. The exact mission orders, not to mention who ordered what, when, and
where, were later the subject of dispute, and therefore remain unclear. One version
53

These two comarcas are located in neighboring Santo Domingo.
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stressed that missions were intended for the collection of fines, payment of unpaid debts,
and decommission and confiscation of illegal firearms; another version suggested that
they were patrolling the countryside in order to arrest wanted criminals including
murderers.54 Nevertheless, whatever the actual orders were it is abundantly clear that
these patrols collected fines and confiscated property for alleged infractions of the law,
particularly for clandestine alcohol, unlicensed fire arms, and unpaid debts. Moreover,
they used the threat of arrest and overt violence to do so. As a result, the (archival) calm
in the waters of the boundary dispute were rapidly churned.
After preliminary investigatory hearings, all four GN personnel faced court
martial. Thus, although graft and corruption were unofficially encouraged the occasional
symbolic gesture of “cleaning house” and punishing “disorderly conduct” did occur
(Dunkerely 1988). Lieutenant Pallais, the ranking officer in La Libertad, was ordered by
the Director of the GN on April 19, 1950 to stand trial, which occurred during the month
of June 1950. Pallais was tried on four charges: malfeasance, acquisition of private
property for personal enrichment, violence against civilians including torture, beatings,
and other acts of sowing terror, and finally, appropriation of monies from fines for
personal enrichment – in sum, for abuse of authority. The formal charges against Pallais
did not include abuse of authority “for violating jurisdictional boundaries,” however, the
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Corporal Jiron and Enlisted men González and Velasquez claimed that their orders were given
verbally by Lt. Pallais and were essentially to fine infractions of the law and decommission
unregistered revolvers. These orders became murky as the trial unfolded and Velasquez, on cross
examination, stated that the mission was to capture Bonifacio Reyes and contraband, and on the
second trip to capture the criminals Vicente Mendoza and Doroteo González (who allegedly
killed the son of someone by the last name Fitoria) and levy fines for contraband. Marcial
González Blandon (local judge, La Libertad) supports this latter claim; and testimony provided by
Cornel Francisco Bello Rueda does as well.
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complaints that culminated in the court martial, their refutations, and later the criticisms
levied against the court proceedings by GN officers in charge of reviewing this legal
process all made recourse to and invoked the now familiar language of the boundary
dispute.
By late November 1949, complaints against La Libertad’s recent GN patrols in
the countryside were communicated by rural judges to Camoapa’s urban authorities (to
the mayor, R. Duarte and the commander of Camoapa’s GN post, Lt. F.A. Mendoza).
These rural judges, Jose Luis Diaz (comarca Arenas) and Pedro Saballos (comarca El
Mono), decried a host of GN activities including imposing fines, appropriating property
(such as pigs, corn, guitars, firearms), taking prisoners, behaving violently, and doing all
this in Camoapa’s jurisdiction, i.e. for violating municipal borders or jurisdiction. Both
the mayor and Lieutenant in Camoapa sent these complaints, adding their own concerns
and criticisms, to the regional command in Juigalpa. The rural judges and urban
authorities from Camoapa not only underscored that jurisdictional violations had
occurred, but also that violation was perpetrated by yet another rural judge, Mauro
González (appointed by La Libertad to Amores del Sol), who was, thus, blamed for
prompting this disorder.55
Lieutenant Conrado of the Fourth Battalion in Juigalpa informed Lieutenant
Pallais that serious complaints had been lodged against La Libertad’s November 1949
GN patrol and apparently ordered Pallais to investigate the veracity of these claims.
Pallais left for Amores del Sol, and on December 3 and 4 interviewed at least five people
55

That is, it was stated that González accompanied the GN patrols and “because he knows very
well Camoapa’s jurisdiction,” should have known better (i.e., he was assisting in, if not actually
instigating, the “violation of jurisdiction” committed by La Libertad).
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(none of whom were listed in the original complaint) about the conduct of GN personnel
on that November patrol as well about one of the rural judges, Jose Luis Diaz. Pallais
then sent (what appears to be) the verbatim transcripts of the statements he collected to
Juigalpa noting that they “explain themselves.” Nevertheless, he also included a
summary report, which offered a fairly lengthy explanation of his findings, part of which
is as follows:
This whole matter derives from enmity on the part of Jose Luis Diaz, the
rural judge in Arenas, an individual of terrible repute…who is the true
violator of jurisdiction since he is judge of Arenas but lives in Amores del
Sol. He keeps the population of this valley (Amores del Sol) in fear by his
constant threats to stick the GN Camoapa on them…You can see that
those reports [from Camoapa] lacked veracity; they are the product of
gossip and it surprises me that Camoapa’s [GN] commander took this
seriously without any prior investigation of the background of the
informant and [as a result] that things would get to such an extreme that
judges from La Libertad have had to flee from the GN Camoapa (my
emphasis).

Thus, Pallais questioned the character of Jose Luis Diaz and accused him of usurping
authority by violating jurisdiction; he also questioned the professionalism of the GN
commander in Camoapa. Taken together, he turned the complaints and accusations
levied against La Libertad’s patrols and rural judges toward Camoapa.
Pallais also offered an explanation for the root cause of this disorder:
Between La Libertad and Camoapa there is not yet a well defined
boundary line, and each side fights for small pieces of land. Above all the
jueces de mesta and canton are involved in this. This has reached such a
situation that with the current census report that is being carried out,
fourteen houses from Amores del Sol are included as if they belonged to
Camoapa even though the inhabitants say they are from La Libertad and
that is where they have their brands and land registered. And, when a
sentence is rendered in La Libertad the losing side goes to Camoapa, and
there they repeat this whole matter…
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Blaming the boundary dispute and a few individuals who “violate” borders, thus invoking
the dilemmas of “administrative disorder,” did not relieve Pallais from the scrutiny of
investigation and trial. Rather, the trial revolved around whether Pallais had ordered his
subordinates to plunder, pillage, and abuse or whether the subordinates acted
inappropriately on their own. Boundary or jurisdictional issues were not central to the
actual court proceedings even though they were certainly key elements prompting the
trial and shaping the language used to explain (away) behavior. Instead the proceedings
probed who did exactly what and when (i.e. who was fined, when, by whom, how much,
and where did the money go) and no scrutiny was placed on “where” it occurred (other
than to note in the countryside, or in a particular house/farm).
One reported incident illustrates the tone of the trial well. Establishing whether
the ranking or lower level officers (or possibly just the rural judges, or maybe even just
the civilians who accompanied them) were to blame emerged as the central concern of
the trial. One of the key activities of the GN in these rural patrols (officially and legally
or not), as mentioned above, was to fine the illegal manufacture of alcohol or cususa and
chicha – cane and corn-based alcohols. Cususa manufacture and consumption was
widespread in the Nicaraguan countryside and was the preferred choice of peasants and
indigenous peoples over state sold liquor. As a result, cususa directly competed with the
government’s monopoly control over the production and sale of aguardiente (canealcohol) and it was targeted as contraband. Much of the cususa was produced and sold
by rural women known as cususeras. It was for many women an important source of
livelihood and gave them a measure of economic autonomy. Town elites, judges, and
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GN personnel, however, saw these women as criminals and “wayward,” and they appear
to have been especially targeted and subject to regular fines and confiscations by the GN.
On the third November patrol, Corporal Jiron accompanied by two enlisted men
and a (male) civilian reached the house of a cususera named Liberata Guzman. They
demanded that she turn over cususa and when she repeatedly declared she had none to
turn over, Jiron called her an “old whore” and ordered one of his subordinates to hang her
from a tree by her throat. This made it impossible for her to answer his questions,
though, and he then decided she should be strung up by her hands. In the meantime, her
son protested and was hit in the head with a rifle butt for so doing. The details of this
incident as just narrated were corroborated by several individuals during the trial. As the
trial unfolded, this “incident” was addressed several times and blame for it shifted from
Pallais, to Jiron as patrol commander, to the enlisted men on the scene, and finally to a
civilian who had accompanied the patrol.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the records indicate that the ranking officer in La
Libertad, Pallais, was found not guilty.56 Although substantial evidence was amassed
suggesting all kinds of “abuses of authority,” the court decided that there was insufficient
evidence to prove that Pallais had ordered said abuses or that he had materially benefited
from them. This did not, however, put the case to rest. Lt. Pallais and the entire court
martial proceedings came under official scrutiny from still higher administrative officials.
In a confidential report dated August 30, 1950, Major Carlos Reyes y Ruiz from the GN
office of “leyes y relaciones” (the GN’s internal auditing department) compiled a number
56

The documents used herein center on Pallais’ court martial, in which it is mentioned that all
four men charged were to be tried separately.
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of documents related to this court case including his own analysis of the same, which
sharply criticized the proceedings calling them nothing short of illegal. He sent these
documents to the Commander of the Sixteenth Company in Somoto in order to inform the
commander about the conduct of Pallais, who found not guilty, was now stationed there
(and it seems he was transferred there even before the trial ended). Among the reasons
proffered to explain the illegality of the court proceedings, Reyes y Ruiz included
violating jurisdictional boundaries at the top of his list. He referred first to the depraved
acts committed by patrols ordered by Pallais in comarcas belonging to the jurisdiction of
Camoapa. He also strenuously argued that Pallais’ investigative report, which the Major
clearly saw as comprised of false declarations, itself represented an abuse of authority as
Pallais not only had no business conducting an investigation in which he was implicated,
but also that he was invading the jurisdiction of another department in so doing. Once
again the boundary dispute surfaced. An egregious crime that threatened the GN and by
extension the state’s integrity had been committed: jurisdictional boundaries had been
crossed. Lt. Pallais and others like him were to carry out “normative” state practices
within well-defined geographic spaces and hence properly (or in an orderly fashion)
establish state control over territory and population. But “violating” jurisdiction brought
“disorder” and was, thus, understood by some state agents as destabilizing.
The tensions surrounding the border dispute came to a head in La Libertad and in
1955 municipal authorities held a town meeting (cabildo abierto) in which Camoapa’s
attempts to annex various comarcas via judge appointments were denounced. A petition
was circulated and signed by approximately sixty people present, and this petition was
sent to a number of government officials including President Somoza (Lazo 1995:27).
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This in turn led to the 1956 settlement mentioned at the outset of this chapter. The
contending parties agreed to name a commission including a “topographical engineer”
(surveyor) to effectively place boundaries between the two departments. This was, of
course, what the jefe político of Chontales requested 21 years earlier.

Conclusion
At the most superficial level, the border dispute was about the seemingly
mundane bureaucratic task of establishing boundaries, about delineating who controls
which space. It was that and much more. The border dispute was instantiated through a
number of overlapping, conflicting, and highly differentiated (in terms of class, status,
and space) political and patronage networks. The discourse of “administrative disorder”
and the politics of blame deployed by mayors and jefes políticos is a kind of
encapsulation of these political and patronage networks in action, which states how
things should work. These discourses are not so much a reflection of the “dysfunction”
of the state, even though that may be their claim, as they are a way of discursively
constructing the state (Gupta 1995). The border dispute is a representation of the state in
formation, a way in which the state states to “itself” and “its subjects” about the
importance of, in fact need for, “stateness,” a representation that itself is productive of
particular state formative projects and modes of regulation.
There is widespread agreement among Nicaraguan scholars that the Somocista
political project was consolidated by the late-1950s. Too often the paths toward and the
processes constituting that consolidation go unexplored. As a result, a kind of coherence
is ascribed to Somocismo that did not exist. It needs to be stressed that the processes
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leading to consolidation were at times incoherent and “messy,” as the numerous
examples above illustrate. Behind all the cries and complaints about disorderly agents,
jurisdictional violations, and the placing of administrative and territorial boundaries,
however, lay a number of intersecting processes and structures that the border dispute
brings into view. These include the “working out” of the tensions within the Somocista
“historic bloc,” especially the GN and the Liberal party hierarchy on the one hand, and
attempts to rework and mold older patterns of class, ethnic, and gender domination in this
new political-economic context on the other. Municipal centralization was site and
source of this “working out.”
If state power as a particular discursive and material expression of multiple,
competing, and spatialized class, ethnic, and gender projects, then incoherence and
instability (Greenhouse et. al. 2002) are inherent aspects of state formative projects. The
border dispute discourses point to the gendered nature of state power, which like land
privatization and the class-ethnic violence embodied in it, is exercised (in part) through
symbols and worked on bodies. The regular invocations of “invasion” and “violation” of
municipal and departmental boundaries paralleled the broader masculine image of the
state as defender of the “patria” (fatherland) who expels foreign encroachers and strikes
down insubordinates that threaten the body politic. The gendered language of “stateness”
deployed in the border dispute served to signify the importance of boundaries and the
urgent need to fix them thereby calling forth the state. The regulation of rural women’s
livelihood strategies (the cususeras) and the use of overt violence to do so is a telling
example. Invasions, violations, and their responses become part of the construction of
public fields and state practices as masculine. As we know, however, not all
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masculinities are equally powerful. The constant recourse to blaming rural judges on the
one hand, and GN policing through graft on the other, suggest intersections of gender
with class and ethnicity.
Out of this “mess” a kind of stability and coherence may be nonetheless achieved
or “made apparent” to all who see, which in turn serves to mask or conceal underlying
contradictions and relations of domination. A closer look at what was going on in
Camoapa and La Libertad makes this clear. Ladino authorities in Camoapa had, by the
1930s and 1940s, been very successful in the discursive and material suppression of
indigenous communities there, forming part of the fabric what Gould (1998) calls “the
myth of mesitzaje” in Nicaraguan constructions of the nation (see chapter 2). In 1950,
Hugo Cerna Baca, a wealthy Ladino cattle rancher, became mayor of Camoapa and as
Gould describes:
During his administration, Cerna worked indefatigably to stimulate the
area’s economic growth, building a slaughterhouse and roads, as well as
improving the town’s infrastructure and appearance. Camoapa would
soon become a strategic location in a cattle boom that would see beef
exports rise from zero to 10 million dollars between 1957-1966…To
successfully launch Camoapa on the road to cattle export progress, the
mayor first had to open up indigenous lands for cattle
ranchers…(1998:219)
And he did so by summarily declaring municipal lands national lands, by legal definition
empty, idle, and awaiting those who could mobilize the correct political networks and
pay the proper fees for titling to put the land to productive (read ranching) use (Gould
1998:220). Camoapa’s “desire” to annex comarcas occurred at this very same time and is
certainly intertwined with the land grabbing dynamic put in place by the violent
suppression of indigenous communities. Thus, the enclosures of national lands and
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transit routes (discussed in Chapter 4), or the process of primitive accumulation, only
continued in newer and expanded form with the transition to Somocismo.
Municipal authorities in La Libertad had complex ties to ranching, gold mining,
and the commercial activities the latter generated. The class and intra-class tensions
brewing in the first frontier (discussed in chapter 4 and above) propelled migration and
the settling of the second frontier. In the 1930s and 1940s, gold mines occupied a
significant amount of territory on the northern outskirts of town. This, combined with the
fact that mining activities generated a lot of commercial activity that entailed supplying
mine workers with food, active trade, and transport, meant that control of outlying
comarcas was crucial (see Aiyer 2004). When the mining sector collapsed in the late
1940s, urban properties became available at bargain basement prices. This period
witnessed an influx of relatively well off rural ranchers into La Libertad town (principally
from San Pedro de Lóvago), who together with a few pre-existing wealthy rancher
families, formed a new local ranching elite some of whom acquired land in the former
mining zones. By 1951 and thereafter the mayors of La Libertad were decidedly and
primarily cattle ranchers and the impetus to open up or provide access to even more
national land, and the violence of this process, was a central political dynamic. 57
Political ties were one means to acquire land, which will be addressed in the following
chapter.
There were significant differences between Camoapa and La Libertad’s
development trajectories. La Libertad did not get a “face lift,” build roads or a
57

The Sandinista revolution ended the string of ranching mayors in La Libertad, but postrevolutionary electoral politics have brought ranchers or individuals with strong ties to ranching
the mayor’s office.
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slaughterhouse, or emerge as directly connected to the post-1950 agro-export boom as its
neighbor, Camoapa. Municipal centralization provided an impetus, though, to local
authorities to further control people and places in their jurisdiction (e.g., to ensure a tax
base to fund municipal coffers) and to encourage ongoing land privatization including the
conversion of forest to pasture. The timing of the dispute and its resolution are
significant as they correspond to the “consolidation” of the Somocista political project.
Conceptualizing Somocismo “not [as] a shared ideology but a common material and
meaningful framework for living through, talking about, and acting upon social orders
characterized by domination,” in effect, hegemony (Roseberry 1994:361) casts the
dispute and the social change shaping it in new light. The proximal cause of the border
dispute was, of course, the 1935 separation of Boaco from Chontales and the
“administrative disorder” this generated. But this explanation simply states what the state
states, leaving unstated the hegemonic processes conditioning systems of domination.
These hegemonic processes included: the rise of an historical bloc constituted by a
heterogeneous group of small, medium, and wealthy peasant/farmer-ranchers, rural
resident (and thus, likely rich-peasant or finquero) rural judges, GN personnel, mayors,
and jefes políticos, all with direct and indirect ties to the Somocista elite in Managua;
class conflict shaped by the accumulation and enclosure of national lands, or what was
the unstated but central dynamic in municipal formation; and urban domination of the
countryside.
In the case of La Libertad the establishment of a Somocista-Liberal Party
hegemony provided new avenues for the accumulation of wealth despite the mining bust
that occurred in the late 1940s, which we explore in the next chapter. Municipal
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administrative reach and surveillance were further consolidated within La Libertad’s
older frontier, and in these years, reached further afield to its second frontier – a field that
overlaps, in part, with what the literature calls the old agrarian frontier associated with the
dynamics of the post-1950 agroexport boom. The “resolution” of tensions within the first
frontier propelled the making of this “boom related” frontier, a process that had advanced
significantly prior to the boom years.
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Table 5.1.

Number of La Libertad Farms by Farm Size, 1935-50
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio (500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1935

8

5

55

34

64

40

30

19

5

3

162

1940

8

6

69

35

73

39

35

18

5

3

190

1945

8

4

72

35

87

42

35

17

6

3

208

1950

8

3

78

34

101

44

36

16

6

3

229

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 5.2

Registered Area (manzanas) in La Libertad Farms by Farm Size, 1935-50
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1935

51

0

1604

8

6462

31

9163

43

3835

18

21116

1940

78

0

1898

8

7528

33

10490

45

3162

14

23155

1945

49

0

2120

8

8714

35

10641

42

3657

15

25180

1950

49

0

2218

8

10241

39

10449

39

3565

13

26523

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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5.3

La Libertad’s Rural Population by Comarca, 1950
Comarca

Population

Men

Women

Percent Rural
Population

Percent Total
Population

Amores del Sol
Babilonia
Betulia
Caña de Castilla
Carquita
Castillo
Cosmatillo
El Chamarro
Gamalote Occidente
Llano Largo
Pedernal y Tagua
Pijibaye
Parlamento
Quisaura
Rio Mico
San Antonio
San Buenaventura
Tipiluca
Zapote Oriente
Zapote Occidente

578
185
750
75
233
387
165
236
200
130
365
350
300
451
150
639
85
156
199
185

298
85
394
35
129
196
83
125
109
62
177
190
153
231
75
338
34
84
97
93

280
100
356
40
104
191
82
111
91
68
188
160
147
220
75
301
51
72
102
92

10
3
13
1
4
7
3
4
3
2
6
6
5
8
3
11
1
3
3
3

7
2
10
1
3
5
2
3
3
2
5
4
4
6
2
8
1
2
3
2

Rural La Libertad

5819

2988

2831

100

75

Source: Nicaragua. Dirección General de Estadística y Censos, Censo General de Población,
1950
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Table 5.4.

La Libertad's Rural Population and Registered Farms by Approximate Location
Relative to Town, 1950
Location Relative
to Town

Rural
Population

Number of
Registered Farms

Babilonia
El Chamarro
Rio Mico
San Buenaventura
Zapote Oriente
Zapote Occidente
Total by town

by town
by town
by town
by town
by town
by town

185
236
150
85
199
185
1040

80

Castillo
Pedernal y Tagua
Quisaura
San Antonio
Tipiluca
Total north

north
north
north
north
north

387
365
451
639
156
1998

0

Carquita
Pijibaye
Parlamento
Total north-central

north-central
north-central
north-central

233
350
300
883

18

578
750
200
1528

85

75
165
130
370

44

5819

227

Comarca

Amores del Sol
Betulia
Gamalote Occidente
Total west/northwest

northwest
west
west

Caña de Castilla
Cosmatillo
Llano Largo
Total south/southwest

south/southwest
south/southwest
south/southwest

All Rural La Libertad

Source: Nicaragua. Dirección General de Estadística y Censos, Censo General de
Población, 1950; and compiled from RPPJ
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Table 5.5.

Number of Farm Owners by Owner Size, 1935-50

Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)
Number Percent
1935
1940
1945
1950

7
9
8
5

Small
(10 - 49.99)
Number Percent

4
5
4
2

49
60
58
72

31
32
28
31

Medium
(50 - 199.99)
Number
Percent
58
71
86
98

36
38
42
43

Large
(200 - 499.99)
Number
Percent
37
37
37
42

23
20
18
19

Latifundio
(500+)
Number Percent
9
11
16
12

6
6
8
5

Total
Number
160
188
205
229

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 5.6.

Number of Farms Registered to Owners by Owner Size, 1935-50
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

1935
1940
1945
1950

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

7
7
6
4

4
3
2
1

46
62
58
69

24
27
24
26

68
89
102
110

36
39
42
41

48
39
36
43

26
17
15
16

19
31
40
42

10
14
17
16

188
228
242
268

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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Table 5.7.

Area Registered by Owner Size, 1935-50

Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)
Number Percent
1935
1940
1945
1950

51
52
41
25

Small
(10 - 49.99)
Number Percent

0
0
0
0

Source: compiled from RPPJ

1466
1627
1592
1873

6
6
6
6

Medium
(50 - 199.99)
Number
Percent
5361
6960
7810
8400

23
27
27
28

Large
(200 - 499.99)
Number
Percent
10199
9271
8804
9460

43
36
31
31

Latifundio
(500+)
Number Percent
6461
8101
10388
10328

27
31
36
34

Total
Number
23538
26011
28635
30086
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Table 5.8.

Original Farm
Parceled
Farms

Number of Farms Parceled in La Libertad, 1915-1950
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

0

5

23

19

6

53

3

55

70

11

3

142

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 5.9.

Number of Farms by Original Farm Size and Parcel Size, 1915-1950
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

0 Minifundio
5 Small
23 Medium
19 Large
6 Latifundio

0
2
1
0
0

0
8
27
20
0

0
0
24
34
12

0
0
0
6
5

0
0
0
0
3

0
10
52
60
20

total

3

55

70

11

3

142

Source: compiled from RPPJ

5.10.

Number of Owners Involved in Parceling by Owner Size, 1915-1950

Owners
Parceling (start)
Owners of
Parcels (finish)

Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

0

4

24

22

9

59

0

41

73

12

10

136

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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5.11.

Owners by Size Parceling Land to Owners by Size, 1915-1950*
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

0 Minifunio
4 Small
24 Medium
22 Large
10 Latifundio

0
0
0
0
0

0
13
9
17
2

0
1
30
24
17

0
0
1
3
9

0
0
3
3
6

0
14
43
47
34

Total

0

41

72

13

12

138

Source: compiled from RPPJ
*numbers not based on unique names across columns
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CHAPTER 6
THE AGROEXPORT BOOM: CATTLE RANCHING EXPANSION
AND MOBILITY

In the late-1940s, La Libertad town quickly and dramatically changed. The San
Juan Mining Company, which had become the central axis of gold mining in La Libertad,
shut down and for a time, most mining activities halted. Seemingly overnight, La
Libertad became a ghost town. Active commerce (the few large stores, weekly markets,
bars. and so forth) halted, many people left La Libertad, and houses as well as the streets
appeared empty and desolate (Guerrero 1956). By many accounts, the value of urban
properties (houses and plots of land) plummeted.1 Perhaps more slowly than the crash, at
least some of these properties were purchased and as many who remember these years
recount it, at bargain basement prices. The buyers were surely diverse but included a
wave of relatively well-off to decidedly wealthy (i.e., large and latifundio-sized farm
owners) rural residents, at least some of whom were San Pedranos (from San Pedro de
Lóvago municipality), although from discussions with members of the local elite and
ranching middle classes, it also included families who lived on farms around/near town
too. Many of these families emphasize that their primary motivation was schooling for
their children, which was surely true. However, the relative ease of urban property
acquisition allowed many to achieve a higher social status. Although farm ownership had

1

Small miners and petty merchants are among those who remember and recount the making of a
ghost town, the collapse of the urban real estate market, and its transformation. One farm
owner/rancher I spoke with, the son of a man who was once medium to large-sized owner and in
local terms relatively well off (but not rich), explained how the crash ruined his father who had,
essentially, moved his money away from productive pursuits and speculated in real estate, buying
a number of urban plots and houses in the heyday of mining. As this man put it, the “crash” was
so bad “you could hardly give away these houses.”
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long formed one dimension of the class basis of the town’s elite and municipal council, a
decisive shift to ranching/ganadero hegemony emerged.
The mining crash and changes within La Libertad occurred amidst wider nationallevel transformations. Beginning in the early 1950s and accelerating through the 1960s,
the agroexport boom generated profound political-economic change. Many scholars
argue that the boom fostered a decisive transition to capitalism in Nicaragua. Although
uneven in development, landlords and agrarian capitalists were supported by the state,
benefited from new market opportunities, and consolidated their wealth and power as a
class in unprecedented ways. Urbanization, proletarianization, and immiseration were
products of these changing class relations. Land invasions and peasant resistance to
heightened inequality shaped the patterns of change in northwestern Nicaragua. But in
many other regions, such as the interior, class and intra-class struggles, conditioned by
new patterns of wealth accumulation and concentration, were “resolved” (or perhaps
more accurately, mitigated) through ongoing and intensifying frontier colonization.
This chapter focuses on the political-economy of the cattle export boom. It
describes the proliferation of extensive and “traditional” land use and animal husbandry
patterns and the intensification of agrarian class inequality. Land concentration and a
dramatic expansion in cattle production (and, thus, a dramatic expansion in the area in
pasture) were the products of these changes (and so, too, was deforestation). To the
extent that what emerged resembled something much older (i.e., extensive cattle
haciendas first formed under Spanish colonialism), it might seem tempting to view “the
traditional” as fetter to (full) modernization. However, it cannot be emphasized strongly
enough that extensive cattle ranching is not simply an unchanging or static form, a
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traditional practice or colonial vestige surviving in pockets in a modern present. As
Edelman (1992) demonstrated for Costa Rica, the presence of the hacienda or latifundio
and economic practices associated with it (such as underutilization of land and labor) are
reproduced over time and newly produced in specific political contexts. Latifundio-sized
landowners owners cum the cattle ranching bourgeoisie (and others such as finqueros)
actively deployed “extractive” economic practices and forms of accumulation to
consolidate their wealth and power, thereby limiting “the transition” to capitalism in a
context of economic expansion.2 At the same time, small and medium-scale producers
faced new pressures and contraction in their numbers and land owned. Ongoing
dispossession and some proletarianization framed the experiences of many while others
continued to survive, and in cases, thrive. In addition to the expansive frontier that
allowed many peasants to survive under these new pressures, dairy production – itself
constrained in many ways by the beef export boom – was another factor (if also a

2

Scholars use the concept “extractive economies” when referring to economic practices or
systems that extract natural resources for sale with very little processing and that condition
patterns of development and underdevelopment. For Andre Gunder Frank, extractive economies
are the hallmark of dependency whereby peripheries provide the raw materials used by the core
for industrial manufacturing. As a result, core states seek to control peripheral states through
systemic arrangements such as unequal trade or more overt use of force through imperialism.
This social arrangement generates strong alliances between native “extractive elites” and their
core partners (Bunker 1994:113). For Bunker, agriculture, ranching, and mining are all extractive
practices for a variety of reasons: the fixed nature of space/land, the limits to the resources
tapped, and the constraints inherent in ecosystems. Focus on extractive economies has been
applied to a wide range of activities from fishing and logging to the fur trade where the primary
activity utilizes very little “production” (and low levels of labor and capital) and the time frame to
extract the resource, relatively long. In this light, extensive cattle ranching seems to be an
excellent case in point. As Nugent argues, Bunker and others’ work while useful, focuses heavily
on the ecological dimensions and much less on the social relations of production; thus, to borrow
from Edelman they often miss the political processes and dimensions that shape or create the
extractive form studied even though they do helps us see that “…that the dynamics of
accumulation are radically different than those of classical capitalist development” (1993:22).
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contradictory one that is also often overlooked in the literature) shaping the uneven
patterns of peasant reproduction.
This chapter begins with a discussion of the agroexport boom in Nicaragua and
describes the agrarian class relations that were consolidated through these processes of
change. Three crops are discussed to illustrate these changes, but particular attention is
paid to cattle and the ways earlier (and ongoing) patterns of uneven development
conditioned regional patterns associated with the boom. This discussion is followed by
three sections that analyze processes of change in La Libertad. The first of these sections
focuses on patterns and paths to land privatization, population patterns, and the
consolidation and making of frontiers in La Libertad. This is followed by a discussion of
municipal land enclosures. With this important contextualization, the final section
addresses the conversion to cattle and the class inequalities and processes of
differentiation this generated.

National Context: Agroexport Boom through Changing Class and State Relations
The political-economic transformations associated with Somocismo, as discussed
in chapter 5, were more fully consolidated by the early 1950s, although this is not to say
without contradiction or sites and sources of contestation. The assassination of Somoza
senior in 1956 is, of course, noteworthy in this regard. But so, too, is the idea that his
assassination occurred in a context in which political consensus among elites combined
with a rapidly growing economy led to lengthy period of relative peace and political
stability (or at least continuity); the Somoza dictatorship continued on through the
father’s sons until 1979. Over time, the Somoza regime did increasingly rely on force to
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maintain rule thereby laying bare the very limits of consensus and legitimacy. For more
than two decades, however, a new wave of agroexport expansion in older crops and the
introduction of newer ones, increased urbanization with some industrialization, and elite
support for this model of growth provided a basis for the longevity and continuity of this
regime.
Agroexport expansion was conditioned by and in turn shaped another wave of
state “rationalization,” which was funded by a significant increase in custom receipts.
This rationalization entailed restructuring existing institutions and clarifying their
administrative and political functions on the one hand, and creating new institutions and
ministries, such as the Ministry of Economics and Economic Council that set monetary,
fiscal, and banking guidelines and conducted research to advise policy makers on
productive investments, on the other. In addition to substantial growth in the state owned
National Bank, private banks were formed and played increasingly important roles in the
economy as did development banks, such as The National Development Institute
(INFONAC) a public sector corporation.3 Further directing and propelling these shifts
were Cold War politics as manifested, for example, in Alliance for Progress programs,
the proliferation of international financial institutions, and the formation of Central
American Common Market. All of these trends privileged (however unevenly) older and
emerging economic elites with ties to agriculture and the growing urban based (e.g.,
construction) and industrial sectors of the economy. In other words, rather typical
patterns and processes associated with the “development project” (McMichael 2007) in
3

For discussion of state expansion, see Walter (1993:180-195); for discussion of the politicaleconomy of banking and finance capital, see Wheelock 1980.
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the third world contributed to molding the defining features of Nicaragua’s post-WWII
and pre-revolutionary political-economy.
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD – World
Bank) published a scathing critique of the Nicaraguan state, at least its administrative
apparatus, in the early 1950s.4 The study was particularly critical of taxation policies that
relied heavily on indirect taxes, the lack of income tax, and the limited property and
export taxes. The report was also critical of government spending, most notably
regarding the lack of significant productive investment. The report stressed, for example,
the need for roads, water and sanitation facilities, electricity production and distribution,
education, the expansion of coffee and livestock production, and the creation of new
industry. Clearly reflecting a 1950s developmentalist view of the role of the state in
stimulating economic growth, and the character or shape that growth should take, the
study (in keeping with the versions of modernization theory underpinning it) suggested
that “excessive ministerial centralization and lack of coordination” weakened effective
planning and the implementation of development projects and thereby, as Walter argues,
failed to comprehend or acknowledge the political nature of public employment as a
pillar of the Somoza regime (1993:192). The report proposed a series of reforms to the
state’s administrative apparatus and projects for the government to pursue through
financing largely contracted with the IBRD and Export-Import Bank (most notably in
infrastructural projects to support agroexport production including highway construction
4

This paragraph is based on Walter (1993:188-195, 204). Additionally, the private sector came
under scrutiny and was critiqued for its mercantilist proclivities, thus, for being “unimaginative
and unduly cautious…too prone to seek either the safe investment or a quick return. It has
engaged in land or real estate speculation or has sought profits from importing or exporting or
from usury rather from increased production” (IBRD 1953 in Enriquez and Spalding 1987: 107).
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and meat processing plants, see below). But the increased role of the state in promoting
economic growth, expansion in production related infrastructure, and the still very
limited use of direct taxation (on income or property) framed development policy as
decidedly framed in the interests of economic elite endeavors. Although not addressing
every concern raised by the report, development policy and practice in Nicaragua from
the 1950s through the 1970s can be read as a fairly sustained attempt to work within the
study’s framework of recommendations and to that end, the kinds of inequalities
generated are perhaps unsurprising.

Uneven Development: Agroexport Expansion and Agrarian Capitalism
Political-economic patterns associated with the early Somoza years, which were
products of the complex combination of international and national level factors including
the politics of “pillar” building and consolidation (i.e., Liberal Party, Guardia Nacional,
forging a loyal opposition, and cultivating working class and popular sector support)
conspired to constrain economic growth prior to the 1950s.5 The Somoza family’s
personal wealth and control over or involvement in key economic activities, which was a
defining characteristic of the first fifteen years of the regime, continued a pace after 1950;
But in the wake of intra-elite pacts and power sharing agreements, and in a context of a
rapidly expanding economy, what we might loosely call dominant class formation (e.g.,
capitalists, agrarian bourgeoisie, merchants, landlords) generated elite expansion (in
5

Among the factors generally noted in this context are: the Great Depression, WWII, political
problems associated with “reigning in caudillos” and creating loyal opposition, the process of
state expansion and reorganization, and the enormous expansion in Somoza’s personal wealth
that included acquiring 51 cattle ranches and 47 coffee farms by the end of his eighth year in
office.
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terms of numbers), concentration of wealth, and forms of accumulation. Despite
Nicaragua’s relatively small size and population and its emphasis on primary product
production that generated a relatively low GDP, the average annual rate of growth in
gross domestic product was the highest in Central America in the 1950s (Vilas 1986:51)
and “[t]he average annual rate of growth in agriculture alone between 1950 and 1977 was
4.7 percent, one of the highest rates in the world” (Enriquez 1991:43). Cotton, coffee,
and cattle production (the latter discussed separately below) fueled this growth, but it was
cotton production that rapidly transformed northwestern Nicaragua’s social structure and
environment, deepened Nicaragua’s ties to the capitalist world market, and “signaled the
consolidation of agrarian capitalism” more broadly (Enriquez 1991:34; see also Biderman
1982; Enriquez and Spalding 1987; Vilas 1986; Wheelock 1980).6
Cotton was grown in Nicaragua during the colonial period and on a small-scale
subsequently, but it was not until the 1950s that cotton was grown for export. Almost
overnight, departments like Chinandega were home to a massive expansion in acreage
dedicated to this one crop.7 In just two years (1950-52) cotton acreage tripled, by the end
of the 1950s the area in cotton had increased at least five fold, and by the early 1970s it
had increased by more than ten fold; what this meant was that the area planted in cotton
went from only 23,900 manzanas in 1951 to 259,300 manzanas by 1974 (Enriquez
1991:34; Vilas 1986:50). Cotton, as Enriquez explains:

6

Added to the list of Nicaragua’s agroexports were sugar, tobacco, and bananas all principally
exported to the United States and all supported through state subsidies for irrigation, financing,
and technical assistance (Enriquez 1991:42).
7

The key cotton growing areas were in Chinandega, Leon, and Masaya.
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brought in only 5 percent of Nicaragua’s foreign exchange earnings in
1950…by 1955 cotton had surpassed coffee as foreign exchange earner,
accounting for 39 percent of the country’s export earnings…by 1967
Nicaragua had become the eleventh largest cotton producer in the world.
(1991:34-35)8
This rapid expansion of cotton production generated and depended on changing class
relations. As many scholars argue, rapid and widespread proletarianization – even if
employment was only seasonal – on the one hand, and concentration of landownership or
access (through renting) on the other, were dominant trends. 9
The effects of cotton cultivation generated three noteworthy patterns. First,
cotton production not only intensified unequal access to land and class inequality, it also
tied Nicaragua more deeply to world markets (particularly the U.S. market) and the
vagaries of price fluctuation in primary products; it also entailed the heavy use of
machinery and industrial inputs (e.g., from tractors, crop dusting planes, and cotton gins,

8

Given that cotton is not a “tropical” crop and is produced in the developed world too, this turn to
and expansion of cotton production is even more significant.
9

Scholars debate the scale and scope of proletarianization as well as the most appropriate
categories to use when analyzing agrarian class structure in this period, particularly for the
exploited and oppressed classes (e.g., proletariat, subproletariat, semiproletariat, itinerant
proletariat, poor peasants, smallholders). The point of agreement seems to be that there was
widespread and dramatic change in this period that generated class polarization, intensified
dispossession, and immiseration; see Biderman (1982), Deere and Marchetti (1981), Enriquez
(1991), Vilas (1986) for more discussion. At the same time, it is important to note that cotton
production was itself highly stratified – not just in terms of owners versus workers – but also in
terms of owners or producers themselves. Vilas, for example, notes that 60 percent of cotton
producers were small and medium-scale producers. He argues that the “large agrarian
bourgeoisie” represented only 33 percent of rural production in this period, adds that they were
particularly “strong” in the most capital intensive crops – rice, sugar cane, and cotton – but
received the lion’s share of state directed support, public and private financing, and income. This,
in turn, points us to an important debate that unfolded in the 1980s about the scale, scope, and
significance of small and medium-sized landowners, the peasantry, and agrarian class structure
that resulted from this period of “modernization;” see Baumeister 1984, 1985, 1998, Kaimowitz
1986, Vilas 1986, and Zalkin 1989.

to insecticides and fertilizers) much of which was imported.

10
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Second, cotton production

and the class processes associated with it depended upon and benefited from state
support. This took many forms from infrastructure modernization (roads, bridges,
electrification, storage facilities) to generous financial and credit support that was
“unparalleled by that for any other crop” (Enriquez 1991:35). Third, the role and scope
of financial capital grew. The national bank, public development banks, and private
banks (e.g., Banco de America funded largely by sugar sector capital and Banco
Nicaragüense by cotton and coffee capital), as noted above, opened or expanded their
scale and scope of operations. Cotton producers were particularly favored by public and
private financing, as illustrated by the following:
…credits for cotton averaged 54% of all bank credit for agriculture in the
1950s and rose to over 75% by the mid-1960’s…[while] staple crops
produced for the internal market received less than 10% of agricultural
credit in 1970, in spite of the fact that these crops were grown on well over
half of all agricultural land. (Enriquez and Spalding 1987:109-110)
The banks decidedly favored export crop production over domestic use (i.e., upwards of
90 percent of lending went to agroexport production) and the larger export producers
over smaller ones. In other words, this growth in finance capital stemmed from and
facilitated the agroexport boom (in and beyond cotton), contributed to the widening gap

10

This and the following paragraph are based on Enriquez (1991:34-40), Enriquez and Spalding
(1987), and Vilas (1986:49-89); see also Biderman (1982), Wheelock (1980), and Williams
(1986). The dustbowl that agro-industrial style cotton production generated was vividly
described by Gould (1990) whose analysis of social relations and politics of change in
Chinandega is a seminal account of the forging of counterhegemonic consciousness and politics
among campesinos (workers, tenants, and smallholders) struggling in the midst of decades of
sugar cane and cotton expansion.
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between export and domestic use agriculture, and shaped class inequality and patterns of
accumulation.11
Although no longer the leading generator of export revenues, coffee acreage
nevertheless expanded in these boom years; in fact, the area planted in coffee nearly
doubled during the first decade of the boom. This expansion in area planted occurred
mainly in the northern interior region, especially Jinotega, and it too was structured
through elite power such that “four fifths of production was in the hands of small and
medium-sized producers, although 70 percent of the production for the world market was
controlled by large owners” (Vilas 1986:71; see also Wheelock 1980:143). The
complexity of the boom’s impact on agrarian class structure is also evident; that is, small
and medium-sized producers were not just relegated to basic grain or domestic use
agriculture although that was one trend. They were not all proletarianized, although this,
too, was a trend. There remained, if not also emerged, a significant presence of small and
medium-sized holders (a landed peasantry or finquero class depending on perspective),
that produced a significant volume of export agriculture and wealth for others, i.e., they
were subject to surplus extraction from the agents of financing, processing, and
commercialization. Together, small and medium sized-scale producers generated 70
percent of all agricultural production in the 1970s (Vilas 1986:72) pointing to their
demographic and economic significance and suggesting the widespread mobilization of
unpaid kin-based labor in agricultural production. The perennial problem of relative

11

Irrigated rice production for the national market is an important exception, but it was also the
domain of elite producers including the Somoza’s and heavily state and finance capital supported.
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labor scarcity despite intensifying trends toward proletarianization stems in part from this
reality.12
The agrarian class structure that solidified under conditions of agroexport
expansion from the 1950s through 1970s diverged notably from traditional
representations of the “latifundio-minifundio” complex and disappearing peasantries.
Advanced proletarianization of rural workers (close to 30 percent of the rural
economically active population), as Vilas argues (1986:71-80), was evident. At the same
time, there existed a significant and differentiated rural middling-sector (small and
medium-sized holders, which he calls poor and medium peasants, estimated to be 60
percent of the rural economically active population in the 1970s. Finally, a numerically
smaller “large agrarian bourgeoisie” existed, which was typically urban based,
demonstrated patterns of absentee landlordism (i.e., 65 percent of large owners did not
reside on their land), and at least in certain regions and crops, depended upon
“precapitalist” labor (or highly exploitative) relations. Additionally, Vilas explains that
this large bourgeoisie monopolized land (i.e., owned 1.5 percent of the farms with 41
percent of the farm area), displayed relatively little direct involvement in production, was
strongly involved in finance and commercial capital, and subordinated the “middling
sectors” and exploited the rural proletariat. Among the large bourgeoisie there were
contradictions and competition (see Wheelock 1980), but Vilas identifies the
contradiction between productive capital on the one hand, and finance and commercial
capital on the other, that is, the transfer of surplus in the form of land rent, interest, and
12

Labor shortages for seasonal harvest were at least partially resolved through migrant labor from
Honduras and El Salvador as well as through use of the National Guard on Somoza properties
(Enriquez 1991, Gould 1990).
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commercial rents from productive sectors to a relatively unproductive agrarian
bourgeoisie, as a defining feature of the Nicaraguan political-economy.13
Regional and crop based variation in the distribution and social relations shaping
small and medium-scale production were noteworthy. Contrast is often drawn, for
example, between the Pacific, particularly cotton zones that displaced basic grains (and
some cattle production), and the interior regions, which were coffee, cattle, and basic
grains regions although the latter, it is often noted, on increasingly marginal land. The
scope of land concentration and proletarianization in the Pacific was greater than in the
interior regions (i.e., patterns of land concentration were greater in Pacific cotton zones
than in interior regions). Full legalization of landownership was much higher in cotton

13

This took different forms in different crops. In cotton, for example, Vilas explain that:
…several thousand producers were connected to twenty eight cotton gins, eleven
export firms, and three banks – the most important of which was a state bank.
Commercial-agroindustrial capital had a relatively smaller financial role in cotton
than it did in either coffee or cattle, but it was somewhat more complex, since it
included rental landlords as well as suppliers of agrochemicals and petroleum
products. Between 50 and 60 percent of cotton production was carried out on
rented lands, and the expansion of cultivation was affected by increasing the area
rented; in the lat years of Somocismo, land rent came to represent almost 25
percent of the producer’s income (O. Nunez 1980a; Baumeister et al. 1983). The
proportion of rented lands was greatest among medium producers…Seventy-five
percent of the sales of raw cotton were controlled by the cotton gins and 90
percent of the sales of ginned cotton was in the hands of intermediaries (O.
Nunez 1980a: 30). Agrochemicals were also controlled by a small number of
private commercial houses, in several of which large producers had invested…93
percent of ginned cotton was sold as futures, but only 13 percent of the growers
knew the prices on the internal market, and hardly 11 percent knew those of the
international market…The grower thus had to pay land rent, interest, and
commercial rent to sectors located basically outside of production. Productive
capital consequently appears subordinated to the commercial and financial
capital of the large and foreign bourgeoisie. But in reality, this subordination
expressed in turn the subordination of Nicaraguan economy to the global
economic system, and the articulation of the large bourgeoisie and the dictatorial
state with this system. (1986:78)
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departments than elsewhere, i.e., 84 percent in the northwest versus 56 percent in the
northern interior (Enriquez 1991:39). And the greater proportion of impoverished
peasants lived in the Pacific whereas a greater proportion of middle and rich peasants
lived in the interior (Vilas 1986:80). These and other examples are symptomatic of
uneven development and, thus, serve to highlight the incomplete development of agrarian
capitalism.14
Regional diversity also manifested in population density, infrastructure
development, urbanization, and industrialization too; in a nutshell, the western regions
were the most densely populated (about two-thirds of the population lived in about onethird of the area) and were the sites of more rapid infrastructure and industrial
development as well as urbanization. Despite the centrality of agriculture to the national
economy and the development of financial institutions based upon and in further support
of agrarian based capital, agriculture’s share of bank lending declined over time to only
twenty percent of lending by the 1970s at the same time that industry, commerce, and
housing received increasingly more financing (Enriquez 1991:43; Enriquez and Spalding
1987:109). These were important growth poles in the economy (and to the extent that the
large agrarian bourgeoisie was involved in these endeavors, further points to monopoly
control and the centrality of finance capital). Industrialization, concentrated in the Pacific
regions, was nevertheless quite limited in Nicaragua and most manufacturing was smallscale. In addition to a large number of artisanal establishments, for example, 83 percent
14

The term “uneven” should not be interpreted through the lens of stage theory that would posit,
say, a feudal (and relatively static) social structure changed via the penetration of a more dynamic
capitalist one. I mean uneven to capture spatial and temporal variation that manifests differing
forms of social relations, accumulation, subordination and exploitation and the built environments
these produce.
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of manufacturing sites were small-scale (employing less than 30 people) and only ten
percent of the establishments were large. The former employed only 24 percent of the
manufacturing workforce and generated 10 percent of the value added whereas the later
employed 18 percent of the workers and generated 28 percent of the value added (Vilas
1986:72-73).15 Despite the limited manufacturing base, Vilas nonetheless draws a
contrast between agrarian and industrial bourgeoisie by noting that “the large
bourgeoisie…generates more than 80 percent of the value added and two-thirds of the
employment, representing an oligopolistic concentration of capital,” but also direct
engagement in productive activity (1986:74).
This model of development was not simply a national affair, but rather was
fostered in and through international relations and processes. U.S. Alliance for Progress
initiatives, which framed and interpreted class or structural contradictions through the
lens of Cold War politics, emerged in the wake of the success of the Cuban revolution in
order to prevent the “spread of communism” in the hemisphere. One goal was to stymie
the lure of communism via the benefits of expanding markets, economic growth, and
increased domestic consumption. The formation of the Central American Common
Market (CACM) and agroindustrial development (in the form of semi-processing of
agroexports, textile manufacturing, and other light industries) were encouraged to this
end. Contrary to stated goals, however, these developments generated more reliance on

15

Industrialization took different forms. Industrial development included sugar refineries, cattle
slaughter houses, pasteurization and milk processing plants, agro-chemical plants (e.g., for
mixing and packaging of chemical inputs for insecticides and pesticides), food and beverage
processing, textiles and wood working/furniture production. While shaped under the rubric of
import substitution industrialization, like cotton production, much of Nicaragua’s manufacturing
relied heavily on imports; see Enriquez (1991:43-45), and Vilas (1986:71-81).
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exports, exacerbated the un- and underemployment problem, failed to stimulate growth in
domestic consumption, increased foreign direct investment in manufacturing, and did
little to foster intra-regional trade leaving the U.S. the major market for imports and
exports (Enriquez 1991:43-45; Vilas 1986:82).
Land inequality became a concern of policy makers and advisors as this was
increasingly viewed as opening the door to revolution. As a result, agrarian reform
programs were advocated and funded throughout Latin American as part of attempts to
foster capitalist development while mitigating the social tensions that accompanied it.16
Despite Somoza’s promises of land reform dating to the late 1930s, it was only under the
rubric of Alliance for Progress programs that agrarian reform was implemented in
Nicaragua.
The first reform program, implemented by the Nicaraguan Agrarian Institute
(IAN) in the 1960’s and largely financed through the Inter-American Development Bank,
included titling and colonization programs. As Gould explains:
The main objectives of the agrarian reform bill of 1963 were to relocate
landless peasants from the populated Pacific to the undeveloped Atlantic
region of the country, to provide land titles to peasants who had settled on
the agricultural frontier in the east-central region, to settle individual
disputes over squatters’ rights, and to expropriate latifundios. From 1964
to 1976, IAN implemented the non-redistributive objectives with the
following results: the resettlement of 2,651 families (17,479 people), the
granting of 16,500 land titles to peasants on the eastern agricultural
frontier, the legal resolution (with mixed outcomes) of over 28,000
squatter-proprietor conflicts. (1990:248)

16

Tinsman (2002) likens this type of agrarian reform to affirmative action initiatives.
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All of the titled and colonized land was located in the interior regions of Nicaragua, most
along the agricultural frontier, and some families moved from the Pacific to these new
sites of land colonization, although significant migration within the interior also occurred.
But these programs made little real impact on the problem of land hunger in the Pacific
regions and provided little social and economic infrastructure in newly titled or settled
areas.17 In the 1970s, another rural program, called the Peasant Welfare Institute
(INBIERNO), was created with funding from US-AID. It was designed to work with
small-scale producers in order to increase productivity, particularly in the interior coffee
regions for basic grain production, through credit and technical assistance programs. As
Enriquez notes, however, interest rates were quite high, and despite the official intent of
the program, it served to indirectly support the coffee bourgeoisie since the high interest
rates and low return on basic grains forced program participants to supplement their
earnings by working on large coffee farms at least during the picking season (1991:5052). Taken together, these agrarian reform programs and pro-peasant policies did little to
address the structural problems associated with dispossession in the Pacific, patterns of
land inequality in the interior, or the social conditions (i.e., infrastructure poor) of interior
and colonization settings (Enriquez 1991; Gould 1990; Vilas 1986:85).
Agrarian reform “Somoza style” did little to ease class inequality and is often
considered one more policy piece directly and indirectly supporting the bourgeoisie.
However, the political complexity and impact of these agrarian reform policies often go

17

For example, “In the 1960s, more than fifty thousand Nicaraguan campesino families lacked
any land to cultivate and another fifty thousand families possessed insufficient land for their
survival. Thus, the transfer of 2,600 families to land on the Atlantic coast made little difference”
(Gould 1990: 248).
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overlooked. Gould, unlike many other scholars of Nicaragua, makes this clear
(1990:247-252). As he explains, the agrarian reform goals as outlined in the quote above
included a significant redistributive element – expropriating and dividing latifundios,
understood to mean large but idle or unproductive properties. Political and economic
elites, including the Somoza brothers Luis and Anastacio (or Tacho), President and
commander of the National Guard respectively, were (as were elites more broadly) quite
divided on this issue. One faction was pro-latifundio division, understanding latifundism
to be a fetter to capitalist development and the ongoing expansion of the export boom.
Another faction, weary about loosing land, feared that expanding or intensifying the
reform processes would add strength to the already active campesino movement.
Ultimately, the state underfunded IAN and latifundio expropriations (with compensation)
were few; but the campesino movement in the heartland of agroexport boom – in
Chinandega and Leon or cotton regions – undertook numerous land invasions and
continued to mobilize. Moreover, the very limits of agrarian reform as implemented
(versus as promised) became a central pivot of struggle forcing some squatter recognition
on the one hand, and laying the basis for subsequent alliance with the FSLN and
revolutionary change on the other. Finally, Gould notes that frontier settlement was an
important escape-valve (from the point of view of Pacific); it also had important effects
within the interior, as discussed below. In this sense, although the west coast was
ground zero for the development of agrarian capitalism and significant site of agroexport
expansion, the still far away southern interior was central too (i.e., Boaco, Chontales,
Central Zelaya, Rio San Juan) as a population receiving and colonization zone.
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Moreover, the cattle export boom tied the interior regions more directly to the economic
dynamics just outlined, although unevenly and through all sorts of ongoing marginality.

Cattle Expansion and Development
As discussed in chapter 1, cattle and the colonial hacienda were central features of
Nicaragua’s political-economy from the sixteenth century. Granada became a center for
colonial trade, in part, through its export of cattle on-hoof, tallow, and hides to markets in
Guatemala and domestic trade in jerky and milk products. On-hoof trade continued,
especially with Costa Rica, until the early 1930s. The contraction in Central American
economies in the wake of the Great Depression, as noted in chapter 4, prompted Costa
Rica to shut its borders to Nicaragua cattle exports, providing one thread in the specific
forms economic contraction took in Nicaragua in those years. But, by the late 1950s and
in a context of overall agroexport expansion, Nicaragua’s cattle economy once again
grew. Cattle expansion was not unique to Nicaragua and included Costa Rica, El
Salvador, and Honduras as well. As Williams explains:
In 1957 the first modern USDA-approved packing plants was
completed in Managua…By 1960 Honduras, Costa Rica, and Nicaragua
had export-packing houses, and the region’s herd of approximately 4
million cattle yielded some 30 million pounds of boneless beef a year for
North American fast-food chains…By 1973 the region’s twenty-two
packing plants exported 180 million pounds of beef a year, and the
region’s cattle herd had doubled in size to approximately 8 million head.
The oil crisis and recession of the early 1970’s further fueled this
growth as governments were desperately searching for foreign exchange.
Between 1973 and 1977…six more export plants were approved. By 1978
Central America’s herd of 10 million provided the United States with 250
million pounds of beef a year, representing 15 percent of U.S. beef
imports. (1986:77)
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Despite the far reaching social and environmental impacts of extensive export oriented
cattle ranching in Central America, Howard-Borjas (1995) argues that very little research
explores the connections between the cattle boom and political-economic crisis in Central
America. She also notes that troubling efforts to analyze these important phenomena is
that reliable statistics are few and far between. Adding to this problem, few social
histories or historically informed anthropological accounts of cattle regions in Central
America exist (see Edelman 1992 for a notable exception), and as a result, even fewer
studies pursue the links between and among dairy and beef producers.
These limitations notwithstanding, from 1963 to 1971, Nicaragua’s herd grew
from 1.3 to 1.8 million head (and continued to grow throughout the 1970s) and beef
exports grew from 5.7 to 11.3 million pounds. In the first decade of the boom, area in
pasture expanded from 30 to 50 percent of farm land, and from the early 1960s through
the late 1970s the area in pasture more than doubled from 2.7 to 6.6 million manzanas
(Biderman 1982:113-116; Enriquez 1991:41). Most argue that central to cattle agroexport expansion and attendant transformations was the building of Nicaragua’s first
USDA-approved slaughter house (in Managua, 1957) itself linked to the growing fast
food industry in the United States as indicated by Williams above.18 With additional
support from Alliance for Progress initiatives, more plants were built in Nicaragua in the
1960s and subsequently (totaling seven by 1978) and Nicaragua’s beef export industry,
tied directly to U.S. markets, was consolidated. The plants, though, reflect the politics of
18

Additionally, the U.S. refused beef imports from countries with herds suffering from aftosa
(hoof and mouth disease), which meant major South American beef producers like Argentina did
not have access to U.S. markets (Cajina 1989; Edelman 1992:191). Thus, the U.S. turn toward
Central America and the various forms of stimulus it provided should include awareness of this
dynamic too.
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the state-capital nexus and monopsonistic economic practices discussed earlier. The
Somoza family, in addition to their ownership of numerous and extensive cattle ranches,
was directly involved with many of these plants and used the power of policy making
(say over distribution of export quotas among plants, or passing off export taxes to direct
producers) to control competition and further their own accumulation. Additionally,
Somoza and close associates directly and indirectly controlled cattle financing, which
included large World Bank and IADB Bank loans channeled through institutions such as
the National Bank, INFONAC, and slaughter houses that entered into seven to 15 month
contracts with (mainly larger) producers dedicated to the final “fattening stages”
(Biderman 1982:117; Cajina 1989:8-11; Vilas 1986:76).
Export slaughter house building and the financial packages they offered
stimulated cattle production and the increase in herd size, but this was not simply
quantitative growth. Instead, as Williams explains:
Through its purchases, the modern packing plant exerted pressure on the
ranchers for improved livestock. The inspections at the plant corral
determined whether the animal was deemed fit for export. Old, skinny
cows, animals with damaged hides and hoofs, diseased beasts, and those
arriving in otherwise poor condition were either turned away at the gate or
herded into the corral and labeled “domestic consumption.” As the
packing plants proliferated, the premium paid for export-quality animals
was translated into transport to slaughter in modern trailer trucks instead
of on the hoof, improved pasture management for rapid weight gain, the
importation of beefier and quicker maturing breeds of cattle, the use of
modern veterinary supplements, and the introduction of other modern
ranching practices from the United Sates. (1986:89)
The particular character of cattle expansion in Nicaragua from the 1950s through the
1970s fostered “modern ranching practices” via the demands of export focused slaughter
house and bank contracts. But these were quite unevenly manifested and depended upon
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and deepened more “traditional” practices as well as class and social differences among
ranchers. That is to say, not all ranchers (or people raising cattle) “modernized” in the
ways specified by Williams. Ranching in western Nicaragua tended (which must be
emphasized as this was a tendency only) to involve more intensive practices, scientific
breeding techniques, and inputs, while also benefiting from the more developed road
network and proximity to slaughter houses. In the interior, especially Chontales,
extensive land use practices predominated, relatively few inputs or improved pastures
were employed, and the limited road network meant that on-hoof transportation
continued (at the very least during animal development and fattening if not also final
transportation to slaughter thereby, which meant, among other things, that it took longer).
Discernable patterns of land concentration accompanied the expansion in pasture
land and herd size, which we will discuss in more detail below for the case of La
Libertad. For now, it is important to underscore that cattle “modernization” was uneven
and “modernization” of cattle production (including breeding) rested on “traditional”
extensive cattle ranching grazing practices, in fact, it proliferated them. Sandino
Matamoros argues that the reliance on extensive land use practices (a process resting on
the least investment for highest returns) was directly fostered by bank and credit policies.
As he explains, funding for activities associated with intensification of production, such
as fence building, dry season feeding, silo building (to store dry season food) received
less than five percent of bank loans, whereas engorde de novillos (steer fattening)
received 45 percent of loans, a clear signal to ranchers that they should acquire more
(inexpensive) land in lieu of more investing (on their own) in more intensive alternatives.
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In places like Chontales, this meant not only acquiring more land generally and
converting it to pasture, but also acquiring more land or farms in distinct climatic zones.19
The beef export boom encouraged “traditional” land use practices, but it also
demanded export worthy, thus to some degree “modern,” cattle, which in turn produced
contradiction and change, impacting smaller producers in notable ways.20 As Williams
argues:
While large ranchers were expanding their herds for the export trade,
peasants were losing livestock. Before the export boom hit, approximately
one-fourth of all the cattle were held by peasants with farms smaller than
twenty-five acres [about 50 manzanas]. After a decade of export-led
growth, small farmers had lost 20 percent of their previous cattle holdings
and owned only one-eighth of all the cattle in the region. The loss of
cattle by small farmers in an indication of a generalized stress on the
peasantry, but the beef-export boom directly sped the process along. The
small cow/calf operators were at the lowest rung of the marketing
hierarchy, with the lowest degree of market power. When the packing
plants began demanding beefier breeds of cattle, the small holders were
unable to acquire the cash necessary to introduce the improved bloodlines.
Moreover, the humpbacked breeds demanded by the export trade were
inferior milk producers and so were unattractive from the perspective of
the peasant family. Instead of buying criollo calves from the small
holders, large ranchers began to concentrate on the breeding phase
themselves. (1986:108)
The “cattle breed pressure” along with land pressure constrained smaller producers.
However, it is important to underscore that the beef export boom in Nicaragua unfolded

19

In light of the discussion of agrarian reform legislation above, it seems likely that the politics
associated with its partial implementation (especially the redistributive aspects that raised the
specter of latifundism as uncultivated land and fetter to development) might too have fostered
conversion to extensive cattle ranching, which as many authors note has minimal start up costs.
20

Williams argues that the beef boom was land greedy; for example, Central America’s cattle
herd not only doubled in the wake of the boom, the area in pasture expanded dramatically too
reaching “20 million acres of land, an area exceeding that of all other agriculture combined” by
the 1970s (1986:113); see also Howard-Borjas (1995).
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in a context where a significant and growing domestic market in dairy products existed
too. Many dairy producers were small and medium-sized holders; hence part of the
contradiction referred to above is tied to this, i.e., downward pressure from beef
producers, but new possibilities for (some) dairy producers.
The dairy industry also fostered “modernization,” particularly in relation to
pasteurization and milk processing plants. These plants, specializing in powdered milk,
butter, cheeses, and ice cream were almost entirely located in or near Managua servicing
its growing market and thereby contributing to the spatially uneven character of
development.21 At the same time, “traditional” markets in fresh unpasteurized milk
serviced growing towns and cities throughout the country; dairy producers near urban
areas (or roads with relatively quick access to them) could access said markets and along
with the many more dairy producers far from urban areas, convert their milk to cheese to
sell (Cajina 1989:72-92).22 The existence and quality of roads shaped to no small degree
the emphasis or focus of dairy producers (e.g., sale of fresh milk versus cheese) as well as
remuneration; and in rural areas in the interior, access to merchants, transportation, and
21

22

See Cajina (1989:72-80) for a discussion of industrial milk plants in this period.

The dairy industry was in some respects less developed than beef industry; but native/elite
capital (with one exception, a Nestle plant) fueled its growth, which in turn had little Somoza
involvement and was very competitive (about 10 different plants were built, although by late
1970s only 4 remained). Laws requiring pasteurized milk in Managua were a stimulus, but the
law was never fully implemented so raw milk continued to be sold there as throughout the rest of
the country where the law did not apply. But, the Managua focus of this development meant that
in the interior, relatively little milk was channeled to industrial production (although Boaco was
an important exception). The amount of milk these plants utilized increased over time from seven
million gallons in 1967 to 21 million in 1977. However, of the estimated 400 million liters of
milk produced in the country in 1972, only 12 percent (48 million gallons) flowed to the formal
or industrial milk processing sector. In other words, there was a very large “traditional” milk
industry through the 1970s. For more on dairy and beef in Nicaragua, see Cajina (1989) and
Patten (1971).
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markets (meaning the physical market, in the interior called “mountain ports”) also
conditioned the contours of dairy production.
Taking both beef and dairy production together, people raising cattle specialized
in different aspects of cattle production, which varied from dairy for domestic markets to
fattening for export. This variation included what is called “double purpose” ranching
that engages in both dairy and beef production. This range of possibilities contributed to
the differentiation as well as complex links among ranchers, and also constrained and
shaped the particular patterns associated with “modernization” especially as these turned
on land acquisition, use, and pressure as well as cattle breed selection and herd size. To
further clarify this, it is important to consider different kinds of cattle producers and the
structures and processes that link as well as divide them. Producers dedicated to cría
(raising calves) raise calves and generate most of their income from the sale of milk or
cheese, derive some income from the sale of weaned calves, typically use only family
labor, and also dedicate some of their land and labor to food production. Producers
dedicated to desarrollo-engorde (development and fattening) at the other end of the
spectrum, typically dedicate all of their land to pasture and to the fattening stages only,
are typically latifundio-sized landowners, and employ labor. In between these poles are
variations of “double purpose ranching” entailing variations of cría-desarrollo-engorde
(raising calves through all stages to produce a dairy and beef export herd) and involve
producers who derive income from milk and meat products, are typically large or
latifundio-sized owners, employ labor, and utilize their farmland for pasture only or

pasture mainly.

23
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To the extent that ranching rested on extensive land use and potential

herd size tied to land access, all ranchers feel a kind of land pressure should their herds
grow (or should they wish them to grow). However, as researchers have noted, double
purpose ranchers feel land pressure the most as they must decide whether to use pasture
to feed cows to produce milk or use that pasture to fatten steer.
Scholars vary, as discussed in earlier chapters, in their use of land sizes. What I
have been calling small and medium-sized producers, in addition to large producers who
worked with double purpose ranching, continued to raise dairy herds in Chontales even in
this context of land/herd pressure and concentration of wealth among larger producers.
Moreover, they did so with important “links” or ties to larger owners. That is, the breed
pressure identified by Williams (1986; see also Edelman 1992) notwithstanding, smaller
producers continued to sell their weaned male calves to larger producers (especially to
those engaged in forms of double purpose ranching), and larger producers (double
purpose and fattening only, large and latifundio-sized owners) sold cows they no longer
23

This discussion is based on Cajina (1989:15-20), who offers a typology with four separate
types of producers, dairy only, two kinds of double purpose, and those dedicated to developing
and fattening steers only. See also Jarquin Mejia and Videa (1990), who use a three type model
(cria, dessarrollo, engorde), but with the double purpose category (desarrollo) they, too, see two
types – small or less than 200 manzanas, and medium 200-500 manzanas with different herd
sizes, labor requirements, herd emphasis (dairy for dairy product versus for raising calves to
become steers), and income. Thus, they overlap with Cajina’s study but suggest that some
medium-sized farmers engage in double purpose ranching (not just large or latifundio-sized
ranchers) utilizing family labor, whereas Cajina suggests that one distinguishing feature of double
purpose ranching (either type) is the use of non-family labor. Neither study provides in depth
analysis of labor relations; however, both provide brief discussions of family labor, permanent
farm labor force, and temporary labor. The latter is day or task related contract work (for
example, seasonal weeding or fence repair), while permanent labor typically lives on farm,
receives some kind of wage and may be allocated a certain amount of milk production, animals,
or pasture/land for grazing or food production. Neither study contemplates the gendered
character of the labor force (be it family, permanent, or contract); and only CIERA (1982)
discusses gendered dimensions of family labor.
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wished to raise to smaller producers (the term often used is “discarded,” which points to
“dumping” less desired animals or breeds on smaller producers; see Sandino Matamoros
1989:63-66).24 This has implications for the quality of stock raised by smaller producers
and over time, further constrains them.25 Within the overall cattle boom, small and
medium-sized producers, who in turn were predominantly milk producers, certainly faced
the most risks with the least support or remuneration (and were subject to numerous
sources or sites of surplus extraction), but they remained a significant social group that
generated 52 percent of cattle production in the 1970s (Vilas 1986:72).26
Chontales was home to the largest herd and area in pasture in Nicaragua, as
suggested above and noted in chapter 1. Many aspects of boom related development and
24

The lack of reliable statistics is acutely felt in this instance. The 1963 agricultural census, for
example, provides data on herd size by sex and age of the herd and by municipality. It also
provides herd information by farm size, but only at the department, not municipal level. This
limits our ability to analyze cattle and land ownership in detail (or by municipality). Moreover,
there is not another census (say, in the 1970s) that allows for tracking change over time. CIERA
(1980) working with 1970s (but not census) data, provides herd size (with some sex and age
information) by municipality, area in pasture, and milking averages, but no break down (even at
the departmental level) by farm size. Based on this study, it is evident that the herd size grew (if
unevenly throughout the department), but we cannot link this further to farm sizes or changes in
land tenure.
25

It is worth noting that the “best” beef breeds differ from the good milking stock, creating
another tension point for smaller producers whose weaned cattle would be worth “less” to those
dedicated to fattening.
26

This is not to suggest that Williams was incorrect regarding the loss of livestock among what
he called small producers (e.g., those with less than 25 manzanas); as indicated in the previous
note, we have little ability to track, at the municipal level and even departmental, movements in
herd size by landowning strata given available statistics. Moreover, his small (25 or fewer
manzanas) is the “small-end” of what I have been calling small, and it is quite likely that land and
herd pressure were acutely felt by this group. Anecdotally, most people I met who tended herds
and who were “small holders” owned around 40 manzanas of land, although more dairy
producers I met were medium-sized owners; the main exception to this were people completely
without land who were attempting to build herds via rental arrangements or work for land access
arrangements (an arrangement that also existed earlier); see CIERA (1980, 1982) and Sandino
Matamoros (1989).
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modernization were, nevertheless, slow to reach this region. This reflects, in part, the
politics of Somocismo in which intra-elite competition was framed by the privileged
status of the Somoza family and their close associates direct use of state (the “loaded dice
group,” see Wheelock 1980) for economic gain. This shaped the distribution of state
resources that took on an added layer of significance in Chontales to the extent that the
department generally, and many elites particularly, were associated with the Conservative
party, and therefore, ignored or punished through policy as a result. This intersected with
an historical legacy of limited infrastructure development, which conditioned the late and
very limited development of a road network within Chontales and between the latter and
Managua (where a number of the slaughter and packing houses as well a dairy plants
were located). This in turn reflects, in part, complex class and state relations that require
much more research (e.g., to some degree the lack of roads indexes a lack of productive
investment on the part of local or regional elites that needs explaining too).
For now, it is important to emphasize that the construction of the Managua-Rama
highway (completed in the 1960s) transformed Chontales. It ended ox-cart transportation
within the department (a “service” monopolized by elites), which historically transported
goods to the port of San Usbaldo on Lake Nicaragua and from there to Granada, making
possible all weather motorized transportation and a direct route to Managua and its
markets. It facilitated the construction of the Amerrisque meat packing plant near
Juigalpa (in the mid-1970s) thereby linking this cattle rich department more directly to
the beef agroexport boom. In addition to this highway, many feeder roads were built,
although these were not all weather roads in most cases. Nonetheless, these roads also
serviced dairy producers, creating an infrastructure for the sale of fresh milk and cheese.
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These developments further fueled settlement of the agricultural frontier running through
eastern Chontales.
Despite the dramatic improvement in road length/availability, Nicaragua
remained “road poor” compared to its neighbors, and Chontales particularly so. The
Rama highway itself symbolizes a kind of uneven pattern of development as the
municipalities in its path were affected differently than those further away. By the late
1970s, Chontales remained in eleventh place (out of sixteen departments) in terms of
length of road network; at that time, it had about 1,358 kilometers (much of which was
built in the 1970s) in turn unevenly distributed such that “interior regions” within
Chontales, like La Libertad, had very limited road access (in fact, La Libertad had no
intra-municipal network, CIERA 1980:162-165). Thus, in La Libertad, with its heavy
and long rainy season and at this time no intra-municipal road network save a few private
dry season only feeder roads, on-hoof travel/transport remained a central dynamic, with
all this entails in terms of the fattening process (i.e., it lengthens the time to fatten and
reduces the weight of the animal) and structuring of dairy markets (making many dairy
producers cheese (aged or smoked, not fresh) producers by necessity). The limited road
network within Chontales and the relatively late building of packing plants there
notwithstanding, the beef export boom did foster dramatic change from the 1950s
through the 1970s. In Chontales, the boom stimulated ongoing settlement of frontier
areas and in both older and newer areas hastened deforestation and conditioned changing
class relations.
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Land Privatization, Population Patterns, and Old
and New Frontiers in La Libertad
Spatially and temporally uneven in development, the boom was nonetheless
directly felt in La Libertad. La Libertad’s second frontier, as discussed in chapter 5, was
clearly inhabited by 1950, although only a very few farms were registered there. There
was active and significantly increased first time farm registration in the 1950s and 1960s
throughout La Libertad, in both previously unregistered areas (the second frontier) as
well as in the already relatively heavily registered first frontier. The ground-swell in
registration represents a wave of formalizing wide-spread de facto private property
relations and points to new pressures or concerns over (formal) legal ownership. That is
to say, the spike in registration in the 1950s and 1960s was pronounced and indicative of
a new push to legalize landownership tied to the dynamics and pressures introduced by
the beef export boom discussed above. This produced changes within “older” areas (the
first frontier), consolidated settlement and tenure in what is now called the old
agricultural frontier (La Libertad’s second frontier), and fueled movement toward the
new frontier further east (that takes us outside the boundaries of La Libertad, into Central
Zelaya).27 Analysis of Property Registry records suggests that conversion to cattle from
more diverse agricultural practices was widespread and surely (based on the above
discussion) generated land pressures. These pressures were not addressed or resolved
through overt and collective struggle or land invasions as in western Nicaragua, but
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For the sake of clarity, the “old agrarian frontier” refers to eastern portions of the interior
regions (such as the eastern zones of La Libertad, Santo Domingo, San Pedro, and all of Villa
Somoza/Sandino) and includes parts of Central Zelaya. The “new agrarian frontier” is located
further east (mainly outside of Chontales proper) and includes more of Central Zelaya and Rio
San Juan.
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nevertheless created tensions that were, at least to some extent, resolved via the making
of the new frontier.

Population Dynamic(s) and Movement
Population growth and movement were central features of the “boom years.”
Agrarian reform colonization projects were, as noted above, one (albeit small) source of
population movements. Colonization projects combined with independent settlement of
the agrarian frontier made the eastern zones of Boaco and Chontales as well as Rio San
Juan and Central Zelaya a kind of ground zero for new settlements. These movements
were shaped by changing class relations and pressures and evidenced contradictory
trends. At the departmental level, Chontales’ population grew from more than fifty
thousand in 1950, to more than seventy-five thousand by 1963, and more than eighty
thousand by 1972 (reaching more than ninety thousand by 1980). In addition to
nationwide demographic trends in population growth, immigration and emigration
conditioned these patterns. From 1950 to 1971 Boaco and Chontales, while sites of inmigration, also evidenced significant outmigration that outweighed the former, whereas
the opposite was true for Rio San Juan and Zelaya. In other words, the dynamic
consolidation of the agrarian frontier within Chontales occurred in a context of overall
population growth coupled with noteworthy emigration that included migration to places
like Managua and to the interior or wider swath of the agricultural frontier – Rio San Juan
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and Central Zelaya – in turn shaping the consolidation of the old frontier and laying the
basis for the new one.28
Immigration and emigration statistics are not available for the municipal level, but
La Libertad’s population shifts should be viewed through the lens of heightened
emigration, thus, population change entailed overall growth in a context of “expulsion.”
According to census data, La Libertad’s overall population slightly declined from 1950 to
1963 while the rural slightly grew (see Table 6.1).29 However, from 1963 through the
early-1970s, population, both rural and urban, increased. The municipality was more
than eighty percent rural by the 1970s, and population shifts from 1950 through the
1970s, especially within rural areas was noteworthy.
The 1950 and 1963 censuses indicate that the comarcas La Libertad contested
with Camoapa, discussed in chapter 5, belonged to La Libertad. Additionally, two more
comarcas were named in the 1963 census; one of them – Marcelino – was situated in the
northeastern frontier zone (near El Castillo). Not only were there 685 more rural
residents in 1963 as a result of counting Marcelino’s population, but the population in El
Castillo also increased (from 387 to 506). At the same time, Quisaura, another northern
border comarca also experienced population growth. Other northern comarcas (or second
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At least some of the migration to Managua was, however temporarily, reversed in the wake of
the 1972 earthquake.
29

The census data used in this chapter is from government sources (Nicaragua. Dirección
General de Estadística y Censos 1950, 1963). Some of the population decline may reflect
out migration associated with the mining collapse. The decline might also reflect
different techniques and counting practices utilized in these two censuses. It appears, for
example, that more of La Libertad, particularly rural La Libertad, was counted in 1963
compared to 1950, but neither census allows us to determine this with certainty.
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frontier zones) such as San Antonio, Pedernal, and Amores del Sol (the latter a
particularly heated site of the border dispute), however, experienced population decline.30
Property Registry records indicate that the number of registered farms nearly
doubled while the rural population only increased by 122 residents (a two percent
increase) from 1950 to 1963 (see Table 6.2).31 Analyzing population and registered
farms by zone or area within La Libertad shows that population trends varied notably in
rural areas. The population grew in the northern comarcas (from 1,998 to 3,002;
although this over all growth was, as just indicated above, uneven) and farm registration
increased from about ten registered farms in 1950 to 34 in 1963. In the central region (or
north-central comarcas), a zone largely located with La Libertad’s first frontier, there was
population decline (down by 131 individuals), but farm registration increased from 18 to
72 registered farms. In the southwestern to northwestern zones, there was also
population decline and increased farm registration, and both trends were more
pronounced in the northwest (population declined there by 350 and farm registration
increased by 68 farms). Finally, in the comarcas surrounding town in all directions, the
population grew slightly (by 46) and 50 more farms were registered. These patterns
reflect an “emptying” of La Libertad’s first frontier and part of the northern zone, i.e.,
population decline, amidst an ongoing and ever intensifying formalization (i.e.,
registration) of private property relations in that same space. These patterns signal
pressures brewing around land and point to the dynamic tensions both squeezing and
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The population decline in these comarcas might reflect that the boundary line was drawn
through them, with some population counted in Camoapa and some in La Libertad.
31

Unfortunately, rural population by comarca is not available for the 1970s, thus, it is not possible
to track the changes discussed in this paragraph through the 1970s.
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propelling as well as luring and enabling movement north and east (to the eastern
portions of La Libertad’s second frontier, the “old” agrarian frontier).
Movement and migrations were not, however, intra-rural only, nor was
landownership purely a local affair. At least two of the wealthiest families in La Libertad
left for other cities after the mining bust, but retained their farms. The heirs of one of
these families not only continued to own farms in La Libertad, but also acquired land
elsewhere in Chontales, particularly in Villa Somoza, as did other local and regional
elites (thereby fueling frontier consolidation via expanding extensive ranches while
benefiting from highway construction). Still other Liberteño elites and upwardly mobile
medium and large-scale producers, who historically owned land in La Libertad, San
Pedro, or Santo Domingo expanded the practice of acquiring multiple farms in different
locales. This period also coincided with a stronger urban presence of ganadero (cattle
rancher, implies elite, bourgeoisie, or latifundio-sized) and ranching families, many from
San Pedro, as noted in chapter 5. At the same time, more urban based ganaderos from
other cities also owned farms in La Libertad. In fact, elite translocal economic practices
not only continued but intensified as older and emerging ganaderos and large-scale
ranchers from Juigalpa and elsewhere, in tandem with their local counterparts, acquired
and expanded their landholdings in La Libertad.32 Added to this mix was a diverse and
differentiated landowning and rural resident group of peasants and finqueros, some of
whom were recent migrants to rural La Libertad.
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Sandino Matamoros (1989), for example, comments on this trend and ties it to the Rama
highway construction, which at once “freed” Chontaleños from Granadino hegemony (in trading
particularly), but generated a new presence in the form of elite and large ranchers from Boaco and
Camoapa owning land in Chontales.
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New Registration: Forced Sales
Farm registration, as indicated above, expanded dramatically in this period.
Following trends established earlier, in La Libertad more farms and more land were
newly registered by previously unregistered owners in the 1950s and subsequently.
However, the increase in registration was more dramatic than earlier such that in 1950,
only 26,523 manzanas in La Libertad were registered in 229 farms but by 1980,
approximately 69,179 manzanas were registered in 625 farms. Stated another way, 396
more farms and 42,646 more manzanas were registered over the course of these thirty
years (see Tables 6.3 and 6.4). The period examined here is longer than the time frames
used in early chapters making comparison awkward, but it is nonetheless clear that the
number of farms and manzanas registered during this 30 year period were more than
double the amount registered in the entire first half of the twentieth. The move toward
accelerated registration begins clearly in the 1950s, continues and expands in the 1960s,
and then slows fairly dramatically by the mid-1970s, thus, this timing indexes both the
consolidation of one frontier and the early stages of forming another one (or making what
is now called the “new frontier”). To further emphasize the scope of this change, the
1963 agricultural census describes La Libertad’s farm area as 73,546 manzanas. Property
Registry records indicate that in 1950 only about thirty-six percent of this area was
registered, but by 1960 about sixty percent was registered, and by 1980, ninety-four
percent of this area was registered. Thus, a sea change in farm registration occurred.
Prior to 1950, newly registered farms appeared in the Registry via private
transactions (suggesting a previous registry trail), ejidal privatization, national land
claims, and supplementary titles. The new registrations in the 1950s and 1960s
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overwhelming followed another route. Nearly seventy-three percent of the newly
registered area and sixty-one percent of the newly registered farms in this period made
recourse to “forced sales.” Forced sales, like supplementary titles, are judge adjudicated
titles. Whereas supplementary titles explicitly deal with possessor rights (thus, allow
possessors to register if they can demonstrate ten or 25 years of possession using the legal
categories ordinary and extraordinary prescription), forced sales implicitly rest on
possessor status but are explicitly framed in terms of debt resolution. Forced sales allow
a lender to establish judicial standing against a debtor to resolve or recover debt. Debt
resolution carried out in this manner permits the claimant to “open a page” (abrir folio) in
the Property Registry, i.e., to register a farm, essentially adding an important legal layer
to ownership, and as we will see momentarily, a fairly easy way to legalize through the
back door. As legal scholar Escobar Fornos (1979) explains, the title generated is not a
“perfect title of dominion” if the debtor did not already possess a title, but it does give
cause for a “just title of ten year or ordinary prescription.” As a legal category, thus,
forced sales rest on legal understandings of possession, are framed to assist in debt
recuperation, and provide a means to register land to transfer it to a lender in payment of
debt, although the title and Registry records it generates are not as legally “strong” as
“perfect titles of dominion.” This “weakness,” however, did diminish recourse to this
strategy of registration in La Libertad. In La Libertad and Chontales more widely, forced
sales were widely used to register farms in the 1950s through 1970s (CIERA 1982;
Sandino Matamoros 1989) and while debt relations surely existed, these “transactions” do
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not directly index debt, at least in the majority of cases, despite the label and legal
presumptions behind it.33
Using “forced sale” as a strategy to register property required mobilizing some
resources (money for legal fees and transportation to town or city) as well as kin,
neighbors, or friends who would stand as witnesses/debtors, but it quickly became the
new and easier way to privately legalize ownership of national land (CIERA 1980:4950). The way this worked was as follows: an untitled and unregistered “debtor” and a
“lender” would go to the local judge (say, in La Libertad or Juigalpa) and declare that the
former will not or cannot pay the debt owed, but “owns” a property. The judge then rules
in favor of the lender “forcing” the debtor to pay via handing over the property. With the
judge’s ruling and a nominal fee paid to the debtor for the property and improvements,
the property is registered with this forced sale constituting the first entry. As CIERA
researchers explain, the declaration of forced sales in Chontales was overwhelming a
strategy to register, and based on interviews they conducted and review of Property
Registry records, all the parties were “in on” the façade, which has interesting
implications for future research on legal culture. This “façade” provided a useful,
relatively easy to wield, and inexpensive tool for unregistered “owners,” whether those
who made a farm by clearing forest or those who purchased an unregistered farm, to
legalize their farms. However, this tool, widely used by middle and rich-peasants and
finqueros, was also one that ganaderos (implying larger or latifundio sized owners with
large herds) used to evict possessors in their midst.
33

In this period, supplementary titles were sought as well, but for only 2 percent of the registered
area and farms.
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Property Registry records indicate that the “the façade scenario” was wide-spread
in La Libertad in this period. A common manifestation of this would be for neighbors to
bring court cases against each other. Neighbors certainly fight or engage in disputes, but
the prevalence and the “story” these registration entries provide when analyzed as a
group demonstrates that disputes were not motivating factors in these cases. In case after
case one finds examples of neighbors mutually taking each other to court (at different
times) in which both parties end up with registered farms. Another common
manifestation of this was for people with the same last name, often the same last names
(meaning siblings), to take each other to court. Again, certainly real disputes including
debt-generated ones exist among families, but record after record show either the
claimant or defendant or both to be unregistered “owners” of the land in question or of
neighboring (unregistered) land. Like the first example, at times both parties end up with
(different) registered farms; at other times, the “lender” sells part to the “debtor” or
another family member in a subsequent transaction. Finally, in some cases, the original
debtor ends up owning the land by “buying it” from the lender. Together, these cases
illustrate the ways “landowners” devised strategies to register land, and are not indicative
of widespread debt relations, land conflict, or land turnover.
Unfortunately, it is more difficult to discern the “eviction strategy” from these
records. Registry records of forced sales are remarkably uniform in the information they
provide and essentially consist of two types: one provides the size of the property, that it
is the product of “forced sale,” the names of the litigants, the farm location (which means
vaguely describing the boundaries or neighbors of the property, i.e., to the north John
Doe, to the west James Doe, etc.,), and the name of judge (or which judge, such as local
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judge of La Libertad); the second provides the same information but states it is the
product of forced sale for promesa de venta (promissory note) that is unpaid or
unfulfilled (and often but not always expressing the expired term, which ranged from
three months to five years). A cursory review of this second set also suggests that a little
more farm description, such as whether there are coffee trees, or pasture, is provided.
Most of the transactions, 67 percent, followed the first type, while only 33 percent
followed the second type. These subtle distinctions might index differences among
“kinds” of forced sales, i.e., they might reflect “code” in the Registry for different uses
and implications of the same legal mechanism (i.e., fake versus real debt, establishing
rights to one’s land versus evicting possessors). Although we cannot quantify how often
debt was invoked for “real” debt or to evict possessors, the “evacuation” (or population
decline) of parts of La Libertad’s countryside may be symptomatic of this process.
Conversations with Liberteños also suggest that the eviction scenario occurred.
Farms of all sizes were registered via forced sales and both men and women were
actively involved in this judicial process. Of the women involved, far more were
“debtors;” that is, women appear more frequently as the person who supposedly owes
money and transfers the farm than as “lenders” in these transactions. When women
appear as lenders they were most often elite or wealthy women. In these cases, they often
and fairly quickly sell the land to a husband or child (usually, but not always, a son). In
fact, another obvious pattern in these records is that of immediate sale of the property to
others (often on the same day or within months, with registration of the transaction also
occurring rapidly). As a number of landowners explained to me, the longer the registry
trail, the more legal weight it carries, thus, these multiple registry entries were an
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intentional strategy to strengthen legal rights. In other words, as we just indicated, these
records are not reflecting land transfers, but attempts to solidify legal ownership. Forced
sales were a significant, but not the only, source of “new” farm registration, in this
period. Another source was the sale of municipal land.

Unfinished Business: the Final Enclosure of Municipal Lands
Recourse to forced sales and solidifying full legal ownership occurred alongside
another kind of privatization and registration, one in which the ongoing practice of
renting municipal lands at nominal fees to arrendatarios (renters) ended and municipal
lands, already parceled, were sold to individuals. With the records available, the
privatization of municipal lands represented about ten percent of the newly registered
farms and farm area in this period.34 The agroexport boom and policy and legal
instruments supporting it were the larger national context within which municipal/ejidal
land privatization resumed and culminated. The end to national land claim making and
the “switch” to forced sales, while conditioned by national level laws and processes,
constituted the regional context. Locally, the settled border issues with Juigalpa and
Camoapa and the mining bust conditioned ejidal privatization in La Libertad.
In La Libertad ejidal or municipal lands were located in a complicated landscape
of emerging and changing politico-administrative borders and boundaries constituting an

34

I say “about” because there is little record of La Libertad’s sales of municipal land.
Additionally, the remaining new farms and area registered stemmed from properties with a
previous registry paper trail that I did not uncover, was the first time a property explicitly
included size information, and partitions or farm break up (although some fusions or joining of
contiguous properties also occurred).
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important dynamic within – or aspect of – what I refer to as “municipal formation” in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The interchangeable usage of the words ejido and
municipal land in the nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries indexed ethnically/racially
structured class relations and formed part of the fabric of the changing meanings and
practices associated with land use and control over time. State donation of national lands
to municipalities fueled this shift in meanings and practices by constituting a new kind of
ejido, municipal land, which was not tied to communal tenure relations.35 Both Juigalpa
and La Libertad were given state donations of national lands to form ejidos or municipal
lands in what became the jurisdiction of La Libertad, and both were fully privatized in the
period we are considering here.
Juigalpa’s municipal land in La Libertad was located in or near Betulia, stretching
through Pijivalle north to Amores del Sol, or northwest of town, located near the site of
the border dispute with Juigalpa over Betulia discussed in chapter 3, the border dispute
with Camoapa discussed in the previous chapter, and population decline amidst increased
farm registration noted above. This land, close to 4,200 manzanas, was surveyed in 1915
and, thus, was often referred to in Registry documents as mil novicientos quince or
“nineteen fifteen,” although the land was also referred to as El Chayote (a place name).
35

Records suggest both terms were used in the 1950s and 1960s with ejido somewhat more
frequently. When I asked a number of older ganaderos about La Libertad’s ejidal land, some with
ties to the municipal office during this period, I received blank stares, was told they had never
heard of the word, or it was stated that all the land around there was “really” national land. The
1963 census claims that 224 farms and 21,129 manzanas were “ejidatario” titles in La Libertad; if
this was at least legally true, then the San Pedro ejido discussed in chapter one was very large (as
I suggested), and it is possible that La Libertad’s municipal lands (via state donation) were larger
too. In addition, the census records 262 farms with 42,978 manzanas with legal title; another 16
farms with 1,340 manzanas in usufruct titles; 83 rented farms with 1,649 manzanas; and 77 farms
with 6,276 manzanas that were not titled.
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Between 1919 (when the first Registry entry appears) and 1968, more than one hundred
lease and lease transfer/sale agreements involving at least ninety three different people
were recorded. Additionally, by the late 1950s through 1968, at least forty separate sales
of “1915 plots” by Juigalpa municipality to 34 individuals were also recorded.
Rental records indicate that “1915” was surveyed, mapped, and divided into 25
plots of varying sizes ranging from 50 hectares (or about 71 manzanas) to about 250
hectares.36 In turn, many of these plots were clearly further sub-divided such that the one
100 hectare plot called “number one,” for example, was divided into two 71 manzana (or
50 hectare) plots that were rented separately, and so on.37 There were only four
registered rentals in the 1920s and six in the 1930s, yet there were 16 first time rentals
36

The variation in plot size was likely a reflection of the terrain, which was rugged and
mountainous.
37

Despite the fairly dense registry record for “1915” rentals, it remains, nonetheless, uneven and
perhaps incomplete, which manifests in a variety of ways. I found no reference to plots sixteen,
twenty, or twenty-three, for example, nor could I identify “sub-plots” or divisions for a few of the
larger parcels. Similarly, at least four plots may have been larger than I could determine from
these records, and as a result I was only able to track (with a semblance of certainty) 3,860 of the
4,194 manzanas. Stating these last two points another way, the registry records do not contain
statements or descriptions identifying the size, divisions, and locations for each of the 25 plots;
rather, each rental records says something like from “number x” on the map. From these records
I deduced that there were 25 plots on this map (which I did not obtain), that some were obviously
sub-divided, and that others may have been as well. Additionally, at times it was difficult to
determine which plot was rented or transferred, the duration of the rental agreement, whether or
not payments were made and agreements extended or canceled (and then for what reason), and so
forth. There were more than one hundred registry entries (which include individual “asientos”
and various notations), of which 41 were rental agreements between the municipality and
individuals and the remainder transfers/sales of rental agreements among individuals. Rental
agreements with stated terms varied from twenty five year terms in the 1920s to ten year terms
thereafter. Eleven records contained ten year contract renewal notations. Three records
contained cancellation registrations and there were a few cases of Juigalpa municipality renting a
previously rented plot to another individual suggesting there were even more contract
cancellations. A number of rental transfers/sales occurred after ten year terms expired per
registration dates, leaving open the question if these had been extended or canceled. Finally, not
all of the agreements were actually recorded in the Registry.
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and nine rental transfers in the 1940s, and six first time rentals with 42 transfers in the
1950s. It is possible that Juigalpa’s municipal offices were simply unable, uninterested,
or unwilling to administer this land effectively in the 1920s, and that only over time did
they become more earnest. The border dispute with La Libertad was likely a factor in
this regard. In fact, the reader will recall that Juigalpa lost the dispute with La Libertad
and at the same time decided to petition the government for permission to sell half of the
land in the 1930s (see chapter 4), although based on these records, they did not actually
sell them then. Furthermore, more rental contracts were signed in 1939 (in fact, the
single largest group of rental contracts dates to 1939), thus, suggesting a certain limbo on
the part of the municipality until after the border issues were resolved.38
It is quite possible that both a lag (and slow pace) in administering this land and a
lack of full registration occurred. Given “1915’s” location, it is impossible that this land
was unused or unoccupied even in the 1920s, as discussed in earlier chapters. From these
records it is clear that some people rented the land for quite a long time and others for
much shorter periods. Furthermore, during the rental period, 21 individuals also owned
at least one more farm according to Property Registry data, while 71 individuals were
“only” municipal land renters. Grouping individuals by the size of the land they rented
and owned, there were seven small, 68 medium, 16 large, and two latifundio-sized
38

Only seven of these contracts were registered in 1939; seven more were registered in 1940 and
the remaining ten between 1942 and 1953 suggesting, as with property registration more
generally, there was a lag or gap between acquisition and registration, and some went
unregistered (although here we assume the municipal offices maintained records). Supporting the
latter, the few 1920s and 1930s registrations provide information regarding the neighbors of the
parcels in question and at least seventeen names are listed as having solicited or requested parcels
who do not appear in Registry records; although some of these may have been declined, it is also
likely they that some simply did not register.
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owner/renters. Six renters were women and 88 men, and renters came from at least three
different municipalities: seven from Comalapa, 25 from Juigalpa, and 53 from la
Libertad (the remainder did not provide residence information). The actual residence –
on or off farm – of these renters, however, is not known, but at least one renter was a
lawyer and another a cornel in the army opening the possibility that still others were
absentee renters.
Renting ceased and this municipal land was sold. From 1959 through 1968,
Juigalpa sold 40 plots or farms from “1915” ranging in size from 21 to 224 manzanas (six
small, 32 medium, two large-sized plots). These farms totaled 3,945 manzanas. Thirty
four individuals (two women and 32 men) purchased “1915” land from Juigalpa. Twenty
of them had been renters, thus, more than half of the buyers were previously involved
with these properties, although there were obviously some newcomers as well. Over
time, eight men purchased two plots each (and a seventh man purchased three plots,
although two of them were acquired with his brother). Just in terms of ownership of
1915 plots, there were four small, 25 medium, and five large owners. But the total
registered farm ownership for these individuals shows the following: there was only one
small owner,39 23 medium owners, five large, and five-latifundio sized owners (with two
of the medium on their way to becoming large and latifundio-sized, and an additional
large on his way to latifundio-size). Moreover, there were clear family groupings such
that among these 34 individuals, 16 were clearly closely related (brothers, father-son,
wife-husband) and another five were likely related (half-siblings, or uncle/nephew).
39

This small owner sold within four years to a medium-sized owner who also owned 1915 land;
the latter became a latifundio-sized owner over time.
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Finally, long term owning was evidenced in these records compared with what seemed
like a lot of registry turnover in the rentals in the 1940s through the late 1950s such that
18 of the 34 (or 53 percent) did not register sale or inheritance for 20 or more years (some
still hadn’t in the mid-90s), another eight did not transfer for ten to 18 (23 percent).40
Finally, those who did register transfer of the property within one to ten years most often
sold to family members.
These buyers of municipal land were, like the renters, from three different
municipalities: six from Comalapa, 12 from Juigalpa, and 15 from La Libertad. Records
for six of these buyers (coincidentally, perhaps, two from each municipality) specifically
state their residence was rural. Since so few property records do so (i.e., state rural
residence, most only provide the name of the municipality), it opens the door for the
possibility that many of these owners were urban based as it begs the question of why
such specificity occurred in some of these records. Consolidation of medium-sized
ownership in these municipal lands (like the wider municipality) is clear, but it occurred
in zone that witnessed population decline and over time, as suggested above, small renter
cum small-owner decline too. Additionally, acquiring municipal lands clearly
contributed to the growth in large and latifundio-sized owners (in fact, through these
records we paths toward upward mobility for a few). In other words, class inequality tied
to municipal land sales is evident, and in the case of La Libertad’s sales, so too is the way
access to political networks informed this inequality.

40

Four individuals registered transfer of this farm within four years and four more individuals
between six and ten years.
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The paper-trail for La Libertad’s municipal lands offers much less documentation
than the case of Juigalpa. La Libertad’s municipal land was divided into three
noncontiguous plots (see chapter 3), each registered separately in the Property Registry,41
but no rental agreements were recorded. Similarly, few municipal sales were recorded, in
fact, only one of these plots, the smallest, has a Property Registry paper-trail explicitly
documenting municipal sale. Although some ganaderos I spoke with in the 1990s
claimed no knowledge of La Libertad’s ejidal lands, it is nonetheless quite clear that
municipal lands/ejidos were very much on the mind of La Libertad’s municipal
authorities in the 1950s and 1960s.
When the Guerrero and Soriano de Guerrero (1969) conducted research for their
monograph of Chontales, they recorded information on each municipality’s ejidos
provided by the mayor’s office. For La Libertad, they obtained records relating to the
nineteenth century decrees granting national lands for ejidos, but with regard to the
contemporary status of those lands they states: “we could not establish what was sold
and what in reality presently constitute the municipal ejido”(1969: 191). At first glance,
once might assume that by the 1950s and 1960s, “ejido” or “municipal land” ceased to be
a meaningful category in the municipality and all land was privately owned or possessed.
Other documentation, however, strongly suggests the opposite, i.e., that La Libertad’s
municipal authorities were both aware of and concerned about their ejidal lands in the
1950s, which speaks to a politics of “municipal land enclosures.” According to archival
documents, La Libertad’s ejidos totaled 1,500 hectares or about 2,143 manzanas in

41

See RPPJ 3507 T14F221, 3508 T14F222, and 3509 T14 F223.
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1958, and it seems that municipal authorities had been busy putting these ejidal titles in
42

order for some time. An April 24, 1948 telegram from La Libertad’s mayor, Alberto
Blandino, to the Minster of Government illustrates this concern. It stated: “understood
your telegram regarding ejidal titles for this municipality,” suggesting that the Minister of
Government was interested in knowing the status of these lands.43 Later, in September
1957, mayor of La Libertad Jaime Barquero, responding to pressure from the Ministry of
Government to send copies of the municipalities’ ejidal titles, explained that at that
moment they were not actually in the municipal office’s possession. In his telegram,
Barquero stated that the sindico (a municipal trustee), Manuel Caldera, took the titles to
oversee some surveys that were being conducted with colindantes or neighbors of the
ejidal land, but he (Barquero) had requested their return. Barquero then suggests that
upon issuing this request he learned that the sindico had taken the titles to – and left them
with – a lawyer in Juigalpa due to a dispute. The mayor implied that the sindico had not
been authorized to do so (and putting the politics of blame in motion). He assured the
Minister of Government that he had contacted authorities in Juigalpa requesting the
return of these titles, but this was to no avail as they were now attached to a formal legal
proceeding where they would remain until the case was completed.44

42

See AN: fondo gobernación, caja 70 (no trabajados).

43

See AN: fondo gobernación, jefatura politica, caja 67/10 (4.0-4.5).

44

While the mayor was attempting to blame another municipal authority he was also asking the
Minister how to fix this problem, and five short telegrams suggest that this required paying fees
to the district court in Juigalpa to get the titles in order. What is interesting is that the fifth
telegram no longer blames the sindico and authorizes the fees needed to “defend the ejidos this
municipality has in carquita…” (AN: fondo gobernacion, seccion alcaldias, caja 15/23).
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This case was likely that sparked by a complaint lodged a few years earlier by
Juan Mairena Palma. In a letter to the Minister of Government dated April 24, 1952,
Mairena wrote the following:
The individual, Juan Mairena Rivera, who was mayor until last year and
insulted our jefe General Somoza with his disastrous administration,
among which includes the acts he committed against my mother, siblings,
and I, but we are confident in justice. This man knew that my father, Juan
Mairena Sobalvarro, had obtained - since 1919 - the adjudication of 68
hectares of ejidal land…that he had a title and undertook the survey at his
own costs; he died and we remained on the land, made improvements,
paid the yearly fees, in fact this same guy (meaning the mayor) gave us
receipts with his signature, and then he removed wood (trees/nispero), as
mayor, which he sold to the mine company Javali, and then not content
with only this, adjudicated our property in favor of his consort Blanca
Miranda de Rivera, making the treasurer (of the municipality) Jose
Zambrana Diaz sign as if to give all this an air of legality…In order to
reclaim our rights, I am going to Juigalpa to start a legal case but all of this
costs us time and money while this criminal is in his house boasting a
liberalism that is no more than self interested criminal acts hurting the true
liberals and humble ones like us; he only understands usury and taking
what he wants…He has discredited the post conferred upon him and the
administration of our illustrious jefe General Somoza…another fact is that
the current mayor, Luis Quiroz, is in cahoots with this dark deed and
vulgar proceedings that has scandalized all of us.
Juan Mairena Palma45
It is unclear whether Mairena Palma actually initiated a court case with authorities in
Juigalpa in 1952, however his family did manage to register the property he is referring to
(about 97 mnz) in May of that year.46 And, it seems likely that Mairena Palma and
Mairena Rivera were related raising interesting questions about intra-family politics.
Mairena Sobalvarro, the father of Mairena Palma, was a latifundio-sized owner that lost
45

46

AN: fondo gobernacion, seccion de alcaldias, caja 15/23, fodler 14 (La Libertad, 1952-55).

See RPPJ 7516 T88F83 in which the first entry describes the 1918 ejidal land adjudication to
Mairena Sobalvarro (the father) with survey (and registered in 1952), and the second entry
records that the widow and children ceded the estate to another woman (registered in 1957).
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five properties (not including this ejidal land) due to debt in the early 1930s, which fueled
the property acquisition of large merchant and money lender, Ramon Mongrio. As such,
it also raises the question of how La Libertad distributed its ejidos earlier (here noting the
possibility of earlier rentals/adjudications of land to larger owners, a pattern also evident
in the division of San Pedro’s ejido in La Libertad).47 What is clear is that in the 1950s,
Quiroz, mayor (1951-56) of La Libertad, was also pursuing municipal land acquisition in
the same area and with the former mayor Mairena Rivera’s knowledge and likely
assistance, which I will now describe.
Luis Hernan Quiroz Castilla came to La Libertad to work for a mining company,
but became, in the 1950s and 1960s, a major (latifundio-sized) landowner and cattle
rancher. He registered 116 manzanas of ejidal land acquired from the municipality in
May, 1960.48 The Registry entry states that Quiroz solicited 50 hectares of this ejidal
land, that he received approval from the mayor (Mairena Rivera) to precede, and posted
the required public announcement in July 1951. The final parcel allotted to him was
larger than requested (a common outcome in registration entries for properties that are
surveyed) and that the location of the plot described in Quiroz’s request substantiates the
complaint we just read above; that is, this plot listed as colindantes three place names to
the north, east, and south, and then to the west, Blanca Miranda de Rivera (the “consort”
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According to Lazo (1995), Juan Mairena (no second last name provided) and Ramon Mongrio
both served as mayor in 1926; Mairena’s debt problems resulted in the sale or transfer of two
previously registered farms and three additional ones (registered through this debt-resolution) to
Ramon Mongrio (see RPPJ 2645 T10F2, 5371 T44F152, 6044 T44F154, and 7305 T48F133; see
also and chapter 5, note 25). Mongrio was a large-merchant and money lender, and with these
farm acquisitions, latifundio-sized landowner. He left La Libertad after the mining bust, but
retained these farms, which were still owned by his heirs in the 1990s.
48

See RPPJ 9236 T113F20.
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mentioned above), or the same area/farm that Mairena Palma and his family were
claiming to be theirs.49 As it turns out, Mairena Palma and his family not only registered
this property as mentioned above, but also in December 1957, just after the flurry of
telegrams regarding ejidal titles, registered sale of their 97 manzanas to Candida Nuñez
Sevilla, who eventually registered sale of this property to Quiroz.50 Finally, another 36
manzanas of this ejido (or the remainder with an explicit paper trail), end up belonging to
Quiroz’s son. In short, through Liberal party connections, Quiroz was mayor of La
Libertad and became one of the largest landowners in town. One “stepping stone” to his
land acquisition and wealth was the privatization of municipal lands from which he
directly benefited. Quiroz, incidentally, was among those whose property was
confiscated by the Sandinista government once in power.
Unfortunately, we know very little about La Libertad’s remaining ejidal land
(which would be at least 1,688 manzanas in La Libertad). The second plot – about 779
manzanas – was located in Carquita. This is a comarca or place name, but it only
vaguely defines location (i.e., it could refer to, for example, what people call lower or to
upper Carquita, and could lie more to the west or east). Piecing together a number of
Property Registry records in combination with archival documents it seems likely that
this second plot was located somewhere in lower Carquita towards Pijivalle or the west
side, perhaps south and possibly west of the Cerro El Tobacco and north (at least in part)
49

In 1957 this land was scheduled to be surveyed and arrangements were made via the sindico,
Manuel Caldera; however, they surveyor was not available and it was not until February 1960
that it was surveyed (when Napoleon Laguna was Mayor). By this time, the colindantes listed
were all people as opposed to place names (itself suspicious given the population patterns
discussed above), and one was Quiroz and another Santiago Alvarez who was also Mayor in the
1960s.
50

See RPPJ 7516 T88F83.
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of the Siquia River. No Registry records explicitly document municipal rental or sale of
this land; however, if this is the location, it nearly touches Juigalpa’s municipal land
(“1915”), and is, thus, located in area with a long history of medium-sized farms and
owners, and until this period, was in relative terms, densely population. Although
speculation, it also suggests that political processes and ties to La Libertad’s municipal
authorities assisted the legalization of land for at least some of the medium-sized owners
in that area, as farm registration, noted above, increased in this area in these years.

Cattle Conversion: Class Inequality and Differentiation in La Libertad
Different paths to land legalization were pursued in these decades that together
dramatically increased the number of registered farms in La Libertad. As suggested
above and discussed in previous chapters, some landowners owned more than one farm
and this trend was on the rise among large and latifundio-sized owners in this period as
were signs of land concentration. Adding to both the complexity and character of
inequality and differentiation among landowners and land-users was the uneven
expansion and “minority” use of bank financing for ranching endeavors in La Libertad.
The number of owners, number of farms, and area (or number of manzanas)
registered increased across all “owner-sizes” in this period (for this discussion, see Tables
6.5-6.7).51 The number of medium-sized owners increased the most as did the number of
farms they registered (149 more medium owners with 162 more farms), but large and

51

Tables 6.3 and 6.4 track the number of farms and area registered in La Libertad, and Tables 6.5,
6.6, and 6.7 utilize the expanded data set to include farms owned outside La Libertad. The latter
three tables form the basis of our discussion of changes to land tenure, but the first two allow the
reader to see the distribution of farms within the municipality.
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latifundio-sized owners each registered far more acreage than other registered owners
(large owners registered 17,716 more manzanas and latifundio owners 20,885 compared
to 12,353 more for medium-sized owners). Whereas small and medium-sized owners
registered about 67 percent of the farms in 1950 by 1975 they registered only 50 percent
(and this despite the increase in farm registration); at the same time, large and latifundiosized owners registered only 32 percent of the farms in 1950, but 48 percent of them by
1975 (see Table 6.6).
Land concentration was clearly on the rise. Although medium-sized owners
increased in number and as a group relative to other size categories, representing on
average 46 percent of owners in this period, they registered only about twenty-nine
percent of the land on average. Moreover, Table 6.7 shows signs that by the 1970s they
were beginning to lose land vis-à-vis other size categories. This trend is even clearer for
small owners who declined in relative numbers and area owned over the course of this
period (they were only 18 percent of owners in 1975 down from 31 percent of owners in
1950, and they registered only 3 percent of the land in 1975 down from 6 percent in
1950). By way of contrast, large owners represented 20 percent of owners with 35
percent of the land on average over this period and latifundio-sized owners represented 7
percent of owners with 33 percent of the land on average. Both groups show an overall
increase in the number of farms and area they own, but the trend is even more significant
among the latter.
The entry of the Banco Nacional on the local scene was briefly mentioned in
chapter 5. In the 1950s and 1960s there was dramatic expansion of banking activities
nation-wide as well as locally. And just as there was a significant increase in the number
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of farm registrations throughout this period, loan registrations also spiked. There were
222 registered loans in the 1950s or the first boom decade. The reader will recall that
there were only 111 loans registered from 1906 through 1949 in La Libertad, and even
though more loans registered in the 1940s, they were only 62 in number (up from 19 in
the 1930s), thus, the turn to formal bank loans in the 1950s is noteworthy. The 1950s
registrations, however, pale in comparison to the real burst that occurred in the 1960s, in
which 602 loans were registered, and while slightly fewer, another 553 were registered in
the 1970s (for this discussion, see Tables 6.8-6.10).52 In this period, therefore, a
significant increase in the number of bank loans and an increased significance of bank
loans in the local political-economy is evident, which shaped new patterns of
differentiation rooted in access to and use of formal lending streams.
There were many more registered loans but only a small minority of registered
owner-debtors. That is to say, only about three percent of registered owners on average
over this period registered loans. This fluctuated within and across decades such that in
the mid-1960s nearly six percent of owners, for example, registered loans but even at its
greatest, only a modest number of registered landowners utilized banks or other formal
credit streams. As with fluctuations in the number of owners registering loans, there
were also fluctuations in the recipients of loans grouped by landowning size. The salient
trends are as follows: owners of all sizes received loans, but medium-sized owners
received the largest number of loans (36 percent), followed by large (31 percent), then
latifundio-sized owners (20 percent). Medium-sized owners numerically dominated the
52

I was unable to fully document all of the loan records and records vary in terms of information
provided. These tables reflect all the loans I recorded, about 61 percent of the number of loans
for formal credit for agriculture and cattle, and about 80 percent of the money lent.
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landscapes of farm and loan registrations, but these loan recipients represented only
seven percent of all medium owners. Loan recipients represented 12 percent of large and
22 percent of latifundio-sized owners; that is, relatively fewer medium sized owners
worked with bank credit and relatively more latifundio ones did, although it is
noteworthy that only some were engaging bank credit.53 Finally, large and latifundiosized owners who registered loans registered the lion share of money lent. Latifundio
owners received 48 percent of all monies lent, large about 28 percent, and medium
owners only eight percent.
Over the course of these thirty years, 398 individuals registered 1,377 loans.54
Some loans were registered jointly by two or more people. “Non-owners,” for example,
at times renters of land at other times clearly the son or son-in-law of the farm owner,
registered loans; often they did so jointly with another person. Additionally, siblings,
particularly co-heirs of a property, at times registered loans jointly too; at times spouses
registered loans together. In other cases, individuals registered multiple loans, at times
reaching three or more in one year. Of the close to four hundred debtors, about 194 were
medium, 98 large, and 52 latifundio-sized owners and on average, medium-sized owners

53

54

For more on credit and rural culture, see CIERA (1982).

From 1950 through 1979, there were 1152 registered debtors, with 109 non-owners, 4
minifundio, 68 small, 426 medium, 323 large, and 222 latifundio sized-owners, tabulated by
analyzing names and loans on a yearly basis. What this means is that the complete list for the
period is not a unique name list, and many individuals appear multiple times. Some individuals
appear not only multiple times (i.e., in multiple years), but also in different size categories
depending on the year. Some medium-sized owners, for example, became large or latifundio
sized-owners over time.
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individually received three loans, large four, and latifundio owners six loans.

If we

look at some of the largest landowners and count the number of loans they registered,
however, there were six very active bank clients who received anywhere from 16 to 32
loans in this period.
Given the political-economy of Somocismo discussed above, it is not surprising
that more money flowed to fewer people. But it is also important to examine the purpose
or intention of the money lent. Essentially, two kinds of loans were registered over these
thirty years – bank loans (89 percent of registered loans) and private loans (11 percent).56
Focusing on the bank loans, which provide detail on loan purpose, and grouping loans by
stated purpose, 92 percent of the loans and 95 percent of the money lent went to cattle
ranching endeavors.57 Only eight percent of loans and five percent of the money lent was
earmarked for agriculture, with the largest number of loans and a very disproportionate
share of the money in this category lent to large producers (some of whom apparently
attempted to join the cotton bonanza, others coffee, rice, and corn). Clearly, domestic use
agriculture and the large numbers of (largely unregistered) minifundio as well as
(registered and unregistered) small and medium-scale producers involved in subsistence
55

In this case, I counted unique names by column, which means I deleted repeat names within an
owner-size category and in the overall number of owners/loans column. But some of the
individuals in a column, say the medium owner column, also appear later under large. In fact, it
is the group of medium owners who take several loans, 5, 6 or 7, that most often appear
“upwardly mobile” in terms of land acquisition and inflate the average number of loans for
medium owners, which for most medium sized-owners is actually none, but an average of one for
those who do register loans.
56

The private loans rarely stated purpose, although at times it was clear that it involved buying or
paying off money owed on a farm. It is also interesting to note that a few elite women were
active money lenders.
57

The collection of loan records remains incomplete; this analysis is based on 840 out of 1221
bank loans; those records without information are distributed fairly evenly across owner-sizes.
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and commercial food production did not access (or receive access to) these lending
streams.
Cattle loans also demonstrated a larger owner and a fattening/steer or beef export
bias. Forty-two percent of the cattle loans and 49 percent of the money lent were
earmarked for novillos or steers. Latifundio-sized owners received only 27 percent of the
loans but a staggering 60 percent of the funds; large owners received 35 percent of loans
and 22 percent of the funds and medium-sized owners 31 percent of the loans and 15
percent of the funds. Most of the loans and money targeted the beef export production,
but the second largest source of loans and funds was earmarked for a “bull(s) and
vaquillas” (or adult cows), representing 17 percent of the loans and 20 percent of the
money lent. These loans are suggestive of three tendencies: attempts to improve beef
stock, specialize in breeding, (or dairy in the few cases this may have occurred), or
expand/raise herds; double purpose ranching (dairy and beef); and first-time (and often
only use of a loan) start-up (or conversion to cattle) among those who become dairy
producers. These loans were distributed as follows: small owners received three percent
of the loans and one percent of the funds, medium-sized owners 39 percent of loans and
18 percent of funds, large owners 35 percent of loans and 34 percent of funds, and
latifundio-sized owners 17 percent of loans and 45 percent of funds.58
Although there is much more research needed on credit practices, from this brief
discussion it is clear that formal or public (i.e., banks, slaughter houses) lending fostered

58

There are other categories of loans such as just for a bull or only for adult cows. More research
is needed to identify what these categories mean (i.e., how they might indicate a tendency toward
breeding, toward establishing a dairy only herd, or toward strengthening the double-purpose
focus).
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a discernable trend toward cattle conversion in La Libertad. Moreover, this placed
increased pressure on land and further fueled differentiation among landowners and
possessors (i.e., one needed a registered property to be eligible for a loan). From the
discussion of loans, it is clear that at least some latifundio-sized owners emerged as a
kind of “ranching bourgeoisie,” actively engaging credit and export markets, and perhaps
attempting to improve their beef stock, although they did so while simultaneously
intensifying extensive or traditional land use practices. A rich-peasant or finquero class
(alternatively a small to medium-sized cattle bourgeoisie), owning medium to large-sized
properties and receiving multiple loans over time, was also consolidating wealth and
power. Together, these developments not only fostered deforestation, but also placed
new pressures on land (i.e., evidenced by population movements and the “emptying” of
parts of the countryside discussed above). Small owners were obviously “squeezed” by
these dynamics as were some medium-sized owners. However, the number of mediumsized owners remained significant and many were able to withstand the pressures placed
upon them in this new context, attesting to the ongoing proliferation of middle-peasants
in and beyond La Libertad’s borders.

Conclusion
Coinciding with the (at least temporary) resolution of the border dispute with
Camoapa, discussed in chapter 4, cattle ranching expansion in La Libertad was set in
motion and ganadero hegemony was consolidated. This changes were conditioned by
wider national context of that produced a number of “development projects,” such as
slaughter and meet packing plant and road or highway construction, and an expansion in
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bank and other formal lending. Symptomatic of the changes underway, a new
municipality along Chontales’ agricultural frontier, Villa Somoza, was founded in tandem
with the construction of the Managua-Rama highway, which also facilitated the
construction of an export slaughter and packing plant in Juigalpa. The new opportunities
also generated new pressures on land, hastened deforestation, and fueled ongoing
population movements further east.
National and regional-level changes coincided with La Libertad’s mining bust,
which in turn contributed to its “internal” dynamic of ranching expansion in both the now
abandoned mining zones near town and further north and northeast, along its frontier.
The emptying of the mines facilitated ganadero expansion in La Libertad by providing
new socio-physical spaces to/for them: lands for ranches in former mining zones;
municipal government (ganaderos became the new face of municipal politics that had,
until then, always had mining and mining-merchant associations); and homes in town
(many San Pedrano and other medium and large scale-rural residents purchased urban
houses/plots at bargain basement prices). The discernable growth in large and latifundioscale farm owners with ties to formal credit add another layer to this picture. Although
not simply one big and happy ranching family (e.g., intra-elite discord and political
rivalry existed, intra-class tensions were evident, and some pressure from “below” to the
extent that a landed peasantry remained a force), the ongoing and active settlement of the
agricultural frontier, in fact its ongoing movement eastward, provided a “political escape”
valve that mitigated – at least locally and for some – the pressures generated by this new
land/cattle concentration.
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The beef export boom enhanced patterns of uneven development and regional
specificity already long established, in fact, it further and starkly differentiated Chontales
from “national patterns.”59 Roads and slaughter houses were limited and late in
development. By 1980, the average farm in Nicaragua was 66 manzanas (excluding the
Atlantic Coast), while it was 140 manzanas in Chontales. Within Chontales there was
quite a bit of variation in average farm size, such that municipal averages varied from a
high of 422 manzanas in Acoyapa (a site of one of the largest cattle ranches in the
country owned by the Somoza family) to a low of 72 in Santo Tomas. The average farm
size in a Libertad was 113 manzanas. That is to say, whereas 43 percent of the area in
farms in Chontales corresponded to the average size (140 manzanas), according to
CIERA 1980, 76 percent of farms in La Libertad did; additionally, La Libertad’s farms
represented six percent of the farm area of Chontales, but these medium-sized farms
constituted ten percent of the medium farm category at the department level. Certainly,
many of these farmers benefited or at least survived the boom dynamics, others of course
did not. According to this same study, by 1980 proletarianization had reached 11 percent
of the rural population in Chontales. Amidst a mobile, resilient, and sizable rural middle
and rich peasantry, poor peasants (and some downwardly mobile middle and rich
peasants) confronted an intensification of class inequality that generated poverty, new
patterns of dispossession, and immiseration.

59

This paragraph is from CIERA (1980:71-81).
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Table 6.1.

La Libertad’s Population, 1950 and 1963
1950
Population

La Libertad
Amores del Sol
Babilonia
Betulia
Buenaventura San
Cana de Castilla
La Carquita
El Castillo
Cerro y San Antonio
El Cosmatillo
El Chamarro
Franco Gamalolte Oc
Llano Largo
Marcelino
Pedernal y Tagua
Pijivalle las Brisas
Pijivalle del Parlamento
Quisaura
Rio Mico
Tipilma
Villa Hermosa
Zapote Occidente
Zapote Oriente

7791

Rural
5819
578
185
750
85
75
233
387
639
165
236
200
130
365
350
300
451
150
156
185
199

1963
Population
7296

Rural
5941
243
186
398
67
90
305
506
254
181
99
135
53
685
272
239
208
863
144
422
87
196
308

Source: Nicaragua. Dirección General de Estadística y Censos, Censo General de Población, 1950 and
Oficina Central de los Censos, Censo Nacionales, 1963
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Table 6.2.

La Libertad's Rural Population and Registered Farms by Approximate Location
Relative to Town, 1950 and 1963

Comarca

Location
Relative to Town

Population
1950

La Libertad

Number of
Registered
Farms

Population
1963

227

449

Babilonia

by town

185

186

El Chamarro

by town

236

99

Rio Mico

by town

150

144

San Buenaventura

by town

85

67

Villa Hermosa

by town

Zapote Oriente

by town

199

308

Zapote Occidente

by town

185

196

Total by town
Castillo

87

1040

80

1087

north/northeast
north/northeast

387

Marcelino
Pedernal y Tagua

north/northeast

365

272

Quisaura

north/northeast

451

863

San Antonio

north/northeast

639

254

Tipiluca

north/northeast

156

422

Total north/northeast

506

0

3002

Carquita

northcentral

233

305

Pijibaye

northcentral

350

239

Parlamento

northcentral

300

208

Amores del Sol
Betulia
Gamalote Occidente

883

18

752

northwest

578

243

west/ northwest

356

398

west

200

135

total west/northwest

1134

85

776

Caña de Castilla

south/southwest

75

90

Cosmatillo

south/southwest

165

181

Llano Largo

south/southwest

130

Total south/southwest

130

685

1998

total northcentral

Number of
Registered
Farms

370

34

72

153

53
44

324

60

Source: Nicaragua. Dirección General de Estadística y Censos, Censo General de Población, 1950 and
Oficina Central de los Censos, Censo Nacionales, 1963; and compiled from RPPJ
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Table 6.3.

Number of La Libertad Farms by Farm Size, 1950-1975

Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1950

8

4

78

34

101

44

36

16

6

2

229

1955

12

4

97

31

144

46

51

17

6

2

310

1960

12

3

117

30

196

50

62

16

5

1

392

1965

20

4

131

28

232

50

80

17

6

1

469

1970

25

5

139

26

286

52

87

16

8

1

545

1975

28

5

152

25

317

52

95

16

11

2

603

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 6.4.

Registered Area (manzanas) in La Libertad Farms by Farm Size, 1950
Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)

Small
(10 - 49.99)

Medium
(50 - 199.99)

Large
(200 - 499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

Total

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

1950

49

0

2219

8

10241

39

10449

39

3565

13

26523

1955

71

0

2618

8

14245

41

14051

41

3472

10

34457

1960

61

0

3260

7

20024

45

18011

41

3108

7

44464

1965

109

0

3688

7

23935

44

22976

42

3641

7

54359

1970

138

0

3855

6

29106

47

24168

39

4877

8

62144

1975

154

0

4124

6

31574

46

25610

38

6906

10

68368

Source: compiled from RPPJ
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Table 6.5.

Number of Farm Owners by Owner Size, 1950-1975

Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)
Number Percent
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975

5
10
11
15
16
16

Small
(10 - 49.99)
Number Percent

2
3
3
4
3
3

72
91
88
86
94
92

31
30
23
20
19
18

Medium
(50 - 199.99)
Number Percent
98
131
184
209
235
247

43
43
48
49
47
48

Large
(200 - 499.99)
Number Percent
42
59
81
88
105
108

19
19
21
20
21
21

Latifundio
(500+)
Number Percent
12
14
18
32
49
52

5
5
5
7
10
10

Total
Number
229
305
382
430
499
515

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Number of Farms Registered to Owners by Owner Size, 1950-1975

Table 6.6.

Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)
Number Percent
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975

4
10
11
14
15
15

Small
(10 - 49.99)
Number Percent

1
3
2
2
2
2

Source: compiled from RPPJ

69
93
95
97
98
94

26
25
21
17
15
13

Medium
(50 - 199.99)
Number Percent
110
145
188
223
249
272

41
40
41
39
38
37

Large
(200 - 499.99)
Number Percent
43
69
108
127
166
194

16
19
23
22
25
27

Latifundio
(500+)
Number Percent
42
49
59
104
131
151

16
13
13
18
20
21

Total
Number
268
366
461
565
659
726
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Table 6.7.

Registered Area (manzanas) by Owner Size, 1950-1975

Minifundio
(1 - 9.99)
Number Percent
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975

25
62
57
80
75
81

Small
(10 - 49.99)
Number Percent

0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: compiled from RPPJ

1873
2310
2495
2259
2236
2289

6
6
5
4
3
3

Medium
(50 - 199.99)
Number Percent
8400
11309
15286
17908
19661
20753

28
28
30
28
27
26

Large
(200 - 499.99)
Number Percent
9460
13772
20320
23404
25805
27176

31
35
39
36
35
33

Latifundio
(500+)
Number Percent
10328
12165
13457
20682
25795
31213

34
31
26
32
35
38

Total
Number
30086
39618
51615
6433
73572
81512
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Table 6.8

Number of Loans by Owner Size, 1950-1979
Not Owner

Minfundio

Small

Medium

Large

Latifundio

All

1950

1

0

0

2

2

5

10

1951

0

0

1

3

5

1

10

1952

0

0

0

4

9

4

17

1953

7

1

2

4

12

1

27

1954

6

0

2

7

3

3

21

1955

4

0

2

5

4

5

20

1956

10

0

2

5

9

2

28

1957

4

0

5

11

9

3

32

1958

2

0

2

7

11

4

26

1959

4

0

4

9

8

6

31

Decade total

38

1

20

57

72

34

222

1960

5

1

4

18

12

10

50

1961

2

0

1

9

10

9

31

1962

2

1

4

15

16

7

45

1963

4

0

3

29

15

12

63

1964

8

0

3

35

16

13

75

1965

5

0

5

44

14

13

81

1966

7

0

2

46

27

16

98

1967

9

1

5

36

27

12

90

1968

1

0

2

18

13

10

44

1969

2

0

1

9

5

8

25

Decade total

45

3

30

259

155

110

602

1970

2

0

1

10

13

15

41

1971

0

0

2

15

17

13

47

1972

5

0

2

24

24

15

70

1973

4

0

2

18

28

21

73

1974

4

0

2

21

32

12

71

1975

3

0

1

19

14

12

49

1976

4

0

4

31

38

17

94

1977

3

0

4

21

18

14

60

1978

4

0

2

14

6

10

36

1979

0

0

1

4

7

0

12

Decade total

29

0

21

177

197

129

553

Source: compiled from
RPPJ
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Table 6.9.

Number of Loans for Agriculture and Cattle by Owner Size
Not
Owner

Minifundio

Small

Medium

Large

Latifundio

All

agriculture

10

1

0

22

30

7

70

improvements

2

0

3

27

15

6

53

Steers

20

1

5

108

121

94

349

steers and other

0

0

2

11

8

14

35

bull

1

0

0

5

8

3

17

bull and cows

8

0

4

55

50

24

141

Cows

5

0

8

38

21

15

87

Hygiene

7

0

1

22

17

33

80

general cattle

1

0

1

1

4

1

8

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Table 6.10.

Amount Lent for Agriculture and Cattle by Owner Size

agriculture

Not
Owner
129175

Minifundi
o
7250

improvements
steers
steers and other
bull
bull and cows
cows
hygiene
general cattle

13000
481900
0
6000
271467
46000
194155
125000

0
15000
0
0
0
0
0
0

Source: compiled from RPPJ

Small
0
21114
122500
20000
0
53000
62850
2320
7000

1676243

Latifundi
o
375448

2306254

190582
5188760
622500
99900
3406295
945666
498000
81600

932900
14354080
1078279
44000
4474531
1125450
4673372
125000

1390148
23740804
2100779
169600
9969073
2848097
6005626
341100

Medium

Large

118138
232552.
4
3578564
380000
19700
1763780
668131
637779
2500

All
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CHAPTER 7
OF ROADS AND REVOLUTIONS: CLASS, COMMUNITY, AND THE
POLITICS OF SOCIAL CHANGE

The triumph of the Sandinista Revolution in July 1979 brought a dramatic end to
the Somoza family dictatorship. Sweeping political-economic change amidst much
optimism, unprecedented levels of political mobilization and engagement, and a public
“preferential option for the poor” made revolutionary Nicaragua a site and sign of hope
and inspiration for many around the world. Literacy and health campaigns were
internationally recognized and received accolades. Attempts to undo the legacies of
underdevelopment through, for example, extensive agrarian reform legislation and
policies, build democratic institutions based on ideals of participatory democracy, and
foster revolutionary (as opposed to reactionary) nationalism, transformed social relations
in Nicaragua and was met – there and abroad – with outpourings of support and
enthusiasm. It also met with intense resistance and scathing critique. Revolutionary
transformation of state and society ultimately succumbed to the pressures of U.S.
imperialism, counterrevolution, and in 1990, electoral defeat, and the neoliberal
restructuring that followed was equally far-reaching and dramatic.
Scholars largely agree that in the interior regions, where the counterrevolution
was fought, the agrarian reform process was less thoroughly carried out and more
thoroughly undermined than elsewhere in the country. Many also suggest that agrarian
reform (e.g., the way it was perceived as a “threat” to private property due to confiscation
and expropriation laws) fueled counterrevolutionary mobilizing (e.g., Horton 1998). This
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chapter shows that agrarian reform was at once significant and quite limited in La
Libertad. It significantly impacted latifundio-sized owners, for example, thereby halting
their encroachment upon land in the La Libertad’s first frontier. But it also left the
resident local elite largely intact. Moreover, land acquisition among the elite continued,
albeit mainly outside the municipality in the new agrarian frontier, a process I refer to as
a counterrevolutionary dynamic. And although agrarian reform was as much a target of
criticism in La Libertad as elsewhere in the interior regions, and there was widespread
support of counterrevolution as well, less direct contra mobilizing occurred in La
Libertad when compared to other municipalities in Chontales. Instead, “traditional
church-based” community organizing emerged as another noteworthy
counterrevolutionary dynamic – one that, importantly, formed a launch-pad for building
the subsequent neoliberal transition “from the ground-up.”
In order to explore these counterrevolutionary dynamics and the ways they
intersected with and shaped the neoliberal transition in La Libertad, this chapter begins
by summarizing in broad strokes the defining features of the political economic
transitions generated by the Sandinista Revolution and its electoral defeat. With this
framing, the second section describes the uneven impact of Sandinista agrarian reform
policies in La Libertad. It is in this section that the first counterrevolutionary dynamic –
ongoing elite-based land acquisition – is discussed. In the third section, the second
counter-revolutionary dynamic, “traditional church-based” community organizing is
described. The remaining two sections show how this dynamic intersected and with and
shaped neoliberal transition in La Libertad.
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From Revolution to Neoliberal Reaction
The successful overthrow of the Somoza dictatorship ushered in new projects of
state formation and social change under the leadership of the Sandinista Front for
National Liberation (FSLN or Sandinistas). The days following the “triumph of the
revolution” are often described as a time of national euphoria that witnessed
unprecedented levels of political mobilization and public commitment to improving the
lot of Nicaragua’s poor – the majority of the population. However, in the shadows of this
euphoria lay a rather stark reality. Nicaragua’s infrastructure was greatly damaged
during the war and agricultural production was severely hindered as the planting season
coincided with the final offensive.1 Uncertainty during the war produced substantial
capital flight, and looting of the public treasury in the final days of the Somoza regime
combined with the foreign debt inherited from it put the revolutionary government on
precarious financial footing from the beginning.2 Additionally, world economic
recession impacted all Latin American countries, and as prices for primary products
reached historic lows, countries like Nicaragua that so thoroughly depended on
1

The insurrectionary period – or revolutionary war – unfolded from 1977 to 1979. The most
intensive phase was the final offensive, which occurred in the eight months prior to July 1979.
War damage is estimated as follows:
It is conservatively estimated that 35,000 people (1.5 percent of the national
population) died in the final eight month effort to overthrow Somoza, 80 percent
of whom were civilians killed by government bombardment. An additional
100,000 were wounded and another 40,000 children orphaned. Some $500
million of property damage was done, a large number of factories were partially
or totally destroyed, planting had been interrupted, and fleeing government and
military leaders had looted the national treasury, illegally transferring out several
hundred million dollars, and leaving only about $3 million in reserves – worth
1.5 days of imports. (Downs 1985:47)
2

The foreign debt inherited by the Sandinistas was $1.6 billion or the highest per capita debt in
Latin America at that time (Maxfield and Sthaler-Sholk 1985:256; Vilas 1986), a debt the
Sandinistas chose to honor.
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agroexports for foreign exchange generation faced increased hardships. Furthermore,
3

U.S. imperialism, through public and private support of the counterrevolution, restrictions
on Nicaraguan imports and outright embargo, and pressure on lending agencies as well as
other first world countries’ relations with Nicaragua, placed severe limits on the FSLN’s
ability to plan and implement its program of change. Finally, the structural obstacles
inherited from past development trajectories coupled with early recognition of mistaken
assumptions regarding the personal wealth of the Somoza family and its close allies
(particularly productive assets like farms) constrained the process of revolutionary
change. These many hurdles notwithstanding, the FSLN attempted to institutionalize its
revolutionary program based upon three pillars: national unity, mixed economy, and
political pluralism structured through “the logic of the majority,” which meant
overwhelmingly the “logic of the poor” (Enriquez 1991:54).
It is not my intention to provide a detailed account of revolutionary
transformation, the political character of Sandinismo (and its three constitutive political
tendencies), and shifts in patterns of revolutionary rule. Rather, a succinct summary of
broad changes is offered in order to contextualize the political-economic transformation
that followed Sandinismo. Together, these summary accounts of dramatic and rapid
political-economic change inform and condition the specific developments in La
Libertad, which are discussed below.

3

The 1980s is often referred to as the “lost decade” in reference to development trajectories for
Latin American countries, which was characterized by severe balance of payments deficits,
foreign debt crisis, run away inflation that was “resolved” through stabilization and structural
adjustment programs (the cornerstone of neoliberal political-economic restructuring of the third
world), and new patterns of class polarization, capital accumulation, and state restructuring
(notably via privatization).
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State Directed Change and Agrarian Reform
Development in the 1980s was decidedly state directed. The Sandinistas hoped to
stimulate economic reconstruction (i.e., rebuild the economy to its prewar levels of
output) and transformation (i.e., direct transformation of both the forces and relations of
production to generate a new, more productive, and socially just economy) by controlling
the “commanding heights” of the mixed economy. The mixed economy model was to
provide for and mange the coexistence of private property and state property in
productive sectors, and this coexistence was to be mediated by policy “…in the spheres
of finance, investment, foreign trade and rural commerce…[so that] the state could not
only manage the process of state-generated accumulation but also control the investible
surplus in the private modern sector” (Spoor 1995:59-60). In other words, through a
combination of expanded production in the public sector combined with a strategic
alliance with the bourgeoisie, productivity would increase. And, through or as a result of
this increased productivity in the “modern sector” as well as via careful state control of
surpluses, income redistribution and poverty alleviation would be the leading social
dynamic; thus, economic and social policy were understood to be two sides of the same
coin.
The revolutionary state was to play a decisive role in the economy, and this in
turn was shaped and conditioned by the expansion of the state sector in the realms of
finance, commerce, and commodity production. The confiscation and nationalization
decrees issued in the wake of the triumph were the motor of state sector expansion.
Decrees 3 and 38 declared state ownership of all the properties belonging to the Somoza
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family and its allegados or close personal, political, and business associates. These
properties included “…168 factories (mainly plastics, timber, foodstuffs, building
materials, paper, metal and machinery, and pharmaceuticals), making up 25% of the
country’s industrial plant, and 2 million acres of agricultural property…” (Ruccio
1987:66), or what amounted to approximately twenty percent of Nicaragua’s arable land.
In addition, agrarian reform legislation, begun in 1981 and extended in 1985, would bring
the total reformed sector, i.e., the land confiscated or expropriated by the state, to
approximately thirty-nine percent of arable land by 1986.4 Among other things, this
legislation placed ceilings on farm size (500 manzanas in the Pacific zone and 1,000
manzanas in the interior regions) and stipulated conditions whereby farms could be
expropriated by the state (i.e., abandonment for more than six months, purposeful
underutilization or economic sabotage, illegal rental or sharecropping arrangements).
The reform sector, combined with state control of the newly nationalized banking
and foreign trade institutions and partial control of rural commerce, constituted the core
or foundation for Sandinista development policy initiatives. The land brought under state
control through the initial confiscation decrees was organized as state owned farms,
called People’s Property Area (Area Propiedad del Pueblo or APP). This land,
encompassing approximately fifty percent of the larger farms in Nicaragua, included the
country’s most “modern” farming units that were almost exclusively dedicated to
agroexport production. These farms were brought under the administration of the

4

There is an extensive literature on the Sandinista Agrarian Reform, see, for example:
Baumeister 1998; Biondi-Morra 1993; Deere 1982, 1986; Deere and Marchetti 1981; Deere,
Marchetti, and Reinhardt 1985; Dore 2006; Dore and Weeks 1992; Enriquez 1991; Kaimowitz
1986; Luciak 1987a, 1987b, 1995; Spalding 1994; Spoor 1995; Vilas 1986; and Zalkin 1989.
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Ministry of Agricultural Development and Agrarian Reform (MIDINRA) and were
“…concentrated in 76 huge parastatal companies, of which 22 were agro-industrial, 34
combined crop production with cattle breeding, pig and poultry husbandry, and 22 were
services complexes” (Spoor 1995:55-56; see also Biondi-Morra 1993). Thus, emphasis
was placed on large-scale enterprises in order to maintain economies of scale, develop the
forces of production, and generate surpluses for productive investment and social
redistribution. Initially, only a small percentage of the reform sector land was organized
into cooperatives (and at first, none was distributed to individuals). Over time, however,
as more land was expropriated and as the state farm sector (APP) was reformed (due to
political pressure, problems administering the enterprises, and lackluster results) the
percentage of area in cooperatives and assigned to individuals increased. Additionally,
titling programs legalized large amounts of land for unregistered “owners” too. These
titling programs notwithstanding, the overall importance placed on the state farm sector
by the revolutionary leadership remained as it was believed that development of this
sector would make it possible to ensure sufficient foreign exchange earning through
agroexport production to finance the sector’s continued if not expanded reproduction on
the one hand, and food self sufficiency (especially via cooperative basic grain
production) on the other (Spoor 1995:53).
Public investment in agricultural grew substantially in the 1980s in both absolute
terms as well as relative to private sector investment (Spoor 1995:60). The state sector
was the clearly preferred subject of public investment – itself a source of criticism by
members of the agricultural bourgeoisie as well as from one of the key Sandinista mass
organizations, the National Union of Farmers and Ranchers or UNAG – however, credit
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and pricing policy left little room for doubt that the revolutionary state was in some key
arenas supporting “private economic interests” too. By the late Somoza period,
agriculture received only about twenty percent of bank loans, which were
overwhelmingly diverted to the larger agroexport producers. By the early 1980s, more
than fifty percent of all bank credit went to the agricultural sector, and this money was
more widely distributed among different “producer types.”5 Thus “small producers,”
typically basic grains producers, received significant amounts of state financing for the
first time – nearly thirty percent of agricultural credit under the Rural Credit Program.
This program provided low interest rates (with targeted lower rates to cooperative
producers in the hope of fomenting cooperativization in lieu of strengthening individual
private ownership) and technical assistance. Large and medium-scale private producers
also received about thirty percent of total agricultural credit, although many did complain
that interest rates were high.6 Finally, the APP remained – despite the reduction in its
size – the largest beneficiary, averaging about forty percent of bank credit.
In addition to credit policy, price policy was designed to protect producers from
the periodic fluctuations in both domestic and international markets. In other words, state
pricing policies were designed to guarantee all producers a secure and predictable income
while also allowing the state to control surpluses through nationalized export houses and

5

6

This discussion is based on Enriquez and Spalding 1987.

As Enriquez (1991) argues, however, once inflation became endemic in the early 1980s, and
interests rates were held below inflation, credit was more of a subsidy to than a drain on capital;
also private medium and large-scale producers were eligible to finance up to 100 percent of
production costs, thus as she notes, investment was risk free. Finally, all credit recipients
received leniency in payment, and many rounds of canceling and forgiving debts occurred in the
1980s (which was no small drain on state resources or revolutionary plans for transformation).
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national grain and agricultural commodities trading houses. In short, through its pricing
policy, the revolutionary government hoped to eliminate the significant parasitic
merchant class and to “capture” the surpluses historically accumulated by its members.
Together, these and other agrarian reform policies (including “pro-poor” rent policies and
the abolition of sharecropping) dramatically restructured Nicaragua’s land tenure and
served to transform – albeit with much regional variation – agrarian class relations. To
provide just one indication of the enormity of this change, 37 percent of the area in farms
in 1978 was in individually owned larger farms, while only 17 percent of farm area was
in farms less than 50 mananzas (and there were far more farms and farmers in the latter
category than the former); by 1983 only 14 percent of farm area was in individually
owned larger farms, and this declined further to nine percent by 1987. The area in
individually owned farms less than 50 mananzas also declined, down to nine percent by
1983 (and it remained there by 1987), but the area in cooperatives grew first to 14 then 22
percent of area (Enriquez 1991:93).

Counterrevolution
The U.S. financed contra war placed severe constraints upon the state’s ability to
foster a “revolution from above.” The war began slowly in 1981 with the worst years of
fighting occurring from 1983 through 1987. At least thirty thousand people were killed
in the war, and many thousands more were wounded, orphaned, or displaced. The direct
and indirect material losses incurred in the war have been calculated in the billions of
dollars. If one adds to this the impact of the U.S. embargo on Nicaragua, it should not be
surprising that by 1985 political-economic crisis was not only blocking an expansion in
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the social base of revolution, but most likely eroding it. Although the revolutionary
rhetoric of the time described the contra forces as agents of U.S. imperialism, and thus as
foreign, “internal” support for and participation in the contra war was a reality and did
shape the political demands of the UNAG, which prompted revisions to Sandinista
Agrarian Reform policies and practices over time (e.g., Luciak 1995). The war hindered
the state’s ability to implement social programs, stymied planning, and drained and
redirected the budget toward military activities as defense (i.e., national defense, defense
of the revolution) was paramount. In the interior regions of the country where the war
was waged, state farms, cooperatives, and the nationalized mining sector (in addition to
schools and other “signs” of revolutionary transformation) were targets of contra activity
and thus sites of strategic defense, thereby militarizing daily life in the interior and
undermining production goals.7
The war was not the only problem confronting revolutionary transformation. As
early as 1982, problems with the Sandinista economic model were apparent. The APP, as
suggested above, simply failed to provide the basis for the kind of state controlled
accumulation the FSLN anticipated; in fact, the APP was a drain on the state, not a source
of surplus extraction (e.g., Biondi-Morra 1993; Kaimowitz 1988:123). Additionally, the
bourgeoisie, vocal critics of state support of the APP or “unfair competition,” nonetheless
received significant amounts of state resources throughout the 1980s, that is to say, at the
same time that private sector investment in agricultural approached zero and production
levels were consistently low. As a result, the revolutionary state subsidized the capitalist

7

For more on the contra war, see especially Horton 1998; see also Bendaña 1991, Heijningen
1994, and Nuñez et al. 1991.
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class without reaping any potential benefits from them (such as surpluses, productive
force development, reinvestment in agriculture). Price and trade policy for basic grains,
designed to provide a fair price to producers and keep food prices low for urban workers
backfired as well. By the mid-1980s, it was common for peasants to purchase state
subsidized grains in lieu of producing them, thereby generating a contraction in food
production, placing pressure on the urban worker subsidy, and fueling inflation. Finally,
land redistribution emerged relatively late, began slowly, and it was not until interior
peasant participation in the contra war was well under way that land redistribution to
individual families began in those same regions.
By 1988, economic crisis was eviscerating material gains made by the revolution,
and popular support was waning. Although the worst of the war was over, inflation
reached 33,000 percent (the highest in Latin America) in the late 1980s and the FSLN
implemented its own (or homemade) IMF-styled stabilization and adjustment program
sans the stabilization loan to mediate the shock. Public sector lay-offs, massive
devaluations and the introduction of a new currency, credit restrictions, liberalization of
prices, and cut backs in spending were the “stuff” of counterrevolution-constrained
revolutionary change in 1988 through early 1990. And so, too, were elections, which
presented Daniel the “fighting cock” (el gallo ennavejado) as determined and remarkably
upbeat about how “everything will get better” (todo será major) after the elections,
against the motherly figure and widow dressed in white, Violeta Chamorro.
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Electoral Defeat and Neoliberal Restructuring
Despite the gravity of the economic situation, the “war exhaustion,” and various
sources and expressions of political tension, the 1990 FSLN electoral defeat came as a
surprise to many foreign observers and to many Nicaraguans too (including those who
voted against the FSLN). That a peaceful transition of government followed was equally
surprising to many observers, and finally, that the new President, Violeta Chamorro, and
the UNO coalition remained in office for the duration and oversaw a second peaceful
transition of government was as well.8 The UNO coalition came to power, then, by
surprise, but without the days of euphoria the FSLN initially enjoyed and was faced with
the task of creating the basis for “national reconciliation” in a politically charged if not
polarized context. The fact that the demobilization of two armies was widely considered
a necessary prerequisite for forging national reconciliation (and establishing the security
of state) made the situation even tenser. Adding to this potentially volatile mix, although
inflation was down from its historic high it was still averaging 13,500 percent; little

8

As a number of commentators noted, “…impartial polls showed the FSLN ahead by 18 to 30
percent and Sandinista demonstrations were far more impressive than those for the UNO” (Gould
1990:65). However, the polls also showed a significant 15 to 20 percent undecided vote that prior
to the elections was largely assumed to lean toward the FSLN. Again, a number of authors have
suggested that rally turn out and other forms of support may have been genuine expressions of
support for the revolutionary project as an ideal, and the actual vote may have reflected an
equally if not stronger desire for peace and economic stability, which the UNO coalition, clearly
supported by the U.S., seemed much more likely to fulfill. Despite the decisive defeat (40.8
percent FSLN versus 54.7 percent UNO – with important regional and urban rural variation in the
polls), the FSLN remained the single largest party in the National Assembly with 39 of 92 seats.
The UNO won 51 Assembly seats, the presidency, and 102 of 132 municipal councils (in the first
municipal elections since the semicolonial days), but represented a coalition of fourteen political
parties with no obvious ideological or programmatic unity amongst them save (a not uniform)
anti-Sandinista stance (Castro and Prevost eds. 1997; Prevost and Vanden 1997). It thus
remained unclear to what extent the UNO’s victory represented a clear mandate to rule, which
faction would rule and with what agenda, and in the context described below, whether they would
retain control of the government for the six year term (Close 1999).
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foreign exchange reserves existed; the foreign debt reached another historic high of
eleven billion; the value of exports was about forty percent of pre-revolutionary levels;
and GDP in 1990 was half its 1980 level (Arana 1997:81-82). As if not enough, pressure
from U.S. politicians and pundits to eliminate all vestiges of Sandinismo was brewing as
well. The UNO’s pledge to forge national unity and reactivate the economy was a
Herculean task.
In 1998 under their structural adjustment program, the Sandinistas had begun the
process of public sector reduction. The lame-duck FSLN legislature temporarily reversed
this trend by raising public sector salaries, negotiating collective bargaining agreements,
and passing a new labor code (Evans 1995:188). They also rushed to the Property
Registry in an attempt to make sure all of the agrarian reform titles they issued were duly
inscribed (something they had not done earlier). But these were last ditch efforts to
institutionalize the revolution and perhaps more pragmatically, to provide some
bargaining ground once the new government assumed office. The UNO government
continued the process of reducing the public sector amidst new structural adjustment
programs through a political-economic project whose class character had a decidedly
elite face (no more “logic of the poor”), which in turned strained the basis of “national
reconciliation.” Nevertheless the UNO victory awakened new expectations and
generated or at least witnessed widespread political mobilizations, but based as it was on
an uneasy alliance of numerous political parties with an unclearly defined and divided
mass base, it is not surprising that “just about everything in this process of transition
would be contested” (Dye et al., 1995). One centerpiece of discord and contestation
hovered around the central revolutionary policy of the 1980s – the agrarian reform
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project and process, particularly the confiscated and expropriated properties, which will
guide the remainder of our discussion of this political moment (1990 to 1996).
The difficult circumstances surrounding the transition of government
notwithstanding, tensions were temporarily dissipated by the signing of the Transition
Protocol. This document delimited a framework for the transfer of power that set some
basic ground rules vis-à-vis the most politically charged issues of the time, namely:
“disarming the Contras; assuring the integrity of the military; recognizing the need to
equitably settle competing property claims, and acknowledging the need to protect public
employees from political dismissals” (Close 1999:45).9 Essentially, this document
provided a set of basic guarantees that prevented the incoming government from
dismantling the cornerstones of the revolutionary period in one fell swoop, thereby
assuring some institutional continuity and forestalling what many observers feared was
imminent (armed) revolt by Sandinista and contra supporters. This document was further
strengthened through extensive legislation passed by the lame-duck government.
The Transition Protocol was agreed upon by significant segments of the political
elite (FSLN and UNO members), but nonetheless sparked the first open division in the
UNO coalition over the retention of the Sandinista Armed Forces (EPS, in name and
9

The Transition Protocol is reproduced in Close (1999:46-47), and as this author notes, this short
document:
…leaves on with the sense of how utterly normal it is. This pact that permitted
the first peaceful, interparty transfer of government in Nicaragua’s history
attempted to establish a legal basis for what about be accepted unthinkingly as a
standard practice in Britain, Canada, or the United States. That the protocol had
to be drafted, and that it was the result of several weeks’ work, speaks volumes
about the political tension prevailing in Nicaragua in early 1990. (Close
1999:47)
Testament to the strength of the Sandinistas and the “moral authority” they still carried, especially
with regard to the armed forces, key military and police posts remained occupied by Sandinistas.
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organizational structure and membership) as the national armed forces. This split was
further exacerbated by lame-duck legislation the most contentious of which concerned
Property Laws 85, 86, and 88 (Close 1999). The Sandinista government distributed a
significant amount of rural and urban property in the 1980s; however, titles were not
issued in accordance with extant (and antiquated) property law. While the Sandinistas
were in power, lack of formal title was simply not an issue as agrarian reform
beneficiaries were recognized by all state agencies. But once the Sandinista government
was out of power these same beneficiaries were quite vulnerable. Thus these quickly
passed laws, numbers 85, 86, and 88, were meant to protect the property rights of
beneficiary populations: Law 85 protected the property rights of individuals occupying
houses belonging to the state; Law 86 legalized “squatting” on urban land; and Law 88
converted agrarian reform titles from usufruct rights to full property titles (carrying the
right to sell, parcel, bequeath). These laws affected an estimated 4.9 million acres of land
and 77,000 beneficiaries, 11,244 occupants of urban houses, and 90,260 occupants of
urban lots (Close 1999: 162; Dye et al. 1995).
The official UNO electoral platform “…pledged to respect the holdings of poor
beneficiaries and to restore the holdings of confiscados [people whose property was
confiscated or expropriated by the Sandinistas] only when it was possible to do so
without injuring the former” (Dye et al. 1995:21), no easy task given the finite nature of
land. Many confiscados expected the UNO to return their property and many UNO
candidates were confiscados. Thus in response to the Transition Protocol and lame-duck
legislation, two clear camps emerged within the UNO coalition prior to the official
transfer of power, foreshadowing a series of protracted political battles to come. These
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two camps, often referred to as the moderates and the hardliners, more or less neatly
mapped unto the Executive and the National Assembly (legislature), and although the
FSLN would struggle with both camps, it came to several, if short term, agreements with
the moderate wing.10 The details of these intra-governmental disputes are described in
great detail elsewhere (Close 1999; Dye et al. 1995; Prevost and Vanden 1997), but
suffice it to say that the political polarization that first manifested over the transfer of
power remained a central dynamic within the new government that played out among the
four branches of government and between “state and civil society” well into 1995.11
Various forms of social protest and political mobilization added to what many
called “a climate of political crisis” or “instability,” one exacerbated by the
demobilization of two armies in a context in which promises made to both were not
forthcoming and privatization of agrarian reform properties was unfolding. Contra
10

This led to charges of “co-government” by many and foreshadowed many more pacts to come,
most notably, Aleman and Ortega in multiple iterations.
11

To provide but one example of the charged climate and linkages drawn between multiple
issues, Chamorro’s controversial 11-90 decree sparked a series of protracted debates in the
National Assembly regarding appointments to the Supreme Court that lasted a year before being
resolved. The 11-90 decree created the National Commission for Review of Confiscations, and
although much of it was deemed unconstitutional a year later when the Judiciary appointments
were finally agreed upon, it temporarily assuaged the hardliners and brought them back to work
with the moderates as the decree, in practice, essentially issued documents to all confiscados
allowing them to reinstate their property rights. The battles around 11-90 generated various kinds
of mass protest and armed activity leading to various concertacion sessions (meetings among the
relevant government officials and representatives of the social sectors involved). The results,
which were left wholly or partially unfulfilled, sparked more protest (and more meetings).
“International actors,” such as Jesse Helms who sided with the hardliners, fueled these flames as
police and army appointments were challenged (Sandinista Police Chief Rene Vivas was removed
in 1992, and General Humberto Ortega was essentially forced to retire in 1994). Unmoved by
concessions, hardliners increasingly pushed for a Constituent Assembly to replace the existing
legislature, declare the constitution invalid, and draft a new one. The FSLN began to insist on
reforms instead of a complete redrafting. The Executive continued to resist both options, even
refusing to sign the new draft into law in 1995 after the Assembly approved it, until once again
threats from abroad brought that signature to pass.
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demobilization was already occurring when Chamorro took office but once in office the
new administration addressed the issue in a contradictory fashion – earnestly in rhetoric
but in an ad hoc manner in practice – providing little substantive assistance for civilian
reintegration and simply glossing the contradictions that the simultaneous demobilization
of the Sandinista army (and its radical reduction in size) would unleash (Close 1999; Dye
et al. 1995).12 Chamorro’s first proposal for Contra demobilization, for example, was
emblematic of a series of competing and mutually antagonistic pledges and required
material resources that were not forthcoming. She pledged to assign:
…25,000 hectares of land, including much of Nicaragua’s southern
frontier, as a resettlement zone. Within this zone the new administration
established eleven development poles and agreed to finance schools,
hospitals, and other parts of the necessary infrastructure. Moreover,
Chamorro’s government promised benefits to contra widows and orphans.
(Close 1999:96)
By June 1990, 22,413 contra combatants with 18,479 family members were registered ad
the CIAV-OAS coordinated development poles and despite the promises for the building

12

The Transition Protocol did provide for the retention of the Sandinista Popular Army as the
undisputed, national, armed forces of Nicaragua, and General Ortega did remain commander for a
time (although he resigned from the National Directorate of the FSLN as a concessionary
gesture). The protocol, though, called for a substantial reduction of the armed forces, such that by
July 1990 more than 55,000 soldiers were demobilized, and another 33,000 were demobilized by
October of that same year. At that same time, Ortega announced that officer retirement would
commence, which in a few years time reached 10,000. By the end of 1992, the EPS went from
the largest army in Central America to a force of about 15,200 members (Close 1999; Premo
1997:68; Dye et al. 1995). An interesting reflection of the marginalization many retired EPS
faced, this demobilization provoked remarkably little consternation or public outcry. What did
provoke much debate in the National Assembly, as Premo (1997) argues, was the operating
budget of the EPS. Premo explains that the last military budget under the Sandinistas was about
41 percent of the national budget; it was reduced by more than 50 percent in first UNO budget,
and by 1993, was down to eight percent of the national budget, considered the lowest per capita
in Latin America. The debate over the budget included a broad spectrum of opinion not easily
reduced to party affiliation that ran from abolition of the military and zero spending, to increased
spending for a more professional albeit small army, to complaints about the army owning
businesses to subsidize its retirement plans.
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of “necessary infrastructure,” conditions were quite bad, and what was erected were
make-shift tent cities just as the rainy season began in earnest. Moreover, land
distribution was slow, with only half of the demobilized receiving any land in the first
year and it was abundantly clear that the (supposed) 25,000 hectare land bank – if divided
equally among the demobilized – would amount to little more than one hectare per head,
not even a subsistence plot. Demobilized Sandinista soldiers and officers were also
laying claims to land, thus not surprisingly, many former contra felt betrayed as they had
expected at least fifty manzanas each, an end to the Sandinista army, and no competition
from the latter over new land awards.
Approximately 25,000 demobilized Sandinista army soldiers and officers made
claims to land as part of their severance packages. Thus in addition to more than 20,000
former contra and a few thousand confiscados, another 25,000 people were laying claim
to land. As Close (1999:96) argues, it is not surprising that expectations over claims to
land led to political crisis and renewed violence. The former contras were the first to
rearm, starting a pattern of arming, disarming, and rearming that would plague the
Chamorro administration. Between 1991 and late 1993, various rearmed groups
(recontras or rearmed contras, recompas or rearmed former Sandinista army, and
revueltos or mixed groups) led several land invasions, attacks on cities (Esteli was under
siege for three days), and orchestrated kidnappings (of two kinds: rich farmers for ransom
and political figures for negotiated settlements; Abu-Lughod 2000; Dye et al. 1995;
Horton 1998). As Abu-Lughod (2000, and in Dye et al. 1995) argues, the phenomena of
rearming, although centered around the land issue, was not simply a quintessential form
of “peasant rebellion” for land; rather many of the rearmed Contra felt the UNO victory
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was made possible by them, and they expected political rewards. Most recontra activity
targeted Sandinista cooperatives and state farms (not just any land but specific land), and
their public communiqués called for the immediate dismissal of Humerto Ortega and
Rene Vivas (from the Sandinista army and police forces). At least some recontra and
hardliners in the UNO coalition were also allied. Complicating these already troubled
waters, the rearming issue linked the property question directly to demobilization of both
sides while pitting agrarian reform beneficiaries against the demobilized over claims to
(finite amounts of) land in national concertacion talks (Abu-Lughod 2000, and in Dye et
al. 1995). In this context, and reminiscent of Somoza led-(re)defining of the meanings
attached to the original Sandinistas, who he called bandits, a national level discourse on
the rearmed emerged – who were increasingly and despite differences among them called
“delinquents” – that served to dampen any sympathy or moral authority they might
otherwise have garnered. In this same context new state directed “civil society”
organizations emerged that among other things, set a framework for proper or correct
engagement with the state (more on this below).13
As time went on, the political tensions surrounding the issue of the armed forces
and the property question – of direct concern to at least four constituencies by this time,
i.e., agrarian reform beneficiaries, both groups of demobilized, and confiscados – became
increasingly intertwined. And these linked issues became increasingly enmeshed in the
wider processes of neoliberal style privatization. The new government (in no small part
13

Sources of this commentary ranged from politicians, to pundits, the media, and intellectuals. A
common thread became apparent, which suggested that Nicaragua has a “culture of violence”
rooted in its turbulent history and “the people” lacked education and cultural values associated
with peace and democracy, thereby displacing discussion of structural inequality and redirecting
“the gaze” to the work of “cultural correction” and community building.
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through international pressure) set about restructuring the economy, which focused on
privatizing the large public sector. In another early and controversial move, for example,
the Chamorro administration suspended the Civil Service Law, thereby allowing for the
dismissal of public sector workers. The dismissal process began in the Ministry of
Education and then was extended to the level of municipal offices throughout the country
(Evans 1995). On the heels of the suspension, labor protests shook the capital in May
1990. In June, another series of labor strikes, this time with wide geographical and
sectoral participation, shut the capital down. These and other protests let to two rounds
of concertacion talks that resulted in what many claimed to be a major victory for labor,
e.g., minimum salary levels were guaranteed for public employees, and labor won the
right to acquire shares in state owned enterprises slated for privatization. This victory
presaged subsequent demise. Public sector lay offs continued (as they did in the private
sector too) despite the salary concession. Moreover, the right to portions of state
enterprises included assuming the difficulties of operating firms in a free market, which
often included assuming responsibility for their debts.
In May 1990, all state owned enterprises, from state farms to factories,
construction companies, and the national airlines, were “put under one roof to facilitate
their eventual disposition” (Close 1999:133) managed in the interim by the National
Public Sector Corporation (CORNAP).14 Privatization was delayed in no small part due
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CORNAP received financing from the IDB (3.8 million), US-AID (800,000), PNUD (590,000),
Norway (240,000), and Sweden (240,000), and as a government institution charged with the most
important and perhaps contentious aspects of economic restructuring, only reported to the
executive, that is, even the auditor general could not see the books. This, of course, led to many
charges of corruption (see, for example, Close 1999). This process is reminiscent of
“accumulation by dispossession” along the lines set out by Harvey (2003).
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to the widespread protests just mentioned. But the creation of CORNAP hastened
ministerial or state institutional reorganization and did pave the way for privatization to
unfold quickly once it commenced. Accordingly, 351 state owned enterprises were slated
for sale (not including utilities, which were eventually targeted too – and contested) and
“disposed of” by late-1994 through 1,532 different sales; and approximately 77,824
workers, some ex-contra, ex-army, and confiscados were affected by the privatization
process (Evans 1995). According to Abu-Lughod (in Dye et al. 1995:28), the
privatization of state farms was distributed in the following manner: 56 percent of farms
and 40 percent of the area to former owners (confiscados), 24 percent of farms and 31
percent of the area to workers, 12 percent of farms and 14 percent of area to former army
members, and seven percent of farms with 15 percent of the area to former contras.
Despite the fact that the concertacion talks represented a significant concession to
workers and demobilized peasants, the analysis presented by Abu-Lughod (in Dye et al.
1995) clearly reflects a privileging of the (confiscated) agrarian elite.
This privileging had another dimension as well. As part of a deal struck with
confiscados who agreed not to press land demands, the government promised to pay them
the value of that land. Privatization did not generate the funds with which to pay off this
sector, and TELCOR (the national phone company) was slated for sale with the idea that
its value would serve to support bonds that could then be issued to confiscados (Dye et al.
1995). Although many refused to accept bonds, others speculated in them creating
another set of tensions. Overall, earlier fears that the UNO would bring a return to the
kinds of inequalities Sandinistas associated with Somoza was uneven in manifestation.
In the end, no single group was happy with what they received, and charges of
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corruption, betrayal, and inefficiency abounded. But active or sustained protest did begin
to dwindle as did the rounds of rearming, and attention was quickly turned to forging the
new neoliberal forms of governance and social organization and to a new round of
elections (in 1996).

La Libertad: Economic Contraction and Frontier Expansion
The agro-export boom in Nicaragua, as discussed in chapter 6, served as catalyst
for forms of land concentration and unequal access to resources (including bank credit
and cattle) that intensified class inequality and differentiation. The significance and
preponderance of medium sized-owners did not disappear, but a notable strengthening of
large owners and latifundio owner dominance (i.e., in overall land acquisition, in the
amount of money they accessed via formal credit streams) placed unprecedented
pressures on medium-sized owners, and led to the decline in proportion of small-owners
and the area they owned over time. Revolutionary transformation of agrarian structure
did have some impact in La Libertad, but only in limited and uneven ways.15 Agrarian
reform was “less developed” (e.g., slower to start, not as complete) in La Libertad than
elsewhere, constrained and further limited by war, and unfolded in a context of cattle
herd (and other agricultural activity) contraction. Agrarian reform in La Libertad did
little to redress social inequality rooted in landownership. It also utterly failed to halt
agrarian frontier settlement.

15

Mine nationalization is not addressed herein, but it is important to point out that this
represented a major change in La Libertad, one which continues to be directly felt (and in some
respects in arguably positive ways for mine workers and small miners); see Aiyer 2004.
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Property Registry records show that at least eight men who owned farms in La
Libertad were subject to confiscation or expropriation effecting at least 26 farms with
close to 6,000 manzanas.16 This intervention directly impacted the latifundio-sized
owner category, which declined from nine to six percent of owners.17 As a result, land
ownership decreased in terms of the number of farm (their ownership dropped from 21 to
13 percent of farms) and area (from 37 to 24 percent of farm area) owned by this group.
Agrarian reform in La Libertad included 8,333 manzanas with 105 beneficiaries as
follows: cooperatives (1,810 manzanas, 46 people or 22 percent of reform land and 44
percent beneficiaries), individual assignations of state land (1,416 manzanas and 14
people, or 17 percent of reform land and 13 percent of beneficiaries), precarista titles
(914 manzanas and 14 people or 11 percent of reform land and 13 percent of
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Using the property registry to unpack FSLN agrarian reform in La Libertad is tricky – not all
the properties belonging to confiscated individuals were so marked in the Registry. Some
properties must have been confiscated, for example, as they had a “deconfiscation” note attached
in the early 1990s in response to 11-90 decree (noted above). Some properties managed by
MIDINRA (later INRA), such as cooperatives, were registered under new property numbers
(such that the confiscated property number was closed, and a new number opened although
notations in the Registry did not always make this clear or did not occur until the lame-duck
period of rushing to legalize reform properties for beneficiaries). Also, when confiscados had
their properties “deconfiscated” there were instances in which the older number and newer
number were “open” at the same time, generating a problem of duplicate registrations. In
addition to these documentary dilemmas, there were two big waves of state intervention in land –
confiscations and later expropriations. Added to this was the titling program. When the later
were registered, the dates of registration are subsequent to (meaning by a year or more) the actual
titling. Finally, borders once again changed and two or three properties that became cooperatives
along La Libertad’s western border (or the San Francisco del Gamalote/Betulia area) were under
Juigalpa’s jurisdiction in the 1980s. More processing of the Registry data (in conjunction with
other sources) is needed to sort out these issues. For these reasons, I have not presented the
Registry data in tables for the 1980s in this chapter.
17

One of the confiscated individuals was mayor of La Libertad in the 1950s (see chapter 6), but
by this time he did not live in town; another was a lawyer with strong ties to La Libertad but lived
in Juigalpa; and the rest also lived outside La Libertad (mostly in Juigalpa with one exception
who was a high ranking Guardia official who lived in western Nicaragua prior to the revolution).
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beneficiaries), and legalizing national lands or the bulk of the titling program (4,193
manzanas and 31 people or 50 percent of reform land and 30 percent of beneficiaries).18
These data suggest that approximately eight percent of land in La Libertad and one
percent of the owners faced confiscation or expropriation, while roughly ten percent of
the land was brought into the reform sector in some way impacting about 20 percent of
owners (using 1979 registered owners as guide).
By the late 1980s the impact of agrarian reform on La Libertad’s social structure
seemed much less dramatic when compared to aggregate national level changes. There
was far greater farm area in the hands of large and latifundio-sized owners and far less for
small and minifundio-sized owners in La Libertad. Additionally, there was a much
smaller state sector than elsewhere (meaning cooperative and state farm sectors and there
was an enormous gap between potential and actual impact of this sector. According to
MIDINRA Region V personnel, 3,226 manzanas of land were distributed to cooperatives
or to individuals, although from discussions with some beneficiaries and others in La
Libertad, this did not occur until the late 1980s. Close to three thousand manzanas were
in state farms, however, more than one thousand manzanas were added to the state farm
sector only later in the 1980s (as expropriated property). As such part of the land did not
come under state-run production in the early revolutionary period, and the remaining two
thousand or more manzanas, by all accounts, was hardly productive. That is to say, from
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This is based on interviews with MIDINRA Region V personnel (which became INRA), who
allowed me to view various documents and talk with them about the Agrarian Reform process in
Chontales.
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most accounts, state farms did not work in La Libertad as sites of “modern production,”
19

but rather were sites of rapid cattle herd depletion and ultimately, underutilization of
land. At least two sets of these farms, those just north of town and the mining zone and
those along the western border and road to Betulia, were army outposts and, thus, key
sites for “defending the revolution” literally. But this (needed) defense limited if not
undermined economic transformation. A third farm was located in northern Carquita (or
in Parlamento or Timuli), which in turn was a major site of war activity in the
municipality, and as a result, likely not in production or not consistently in production
during the war.
Title recipients were the second largest beneficiary population (after cooperatives)
under Sandinista Agrarian Reform programs in La Libertad. They were also clearly
people already in possession of and utilizing farms. The titled farms ranged in size from
two to 500 manzanas (with five minifundio, 14 small, 17 medium, and 8 large farms).20
Importantly, these minifundio titles did offer their recipients a measure of security that
they did not have earlier, but as just noted, there were only five of these titles awarded.
Some small owners were also afforded more security with these titles, however, at least
four of the small-sized farm title recipients and at least one medium-sized farm title
recipient were actually large or latifundio-sized owners (or their immediate kin). The
majority of these titles were for farms located in El Castillo, located in the far
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One former Region V Agrarian Reform worker told me that reform came late to Chontales, was
limited, and in interior regions like La Libertad and Santo Domingo, hardly happened at all. The
ninth anniversary addition of Avanza illustrates this too: “The cooperative moment [in La
Libertad] is still incipient (or in its infancy) and there has not been much agrarian reform” (FSLN
1988:47).
20

This is based on MIDINRA Region V data and review of Property Registry records.
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northeastern portion, or second frontier, of the municipality. This was an area far from
roads, with a large rural population, and limited farm registration (see chapter 6).
Certainly, titling secured their ownership as well. But it does seem clear that titling did
not transform social relations, even if it might have consolidated ownership, and the
titling program was the butt of critique (e.g., many argued, for example, that with these
titles, the FSLN “pretends” to give land to the people).
The reform process did meet with many successes in other parts of the country,
but in La Libertad its direct impact was minimal in terms of changing social relations or
enhancing productivity. In fact, it did little to alter the composition of the resident elite
(see note 17 above). Ideologically, it was a major source of critique and opposition.
Moreover, the limited reforms occurred in a context of overall contraction in agricultural
activities that included cattle and herd contraction, a reduction in the number of pigs
raised, and a reduction in basic grain production. This contraction occurred in tandem
with the intensification of war in the area.21 Rural-urban migration contributed to these
problems. In many towns in the interior, including La Libertad, housing for peasant war
refugees or evacuees was built (and the cooperatives located along La Libertad’s western
border were also site of temporary housing for those fleeing war). In a context of
national-level economic crisis and contraction, urbanization placed even more strain on
the government in terms of resource distribution (e.g., from building houses to
provisioning the basic food basket). In interior regions like La Libertad, many joined,
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The ninth anniversary issue of Avanza states: “the poor peasants confront scarcity of land to
plant, while the cattle producers have had to abandon their farms or take out their cattle due to the
increasing counterrevolutionary attacks…for the last three years, the rainy season farms located
in the mountains (countryside) for cattle grazing have been abandoned” (FSLN 1988:47).
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collaborated with, or supported the counterrevolution, fueling the militarization of daily
life, urbanization, and the resource dilemmas just identified.
Nearly seventeen percent of demobilized contra were from Chontales, (compared
to about 22 percent from Jinotega and 19 percent from Matagalpa) and even more
importantly “… the greatest proportion of peasants who took up arms with the contras
was in the department of Chontales” (Horton 1996:193, 191). Wide-spread support for
the contra is also suggested by 1990 election patterns. Nationwide support for the FSLN
in urban areas was 44 percent and 36 percent in rural areas, thus, as a national rural
average, 64 of the rural population voted for the UNO. In the departments of Boaco and
Chontales, however, over 70 percent of the rural voting population supported the UNO.
And in Chontales, the urban vote for the UNO was also above the national urban average
(Horton 1998:260). Post-election events such as the formal contra disarmament in San
Pedro de Lóvago, Chontales, the large settlement of contra in El Ayote, and the
regionally based mayor-led “save the democracy movement” (and protests that included
road shut downs) to push then President Chamorro to more dramatically curtail
Sandinista presence/positions in public life, together underscore regionally based support
of counterrevolution.
Contra support (or sympathy) was widespread in La Libertad’s countryside.
However, relatively few rural residents directly joined the contra. In fact, La Libertad
was home to the fewest number of contra combatants in Chontales.22 But the
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Horton provides contra demobilization data that indicates place of origin. She found that only
127 demobilized contra were from La Libertad, and for the rest of Chontales as follows: Santo
Domingo 380, Juigalpa 314, Santo Tomás 209, San Pedro 138 (Horton 1998:194). For more on
the counterrevolution in the southern interior, see Heijningen 1994.
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counterrevolutionary dynamic manifested in other ways and in the remainder of this
section, I will describe one such expression and address a second manifestation below.
Prevalent accusations of cattle rustling, “black market” speculation by petty and large
merchants, and improper utilization of state financing by ganaderos were certainly facets
of the counterrevolutionary landscape. Additionally, war and economic contraction
stimulated rural-urban migrations of a different sort than described above as well. That is
to say, a new wave of relatively well off rural finqueros and ganaderos moved to urban
areas; some residents of La Libertad’s second frontier (the El Castillo area that was titled
under the Sandinistas), for example, moved to Camoapa town. Still others, including no
small number of elite and middle class townspeople, left for other countries, principally
the United States and Costa Rica. But another aspect of this counterrevolutionary
situation entailed ongoing land acquisition by the relatively well-off.
It is difficult to state with precision the scale and scope of this land acquisition.
Comparing registered rural property transactions shows that 595 transactions were
recorded in the 1970s and 373 in the 1980s. This suggests a notable decline. However,
four of the years in the 1970s include “first time registrations” via forced sale, not really
transactions per se (see chapter 6). Moreover, the FSLN’s relative “disdain”’ for the
Property Registry (i.e., as embodying “bourgeois” values) meant that few of the newly
titled felt compelled to register (they could, for example, get loans with the SAR
certificate). More importantly, however, others may have avoided the scrutiny
registration might bring. As a result, the 1980s registrations, which represent 65 percent
of the 1970s total, is actually quite significant. One important set of these transactions
clearly represented “paths of avoidance,” which entailed “selling” land to wives, children,
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and sometimes siblings to hide overall ownership. Additionally, sales or transfers from
people leaving the area or country to those who remained also occurred. With both of
these examples, an artificial break-up or parceling of farms might be reflected in this data
(i.e., there were 118 more farms registered in La Libertad in this decade some of which
were partitions from larger farms).
Based on these records and conversations with Liberteños, it is clear that some of
these transactions represent ongoing acquisition of farms by the already landed. Only
some of this can acquisition can be traced with our Property Registry data as new paths to
and places of land accumulation included, most importantly, the new agrarian frontier in
Central Zelaya, meant that to the extent that land was registered, it was registered in
Rama. For landowners in La Libertad, El Ayote quickly emerged as a key site of land
acquisition. The push to “open up” el Ayote began before the revolution, in the 1970s if
not earlier. Many of those who made farms and ranches from forest in El Ayote came
from places like rural La Libertad and included those who were “squeezed” or “pushed”
further east as well as those attempting to carve paths toward upward mobility. By all
accounts, “if you could hack it and make it” in El Ayote, you would end up with a much
larger farm than one could hope for in places like La Libertad’s now consolidated first
frontier and likely its second frontier too.
Although studies are lacking, interviews with some El Ayote farm owners
(including present and former owners in the mid-1990s who were based in rural and
urban La Libertad) suggested that the “opening up” was forged by heterogeneous social
subjects, but was patterned in ways quite similar to the national land claim process
discussed in chapter 4, i.e., it entailed class and intra-class struggles and manifested
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patterns of concentration and dispossession on the one hand, and middle and rich-peasant
formation on the other. Based on conversations with Liberteño ganaderos, it is clear that
some of these men purchased/acquired large amounts of land in El Ayote in the 1980s.
Two factors facilitated this acquisition: the earlier process of forming farms from forest
(i.e., the labor of others), and the new road built in the early 1980s from Juigalpa to El
Ayote. That is to say, the opening of this road, however unintentionally, fueled farm
acquisition by urban-based ganaderos in this frontier region while most of these
ganaderos were also vociferous critics of the Sandinista government. In fact, many
Liberteños complain that “All Daniel did for La Libertad was build this road!” This
pattern of land acquisition was one thread in the complex fabric of counterrevolution in
Nicaragua that occurred somewhat under the radar or at a “lower intensity” than the war
itself. But the extent to which constructing this road and its use was tied to revolutionary
development and army efforts to combat the counterrevolution, ganadero use of this road
as path to farm acquisition and private accumulation is noteworthy. As a result and
despite the war waged in the countryside, the government was unable to halt the ongoing
expansion of the new agricultural frontier.

Carquita Community: Counterrevolution and Civil Society in the Countryside
Another manifestation of a counterrevolutionary dynamic in La Libertad turned
around “civil society building” in the countryside. To explore this phenomenon, we will
focus on the example of one rural community based in the comarca Carquita. Carquita is
rural district I first visited in June 1995 as indicated at the outset of this dissertation.
Carquita formed the northern border of La Libertad’s first frontier (as discussed in earlier
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chapters), was site of at least one of La Libertad’s ejidos or municipal land plots (located
in what residents today refer to as lower Carquita), and recipient of a small portion of
Sandinista land titles. It is characterized by the preponderance of medium-sized farms
and owners dedicated (in recent decades) to dairy and basic grains production who, in
turn, are predominantly (amidst much diversity) middle-peasants.
When narrating their history, Carquiteños speak of this area in terms of
population movements, felling forests, and forming farms. They speak, thus, of
movements from lower Carquita to upper Carquita (today’s one and only Carquita),
beginning in the 1920s and 1930s, and movements from comarcas further west or
southwest to Carquita. Stories about the earlier generation are filled with references to
the difficulties of dealing with dense forest, wild animals, snakes, and many other
hardships. But in some cases, reference to “making it” if not achieving wealth or upward
mobility, tied particularly to sugar cane production, emerges from these narratives. Sugar
cane production more or less slowly subsided by the 1960s, conversion to pasture and
cattle occurred and many Carquiteños moved further east to the new agrarian frontier.23
The frontier is vast, but among the places Carquiteños settled was El Ayote. They, and
other rural residents, were kinds of pioneers in the new frontier who paved the way for
still other rural residents and urban based ganaderos who followed in the 1980s.
Migrations to the frontier include stories of upward, downward, and lateral
mobility. That is to say, some who moved east experienced upward class mobility, for
example, from middle or rich peasant to (over time) very large landowning ganadero
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Some moved to Managua (although at least two of them returned after the earthquake in 1972)
and others to La Libertad town.
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status. Others could not endure the difficulties and returned to Carquita; among them are
examples of downward spirals while in other instances maintaining class status (with up
and down fluctuations in, say, cattle herd size) is evident. Those who migrated, built new
lives and farms, and remained in the new frontier in many instances have maintained ties
with those still in Carquita. In other words, a dense and translocal network of
overlapping kin, friendship, and at times patronage ties shape the social relations in
Carquita, as do personal animosities and class differences too. It is important, then, to
conceptualize Carquita as a social space that is produced through various social scales
(i.e., from the “very local” to the municipal, regional, and so forth).
Carquita’s socio-political center, the school and church, lies fifteen kilometers
north of La Libertad town, a distance that takes three to four hours on horseback to
traverse as noted in the introductory chapter.8 “Carquita Community” (la comunidad de
carquita) is the name of the local Catholic Church based organization charged with
promoting spiritual and material progress for its members by “working in community,” or
“working organized” – that is collectively, and it draws participants not only from
Carquita but from surrounding comarcas including Pijivalle, Parlamento, and Timuli. In
other words, the designation “community” is used to intentionally reflect the name and
organizational structure of this group and it is not meant to conjure associations made in
earlier peasant literatures in which community is rooted in place, bounded by it, and
internally homogenous. Viewed in this light, it is important to note that not all of
Carquita’s residents participate in or “belong” to this community. Some thirty
households participate in different church related events such as baptisms or Bible
discussion groups, but only 12 to 15 households represent the core membership that
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actively participates in church activities and community development meetings and
projects. It is from this core group that individuals are nominated and appointed to the
seven to ten member, predominantly male, directiva or general coordinating committee
(board or directorate). The directiva members rely upon, and expand, pre-existing intrarural and rural-urban socio-political and economic networks that link Carquita not only to
other communities in the wider municipality but also to political leaders and economic
elites in La Libertad, nearby Santo Domingo and El Ayote, and the departmental capital,
Juigalpa. They, therefore, play a crucial role in ensuring that the needs of the community
are vocalized and expounded in diverse political, commercial, and religious settings and
in so doing stake a claim to funding streams emerging from governmental and nongovernmental sources.
Carquita Community was formally founded in 1984-85, just as the contra war was
intensifying in the region. The roots of this organization, however, date to the period
1979-81 when Carquiteños, like many rural residents in the interior mountainous regions
of Nicaragua who had no prior ties to the Sandinistas, were brought into the fold of the
revolutionary process as the FSLN and its supporters carried out extensive literacy and
health campaigns, including the training of health brigades (brigadistas de salud) and the
formation of neighborhood or community Sandinista Defense Committees (hereafter
CDS). Many contemporary (male) Carquiteños speak of the early days of the revolution
as a kind of awakening for them, their first exposure to notions of citizenship that
included peasants via the deployment of universal rights discourses and practices such as
the right to health care, education, and political participation. For many Carquiteños, and
other peasants in the municipality, it was their first experience with collective organizing.
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One community leader recounted on numerous occasions, for example, that prior to the
Sandinista revolution, “we campesinos were way too humble/naive…its not that we
didn’t know how to form a directiva, we didn’t even know what one was.” He and other
campesinos (and here I must stress that campesinos in this context means men and
“peasant” as in these contexts the speakers emphasized this) that were active in the
“traditional church” in the 1980s point out that the Sandinistas woke them up – or opened
their eyes – to the benefits of organizing.24
These early “positive” experiences with Sandinismo were quickly overshadowed
by a combination of political and economic contradictions in Sandinista national agrarian
reform policy, a widely perceived (if inaccurate) pro-Communist and anti-Catholic
Church bias on the part of the Sandinista leadership, and effective anti-Sandinista U.S.
propaganda all of which drove thousands of peasants/rural residents, especially in Central
and Eastern Nicaragua, to support the U.S. financed and CIA-directed counterrevolution
(Bendaña 1991; Heijningen 1994; Horton 1998; Nunez et al. 1991). Moreover, as the
CDSs quickly became sites for army recruitment, opposition to the revolution in the
countryside grew. In the words of one of the founders of the Carquita Community, “the
problems started with the CDSs...that everyone had to take up arms…the ideology was
frightening.” Thus by 1984, rural communities throughout the interior regions of
Nicaragua experienced mounting tensions and the population was deeply polarized
(Horton 1998).
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This discourse, though, is rooted in the teachings of Bishop Vega, who was expelled from
Nicaragua in 1986 under accusations of counterrevolutionary activity.
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Although many peasants aligned themselves with the contra, some looked for
options beyond being “for or against,” either Sandinista or contra. As one of the founders
just quoted above put it, “we in Carquita had the problem that one went with the
Sandinistas and the other with the Contra, and everyone was saying that communism was
going to put an end to the church…so I decided to go neither with the Sandinistas nor the
Contra but with Christ” (my emphasis). That is to say, a “third way” was invented, and a
group of like minded people formed a Catholic Church-based organization – the Carquita
Community.
The emergence of Christian Communities in Chontales was a significant form of
oppositional – if not counterrevolutionary – politics in the 1980s. However, unlike direct
participation in the contra forces, i.e. taking up arms, or the more prevalent form in La
Libertad, general support for the contra, providing intelligence, food supplies, and
lodging, the formation of rural Christian Communities represented a process of creating
legal and, thus, potentially legitimate opposition to the revolutionary state. This
opposition was particularly disruptive as it operated among one of Sandinismo’s
privileged revolutionary subjects – the peasantry. Under the auspices of the regional
Bishop, Pablo Antonio Vega who was expelled from Nicaragua in 1986, the “traditional
catholic church” appropriated the empowerment model of more well known (and state
supported) leftist Christian Base Communities (CBEs) and preached the perils of
communistic atheism, hence, the counterrevolutionary character of this movement. At
the same time, Bishop Vega promoted the growth of civic participation in the
countryside, which was exactly what the FSLN was encouraging as well. Through bible
study groups and discussions, and other religious seminars held Juigalpa, a number of
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campesinos were trained as lay church leaders and preachers. More importantly, they
also received training to become community organizers who promoted literacy, health
care, small-scale infrastructure and construction projects, and other “good works.”
The founders of the Carquita Community proudly point out that they were the
first community organization of this kind in La Libertad and neighboring Santo
Domingo.25 In coordination with the parish priest, Community members were organized
into committees to coordinate different activities related to church matters (e.g., adult
bible study, catechism, choir singing), social promotion (for example, helping widows by
planting basic grains for them, donating calves to war-affected individuals or their
families), and building a small church. Furthermore, a few individuals from Carquita
assisted in organizing other rural communities in La Libertad and Santo Domingo. In so
doing, Carquiteños built social networks that extended throughout the rural landscape and
to Church structures locally and regionally. As one man, reflecting the language of the
war torn 1980s, put it “Carquita was like the control/command center for an entire
sector…” Finally, some Carquiteños also worked with the Sandinista Ministry of Health
carrying out vaccination campaigns and other activities deemed too dangerous for state
health workers to conduct in the war-torn countryside at the time. As a result, some
community leaders created spaces that allowed for public critique of Sandinista officials
and policies. By 1990, the Carquita Community was well known in La Libertad,
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Not all would agree and conversations always pointed to another group or individual (even
prior to the revolution).
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grabbing the attention of local UNO coalition organizers as well.

26

The Carquita

leadership were central actors in organizing support for the UNO coalition in the
countryside (despite the fact that their Church teachings stressed the importance of “not
mixing church and politics”) and more generally, overseeing the rural electoral process
for those watershed elections, which resulted in the defeat of the FSLN and ushered in
what analysts have called the center-right government of Violeta Chamorro.

The Neoliberal Revolution and the New State-Civil Society Nexus
The transition of government in 1990, coupled with the rapid imposition of IMF
mandated stabilization and structural adjustment programs, brought dramatic politicaleconomic changes to Nicaragua in a very short time as we discussed above (and see
Vargas 1993; Evans 1995; Arana 1997). Wide-spread social protest and politically
motivated violence dominated the landscape during Chamorro’s first two years in office.
Despite the intensity of protests from a variety of left- and right-wing groups, however, it
was clear by 1993 that reductions in state spending on social services, contraction in the
size of the public sector and its role in the economy, and the parallel increase in
“informal” sector activities would precede apace. A series of “pacts” between factions of
the UNO and the FSLN framed this transition, which left their constituencies feeling
disillusioned and betrayed as a result.
How these transformations unfolded and the type, intensity, and duration of
protest and violence that accompanied them, varied enormously throughout Nicaragua.
26

This is not to suggest that the place Carquita or particular Carquiteños were unknown to
townspeople and officials earlier; Carquita has historically been “central” to the municipality as
we saw even in chapter 3. I am referring to the church-based community organization.
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That is to say, the local-level experience of these events was quite diverse. The political
transition was remarkably smooth in La Libertad when compared to other parts of the
country. The Sandinista-loyal municipal office staff was not summarily fired and
replaced with UNO supporters as occurred in other municipalities in Chontales, and the
incoming mayor (from the UNO coalition) established an intimate working relationship
with the former Sandinista mayor who played a key role as member of the municipal
council throughout his six year term. Additionally, no violent land seizures marked the
negotiations over agrarian reform properties as it did in many other parts of the central
interior mountainous region (Abu-Lughod 2000; Dye et. al 1995), and protests over mine
privatizations were quite short lived (see Aiyer 2004).27 A few confiscados re-registered
their land, but they were still working the legal process through the mid-1990s and by the
mid-1990s, ganaderos were organizing for cattle reparations (a process that linked just
demands with patterns of accumulation by dispossession in the sense that some of these
claims were strategies of personal wealth accumulation). A few (at least partially)
politically motivated kidnappings, murders, and assaults did occur in the early 1990s
involving Liberteños, but rarely did these occur in the municipality. When I arrived in
1995, Liberteños seemed more interested in leaving the violence and acrimony of the
previous decade behind and simply wanted to get on with the business of making a living.
Moving on and making a living was no easy endeavor; to borrow from Lancaster
(1992), life really was hard in Nicaragua in the early 1990s. Rapid political-economic
transformations, discussed above, sparked much of the protest noted earlier and at the
27

The “save the democracy” movement did shut done roads for several days, but few Liberteños
were directly involved, and although mayors of other municipalities in Chontales were actively
involved and mobilized their constituencies, the mayor of La Libertad was not.
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outset of this section. However, in conjunction with these dramatic policy changes and
protests, a new institutional framework emerged that served to mitigate and channel the
often contradictory forms of social discontent against the government into collaborations
between the government and “civil society.” This new institutional framework involved
the convergence of changes occurring internationally as well as at the national, regional,
and local levels and developed unevenly throughout the country.
As privatization shrunk the role of the state in the economy and cutbacks in
government employment ensued, new state agencies, perhaps paradoxically – or in good
neoliberal fashion depending on one’s perspective – were opened. Two new nationallevel institutions were created that are relevant for our purposes: the Ministry of Social
Action (MAS), a kind of social welfare/social development ministry that was to oversee a
variety of activities including the creation of small-scale enterprises and jobs, microcredit and micro-finance projects, and animal raising programs that emphasized
community participation in order to soften the blow of structural adjustment; and the
National Institute for Municipal Development (INIFOM) whose motto was
“strengthening democratic institutions,” which was to provide training to municipal
officials and staff throughout the country on the technical and legal aspects of running
local government, on writing grants and putting together fundable development project
proposals for governmental and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and on conflict
resolution.
International NGOs also played a role in this new institutional mix. The Finnish
government funded NGO, for example, FADES (Fortaleciemiento de la Autogestion

para el Desarrollo Social), undertook projects in Chontales.

28
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FADES worked directly

with INIFOM and its mission in Chontales included working in four municipalities
(Santo Tomás, Santo Domingo, San Pedro, and La Libertad). FADES provided financing
and technical support for workshops and micro-projects in order to foster “direct
community participation in problem solving.”
Also significant for our purposes were evolving sister-city relationships. La
Libertad’s sister-city relationship with Doetinchem, Netherlands, was entering a new
phase. Cities and towns in the United States, as well as in Canada and parts of Europe,
and largely as expressions of support of the Sandinista revolution, solidarity with the
people of Nicaragua, or critique of the U.S. embargo on Nicaragua, established sister-city
relations with numerous Nicaragua municipalities in the 1980s to help meet basic needs
and contribute to development. Some sister-city relationships fizzled after the defeat of
the FSLN in 1990 while others were first established in the wake of the defeat. Still
others, however, continued to work or even expand. In the mid-1990s, for example, La
Libertad’s sister-city relationship with Doetinchem, Netherlands, was both relatively new
and rapidly expanding. A professional couple from Doetinchem relocated to La Libertad
for several years in order to participate in a more direct and sustained fashion in local
development projects. Additionally, a “three-way” sister-city tie was formed: La
Libertad was linked to Doetinchem and to the latter’s other sister-city in Pardubice,
Czechoslovakia.
28

As in many parts of the Third World, the early 1990s witnessed a dramatic explosion in the
number of NGOs working in Nicaragua, which included large and small U.S., European, and
Canadian NGOs as well as numerous Nicaraguan NGOs, many of which were created and run by
Sandinista intellectuals or former government officials who had lost jobs due not only to the
change of government, but also to structural adjustment and state restructuring.
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This new institutional environment – from MAS and INIFOM to numerous
NGOs, sister-city relationships, and their intersections – approached the massive
dilemmas of economic crisis, inequality, and underdevelopment by promoting smallscale projects and voluntarism and by creating stakeholders out of community members,
which contributed in important ways to what Gledhill (2004) called “neoliberalization,” a
process that was rapidly taking shape in Nicaragua. What concretely linked these various
agencies and organizations together (and was also a particularly telling example of
“neoliberalization”) was the Committee for Municipal Development (CDM).29 CDMs
were created nationally under the auspices of MAS and were promoted as central to the
formation of “civil society” in the new (neoliberal) Nicaragua. At this time, the
“weakness” of “civil society” was often explained (in official circles, the media, public
forums) as the legacy of years of violence, polarization, and authoritarian rule that
plagued Nicaragua and was most recently evidenced, as this argument typically went, by
the “delinquents” or rearmed groups. Promoting the development of “civil society” was,
thus, posited as an antidote to these deeply entrenched problems and as a road to
democracy. CDMs were to play a central role by providing a framework through which
the “different sectors of civil society” could come together at the local-level, identify
community level problems and needs, and plan and execute solutions for them with the
29

The CDMs were first called Committees for Communal Development (CDC). Several
Liberteños mentioned to me in passing that they did not like the first name, especially the
“communal” part, as it reminded them of the Sandinista days. The president of the CDM La
Libertad told me on one occasion (as we were riding on horseback to Carquita) that she preferred
the new name with its emphasis on “municipal” or “everyone.” For her, this was a good way to
explicitly include the comarcas, which she felt were always forgotten. Thus she liked
“municipal” in the title to call attention to the entire municipality, not just the town. However,
since “communal” might also be interpreted to mean everyone (or since municipal is so often
interpreted as urban center only) it seemed clear to me that the new name had the added benefit
(if not primary benefit) of avoiding association with the previous decade.
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active participation and support of community members and through the efficient
interaction (ostensibly created by this framework) with state officials and representatives
(from the local to the national level).
INIFOM, also committed to “strengthening civil society,” “promoting
democracy,” and “fomenting social development,” encouraged building local
government-citizen ties and frameworks for collaborations. INIFOM imparted good
government workshops and encouraged municipal councils to work jointly with their
local CDMs in order to promote the twin goals of democracy and efficiency.
Additionally, INIFOM was central to the process of promoting and strengthening what
was referred to as “municipal autonomy” and emphasizing the positive values of
decentralized government (more on this below). Not only was this promoted as a radical
departure from both the Somocista and Sandinista periods, and hence, an overall and
importantly (if not logically difficult to follow) “apolitical” improvement over past forms
of governance, it was also a key component in naturalizing the neoliberal agenda in
Nicaragua as the state increasingly shifted service provisions to local governments
without guaranteeing the infrastructure needed to do so would be in place. FADES,
affiliated with INIFOM and in its efforts to promote inter-institutional coordination and
harmony as well as build civil society organizations, concretely linked and legitimated at
the local-level the separate (but at times overlapping) tasks of MAS and INIFOM by
working exclusively with project proposals developed through the CDM framework and
supported by the municipal council.
CDMs drew their participants from two “kinds” of communities: place-based
community representatives (i.e., neighborhood or rural district/community
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representatives) and identity-based community representatives (which could include but
was not limited to: former contras, former Sandinista army members, Evangelical or
Catholic Church participants, small miners, and cattlemen’s association members).30 In
many meetings participants were encouraged to work with local government officials
(from the mayor and his staff, to the health clinic, the school district, the police, and so
forth) thus creating the image of “civil society” and “government” as separate but
cooperating spheres. Nevertheless, in some cases it appeared the local government
representatives were also “community” (in the second or identity driven sense)
representatives, blurring even more the perhaps imagined boundaries between
government and community organizations. In other words, there was no separation,
really, between state and civil society in this “civil society organization” (as it was so
often referred to). Additionally, CDM participation included the work of identifying
communities and their problems, entailed conducting censuses, prioritizing needs, and
formulating project proposals – classificatory endeavors that overlapped with local and
national governmental practices (and one might add, responsibilities). The CDMs,
therefore, also introduced new bureaucratic procedures and paperwork, surveillance, and
“audit culture” to “community” organizations throughout the country, hence the
“neoliberalization” per Gledhill.
The description of the CDMs thus far provided suggests that they were “deeply
penetrated” by the state and versions of “civil society” that assume NGOs operate
autonomously from the state are problematic at best. Viewed in this light, the CDMs
30

Institutional representatives, i.e., the mayor’s office, the health clinic, the school system, were
also just about always present and recognized in terms of their institutional identity (as opposed
to neighborhood or other identity based affiliation).
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were simply regulatory entities, which to a great extent, they were. However, leaving it
at this point does not reflect the meanings that some CDM participants attached to their
participation, which is equally important to an understanding of how this new
institutional mix worked and what its impact was. As a result of their experiences and
organizational strengths rooted in the 1980s, the Carquita Community was well
positioned to interface with the new institutional environment in the 1990s.
Representatives from Carquita attended just about every meeting in town. Despite the
long distances Carquiteños traveled to attend CDM meetings, they were quick to adapt to
and adopt this model of organizing, fueling the growth of La Libertad’s CDM. The first
two years of CDM formation in La Libertad witnessed a slow but nonetheless revolving
door of participants (an obvious pattern of attrition most notable among urban residents
who did not face the burden of travel to attend meetings) and tensions among aspiring
leaders. The regular presence of Carquita community representatives helped keep this
“municipal organization” afloat. Even more than “help,” Carquita Community
participation also propelled the consolidation of this new institutional mix locally. In
1995 and following MAS guidelines regarding CDM organization, Carquita formed its
own micro-CDM. Along with their ongoing church-based organizing in Carquita and
other comarcas, they began promoting the formation of micro-CDMs in a number of
previously unorganized rural communities too. As a result, the presence and participation
of “peasants” in this civil society organization increased, and Carquiteños used their
ability to draw numbers as leverage to advance their particular causes in the CDM and
with the mayor’s office. Indeed many urban Liberteños often complained that the CDM
was just some “peasant thing” that was only interested in “rural issues.”
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The Carquita Community became the “poster-child” of La Libertad’s CDM due to
their active participation in CDM activities, their ability to formulate acceptable
proposals for development projects, and their ability to host planning meetings.
Additionally, they were well poised to meet the increasingly frequent gender-based
requirements of European funded projects as two or three women, typically rural school
teachers, were active in their organization and were less prone to balk at MAS workshops
that encouraged gender awareness and female participation.31 As a result, the Carquita
Community attracted the attention of the Dutch sister-city team that began setting its
sights outside the urban area for the first time. Building on their organizational successes
and multifaceted institutional relationships, Carquiteños quickly out-grew the insistence
on micro-projects without rejecting the organizational model that was imposing the
micro-project framework, and successfully organized for a major infrastructure project –
a 15 kilometer access road linking Carquita directly to town for the first time. In other
words, it is important to emphasize that that the CDM framework was not perceived as an
imposition by Carquita community members, but rather was strategically embraced as an
opportunity.32 It is also important to remember that it was through organizing born of
counterrevolutionary critique that paved this example of neoliberalization “from the
ground up.”
31

This is not to suggest that Carquiteñas (women) enjoyed more power or more equality with
men than women in other rural communities. Women were not the leaders of the group, in subtle
and not so subtle ways deferred to men, and those that did participate possessed forms of social
capital that other women did not (i.e., they were teachers hence literate, they were married to a
community leader’s son and thus, well supervised, etc.).
32

This, of course, is not to imply that there were no reservations, complaints, or dissenting views
among Carquiteños.
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The Road Linking Municipal Decentralization to Municipal Formation
Neoliberal state restructuring in the 1990s included a process of “municipal
decentralization and autonomy.” This meant two things: municipal councils would be
elected and municipal governments were to act as governments. That is to say, municipal
councils were made newly responsible for fiscal and administrative duties such as tax
collection and voter registration, municipal infrastructure maintenance, and planning,
financing (or locating funds), and implementing municipal development projects.
Authorities in La Libertad faced many difficulties in these new circumstances. Among
them figured prominently the tax collection issue (as did voter registration). Although
the difficulties associated with collecting property and other taxes in Nicaragua is not at
all unique to La Libertad, authorities there faced two additional dilemmas that hindered
tax collection: border issues with neighboring municipalities and a lack of intramunicipal infrastructure (roadways) to reach a significant portion of the taxable
population.
In the 1980s, state restructuring and the war effort collided to reconfigure, once
again, La Libertad’s borders essentially shrinking the municipality. By all accounts, this
was not perceived as problematic in the 1980s (at least by Sandinista authorities), but in
the new neoliberal context, it emerged as a hot-button issue. As municipalities were
made responsible for tax collection and needed the revenue to pay municipal salaries,
overhead, and repairs on the one hand, and as local authorities were once again elected
officials in what was quickly emerging as a competitive electoral environment on the
other, the border issue became a central preoccupation for local authorities (as noted at
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the outset of this dissertation). Two sources of taxes included property and cattle taxes.
A number of La Libertad’s larger farms were in legal limbo (due to contestation over
confiscation) or now divided among beneficiaries into smaller, and number of its
residents (particularly well-off town-based residents) owning larger farms outside the
municipality (i.e., El Ayote, see above), the taxes for which, if paid, would accrue to that
municipality. At the same time, the cattle herd was at an historic low. Thus, the tax base
was problematic at best and local authorities were keenly aware that if it was difficult to
tax urban based residents and the revenue was small, the large source of taxable “things”
(property and cattle) in the countryside was even further beyond their regulatory reach.
However, in this new context, farm owners were to pay their taxes to the municipality in
which their farm was located, and municipalities were to forward funds accordingly (e.g.,
if a landowner paid taxes in Juigalpa for a La Libertad property, authorities in the former
were to forward this to the latter). And many larger farms and larger owners from
Camoapa owned farms in what La Libertad’s authorities claimed to be La Libertad. Thus
local authorities disputed all of La Libertad’s borders (or had “issues” with all of its
neighbors at one point or another), but its border with Camoapa was, once again (see
chapter 5), hotly debated. La Libertad’s authorities issued complaints, attended meetings,
and worked diligently to extend their regulatory reach and have this reach recognized,
particularly by other authorities and landowners in border conflict areas.
In this context, the idea of an intra-municipal roadway took on new urgency and
meaning. Two processes intersected to inform the selection for the road’s location. In
the first instance, historical legacies informed municipal authority decision making.
About mid-way along the road from Juigalpa to La Libertad (which is to say the road that
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extends to El Ayote that the Sandinistas built) there is a fork in the road, which provides
all weather travel directly to Betulia. La Libertad’s authorities regularly traveled in the
1990s from town to Betulia via these roads, and there was quite a bit of discussion about
building the new road to link town directly to Betulia (as the bird flies). As indicated in
earlier chapters, however, the western border regions of La Libertad have maintained
deeper social and political-economic ties with Juigalpa than La Libertad. This has
implications for things like tax collection, but the more important pressing point is this
also means that milk and cheese commercialization were embedded in already existing
and highly competitive networks tied to merchants in Juigalpa (and beyond). This brings
us to the second point. With the logistical assistance of La Libertad’s Dutch sister-city, a
milk processing plant was built in La Libertad in the mid-1990s. It was new and not
running at capacity in 1995, but talk of a road led to talk about accessing dairy producers
who might sell milk to the plant and form one basis for project justification when writing
proposals for funding.
Betulia seemed like a “bad bet” to local authorities in terms of “penetrating” the
milk market. Moreover, to the extent that a road did exist and they did travel it (however
circuitous the trip was), they had “access” to rural residents for things like community
meetings, voter registration, and political campaigns. And another thread in the fabric of
historical legacies entered the fray. As La Libertad was once again “battling” with
Camoapa over its borders, local authorities lamented the fact that their borders were once
again being violated and that even if they were restored on paper, they would remain
nonetheless essentially impotent administratively as so much of the northern border
region was tied more directly to Camoapa via feeder roads and socio-economic ties and
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so far from La Libertad without them. Hence the road to Carquita, strait through the
“heart” of La Libertad’s first frontier, although not reaching the northern area or its
second frontier, would be a material and symbolic step in that that direction. Moreover,
should the road be built and then extended further northeast, La Libertad’s administrative
and regulatory reach could be extended too; and strategically speaking, this hoped for
road could compete with the road to El Ayote (and the socio-economic and political
networks it facilitates) along which it would run (distantly) parallel.
The legacies of uneven development intersected with the construction of a (small)
industrial milk processing plant in La Libertad. These in turn intersected with the
Carquita community and its “poster child” community organizational status; its “small
and medium” dairy producing status; and an array of inter-institutional collaborations
promoting civil society and (mainly rhetorically) emphasizing the need to support small
and medium producers. In June 1995, a meeting was held to discuss the road project.
This was a meeting, mentioned at the outset of the dissertation, of historic proportions, as
all involved in its planning agreed, because it took place in Carquita and represented the
first time town authorities and others traveled “out there” to conduct a meeting of this
sort.
The project planning and actual construction of the road took quite a bit of time.
The first stage of the project, from May 1995 through July 1996, was consumed by
proposal writing, interviews with road construction companies and reviewing their
competitive bids, and contract negotiations with the company. The second stage
consisted of a good bit of “down time” and waiting out the rainy season that finally
culminated in the arrival of CONCASA, the company that would build the road. Stage
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three, which took more than a year for a projected 120 day project, culminated in a built
road that ended at the church-school complex in Carquita. Significant delays in project
approval combined with ongoing demands made of the Carquita community (to provide
resources and time for meetings or assisting and housing the technical exports), seriously
challenged, at key moments, the community leadership and strained community relations.
At the same time, there were obstacles to overcome with regard to the major funder, the
National Program for Rural Development (PNDR), a public/private entity.
The PNDR was yet another neoliberal institution whose mission was “to foster the
promotion of rural development by strengthening small and medium producers and their
organizations through programs and projects that involve the participation of civil society
and strengthen local government.” PNDR, itself financed by the Inter-American
Development Bank, was not permitted (with these monies) to fund new road
construction; rather the funds were targeted for road repair. Therefore, a road had to be
built in order to receive financing to build this road to Carquita. A tractor cut – a kind of
road – was the cheapest solution, but it still required funds, which fueled the tensions
over resources just indicated. Finally, the road project required that the beneficiary
community contribute ten percent of the costs, which was another contentious point,
particularly for Carquita community members who were quite suspicious about the “other
beneficiaries” (people residing between town and Carquita along or near the road, and
more importantly those with farms along the route who lived in town or other towns) and
their contributions. After tensely awaiting the arrival of both the project funds and the
road construction company, municipal authorities reminded the Carquita Community
leaders that the “beneficiary community” was required to contribute ten percent of the
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funds, and that it was now needed; the response: “when the project is 90 percent
complete, you’ll get your ten percent.”

Conclusion
The road was built and the struggles of daily life continued. Much changed in La
Libertad during the revolutionary decade and neoliberal transition. But these changes did
not rest on a dramatic transformation of agrarian social relations. Instead older patterns
tied to ongoing land privatization, frontier colonization, and farm formation seemingly
continued a pace.33 Moreover, older patterns rooted in the trajectories of municipal
formation, such as border disputes, resurfaced with new intensity in this period. Road
building – to El Ayote and Carquita – deepened processes of state penetration of the
countryside. And this process intersected with older and newer class and intra-class
struggles over resources, which included land and access to an array of socio-political
networks tied to municipal authority and beyond. But the particular forms these struggles
manifested reflected – in the examples focused on above – class position (i.e., elite land
acquisition versus church-based community organizing; working for a road versus
reaping its benefits once built). In this mix, however, new forms of rural organizing and
rural-urban politics left a lasting mark.

33

For a snapshot of land tenure in 1995, see Table 7.1; see also note 16 above in order to view
this data with caution. I did attempt to eliminate double registrations and other problems
indicated in that note. However, the area in La Libertad farms is greater than the area indicated in
the 1963 census. This might reflect ongoing farm formation in the northeastern interior region of
La Libertad after 1963, but it might also include duplicate registrations. Additionally, the owner
information in this table does include farms outside La Libertad, but in Chontales. This means
that owners of farms in La Libertad who also owned farms in El Ayote do not have the latter
reflected in this table as el Ayote was located in Rama.
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Table 7.1.

Land Tenure in La Libertad, 1995
Minifundio
(1-9.99)

Small (1049.99)

Meidum (50199.99)

Large (200499.99)

Latifundio
(500+)

All

50

205

365

84

16

720

7

28

51

12

2

100

272

5731

36607

22843

9969

75421

0

8

49

30

13

85

Number Owners
Percent Owners

25
4

138
20

344
50

139
20

48
7

694
100

Number Farms Owned
Percent Farms Owned

24
3

128
15

356
41

212
24

151
17

871
100

Area Owned
Percent Area Owned
Source: compiled from RPPJ

134
0

3033
3

27301
31

28838
33

29226
33

88533
100

Number Farms Registered
in La Libertad
Percent Farms
Area in Registered
La Libertad Farms
Percent Area
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

In 2006, Daniel Ortega was elected president of Nicaragua and he and the FSLN
one again gained power nationally. In 2007 the Sandinistas also won many municipal
elections around the country including those in La Libertad. As if history were repeating
itself, although unclear whether as farce or tragedy, work on the road from Juigalpa to La
Libertad began again; in fact, it was paved for the first time. The road to Carquita,
although not paved, now extends further north, through Timuli, and perhaps beyond.
Since the road was built, bus service runs twice daily and there are indications that a
number of urban-based entrepreneurs have at different times attempted to “get in on” the
milk and cheese commercialization business. What their relationship to the milk
processing plant in town might be, which changed ownership in the late-1990s, as well as
to the direct producers is, of course, the “stuff” of future research. So, too, is further
attention to the “role of the road” in shaping ongoing processes of municipal formation,
rural class relations and change, and the consolidation of La Libertad’s second frontier.1
But it is worth noting that local authorities hoped to conduct a cadastral study (another
first) in the northeastern zone of the municipality in 2009 (i.e., in its second frontier
comarcas El Castillo and Tawa) in order to survey more than twenty-nine thousand
manzanas and identify 100 (or more) new tax “contributors” (many of whom received
legal title to the land under the first Sandinista government (La Libertad n.d.).

1

For discussion of the political-economy of roads, particularly rural roads, and their ties to class
formation and the contradictory impacts roads might have on peasants, see Wilson (2004).
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This snapshot encapsulates patterns and processes rooted in a much longer
history. La Libertad, both town and wider municipality, was forged in the mid to latenineteenth century through the maelstrom of nation-state formation, the private property
revolution, a growing world capitalist market, and the rise of the United States as the
imperialist hegemon in the region. Waves of migration and new economic practices
rooted in gold mining and farming transformed the social landscape and the political
economy generating spatially varied practices of production, distribution, and
consumption. Emerging municipal power structures and their boundaries or borders were
site and source of charged and changing ethnic and class relations. As land privatization
gained momentum, the reach of the state, however unevenly in its local, regional, and
national incarnations, extended as well.
Through the early 1930s, the expansion of a differentiated, landed, and relatively
autonomous peasantry occurred alongside national land and transit route enclosures,
which served to foster larger landowner formation through dispossession. The
contradictions embedded therein were mitigated, in part, by moving to the interior and
creating new social spaces, farms, and communities in La Libertad’s second frontier. By
the mid-1930s, political-economic consolidation of La Libertad’s first frontier was
achieved, but the social processes and subjects forging it had already exceeded these
boundaries.
The agroexport boom, beginning in the early 1950s, generated rapid and profound
social change throughout Nicaragua. Land concentration, uneven proletarianization, and
heightened inequality were clearly evident just a decade after the boom began. National
and regional-level changes coincided with La Libertad’s “mining bust,” but cattle
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ranching rapidly expanded and ganadero hegemony was consolidated locally. In fact, the
collapse of mining activities facilitated ganadero expansion in La Libertad by providing
new political-economic and social spaces for them: lands for ranches in former mining
zones, homes in town (many San Pedrano and other medium and large scale-rural
residents purchased urban houses/plots at bargain basement prices), and town council
positions (ganaderos became the new face of municipal politics that had, until then,
always had mining and mining-merchant associations), which shaped one path to land
accumulation.
The growth in the number of farms and acreage controlled by large and
latifundio-sized farm owners was noteworthy. Among these ganaderos and finqueros
were individuals connected to formal credit streams, which added another layer to the
concentrations of wealth (and differentiation) developing in La Libertad. New pressures
on land did generate hardships for peasant producers, and some proletarianization within
La Libertad and immiseration resulted. But the ongoing, active settlement of the
agricultural frontier (La Libertad’s second frontier and the new frontier further east)
provided a “political escape valve” that (once again) mediated and mitigated the
pressures generated by this new land/cattle concentration. Moreover, some dairy
producing middle and rich peasants forged paths to upward mobility and still others were
able to survive (if not, relatively speaking, thrive) with relatively large amounts of land
(i.e., when compared to western Nicaragua) and modest dairy herds (or in the case of
some rich peasants, double purpose herds).
Over the course of these two periods and trajectories of La Libertad’s municipal
formation – class and intra-class struggles – were evident at all levels (see also Aiyer
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2004). The agroexport boom generated new opportunities to be sure, but also new
constraints and pressures, which included substantial deforestation and ongoing
population movements further east, that intensified these struggles. This developmental
logic has not yet been exhausted. The Sandinista revolution was not able to halt frontier
development, in fact through road building it perhaps paradoxically facilitated one local
variant of frontier expansion (i.e., local elite land acquisition in El Ayote), and frontier
colonization and development has accelerated to unprecedented levels since the mid1990s. And returning to the opening of this chapter, road building and repair has reached
all new levels too.
Roads (or transit routes), their lack and construction as well as the ways they
become sites of contestation and mobilization, constitute an important thread in the fabric
of La Libertad’s municipal formation. Roads can be thought of as indices of broader
political-economic processes and change: as sites of imperialist projects (the San Juan
River route in the mid-nineteenth century), symptoms of primitive accumulation (path
and transit route closures in the 1920s and 1930s), sources of elite (under)development
driven anxieties (in the 1930s and again in the 1990s), and signs of progress or modernity
(the dream of a railroad through Chontales, the road to Carquita) that embody tensions
rooted in the meanings, uses, and distribution of resources (the ten percent beneficiary
community contribution for the road project). The history of limited infrastructure
development, both rail and road, that characterizes Nicaragua generally and the interior
and Atlantic Coast regions particularly, informs the constant recourse to roads (or road
discourses) discussed throughout these pages. The relative lack of roads might make it
seem that desiring them is only natural. But like any social construction, “road ways”
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(meant to shorthand the existing network, its lack or perception thereof, construction,
repair, use, and politics) come into being and are given meaning in and through specific
political-economic projects and historical contexts. In this sense, “roads” (from existing
roads to dreams of roads, or the material and ideological dimensions of roads) are one
means to explore these projects and contexts.
The reader will recall that semicolonialism blocked infrastructure development in
Nicaragua, and thus, one enduring legacy of U.S. imperialism is the limited road network.
However, a perhaps unintended consequence of an earlier round of U.S. imperialism (the
semicolonial period) was the creation of political-economic conditions that allowed for
the “democratization” of land tenure, expansion of the peasantry, and contraction of the
landlord class (Gobat 2005). The Sandinista revolution also created political-economic
conditions that fostered peasant expansion and landlord/agrarian capitalist contraction.
However, the politics of counterrevolution and U.S. imperialism limited the scope of this
transformation. Moreover, the neoliberal transition in Nicaragua was both rapid and
harsh, and again, U.S. imperialism played a direct role in shaping the pace, scope, and
character of this transition. Although there was not a restoration of landlord/agrarian
capitalist land concentration in the 1990s, the privatization process clearly privileged
elites and there were many significant examples of accumulation by dispossession (as per
Harvey 2003).
The neoliberal turn or the “globalization project” (McMichael 2007) has
intensified class polarization on a world-scale and the particular experience of neoliberal
transition in Nicaragua illustrates this well. In the 1990s, many scholars argued that
under these conditions, the disappearance of peasantries was imminent (if not complete).
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In southern Nicaragua, however, peasantries persist. And, as just indicated above, the
developmental logics underpinning peasant reproduction have not been exhausted.
Speaking of an earlier phase of capitalist development, Roseberry theorized peasant
formation as part and parcel of capitalist development. In his words:
…the process that has created peasants and proletarians in Venezuela has
been world historical: the incorporation of Venezuela within the capitalist
world system. But capitalist penetration of Venezuela did not encounter a
peasantry on the ground to be destroyed or maintained. There were no
people standing neck high in the water for whom capitalism was like a
ripple which drowned them…Nor were peasants in Venezuela able to
organize around a precapitalist tradition that could serve as a vision of the
future…Andean peasants, like other Venezuelan toilers, were themselves
precipitates of the process of capitalist development. (1989b: 111)

These insights, quite useful for framing the early formation of La Libertad, are also useful
for conceptualizing its present. La Libertad’s early formation was shaped by the private
property revolution a major political-economic, but non-capitalist, transition (Aiyer 2004,
Dore 2006). Today, under globalization, uneven capitalist development still generates
patterns of peasantization, proletarianization, and various forms (and combinations of
forms) of petty-commodity production throughout the world under increasingly onerous
conditions.
Despite the persistence of a differentiated peasantry, however, the new assaults
under way in the form of neoliberal globalization are leading to a greater capitalist
penetration of the countryside. The road projects are one indicator of this as are the
growing presence of NGOs, government functionaries, and more stringent legal regimes
of property and taxation that make their way deeper into the countryside. The outcomes
of this “round” can not be predicted since this is a question of the kinds of politics that
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peasants in La Libertad and other parts of Nicaragua will undertake. Liberteño peasants,
through their engagements with the Somoza state, their involvement in the
counterrevolution, and their recent enhanced participation in local-level municipal
politics have experiences to reflect and rely upon. How their understandings of these
experiences change in new circumstances is a road not yet traveled.
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